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PREFACE
 

At its third International Health Conference, tile 
Natioil Council for International Health examined recent 
directions of change in health care services and disease 
prevention. These proceedi-gs include the p.pers and 
commentary presented at that conference, held October 20
22, in Arlington, Virginia. 

The Program Committee for the conference chose to 
highlight issues raised in recent reports of tile World 
Health Organization and tile ','rld Bank. At the 1974 
World Health Assembly meeting, the delegates requested 
tile World Health Organization to :oncentrate its govern
mental assistance efforts on redirecting heal - service 
programs toward major health goals. Tile WHO report,l 
developed in response to this mandate, endorsed a primary 
health care approach to rea,:h under-served populations. 
Primary health care is defined in the report as a service 
that integrates at the community level all the elements 
necessary to make a positive effect on the health status 
of the people in the community. The International Sank 
for Reconstruction and Development (the World B3nk) also 
issued a paper- on health issues in 1975, related tI 
health care delivery and rural development. The stly, 
the first specifically focused on health i:utjes by :he 
World Bank, emphasizes prevention ind primary care systems 
to meet the health needs ot popula;ions in less developed 
countries.
 

The National Council, in planning its conference,
 
wanted to call particular attention to tile health needs
 

1. World Health Organization: ofrootjpn.ot
National.
 

Health Services, Twenty-Eighth Worlu Health Assembly,
 
April 1975.
 

2. World Bank: Sector Policy Paper: Health, March 1975.
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of the approximately 750 million pocr in the less developed
 
countries. These populations often have little or no 
access to health care and have high mrbrhiditv and mortal ity 
rates. Under the direction of its Director-;eneral, 
l)r. Halfdan 1. Mahler, ti1e World Hl.,alth organi/at ion, 
responding to the heal th needs of ,heweit populIat ionVs, has 
been c hanging its emphasis f rem t he p re Vn t in and t reat 
men t of :pe c if i c diseases to a 1 roade r conct Pt oII iea I th 
that includes improving the quality ot Iife. liis shift 
is fostered by tie growing recogni t ion of IteaIltI as a 

basic human right. As out lined b: Alfred Freedman in his 
paper, social ihange results when a soci al problem is 

redefined from being a mi.;forttun tO be ing an injustice. 
The papers in these proceedings r,-llvkt our new perception 
of disease as an inj ustice rather thin a i.; fort tine. 
Health care is a right that not )nly inlutdes medical 
care, but also includes ativities to promote health 

through socioeconomic ievelopment. As the reports of 14lt) 
and the orld Bank dou.ment, poverty and poor health are 

closely rel ited. Poor sanit ation, in~adequat e housing, 
and malnu r i t i on inc rea-,e suscept ib i l i t v t o tI i seas.. 
Poor health lessens the productivitv of the iii.l,. 
and induces social and economic instabi Iitv. 

At the conference, John Bryant raised i number of 
quest ions on poverty, cor.uniity dve lopm-nt , and hea I th 
that the National Council wished to be aOdrvs.ed. Fo r 
example, how do we surmount the obst.l,-ls of existing 
social, cuitural, and ecorniimc structures to meet the 
he.lth needs of the poor.' How do wt. evaluate tie goals 
of health systems? How do wt allocate resources to meet 
the needs of the rural poo: Are vill ige heaIlth workers 
a key c rement in this program? How can health -are 
services be integrated uith community development programs 
and other programs related to nutrit ion, sanitat ion, and 
family planning? Can the health establishment itself be 
instrumental as an agent for change iall the training 
and 	 distribution o: health personnel be modifi ed to meet 
the needs of populat ions with little or no access to 
health care programs? Can health care iprograns succeed 
in a variety o politcal, social, ind cultural sett ings? 
Whiich programs, if any, are success.ul in attaining 
better health status and healthtlcare or populations in 
need? 'Wat are the reasons for program successes or 

3. 	 Proceedings of the l974 International Health Con!erence, 

Nationai Council for International health, Washington, 
I). C. 
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failures? Should community participation be a goal sub
 
je~coto evaluation?
 

These questions, which transcend national boundaries,
 
were confronted and debated at the conference. 'As Stephen
 
Joseph described in his paper, new international perspec
tives are evolving on the distribution, control, and uti] l

conferences devoted to the environment, population control,
 
and food, are examples of these evolving trends. The call
 
in the past year for a new economic order by the United
 
Nations General Assembly suggests that further important
 
shifts will occur to create a new interdependence among 
nations. It is these new perspectives for change with 
respect to health that the National Council wished to ana
lyze at the conference.
 

Kenneth Newell of the World Hlealth Organization opened 
the conference by emphasizing primary health care develop
ment as an agent for change. lie outlined the strategy of . 
the World Health Organization to improve the quality of 
life. This strategy emphasizes the role of primary health 
care services. The constraints onihe development of this 
health strategy include those imposed by the poLitical 
system, by the health care professions, and by the compe
tition for resources from without and within the health 
sector. Dr. Newell concluded by urging health personnel 
to lead the way for social and economic change. Health 
providers are in the best position to induce change, be
cause they are frequently the only bridge between the poor 
and the rest of society.
 

Following Dr. Newell, kenote pauis discussed the con
straints encountered in implementing primary health care
 
programs. Several themes emerged. A prominent one was
 
that the dominance of health providers in the delivery of
 
health care services has inhibited the development of in
novative and creative programs. Several recomendations
 
were made: health planning dan no longer be considered
 
the exclusive purview of health personnel, but must in
volve the entire community; health programs must be part 
of a comprehensive effort for community development with
 
full participation at the local level; the western model
 
for medical education should not be seen as suitable for
 
medical care systems in the less developed countries be
cause it frequently is not relevant to the health needs of
 
those countries and only serves to train physicians ill
 
equipped to meet the health needs of their own populations.
 

Several speakers emphasized the importance of redirect
ing the education of health personnel. Basic changes were 
recommended in health care knowledge, skill and attitudes 
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to meet the challenge of primary health care programs. 
As Kenneth Newell stated, the key question Imust be how to' 
proceed in promotifand Implementing primary health care 
qervices without disr ipting and antagonizing existing 
health personnel aniprogrrms. The traditional role of
 
health persannel has been to provide health care services. 
llw--can- that-role be-redirected-to--emphas ize- prima ry-health 
care and prevention? In his paper, Donald Ferguson fils
cussed efforts by the Canadian government to develop a 
program of health promotion activities under the :irection 
 9> 

of the Health and Welfare Hini3ter, Harc Lalonde.
 
To promote community development and improve the health 

and socioeconomic well-being of the poor is a topic that 
commanded conaiderable attention by several panelists. Re
ports on programs on this subject by the World Bank and
 
the Inter-American Development Bank were presented. The
 
national health program of Thailand Is one example described
 
chat illustrates integration of health services with com
munity development at the local level.
 

In the final keynote address of Lite first day, Dmitri
 
Venediktov, Deputy Hinister of Health of the U.S.S.R., re
viewed the history of international cooperation in health.
 
He highlighted the importance of research in health prob
lems that directly affect populations in the less developed
 
countries. As to promoting primary care, he urged that
 
primary health care programs be fully Integrated with, and
 
not act in derogation or substitution of, existing health
 
care systems.
 

On the second day of the conference, panelists examined
 
models for development of primary health care systems. Re
ports from the panels were presented at the closing session
 
of the meeting. A number of issues raised by the panels
 
complemented those presented on the first day of the meeting.
 
The panelists struggled, in the words of George Silver, to
 
get at the "thorny problems that Lie behind the ceremonial 
screen of program design." 

Kenneth Newell reviewed criteria for the selection of 
countries to which international assistance for promoting 
primary health care services would be provided. The cri
teria are based on the degree of commitment by a country
 
to create and implement programs in primary care servLces. 
Depending upon cite degree of commitment, different levels 
of assistance are required. Lee Howard cited the work of 
the Agency for International Development to fund health
 

4. Lalonde, H.: A New Perspective on the ileal.th of Cana
dians (1974). u 
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programsOtat are integrated with community development
 
programs. Problems AID has encounteredl in promoting such
 
programs are those that were cited by Dr. Newell and other
 
panelists o'n the first day.' They include the inappropriate
 
application of Western curative medicine, and a skewed al

, '} aton. resources .in-leaI.tli ,,especially,,,n.chose coun-J -of 
tries retaining a colonial health care system dependent on 
highly specialized health personnel. Examples given of AID
funded programs in urban Colombia and rural Thailand provide 
promising models for development.
 

Private voluntary agencies also play an important role
 
In international health developrA-nt. An example is the
 
program to integrate family planning services, sponsored
 
in four countries by The Population Council. As Leon Marion
 
explained, voluntary agencies have more flexibility than
 
governments to create innovative programs. If a voluntary
 
agency program fails, it usually will not cause the havoc
 
that a large-scale governmental program failure can. And,
 
voluntary agency programs often can act more quickly to
 
respond to needs. Another important influence of the pri
vate sector in international health, which was examined
 
by a pane.1, is the role of multinational corporations. A
 
wide spectrum of public health and medical service programs
 
are offeredbv these corporations through projects in un
derdeveloped areas.
 

In regard to health programs for the poor, a number of 
panelists called attention to differences among poor popu
lations in rural, and urban areas. The effects on the Ameri
can Indian of migraticn from the reservation to the city
 
was reported by Hichael Fuchs, who described different
 
socioeconomic and cultural attributes of the rural and urban
 
settings. As Nicholas Cunningham observed, the rural set
ting is often more homogeneous, retaining traditional cnl
twural modes. In the urban communities, on the other hand,
 
the culture is fragmented by the influences of a population
 
that is more heterogeneous and transient. These differences
 
must be taken into account in developing health programs to
 
meet the needs of these populations.
 

Cunningham has studied maternal and child health in rural
 
Nigeria and urban New York, and has developed a comparative
 
table of qualifications for the urban and rural health
 
worker, Concerning the selection and training of community 
 -' 

health workers In the rural communiEy, for example, one
 
might want to choose an older person with tighter cultural
 
ties to that community. In the urban setting, however,
 

to 
one might want look for someone with more substantive
 
technological qualifications. In reference to the urban
 
population, John Bryant cited a recent book by Charles Elliot,
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The Parterns of Poverty In the Third Mord, which 'dstin
guishes two groups in the urban popula tion. The first In
cludes those who belong to the formal economic system;
they have stable jobs and living arrangements. The other 
group comprises those of the informal economic system; 
they live on a marginal basis and work at sucl ljobs as 
street hawking or car' washing. The later group tends to 
be excluded from the formal system and is frequently ex
ploited by it, a circumstance that must be recognized in 
the development of health program goals and.priorities
 
for urban populations.
 

New roles for women and for dentists In health were
 
examined by panelists, who reviewed such programs as the
 
Frontier Nursing Service, whi.'h provides health care in 
rural kentucky through the use of nonprofessionals. In 
a different setting, the role of the Indigenous healer 
was described in a perceptive paper by IfathIeen Toomey, a
 
medical student at Harvard who studied with a Peruvian 
curandero, the medicine man. She observed that the models
 
of Western medicine and the indigenous healer may comple
ment one another, because the use of native psychotherapy 
and herbal medicices, as well as Western practices, can 
be efficacious in the treatment of native populations, 

Stephen Joseph and James McOilvray raiseJ a number 'of
 
questions during the final session of the conference. In
 
reviewing the conference, Dr. Joseph commented that much 
of the discussion was concerned with the way that speakers
 
and panelists would like the world to be, and too little 
was said about the way the world is and the way It becomes. 
He voiced dissatisfaction with model or pilot projects 
that do not have relevance for national programs. As an
other participant noted; the road ro- health sector develop
ment is strewn with pilot projects and models. The ques- <.. 
tion is: how many models must be developed before the 
recognition comes that we have invested incorrectly? 

James McGilvray reported that the World Health Confer
ence that endorsed the report on primary health care ser
vices, specifically omitted any reference'to the developed
 
countries. The developed countries had insisted they not
 
be included In emphasizing the need to promote primary 
health care. "Apparently we are still unwilling to admit 
that many millions are still deprived of adequate health 
care services in our own countries," hr. McGilvray observed. 
He concluded that most health care systems are failurep, 
devised by professionals largely for their own satisfaction 
and not for the consumer's needs or desires. Government 
health planners, he noted, are not receptive to the em
phasi3 on primary health care priorities. In his view, 
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health care programs will continut: to fai1 and their impact 

will be minimal unless the programs .ire dev';igned with people 

rather than for them. Echoing tile ofmments0 KenneIt 

M.cGilvrav a ubt.r L ons .\ 

in order to i%-k'.lp ind implement 
Newell, Mr. riade l + c A.,tnia

tional will must emerge 
primary health care a. a first priority; wlov.'e ;iich nation

al lacking, m)t wwill is the bepI'asisb oni ,u;ricuiitiie, 

housing and health education; Id i:-. oI :soph I;t i ,:.ted and 

highly technotogcal facilities mutL take seco:d place to 

the development of a network of primar. he.ilth care fac'l i

ties. 
Jha. rman the i ,-Ios-John Cutler, o: i r ri,,'.,P r amit tee , in 

ing observed that the dvno:m o :, ,zin:.e ill in t u- ilit of 

of tc: inolog ; nor is ithealth is not merely a matter 


merely a matter of knowl edge of whiat -P io. Ctlant*v deltend:;
 

o! :t. .n iand111tin*i t .11' l t,rowth,on tite basic eler.ients 

development, and behavior. !he paonelI , c ha i red by .. 

Mc';ilvrav, re,:ormmended as apolic tatement that this 

recognition implies thnat iea ith care is .i-; .epndent. oil the 
proacceptance b' the consumer as oln tilt, :,ervit'c.; of the 

viders. Such acceptance i. i !tin., iono ti',. , n,';utler'l 

culture, value ss,;tem, and felt ne.k. iher'i ort, heallh 

care deliverv svsteMI shi,l, incluc in information ;'.>er 

i ict .- ntme and dt:-;irvntdthat is attuned to thet ciit 
to encourage acceptance o: recomen~let-d .Vice and blth.v

iors. ro accompl ish these, end,., h)r. at lr .n, thers 

coihcluded, we mIrs t .acept our ntt,.ol inte rdepeIdeaVic'V not 

only to promote health but so ioe,',:l,..i,-_ i:ti e ts well. 

Health promotion and socioeconomi, :i t i - :"us! Move t0

gether if the asipirat ions are to h "l.te, tho.;e most in 

need in the less developed countri,. . :i ';.it iona 1 C-, nc iI, 

by arranging the internat i.)ll conf.,n, , and pibl isiin. 
these proceedings, hopes t.ocontin-;t- tii internati onal 

impetus for change, especi.illv, .is..,11-_-J :or 1y the 'iorld 

Health Organization and 4orld ank, :: tie a reias of ieaIthii 

care and disease prevention. 

http:i%-k'.lp
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WELCOME 

Henry L. Feffer 
Chairman 
National Council for
 
international Health 

Good morning. Welcome to the third arnual confer
ence on internaLional health sponsored by the National 
Council for International Health. 

Before- proceeding with t he substantive issues of 
the day, I shuold like to make one important announce
ment. There has be.in great difficultv this ,ear in 
freeing up that portion of 'I) fundin4 which is norrally 
accepted by tile United States. Vn:,rtunatelv yhere has 
been an unusual amount of bureau-r at ic 1iggl ing this 
tiMe around and WI.t) has been cauight in the middle. As a 
result, the funds whici j-,ount to S2,wl,0)0t,l0(J( and were 
due on t.e first of Januar;, 197-), hive not as vet beer 
forthcoming. '.0i)has been placedi in a very difficult 
position, and it behooves all of us to use any effective 
political clout we hiva to novv the , ppropriation along. 
The unpleasant part of t i. that tile nonev will even
tually be released, but the more it is delayed the more 
the continuity of the or.anization -*- interrupted. 
Personnel, once cut loose, are often iifficult to bring 
back into the system. 

W;ith that, I shall 7'ove into ai 2w briei intro
ductory remarks about tht. Nationul CoiiUnoil for Inter
nati'onal iealth - what it :ias done, and. hopefully, where 
it is going. Tihe Council was created about four years 
ago, in response to a tas %. force reco.--endat ion, as a 
meeting groupd for responsibi, international hea'th 
activitv in the United State-,. ,kltihouh there have bten 
many frustrations and numerous exploratorv sessions were 
required, we now . 'm to have advanuid bevond the talking 
stage, and effective operation.l a,Livit'. is discernible. 
We would like to think of oiur;e lw.s as a sounding board 
to facilitate comr'un. oat ion atnd cooperation. ,'e certainly 
do not wish to become a coordinatin; bod.', and hope we 
never will. 
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Tile first International Health Conference sponsored 
by the NCIIt dealt with The Effect of Health on tile 
Quality of Life; and last year we focused on Tile Health 
of the Family. This year, in response to two very timely 
papers by WiIO and tile World Bark, the conference is 
devoted to health promotion anid primary health care 
systems to meet tile health needs of populations in tile 
lesser developed countries. Tile Council is particularly 
interested in the dynamizs of change in health, including 
linkages and interplay of health services in tile commu
nity. 'We hope to examine why so me programs work and some 
do not work; why some Frog.-ams are acceptable to tile 
community and some are not. Conference participants have 
been selected because of %:heirspecial knowledge in this 
area. 

We are indeed fortunate in having Kenneth Newell 
.with us today as our firsi speaker. As Director of the 

Division of Strengthening of HeaLth Services of the World 
Health Organization, he is especially suited to keynote 
this conference devoted to primary health care. The 
emphasis of 'WHO on pri.lary health care has been obvious 
ever sincc Dr. 'Lhler became Director General, and it 
has been Dr. Newell who ihas been in charge of this effort 
for him. It is my great honor LO introduce i;r. Kenneth 
Newell who will set tbh stage ror this conference with 
our Keynote tddress. 



KEYNOTE ADDRESS
 

Health Care Development as an Agent of Change
 

Kenneth W. Newell
 

We are meeting here this week to discuss the dynamics 
of change in health care and prevention, and the starting 
point on this, our first day, could well be a restatement 
of the problem. This is difficult because such statements 
often take the form of horror stories from afar, which 
may appear unreal to is sitting here in Washington, and 
because the problem has never really been objectively 
quantified. But it is necessary because it is probable
that we may not all agree is to the nature of the problem. 

Even if one restricts one's concern to tile develop
ing world, which contains the majority at the world's 
population, one can make health assessments in so many 
different ways. It is customarv or cn.ventioual to start 
by looking at the occurrence ot disease. If we do this, 
while there may be some indication o." decreasing mcrtality 
rates for some conditions, and we -an .iew with satisfac
tion such victories as the control ): s-iallpox, the 
position is still intolerable. .ni e., and communicabl. 
disease, whether it be malaria, ven. rval disease, tibercu
losis or the corrinunicable diseasev. ): childhood, is on tile 
increase or is static. Death, di-a ilit'-, limited expec
tation of life, and imp rpve r dv'e I t.pentare the uslal 

rather than the unusual, an. t i l i a- e.vi ent 'ithin 
countries as between countr ies. I: tht, -::ajoritv of the 
countries in the world can be clas i i,-, a.s de.veloping 
countries, the majoritv of th. population-, w ich live 
outside the urban elite Within theet- countries can be 
said to be the victims ot thle pi-tert .7 int r it in
infection syndtrone an,! to I'.'e ani ii,. -' it the disease 
pictures which are tieir I,-,al e:pre,-.i.:. >,is has been 
docunented by numerous investi a ion-. 

If one looks at the same pi,:tirt - the standpoint 
of health services rather than tiisvate, the pi lture is 

5 
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little better, A recent WHO study ,by the executive 
board states, and I quote from it at some length: 

"The Board is of the opinion that in many coup tdes 
the health services are not keeping pace, with theA:"ng-
Ing populations either in 'uantity or In quality,\. It is 
likely that they are getting woilse. Even if this Ls
 

S .looked- at. optimiticafly, and At.s said thatkthe e 
services are improving, the Board considers that a major 
crisis is on the point of developing and that it must be 
faced at once, as it could result in a reaction that 
could be both destructive nd costly. There appears to 
be widespread dissatisfaction of populations about their 
health services for varying reasons. Such dissatisfac
tion occurs in the developed as well as in the third 
world, The causes can be summarized as a failure to 
meet the expectations of the populations; an inability 
of the health services to deliver a level of national
 
coverage adequate to meet the stated demands and the
 
changing needs of different societies; a wide gap (which

is not closing) in health status between countries, and
 
between different groups within countries; rapidly
 
rising costs without a visible and meaningful improvement
 
in service; and a feeling of helplessness on the part of
 
the consumer, who feels (rightly or wrongly) that tie 
health services and the personnel within them are pro
gressing along an uncontrollable path of their own which 
may be satisfying to the health professions but which is 
not what Is most wanted by tble consumer. 

"Examples of such expresslis of dissatisfaction can 
be found within the borders ci most countries but It is 
suspected that the countries that apparently show least 
dissatisfaction are probably the ones where the causal 
factors are most prevalent and where their effects have 
the greatest disadvantages in terms of health. It is 
possible to list likely reasons for some of these occur
rences. There are insufficient health service funds In 
many countries, although the proportion of the national 
income spent on health services ma' orten be similar in 
the wealthy and in the less fortunate. Miny countries 
have an Inadequate coverage of the population by state
supported health services. But even where "coverage" Is 
high it may be insufficient, as the dominating goal must
 
be the use of the proper services. People should be able 
to afford to use the services, and the services should 
provide a level of health care which people consider 
proper to use. A pattern is emerging of less or least 
utilization of health services in areas that have the 
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least sufficient services. There is a shortage of
 
trained staff at all levels; but countries th',t have
 
insufficient staff show the greatest maldistributions
 
within the country, and appear to have the highest
 
emigration rate. It would appear io he economic and
 
sensible to invest more money in preventive services
 
when this could show a higher return to more people, in
 
terms of health. However, the immediate needs in terms 
of health care are more important to the parent of a
 
sick child than a long-term possible risk, and a service
 

geared to the long-term needs, and ruot to emergency care,
 
may be looked upon as an irrelevance and even with
 
anger."
 

In practical terms it can be said that in many
 
countri'es there is no health care, as we at present know
 
it, for the majority of the population, and that the
 
national health resources, built and administered for
 
all, are being consumed by the few favoured by geography,
 
social class, wealth or position. The underserved are
 
largely rural but also include the urban poor, and it is
 
incongruous but conon to find some such disadvantaged
 
groups living beside the wall of the capital's medical
 
school or teaching hospital.
 

So many of the precursors of disease and the lack of
 
action in making our existing health technology available 
to all appear to be related to poverty, that it may be 
properly questioned whether it is possible to be simulta
neously poor, in the way described by the World Bank, and 
healthy. 

The World Bank (IBRD) states that "approxirately 85% 
of the 750 million poor in the developing world are con
sidered to be in absolute poverty - based on the arbi
trary criteria of an annual per capita income equivalent 
to SSO or less. The reamining 13 are judged to be in 
relative poverty having incomes above the equivalent of 
S50, but below one-third of thte national average per
 

capita income.
 
"Three quarters of those in absolute poverty are in 

the developing countries of Asia, reflecting both the low
 
levels of national per capita income and the large size 
of the rural sector there. As for thost, in relative 
poverty, most of them are found in developing countries 
that are less poor, a large fraction heing in Latin 
America.
 

"Of the population in developing countries considered
 
to be in either absolute or relative poverty, more than
 
80X are estimated to live in rural areas."
 



Taking these statements at face value, it is clear 
that we are talking about the same groups of people, or 
target populations, who are poor, have htigh rates of 
disease 'and early death, and who are underserved in
health service terms. For the most part thes people are 
the rural populations of the developing world,..t could 
be said that all three of these qualities are occurring 

are unrelated. What evidence we have suggests that this 
is unlikely to be true. If it is agreed that they are 
connected, research and arguments upon whett1r disease 
leads to poverty, or poverty to disease,,have been 
unconvincing whether they have been expressed in sociol
ogical, epidemiological or economic terms. Not only may 
they be so interconnected that such chicken and egg 
thinkIng may not be applicable, but some may conclude 
that they are different expressions of the same process, 
and the more meaningful objective may not be increased 
productivity or a decrease in disease but something 
which includes them both. The disadvantage of such 
wider goals is that we have not gol the proper words to 
describe what we mean unless we use generalities such as 
health or happiness or uality of life. 

- In a recent report Dr. Hlahle, Director-General,as 


of WHO, has written: 

"Traditionally, medicine has been viewed as the art
 
of healing the sick. To this role has been added in
 
more modern times the prevencion of specific diseases.
 
Very recently, however, a broader concept has been
 
emerging in many countires--that of improving the
 
quality of life. This is a concept that is,JLn fact,
 
already embodied in the WhiO Constitution, which defines 
health as 'a state of complete physical, mental and 
social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease 
or Infirmity.' 0 
I "In its early years WHO was too preoccupiad with 

relieving the burdens of disease and Infirmity to pay 
more than lip-service to the broader aims implied in 
this definition, Today, It Is striving to translate 
these aims into action and Is looking for ways of.
 
achieving a more stable equilibrium between man and his 
environment, In the hove thaL 0 not only reduce 
man's vulnerability to disease but also permit him to 
lead a more productive and satisfying life." 

If at this Conference it can be agreed that when we 
are referring to hlealth Care and Prevention we mean this 
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complex of qualities, I consider that we have made an. 
,enormous stride forward and could have an exciting and 
productive two days in front of us. However, we should 
wake such a choice knowingly, because such objectives are 
not the sole responsibility of the health professions and 
there are many important implications. For example, we
 
must be prepared to go very much further than making
 
bland statements about-multidisciplina ry activities or 
intersectoral connections- between medicine, economics, 
politics, agriculture and the social services. We may 
even have to condition or enlarge our general phil
osophic statements upon the "rights" of each individual 
to health and health care. Decisions and priorities may 
need to be made which push aside some of the technical 
argumenr.5 of the health services Liad, instead of disease 
control being, a dominant primary goal, some other short
term objectives may come to the top, and we may have to 
use our resources, our thinking, and our place in 
society to further these quite as forcefully and energet
ically as if we were trying to control or eradicate a 
disease. We could be taking such actions in order to 
improve the health of the people as a long-term goal. 
The arguments why we (in conjunction with others) should 
do such things are because; 

a) this is likely to be the quickest, cheapest, 
most effective and most acceptable way to improve 
the health of the world's majority;
 
b) because of our training and experience and our
 
role in society we may be able to help such changes
 
in a unique way and move towards a point when our
 
more traditional skills can also be effectively
 
applied.
 

it may be said by some that they do not accept this 
view of the problem; that the health professions do not 
have this responsibility in their mandate; that we were 
not trained and are not competent to undertake this sort 
of activity; and that we are in some way belittling our 
competence and our existing technology which can 
influence fertility, prevent much disease and help the 
sick if "properly" applied. 

I reject all thesu arguments and consider tLhat the 
subject of this Conference ,is to discuss the implica-
Lions of Dr. Mahler's wider view of the world and to 
seriously debate whether we can help such a movement and 
in what manner. This could be tr~aumatic, for while some 
of our future actions could be in addition to those we 
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are already doing, we may fipd that some of our existing 
policies may be in direct crnflict and may need to be 
stopped or redirected. 

With this as a starting point, I want to deal with
 
some aspects in greater detail. Recently WHO and UNICEF 
conducted a Joint_ study on "Alternatve'-Approaches_ to 
Meeting Basic Health Needs of Populatio .)in Developing
 
Countries.5 This consisted of an appreciation of a 
series of selected examples at country or project level
 
where changes were evident during the past few years and
 
which could be call d "successes." This study was com
plemented by a book% giving participants views from the 
"inside," and they were summarized in the following way: 

The goals of the authors "are much wider than the 
conventional ones and range from that of health as a 
political and social right to that of health as an 
expression' or a spin-off, of a quietly functioning
 
informed 'community. From this standpoint the authors 
place themselves apart from others who might judge 
succes,' only by indices such as the infant mortality 
rate, disease prevalence, or the number of immunizations
 
given.( They do not question the fact that Infants need
 
food, pregnant mothers need to be delivered, immu
nizations are useful and prevent Illness, or that sick
 
people need treatment. On the contrary, they emphasize
 
that these are some of the expressions of community
 
action and that they will inevitably follow If you pro
ceed in a reasonable way and take the wider issues into
 
account. The wider issues presented Include: produc
tivity and sufficient resources to enable people to eat
 
and be educated; a sense of community responsibility and
 
involvement; a functioning community organization; self
sufficiency in all important matters and a reliance on
 
outside resources only for emergencies; and understanding
 
of the uniqueness of each community coupled with the
 
individual and group pride and dignity associated with 
it; and, lastly, the feeling that people have of a true 
unity between their land, their work and their households. 
With these as prerequistes: it Is not necessary to 
bother to document the absurdities of the different
 
bureaucratic respons,'s to agricultural, educational, 
health service or development needs.
 

To some people, in the health field, such ideas may
 
be strange, objectionable, or absurd. They could be said
 
to be philosophical rillther than practical. They could be
 



thought of as an expession of arrogance because they 

are so all-embracing while our backgrounds fit us only 

for 'Health.' They Yay be more difficult to translate
 

io' action than t0 control of 'malaria or the provision
 

of water supply. A conscious effort is required to
 

acceptthese ideas as -essentiaLqualities.or~to.._adm .
 

that without them there must be failure. It Is easy to
 

say that food is what is needed by a malnourished child
 

and that community development is a mechanism that can
 

be used to supply it. It is hard zu say that community
 

development is a goal and that communities in the pro

ce3s of developing find a way of seeing that children get
 

food. These concepts are not the same. The way in
 

which change is assisted and results are obtained may
 

depend to a crucial extent upon which approach is
 
adopted."
 

It is clear that what is being said hcre is that
 

health development is a part of community development and
 

that the health of individuals and communities will
 
'.proveif a continuing, self-sustaining process of
 

6ommunity development can be started. Such an improve

ment will take place partly because a change in many of
 

the nutritional, environmental and other precursors of
 

disease comes high in the ranking order of most commu

nities in their own right and not necessarily because of
 

their linkages with health. Health services in the
 

conventional, institutionalized sense, whether they be
 

preventive or curative, come very much lower or later in
 
many such societies. 

At this point two additional points deserve mention 

and subsequent discussion. Both of them are connected by 

the ideas we may havA as to the meaning of the word 
1 poor." 

I think that all of us would agree that a poor 

family or 'avillage is one where the people do not have 

adequate food, water, clothing, snelter, or a clear possi-

bility of decreasing the environmental hazards and im
proving their life by education or health services or 

other means. While such things require resources, the 

presence of resources does not necessarily mean that 
these necessities are available.' We are talking about 
what people consme and not necessarily about what they 

produce. These two things are clearly connected, but 

their relationship is not so intimate that an increase 
in productivity necessarily means that a family is less 

poor. Some of our target populations have clearly such 
a low productive capacity at present that they must 

remain poor (in consumption terms) until this is raised. 
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However, an Increase, in whatever manner It is achieved,
 
mUs result in a change in consumption as well, or we
 
have really achieved nothing. We must conttnuall remind
 

or the search after "increased pro
ourselves of this, 


ductivity" may be as illusory .s our search after
 
"health."*
 

the sec ,on d ".poin t is the-L"po.rn' e_"noL_.ItIat -all i1 a -r Ihe 
same. I will never forget the statement made to me in 
China that the Chinese revolution was a victory because 
i t had changed China from : "feudal" to a "poor" country. 
The health effects of poverty are not evenly divided 
among tile poor. There is an absolute minimum amount of 
resources in food and other material without which it is 
impossible to be healthy, If you are above this minimum 
your achievement in health may be partly dependent upon 
your Ingenuity and planning, your way of life, and the 
hazards you have to face, but below it, health is 
impossible. I call this the "absolute" health hypoth
esis, and if it Is true then success to the deprived 
must take cognizance of this and present soitLions which 
will result in all people being above Lhis minimum as one 
of its qualities. 

It was with such reasoning that the l)irector-
General of WHtO presented a report LO the Twenty-Eighth 
World Health Assembly in 1.975 entitled, "Promotion of 
National IHealth Services." 6 lie made a proposal for 
agreement upon the need to give special thought and 

* emphasis to the underserved millions in the world, with 
particular reference to rural populations, lie accepted 
that the problem was a difficult one, not only bec-ause of 
its magnitude, but also because its nature requled a 
changed way of thinking. However, the evidence already 
available from national and subnational prog;rames, from 
many different geographical areas and from countries with 
different political systems, wade it seem possible that 
it could be solved. 

This report advocated a concentration upon what 10 
calls "Primary Health Care." Ihere we must be careful to 
avoid a confusion In terms. In many countries "Prin:ry 
Medical Care" is taken to be the first contact between a 
sick person and the health care system, represented by a 
nurse, general practitioner, in some cases even a highly 
specialized consultant, or someone at any other level of 
the health services. In every health system there must 
be some such meeting poltit, and who this person is, whom 
he or she meets for what reasons, s of enormous signi
ficance.
 

But what WHO means Ly Primary Health Care is much 
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wider than this. "Primary Health Care is taken to mean 
a health approach which integrates at the community level 
all the elements necessary to make an impact upcn the 
health status of the people. Such an approach staould i 
an integral part of the national health care system. £t 
is 	 an expression or response to the fundamental human 

ne4joof towa person can kniow of, and be assisted in, 
the dctLot1s required to live a healthy life, and where 
a person 'can go if he/she needs relief from pain or 
suffering. A response to such needs must be a series of 
simple and effective measures in terqr)of cost, technique 
and organization, which are easily accessible ti the
 
people in need and which assist in improving the living
 
conditions of individuals, families and communities.
 
These include preventive, promotive, curative and rehabi
litative health measures and community development


6
activitles."

The justification for this approach was that many 
health services were malfunctioning, with the following
 
consequences (and I again quote from this report)6 :
 

"(I) The inability of the health care system to make 

available the services required to meet the demands of 
those most in need, who are usually too poor or too geo
graphically or socially remote to benefit from such

facilities.
 

(Ii) Wide differences in resources distribution
 
'. and service and a multiplicity of institutions which are
 

unrelated and not functioning as a system.
 
(iii) That emphasis has been given to medical rather
 

than overall health care. The curative aspect of care has 
been stressed with insufficient priority to promotive, 
preventive and rehabilitative care. This has resulted In 
a fragmentation of the Care provided to the individual. 

(iv) That the training of health personnel has been
 
primarily directed towards medical and institutional care,
 
and has been largely irrelevant to the tasks and functions
 
required outside institutional settings.
 

(v) The education and training of health profession
als has accentuated the social distance between health
 
professionals and the population, resulting in an inability 
on the part of the providers of health services to be able 
to identify with the consumers. 

(vi) A lrk of recognition as well as a rejection 
of 	useful traditional healing practices.
 

(vii) An inadequate assessment of other community
 
resources imposing unnecessary limitations on the scope
 
of action of health services, and often preventing them
 



from approaching major community needs In an effective 
manner. 

(viii) That the people have rarily been given the 
opportunity to play an active role in deciding the types 
of activities they want and hav; not participated In the 
actual services they receive. Community Interest and 
resourcen, have tooc ofteni ee aeqa 

recognize
activated because there has been a faillre to 


that people will be most inqterested In and responsive to
 

activities related to their own priority concerns."
 
Here we htave two separate but related series of
 

ideas. On one side is the recognition that many health 
services are not fulfilling\ their functions and acting 
as a coherent health systemiproviding service to the
 

total population, apd probably cannot do so using the
 

Present methods of delivery and the resources now avail
able. 

And the other is the suspicion that. the general 
health status of the maJorit, of people is unlikely to 

!2 reach an acceptable level without national actions aimed 

at the precursors of the povq.rty-malnutritlon-lnfection 
syndrome, which are tied to An Improvement In socio 

I/ economic conditions. 
De-
Neither of these ideas are new to any of us. 

spite this, few of us have aC.ted upon them in an effec
tive way. 

6
In the same reports4'5' M1O presents the argument
 
that the problem is solvable and is approaching solution 

in a number of different countries. In each of them it 

has been possible to adapt the health services to Primary 
Health Care principles. The common principles Include:
 

"(i) Primary health care should be shaped around 
the life patterns of the population it shonld serve and 
should meet the needs of the community.
 

(ii) Primary health care should be an integral part 
of the national health system and other echelons of ser
vices should be designed In support of the needs of the 
peripheral level, especially as this pertains to techni

cal supply, supervisory and referral support. 
(iii) Primary health care activities should be
 

fully integrated with the activities of the other 
sectors involved in community development (agriculture,
 
education, public works, housing and communications).
 

(iv)' The local population should be actively 
involved in the formulation and implementation of health 
care activities so that health care can be brought into 
line with local needs and priorities. Decisions upon
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what are the community needs requiring solution should be 
based upon a continuing dialogue between the people and 
the services. 

(v), Health care offered should place a maximum 
reliance on available community resources, expecially 
those which have hitherto remained ntapped, and should 
remain within the stringent cost limitations that are 
present in each country.
 

(vi) Primary health care should use an Integrated
 
approach of preventive, promotive, curative and rehabil
itative services for the Individual, family and community.
 
The balance between these services should vary according
 
to community needs and may well change over time.
 

(vii) The majority of health interventions should 
be undertaken at the most peripheral practicable level of 
the health services by workers most suitably trained for 
performing these activities." 

Each of us might select a different one of these 
factors which we would consider to be of dominating 
importance, but it would appear to WHO that all of them 
are required. 

If most of us agree upon these principles we have a
 
starting point, but we still have a long way to go before
 
we know how countries can decide to follow this path.
 

It nas been said that there may be at least four
 
major reasons which can help to explain why so little
 
action has taken place.
 

(a) Political. The needs and rights of all people
 
to receive health care is accepted by all, countries who
 
are''wembers of WHO, and this is the vast majority of the
 
peoples of the world. While there may well be internal
 
political implications for a government which will enter 
into a new and different health partnership with its 
people, it Is the opinion of WHO that most national 
leaders want to take such a path if the way is clear and
 
the implications are known. Some countries, which accept
 
the need to change the whole complex of poverty, Ineq
uitable'distribution of resources, and social and health
 
injustice, have taken steps to put forward wide proposals
 
covering all ar many sectors. Others ask the question
 
whether it is possible to tackle the health sector alone
 
or before dealing with other sectors. This is an
 
unanswered question but one of dominating importance. I
 
feel that we must assume that the answer is yes, until we
 
have evidence to the contrary. Until we can demonstrate
 
it with examples, the doubt is an understandable constraint. 



(b) Opposition f the Health Profeesions. Such 
opposition can take many forms. At one extreme is the 
worry of some health professionals that a Primary Health 
Care-dominated heath system could decrease their 
incomes, status and influence. It Is certainly likely
 
that national health service changes. will also, change 
their manner of work, but the countries with the dominat
ing need will still need their health professionals as 
they do now. lowever, extreme maldistributions, such as 

fthe comon experience that 75-852 of doctors are In the 
capital city, or that there are more doctors than 
nurses, will clearly have to change. Such adjustments 
may well be traumatic but will need to be faced, and 
opposition can be expected, using many old battle cries, 
including those attacking change because quality will 
be decreased or because it will be said that one is pro
posing a second class and dangerous service. None of 
these charges can be substantiated, but this does not 
make their emotional impact any lees petsuasive. 

(c) Change means more for some but less for others. 
It has baen said that few countries in the developing 
world have sufficient national resources assignable to
 
health to introduce a national service based upon
 
Primary lealth Care ideas. - This is true if one examines 
the Hinistry of Health 6udgets, which may be $1 to $5 per 
capita per year or less. However, it is not true it we
 
look at the potential resources available if Primary
 
Health Care was introduced at the village level, tapping
 
the labour, goodwill and Ingenuity of the village people 
themselves in a situation where both their increased 
productivity and consumption %erc part of the deal. 
Certdinly some redistribution of national health 
resources would also need to he made, but I question
 
whether a decrease In some of the high technology health 
expenditures in the cities would have a grossly adverse 
effect upon the health oi the favoured few. 

(d) Capital and Process Costs of a Revised Health 
System. One of the qualities of an effective health 
system for any country must be that it is self
sufficient and able to be financed using national
 
resources. However, the costs of changing over from a
 
clearly inefficient estern copy to a t ruly national 
system involvmg all Is at present unknown, it is 
unlikely that the poorer countries have the resources for 
such a change, and it is necessary to consider whether 
sufficient help is likely to be available from inter
national agencies or from bilateral sources to make a
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rmeaningful ilpact. le rl" aro a whole new series of 
unknowns, but it is tile opi, ion o'*- '.10 that there are. 
sufficient resources wuin could 11t. ?A,le alvlilable to 
mike l start in an ipprc.i.) I, -::btr o! ,im trie s, while 
in others the matter is oi .0h2n m,,:.,.nt tilt trie'; wili 
move ,llon" this path w',heth.r il(cr.it ionil help is avail
able or iot. 

As one passes tile fourt r.2,ion , n:.ia others of
mjor moment -o. '.o AI-d.. an..'nv 0!e! t : under 

the different he.din, ,," *ie p. ivil ,i ,u-sion. of this 
Conference, I shAll no0t ,,It inute to i tl the' ht're. 
Instead I shillI return t., t,,- ii tlv .)! ti-; evn ;te 
address, hich i "ilelti .,rc Dvt'vl,,:ment is an Agent oi 
Lhange."
 

Ih iir;n-.e t i i, v-; pl-it i or-.r-d todi:., i: tecr
 
st iki ; the probl-71, I-L'.,!vIVt iroUn:1i t.ht' )" i i itv of
 
de ignin, .nd introhicu - w i. lti .,-hi,- reach all
 
the people and .qulIv I -l 't ith ,h pnt e-ursors of
 
ill ueci th. 've:l it 'oi i, ept t:ic lo., i," o tit, preced
in 2 a r:ument.s, it r.,: i .oii ta '.it .. i . i I ic e pt that
 
tile he,ItltI est l ihIt I i e .11clit cl
b i I ,:l - a ol ine. 
We i:rcv that helltii i .he I';,. in tit, rainked 
priorities of CTor.tnitiCt o: ti :rin. e 0! survival. All 
of us fe-,l inco:p.tent i:ld 1:1 rIined in deil ing wi th1 the 
re.lI techniic lI , oc ii :,_: ,. ;. pio clle,; whi,-h are at 
tile iea.,rt of eLonoM i, .ini I :::,erde'.e Iop.en t. 
"'hIv 1s?'' .'oi ma.' as . "..,. not ",,lit tii l Som.e ot 
tho se other sectors do their w 'rk, ,nil then let us 
respond in .i suitable m.iniier." 

I would argie agaiinst this il t:i. lllowing way, 
even if we leave aside the -oni lision that tile present 
positieo is intolerable, iod tius v ,.innoit sit bick and 
wait for so-nething to iiippen° 

Fhe povertv-halth re litionai ip i-; t-;o-wav and not 
just one-way. Ill the s;aVe wav tlit it is difficult to 
visualize a healthv fa., Iv',elow ,'nr .ibsoluite in 
productivity and consimpt ion, it is cleclv more diffi
cult for a people to incret~ tile i r econom ic and social 
potential if tihey ar. Stl- erin,;, from cantintous depri
vation and failures in humin de Vel p.ent., or tiley are 
sick. .aybe tile improvemeat we want to encourauge will 
not take p lace unless tile le.lth '7oMponeCnt st.irts first, 
or near tile be.ginning. Ibis it crt.iinlv trut in tile 
onchocerciasis areas in ' t.St Afric,, ind .1. ,of us must 
have similar extreme examples: of our own. 

This must be a dominating .ir)umet, i!tlouglh, in 
less extreme areas, other,; h.ve .also) been made. Health 
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workers have a dual r.lation.ti p. !'hey art, tle itdvisets 

of people who share with tilt.-, t*:ei r r.ot imtirit, 

secrets and often .hc tu lt :r ir7'l)Ititll it' .In1 jtid,'cn'ent 

even On , it fers of lit. in,! ,ht . hi.Itl W r'r Art 

al4o advis.'r-; to di lt 'l, o'! 4. x .r:r:-.t-tilt, le rem t.
 

iherefortc, bv the verv niultl ,: tn I i lit' ills it
 
tier. i1M).-. tI :tdTICtI t il'
It he tile t V i i ntil t i I t"- il 

cruc ial 1 ink which will haVe to0be 10,,deJ bt tweeti .lt. 

two. I can ti nk ot no ather ,:rouip whi,n hit; quit.teht 

s.amne rolec. Stureh; we , t , :ii , OIat. 01 01t. Weapon. 

I a-m perso.lll: convin,-.d t ,,ittilt. 1 noble: iit h.i, 

been dec,.'ribed is i real one, whi,t h 1,i:;:tlt 1:;rnup. ii 

us in the pre-secnt, but ha-i, been wit u- :or i otn timto. 
.'e i.iVe. s!tttt , :"eves to it le ie t lt I iti it it 

vi I! disappc.ar when .inlderdevc lop-t nt wi I1 di s.ippt..r. Now 

ip
,we are stifrt t o nnit''rs in,ti h-it i t i natt on . I p o

duct of 'o:.':Liit bti : 7_p V a:"itln t'rdev 	 "l.; ,,e ,in t'x 

: t i I, 
L ions, . lth gh none : thc: ir at i torn wi ii; i it i iii 

comiplete i witI our ,on fort b I. iew at tilonh ihti I i I 
world. MIlor .idapt.ition-; will 'ie ntic ,t: i , .itd ti,.St in 

turn r.iv threatt n us w,)..t'st te. .Liv ijt-s iOan -,:-' I: 
the .issurptitns iapon which our -,),e.ti, n tit 

o ftictor, which .,.! .idd it. .t .l1 .1 ,,IIi

,io I lhte- 

service:; ire b.as d. As ,u,'h i I -; .i.:'wih.l v .lt'h.lted 

and distissed in :on .ren :, s l I thi,, it i . i relv 

that we Oiiail I avt, fewer .in twer ,hii,ts othe r thim t 

doctiu ent tilt,,korse t even t: . lit. world is -.hxlt ;ill., 

and the heilt h servi-c. ire :oin.. to as well. hI'Iechoice 

in i frotl L 115 'he. be whether we siiall Ilead, l whithit-r 

we siail lihe pushed. I l hap. that it will bt i . frre r. 
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HENRY FEFFER: Tiiank y a, l)r. Newell. i,.at is a f itt ing 
keynote presentation for this confere'ce. I am sure 
that everybody will be stimulat ed to review the prin
cipal constraints that vou presentcd, namelv, politi
cal and fiscal, and further, the. inertia within the 
health establish.nt. 

['crnaps the potcnti,i! politi,al im-a, t of the 
iealth e.,t.ibli .n t .a, i bria e it.'ten the political 
power and t:ie o z-unitv I s ont, o t he ,st severe 
Iimitation s becIuse" or tne existinc political strength 
e'f the heal th ')mullt." Ill prestent s,.-ttems. S omet o f 

tuity 's panels wil turn to thi ,, alt hou h I know we 

are not going to have n." solut ions. "m nay hone in 
on tIh.se problems a little more than we have in the 
past. 
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HECTOR R. ACUNA
 

The voverning bodies of the Pan American Health 
Organization, as well as spokesmen at Special Meetings of 
Ministers of Health of tile Americas, have urged govern
ments -,our hemisphere, since the early 1960's, to 
identi." out.scanding health problem:; and to define 
national health policies and strategies aimed at solving 
such problems, thorough a continuous process of healt : 
planning, aI'minist.rat ion and evaluat ion. 

The growing interest of Latin American countries in
 
a continental effo'rt to accelerate social and economic
 
develop=ent was crystallized in the Charter of Punta del 
Este in 19b.. The mutual relationship which exists 
between health and economic development was recognized, 
as well as the fact that living conditions, welfare and 
public health programs are essential and complementary 
to economic undertakings. [he governments aliso resolved 
to prepare national health plans tor the decade of the 
1960's and to create pianning and evaluation units within 
their Ministries of Health, in coo-:'!inat ion with overall 
national planning systems. In a sense, this was a conti
nental commitment and the ,)rganization was requested to 
provide tile necessary means and assistance to carry on 
this enterprise. 

In accordance with this decision, a health planning 
method was formulated jointly by the Organization and the 
Center for Development Studies of the Universitv of 
Venezuela. This methodology, unlike other approaches to 
sectoral planning, was based on the prepar.: ion of local 
programs, with subsequent grouping to constitute regional 
and then national programs. Although the methodology 
aimed at promoting a comprehensive appriach, it focused 
on health planning for local areas. Several countries
 
followed this procedure in their planning activities.
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Most established formal national health planning units. 
National systems soon acquired their own individual 
characteristics; the methodology was adapted and comple
mentary or alternative m iasues were introduced. 

In spite of some 1iu tations, this methodology has 
in fact had great influence on health planning in the7 ,-7.... -codtf-is.- -h b-dtiC i 6 hl"fnd -bxte rna" - -en- .--'f.nr-

factors which stimulated this process; first, the 
existence of overall economic and social planning systems, 
and the promotional activities of PAJIO/WHO, have 
served to stimulate and 'support these systems; second, 
the availability of external financial assistance from 
credit agencies has assisted governments to obtain re
sources; and finally, the intensive training program for 
health planners developed by PAHO/WIIO has provided 
trained experts for this purpose. 

Health planning has undoubtedly had some fundamen
tal effects In Latin America. Tihe concept of health as 
such, and 'as a multLisectoral e.lment within the social' 
context, has been widely accepted. Health workers have 
gradually become more conscious of the fact that solu
tions to problems often go beyond the scope of thteir own 
knowledge and actions, and that a heaLth policy cannot 
exist independently of the social and economic conditions.
 
of the country.
 

'Through planning efforts, it has been possible to 
identify problems and inconsistencies in traditional' 
health services management. Weakness in organization and 
administration, poor coordination In administLrative and 
institutional aspects, absence of supervision and 
control, obsolete methods, and lack of new approaches 
became evident. 

Simultaneously, some other serious obstacles were 
detected. Health planners and administrators realized 
that there were gaps and weaknesses in the methodology 
and that technical tools had limited value in dealing 
with complex situations. In some countries ia'tth plans 
were drafted but never put Into effect, or they were only 
partially implemented. Few countries actually completc.d 
the program cycle, and of those tlat did, some faile, to 
carry it through all the way. Coordination and func-,i 

tionalintegration of health activities proceeded slowly. 
Few countries are attaining complete coverage of the 
organized health sector. Few gains have been made in the 
intersectoral correlation of plans. Often planners have 
wanted decisions to be made solely on te basis of tech
nical alternatives, without taking into accout political 
values that affect the decision-making process. 
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Early in tilt- present decade, ',overnments ;n this 
hemisphere had Isecome iicwreiisi n' lv ,ware 0h.1 t lca. t 

planring must be more than an intt'r-ittent exrei.Se of 

preparing plans and documents. It 1ust e ,IiOlt itiuousc 

process, withi t'ohet'rt'c,- and pt'rcn.e t'', ca.llb i o f eon
stant improvement Lhirough trial and error. .radiilv, it 

became clear tilat p1ann inc muit h' ipplic., thr,'ugih 

successive stages, in whiicih tilt' obect iv', '.in range from 

an attack on new problems to tilt' extens ion of guographic 

coverage of services illordt r to Ser'o.'c r.,ot'people. In 

planning for thth htaltIi St',t,r iLit pos; i bit' to cover 

only a given region, the en tirt' ountr,.', or', in some 

cases, adjacent areds of two counLit,- . ".'i.ltvevvr tilt' 

case, 1 ltanniiug for tilt h .althsc tol *,tlllot be done 

independent lv from soc iocconom ic d'vt ',p:'!ts't. 

It has been ,ic'tIjteLv Lilat thL'- i-,no method.. .ingle 

for planning, rathr .i scries of n.'t ;, - jtiitmay bt' 

applit'd i:ltht li ,ht of c.ti patti cuI r situation. 'e 

must note t': 7-.in.. duct's sc '.ies iVt' ben Ll 

rendered or planned in rcLit ion to Fo j ects iuspirt'd not 

by Lhe needs of the commun itv, but bv tilt' ds,ire to 

introduce imported ttch'Ziquv ,:ii pro,*tdures witih doubt

fill relationshiip to tilt ,o.'iunii t'.'.; prior it's 

In 1972, ti,. Iiir,! S ',i,kl M'etc i inisters of 

Health of tilt' Atrics h'ld in S itlCi .', 'hilt , 

examined tile aC1iit'v'mt'lL.t . ' the pr't'Viou toll vt',ir.; 

anilvzed prtrsent and futurc ;',,bienz;: ,d Itfined tht' 

healtl goals which mighLt 1i) ,t,'vvi in thet prt'sent 

decade through hemispheri, c:,,-- l ':i-',r Health 

Plan, 1971-1980, was the result ): i r itL'ir 0'ilboratt 

scheme influenced .omt'wil" t b.. ,o, t r". :i'lith planning 

expe r i "eut' 

niformation or, l Oa lt', tm.h ,onditions illtilt' 

countries of tilt region, and :or Pr; ir.it ion o ,'o, pre-' 

hensivt' proposals for thtc p rt..cu d ., tic ,' )bLiiLed 

from jo int country/'AlOl pllanni i ",,,, .lmt':lt s and from 

direct nationail sources. ;:,lis M.It 'inil wii'. isset-mbled ,and 

reviewed by country tic it Ministt'rst'.ilc ht,:or "ti-e of 

in til' I ig:Lt of nalt ional coild it ion,; i:,! t rends. As a 

result of this analy.is, spt', i! i, prop, I. wt'l'' broughtl 

by tile Minister-; of HeAlthi to thlcitr izni*peciaml Meetint. 

It must be stre-st'd that tilt' ihiv t'lt. reached ill 

Sant iago were mainly tilt C ll';i'tllIWit I , I ,Ik , dot.v Ioped 

in each countrv prior to tilt mee ilnc'. 

One of tile prob lems thatt , su .'t',At t'0O'rn 

during tile debates a athatnt' t il g is t,. ithiad(llUatcy of 

coverage and tile short supply 11 it alt iart' for all 

peoples. The Ministers agreed that tie. prob lems 
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were the legacy of an obsolete system. Even though 
this system had served a useful purpose, it had become 
noteworthy for limited accessibility and, prohibltive
 
cost. In short, it was Inadequate for provider an">
 
consumer alike. The Ministers recognized LIML, even inii 
developed countries, poor persons in remote and isolated
 
areas-and- any-indigenous-popula ions -Lacked~proper,,care
 
In 1972, almost 40Z of the population in Latin America
 
had no access to health services. it is quite clear that, 
unless there is a decided change in traditional struc
tures and additional resources are made available, no
 
real Impact on the problem will be forthcoming.
 

As in the past decade, the Organization again has 
been requested by its governing bodies to provide assist
ance to the countries In order to implement the strat
egies and achieve the goals stated In the continental 
health plan. Planning, administration and evaluation 
are the fundamental elements usually relied upon for
 
transforming regional and national policies into programs 
and actions. However, the complexity. of the new task 
has compelled the Organization to seek new avenues and 
procedures. In addition to the broad approach of health 
planning, aimed at defining national health policies,
sectoral diagnosis, institutional analvsis and financing 
Of the health sector, attention Is now being given to Lite 
development of methodological instrumlents for regional
 
and local programming. This approach should p-oKte the 
expansion of coverage of. her'ith services to unprotected 
populations. New solutions, including active community 
participation In this endeavor, are also being seriously 
considered.
 

We want to emphasize the fact that such plans and 
programs must be designed and implemented not only i 
terms of the characteristics of health problems but also 
bearing in mind the cultural and socioeconomic conditions 
of the coul.tries. Tile technology to be used for this 
purpose should be adjusted to Local conditions and,
 
wherever possible, locally developed. The national staff,

working at various levels of the system, should be fully 
involved in planning, programming, and evaluating actions. 
Planning is no longer the property of the health planners, 
but a continuous responsibility of the whole health team. 
In other words, planning intlhis stage Is a fundamental 
component and an indivisible part, as well as an insLru
ment of the administration and development of heailth 
services. 

At present, 20 out of 30 countries of the Americas 
have analyzed, and in many cases adju.ited, their national 
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health policies in the light of the Ten-Year Health Plan, 
giving priority to extenslon of health service coverage. 
Seve:al countries have decided to use external financial 
.as.Jstance to expand their health services to unpro
t,:.cted areas. At least 10 countries have requested or 
obtained loans'from credit agencies in the total amount 
-ofl-50 il ffion-doll~ars. In addition, six countries are 
in the preliminary stages of negotiation for other loans 
totaling more than 100 million dollars. It is expected
 
that the governments will invest, from their own 
resources, at least two or three times these amounts as
 
counterpart commitments. rite programming of the proper 
use of all these substantial resources in the coming 
years, as well as the implementation and evaluation of 
the projects, will be of main cencern to our Organization
in the area of health planning. 

In summary, health planning, including the human 
resources needed, the methods and techniques and the 
units created in each country within the Ministries of 
Health, have been essential in improving health services 
delivered to the population. Its orientation and
 
approaches are being adapted to regional and national 
health policies and to the proper use of existing and 
potential resources. Within this cont.ext, more emphasis 
must be placed upon community participation for local
 
health planning, and especially the programming for 
extension of coverage. 



ELL GINZBERG
 

Let me simply say that I am not involved in inter
national health problems., I hare spent more than ten 
years looking at economic development problems overseas, 
and I am interested in American' health problems. Let me 
eiry uckly set out wiat'lhave pul ed out of my 

experiences at home and abroad that may be of some use to 
you. That is all I can do,.both from the point of view 
of analysis and from the point of view of policy. 

Let me begin by saying that I do know that In fill
 
delivery of services, the providers usually manipulate
 
the situation and zhe consumers only incidentally get
 
taken care of. That is a universal rule.
 

Looking at international health, it appears to me 
as if the Western countries, the developed nations, have 
been much too insensitive to local health systems. I 
was glad to hear Dr. Newell raise that point, because 
every country, no matter how poor It Is, has a health 
system that has deep roots and is in some ways responsive 
to the indigenous population. A failure to be sensitive 
to that, in fact, is a serious danger. 

We suffer many confusions in public policy,
 
including the health arena. A popular notion is that if
 
you put more resources in, you get more useful outcomes.
 
Well, of Course, that Is ridiculous. We do not know
 
whether there is any direct relationship between most
 
inputs and the outcomes. It is a presumption that what
 
you put in is positively related to what comes out. I
 
have been watching the United St-tes go from ten billion
 
dollars to $125 billion expenditures for health in the 
last 25 years. You have to prove to me that we have done
 
very much in terms of increasing useful output. 

There is no such thing as an international standard 
of desirable minimum anything. When we talk about second 
best or third best, Newell again metioned this point, 
it has to be best in relationship to the constraints, 
realities and potentialities of tile country that one is 
considering. As I remember from my Asiatic and African
 
trips, there is overemphasis Ln all seiice delivery 
systems on ph)sical structures and new technology. There 
is little emphasis on the interaction with the human 
beings who are to receive tie services. That is yet
 
another manifestation of the dominance of tie providers.
 

Tile best roads to Rome are usually the indirect
 
roads. That is the critical point in Newelt* .peech.
 
The idea that educators have is tiat tile best way to get
 
somebody educated is to put a teacher in the class and
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the teacher interacts with the student. Actually this
 
style of instruction may have very little to do with
 
effectively educating people. We have the naive belief
 
that the physicians and nurses have a lot to do with
 
health. They do not. _There are a whole series of 
inirc t thtaereally ritical~for health.
 
Newell spoke of the need to involve the person in his own 
health education. It1i not possible to have any out
comes that make sense, unless the Individual Is involved.
 

Newell raised the question of linkages. low do you
 
get cumulative effects? How do you think about systems
 
that are not presently linked? In the United States, one
 
thinks about access, and one always thinks about more
 
resources. Haybe all one needs is better transportation.
 
That may be the most critical issue in access. Or, maybe
 
a radio would provide access to critical information. In
 
short, one must think more about linkages.
 

must remember that most health system are 
primarily supportive; they are not really technicaily 
efficacious. They are first and foremost supportive. 
Hluman beings suffering pain or trouble may be helped, but 
they are seldom cured. The degree to which medicine can 
effectively intervene is very limited. Most of medicine
 
provides emotional support. Therefore, I am by no means
 
sure that the local health systems in most low Income 
countries are so ineffective. If a country cannot
 
raise enough food, if it c4nnot clean up its water
 
supplies, all other forms of intervention on the health 
front will have modest returns. In the face of mal
nutrition and multiple breeding grounds of disease,
 
medical care can do very little.
 

In terms of the policy Implications of these ana
lytical observations, I conclude as follows. The most
 
important thing that onecan do Is to start with whatever 
system is in place and try to improve it. The West never 
thinks about improving what is in place because we are 
so sure our system is superior. But It is obvious to me 
that one should start with what is available and try to 
improve it. So, if you could teach the local health 
people to do a little better--to wash their hands before 
they deliver women--that would be a good Idea.
 

Secondly, I attach great importance to developing 
in LDCs more linkages in services for the poor. Years 
ago, I wrote a little paper on the interrelations of 
services to improve health, education, and farm pro
ductivity. The burden of it was that the curriculum 
should deal with health issues and should reflect 
questions related to farm productivity. In this way one 
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could get a cumulative effect by focusing on three
 
critical dimensions of local life.
 

Another point Is relevant to Newell's speech In
 
terms of improving local health efforts. Can one
 
encourage, bribe, cajole the local community to play a
 
larger. role- n-cleaning- up- its. water. supply, -In try ing.- 
to do something constructive for itself? If it does not
 
do anything for Itself, we know that nobody else Is
 
going to do very much for it. Additional resources are
 
hard to come by. Unleas you can motivate an outlying
 
urea to take some respuz~sibllity for itself, not much is 
going to happen. I believe that if a contemplated action
 
Is worthwhile, l'al people, no matter how poor they are,
 
may even pay somb4hing to bring 'It about. They can pay
 
either In the form of la'or or In the form of very small
 
amounts of money, if they think it is really important.
 
And, if they do not think it is important, nothing Is
 
going to happen. So, I do not object to the notion of
 
trying to get some minimum economic contribution out of
 
the community. If one gives services away free, they
 
will not be considered very important.
 

The next point is to try to get the least expensive,
 
not the most expenstve, type of medical personnel
 
involved. One dues not need many specialists. I have
 
argued that, in the United States, Dr. Spock's book 
directed to high school graduates made a greater contri
bution to pediatrics than 10,000 additional pediatricians.
 
The book enabled most mothers who could read to take
 
better care of their own children. We have a fantastic
 
misconception of the need for specialists, True, If you
 
are to undergo a craniotomy, you had better get a
 
specialist, even though'he may not be able to do you
 
much good.
 

The next point relates to Acuna's coments about
 
planning. Planners always run ahead of realities, and 
that is their strength, but it is also their weakness. J 
Reflecting on what L observed in Ceylon, Ethiopia, and 
other LDCs with anti-malarial compaIgns, one must worry
about what happens after the campaign is over. After 
you clean something up, the source of the trouble 
reemerges. Unless one can alter the general social and 
economic environment, a lot of money gets wasted. A big 
effort is made and is successful, but pretty soon the 
diseases reappear. One must not overemphasi:e the 
rationality of planning. While I am an economist, it 
makes no sense to- me to think that human beings worried 
about pain and hunger will act rationaIly--whatever that 
means. All one wants to do is to avoid foolish 
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and unproductive ependitures. The larger the resource
 
commitment, the nore Important It is for decision-makers
 
to think before hdy act.
 

How dees one make use of successful demonstrations?
 
One arena for such demonstrations Is the military, The
 
military_ :_gvhepveryrecruit
J.-iow_.to- take.care oLff
himself and teaches groups of recruits how to improve

their living conditions by building latrines. One
 
suggestion is that LDCs review their own experience and
 
try to diffuse those things that work wll.
 

Nothing much is going to happen, in my opinion, in
the neaf term. The West has been working i.tth too short 
a time dimension. It is understandable that the pressure
has been to collapse the time. People are suffering,
people are dying, but the one thing that I have learned
 
-tbout social change is that the time dimension is
 
criticaL.. If you look at Russia after 60 jears as a
 
comaunist society, there are important contin~ities that 
go back to the czars. social institutions do not change

rapidly, at least not the basic ones. 
 Ur.ess one under
stands that, one is in trouble, because one then tries
 
to do things that have little chance to succeed. 

There is one critical challenge that Newell did not
 
address. Is there any way of Identifying subgroups in a
 
populacibn whose health could be improved tl, t would make
 
a difference in terms of economic productivity? It is
 
clear that ina labor surplus country, if one saves
 
babies, you are really not doing much to improve condi
tions. If one could save 20 year-olds, who would other
wise die, that might make a difference. Aside from the
 
human issues involved, saving babies is important over
 
the long-run because it is an essential precondition for
 
family planning. This is a tricky, but worthwkile, issue
 
to think about. Consider the USA: We spend 25 percent
of our health resources for people who will never make 
any contribution again to the economy in the United 
States. I happen to beiFeaching that age. t am very
interested in health sei,,ices for the aged, but they con
tribute little if anything to productivity. In fact, 
they may stand in the way of Increasing productivity by
consuming valuable resources.
 

I would end by saying that most of the experience of
 
the Western world is not only irrelevant, but downright 
dangerous as a model for the LO)Cs. I cannot inagine
anything worse than taking our Ineffective US health 
system and exporting it abroad. 

Further. implicit in Newell's statement is the con
cern that you cannot expect the heaLtlh frontiers to move
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very much fasLer than the rest of tie soiet. The great 
weakness that I sce, regrettably, is thiat in most parts 
of the world local coopera.t;on is -o diff iultl. MosL 
I.DCs are c''racterized'v gr..Lt i:eLu.l ity, -ith .a ,w 
ricii propertv owners do0niat i g th. ,O.'[hnc itv .,d making 
it very diff icnlt to 4et .it" co;ist ruct iv, ,op.r.it iv, 
act ion rorn ti people th.Lepeopl 

Most 0! tile galin- in il ,.1t in Ik I)- Will ,'oMV .1-; 
a3 result of rtorc food, .ort ed,,cALion, -iore s~mit.ation. 
lie he.l ti-educiti jn 1 i:ikmg"c i-s i.port..nt bcc.IiSC 
education, like iealth, rt.quirt-. cn:,.gi tlt individual-

in his own development . .o.i,
. I .1cs-; -ucc.i ill nigging
the individual ill hii ., .tl, :.: , -i l halil;i~ ppe~n. 

:his is .v -autio:nakr, t- lc ,I.cd on,:1 I haivc 
learned from m.vm ,imr- 0! r'et', i i:nt,) [ht' role of 
iuin r-oiorCeS in Ckcn:o,)Mi, , 50Oi ! d.'.' Ip..11. I 
WJ-1 pleased to listcn to 'N''!. 1 Iearned fro.Dr. TIht 
himi was tha ';I), .ifttr n,,,,ur.c'd tic ;est to runov: 

in one direct iomi :or 2' or 1.>
a ,,a-,. 7.orc, inal Iy 
dec ide's to I o down ,anotit'r t :. i wotild cniItiir. e'oll , 

witiout getting into tic speci:i ',tion, n I wi!.at it, laid 
out, to go down tile tia . ' ic' i,, "'ketch d. 



PHILIP CAPER 

I enjoyed Dr. Newell's remarks, and I agree with 
almost all of what. he said. In fact, I agree with almost 
everything that has been said this morning. 

-- in -order-t o-place-my -participatIon4n-tItIs program -

in perspective, I probably ought to note that this is my 
first time as a participant in a meeting devoted to
 
international health. 1 am a physician who, for the past
 
four years, has had an opportunity to observe the
 
American health care system from a legislative perspec
tive. As a member of the staff of the Senate Health 
Subcommittee I have been privileged to participate in
 
a number of study missions overseas to developing \
 
countries. My remarks are based on that experience that
 
includes trips to Southeast Asia during the period
 
Im ediately following the cease fire in 1973, and more 
recently to West Africa, Eypt, Pakistan, India, Bang a
desh and the Philippines.
 

First and most importantly, I believe it is impossible
 
to think of health in developing countries In a vacuum.
 
There cannot be 'effective health services In the absence
 
of economic development, particularly in the rural areas
 
and in the poorest areas.
 

The retardation of physical and mental development
 
during the early years as a result of Inadequate nutri
tion, the repeated cycl'-s of infection as a result of
 
inadequate sanitation and the unavailability of a clean
 
water supply, and the impact of agricultural produc
tivity at the local level on nutrition and, therefore,
 
health,are all factors that cannot be considered Indepen
dent of one another. This interdependence is the theme
 
of the remarks this morni.g and has prompted a reeval
uation and reorientation of World Health Organization
 
policies. It is also the thrust of what I hope I
 
perceive to be emerging foreign policy, wich respect to
 
'foreign assistance,'and of other international organiza
tions such as the World Bank.
 

There appears to be a general consensus emerging
 
that these factors must be considered as a part of a
 
whole that relates to an improvement in economic status, 
in productivity, in income, and perhaps most importantly 
in the ability of the rural areas of developing countries 
to become self-sufficient in food production. 

I certainly agree with Dr. Ginzberg that family 
planning and the question of Infant mortality cannot be 
separated in a society where labor is Intensive and there 
is no meaningful social security mechaniSti Therefore, 

I 
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in such societies clI4dren, and parLicularly sons, are 
seen to represent important contributors to the family's 
agricultural productivity and the only hope of support 
for pepple in their old age, when they themselves are no
 
longer productive. t .. ,. 

Of the developing countries, most In South Asia, I
 

tive changes appear to be a result of the decentral
ization of development efforts. Villages that were,
 
relativel speaking,the wealthiest, even in countries
 
as Bangladesh, had made the greatest advances in pro
ductivity and had juoved furthest toward self-sufficiency
 
in food and a betAikr life for their people with remark
ably little help and assistance from the ,'entralgovern
ment. They had done so as a result of a change In
 
social structure at the local level accomplished under
 
the leadership of a particularly dynamic and partic
ularly charismatic individual. This local leader was 
able to convince the villagers that besides their obli
gation toward their family they had an obligation to the 
village as a whole. By helping the village, they could
 
help themselves. This is a common theme In South Asia.
 

Wat role is there for central governments in devel
opment efforts in the poorest countries? I think the 
recommendations that Dr. Mahler has made with respect to 
the creation of interdisciplinary councils are important 
and deserve careful consideration. However, we must 
recognize the very real limitations of what central 
government alone can achieve in developing countries 
where communication is poor and where the level of 
literacy is low. The villager, forexaMple, in Assam, a 
state in India, is relatively little affected by what is 
going on in Delhi, one thousand miles away. I think that 
the question of decentralization is an extremely 
important one in terms of improving economic development 
and thereby the health of the people in villages. 

I will not repeat what has already been said about 
the changing role of the physician and other highly 
trained health professionals in delivering health care.
 
I agree with most of what has been said. The impact of
 
physicians alone, particularly in developing countries,
 
is marginal at best.
 

I would like to note, moreover, that even in the
 
United States, Canada, Great Britain, and a number of
 
other developed countries, serious questions are being
 
raised about the effectiveness of highly trained phy
sicians and expensive technologies on the health of our 
own people. 
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I believe that reexamination of the cost effective

ness, if you will, of expensiv- medical technology on
 
the health of. people In this country, and the reexamina
tion of the importance of other factors, such as life
style, alcohol consumption, smoking, lack of exercise, 

andovezihas--a -determinant-of heal t h -si-tu9tUs ,may -

'
 

-

make it somewhat easier In the developing countries to
 
plan their health systems. They are freer to look
 
towar professionals and ialth workers other titan
 
university trained physicians as a more effectLive and
 
certainly more easily attainable type of health manpower.

I think it possible that emulation of the Western model
 
of technologically oriented medical care by developing
 
countries may actually have been counterproductive.
 

I would like to emphasize, once again, the point

that Dr. Mahler has repeatedly made; that it,is not a
 
question of second-rate health care for developing
 
countries, it is a question of what kinds of health
 
personnel are the most effective, the most achievable
 
and the most appropriate. I believe that even in
 
countries such as ours, we are beginning to look at other
 
factors, factors other titan curative medicine as deter
minants of health status.
 

On a related matter, it seems to me ethically and 

morally wrong for a country such as the United States or
 
other developed countries to be draining highly trained
 
personnel ifrom countries such as India, Pakistan, 
 the 
Philippines, Thailand and elsewhere. 
 It is equally

important to examine the other side of Lhe coin, though,

and question why these countries are training health
 
care personnel who are better fit to deal with the
 
health care problems in the United States than those of
 
their own countries. in many developing countries,
 
physicians who have been trained after the Western model
 
simply cannot find employment. Their training is just
 
not relevant to the basic health needs of their own
 
countries, and these are problems which must be faced.
 

The role of central government In achieving health 
goals and in meeting the very real needs of their own
 
people is open to speculation.
 

We have the recent example of India where constitu
tional guarantees have been suspended and power aas
 
shifted toward the priie minister. ,h0at does democracy 
man in a situation where the illiteracy level is very
high and where there are tremendous barriers to commu
nication? What does an election mean 
in a society where 
mst of the people nominally participating In the elec
tions have no feeling that their participation has cicI, 
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importance to their day-to-day struggle to subsist? Can
 
such a model really work in taking on the very difficult
 
problems of those countries? That question is being tested
 

,throughout the world today. Whether or no't the poorest of
 
the poor can be helped, given exisLtng political constraints
I n -many develoOP[Ing coun t, r eKs:-i SIs soNw th I ng -thatt-rema ins-o-, ..... 

be seen. Whether the developed world should help develop-

Ing countries is, in my view, a more easily answered ques
tion. It Is very difficult for me to return to the afflu
ent United States from villages in Bangladesh and lndfau 0
 
where 40 percent of the children are grossly malnourished,
 
where vitamin deficiencies are rampant, where kwashliorkor
 
is seen commonly and where people are literally dying in
 
the streets.
 

The question of equity and the moral and humanitarian
 
questions concerning tie distribution of wealth are ones
 
Which, I think, are quite clear. 'the political climate
 

-,is less clear and more difficult to predict. However, I A 

see sore encouragement in the emphasis currently being 
placed by volunteer organizations and legislative and 
executive branches of our government on assistance to the 
poorest of the poor., I see encouragement in the discus
sions of a new economic order. The developed world cannot 
turn itself into a fortress and ignore the fact that Most 
of the people of the world are living at a level which Is 
one of bare subsistence.
 

I would just like to meution some possible forms of
 
assistance that I believe the United States can offer,
 
given the exist ing political climate il this country, our
•own problems with inflalitio and uinemploymlentL. These are : 

obviously going to pose rather severe constraints on what
 
anyone can do, in terms of foreign assistance, at least
 
until those problems become somewhat less acute.
 

There are some t))ings, however, that I believe can be
 
done and have alre',d been started. First of all, an area
 
of foreign assistiiceC that is often somewhat overLooked is
 
the development of technical ability and the transfer of
 
knowledge. The United States, with Its scientific and
 
medical expertise, can make .i contribution toward develop-

Ing technologies for the less developed countries of the
 
world. The support of international agricultural centers
 
will continue to be important.
 

As a member of the staff of the Senate Iialth Subcom
mittee, I can predict, I think, with a fair amount of cer
tainty, that there will be increased emphasis on basic
 
research support relevant to the needs of cite developing
 
world, in our own National Institutes of Health. Senator
 
Kennedy is most Interested in promoting this development.
 
An increase at the institutes in the level of support to
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research related to theim unology of parasitic diseases 

is very important and will complement the burgeoning 
efforts of the World fHealth Organization to eradicate 
parasitic diseases that cause a great deal of morbidity 
in the world. Senator Kennedy also has indicated that 
theorNational Science Fou-n-da-tion hniiuld -re'vifew -their," .:''-
efforts which are of international value. Thle techiol
ogy in the development of nitrogen fixing organisms of
 
all kinds, of high protein legumes and cereals and foods
 

that are relatively less expensive to produce than fish
 
or beef, would help allev.ate the nutritional problems
 
that are at the base of many health problems In these
 
countries.
 

In addition, there will be strong support In the
 
Congress for disaster relief efforts in order to avert
 
the kinds of devastation that have taken place recently
 
in India and Bangladesh. There is strong support for
 
a food banking system to assure a relatively equitable
 
and stable source of food supply. Ginzberg has mentioned
 
the importance of health as a factor in productivity. It
 
does not take an expert of any kind to realize that an
 
human engines, as well as any other.
 

), I conclude my remarks by stating that its far as the 
health professions are concerned, and people wiLth back
grounds similar to ours at this conference, it Is 
extremely important to recognize the Limitations of the 
Weqtern model of curative medicine, not only in our own 
country, but particularly ir developing countries.
 

We have tended not only to encourage the develop

ment of western type medicine in developing countries,
 
but we have been em,lated by them. This situation is
 
turning about, and will be assisted by our own 'examina
tion of our own current medical uractices in this
 
country. It is an extremely helpful development, but
 
again cannot be viewed In t vacuum. I think it has to
 
be viewed in tEt context'of overall economic development
 
and self-sufficienc4 ,at the local level.
 

INQUIRY AND COD1EhTARY 

ELI GINZBERG: Let me tell you What I heard this morning. 
listening to Newell, Caper and Acuna. There was 
repeated and understandable emphasis on structure, 
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. . .... .... . .. . . .. .. -" ".. . , 1 ,e.

organization a'd plannI . But all of these organ
izations, no matter how thoughful they may be in 
their formulation of programs, have very Little to do 
with the specific transformation of human life. The 
gap between Plans and actions is unbelievable. 

most Important single change element was tile presence 
of a local leader able to influence local people to. 
work together to do certain things cooperatively that 
they could not otherwise accomplish. As Americans, 
and mnybe even as Europeans, we have cte distorted: 
notion of the reality of government In most parts of 
the world. Dr. Caper talked about 1,000 miles between 
New Delhi and Arsam. The outscnading point that has 
struck me in my many trips overseas is the fact that 
effective government is an exceedingly rare resource. 
Few governments are capable of doing anytiing signi
flcant to alter tile conditions of life of their 
people. 

The extent to whiz-h government Is the critical 
factor is underscore:l by contrasting India's approach 
to health and the Chinese approach to health. I keep 
a considerable skeptit(sm about what Is going on in 
China, believing as I do that basic Institutions 
change slowly, even ill the presence of a revolutionary 
cadr,,. Nevertheless, it appears chat the LaoIsts have 
bee,'able to transform the extent to which people are 
forced to cooperate, which sets the stage for many
thinig to happen. Tile China I knew tit 1945 was fullof flies. Visitors now report that China is free of 

flies. That is very impressive. 
Too little has been said, I think, about tile 

attitudes of the individuals whose health one is try
ing to Improve. There is a linkage in every society 
among tie value structure, Ote governmental structure, 
the economy, and the manpower development institutions. 
This Is tile analytical framework of my life's work, 
now in press, called The Human Economy. It Is very

hard to change health unless other parts of the value 
system change. Nevertheless, It is important to focus 
on health, because I believe all human beings are 
interested in the reduction of pain and in postponing 
death. 

Perhaps the one common element In the whole of man
kind is thle desire to alleviate pain and to postpone
death. ience, to think more imaginatively how to 
brine about modest changes in health could accelerate 
changes in the entire value structure. would also*I 
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stress changes in education. Only as people gain some 
perception of the changes that they can bring about in
 
their own lives will they really become involved in
 
cooperating to alter their environment.
 

As an economist., I have not heard enough about 
~ijjheinfr~stru ~ytti'exitsinveryL ' - -

For 
-

instance, all societies, even the poorest, have a 
system for bringing scarce goads to the rural areas.
 
Farmers must buy salt. They have to buy other
 
essentials. The question may be how one can piggy

,,back health efforts, I.e., birth control, on the
 
trading system. More attention should be paid to
 
bringing tie health system together with the economic
 
system, and use each to reinforce tile Other rather
 
than to encourage each to go its separate way.
 

The worst thing about health systems Is that 
planners tend to st 'cture it as a separate and Inde
pendent system. That is tile most costly and ineffec
tive way to move ahead. Even in the rich United
 
States, druggists who are part of tile trading commu
nity represent first-line medical personnel for many
 
people. The local health expert is tie druggist!
 

I,1 as a long term student of
wanted to say that, 

manpower, I agree with Caper when lie suggested that
 
the U.S. is not really drainIng ealtt personnel, from
 
overseas. I never saw an active recruitment campaign
 
by the United States to pull physicians out of tie
 
Philippines or India or anywhere eLse. The inappro
priateness of indigenous health educational systems
 
lies back of the out-migration.
 

In some countries such as Argentina, it Is my 
understanding thatit was policy to overproduce phy
sicians for tie irse of exporting them. Although
 
I am willing to biziue the United States for lots of
 
mistakes, I really would not blame us for "stealing
 
medical personnel from overseas." That is really not
 
the essence of this story.
 

JEFFREY SMITH: Dr. Ginzberg, could you please identify
 
ways to minimize tie gap between the seemingly
 
increasing demand for acute facilities, vis-a-vis the
 
need for preventive services overseas?
 

GINZBERG: Any increase in the availability of health
 
services will always be consumed, especially if people
 
do not have to pay for them directly. There is no
 
limit to what people will use if services are made
 
available. If one says that there is an acu' demand
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for additional acute health servlces, I say, waLdo 
you mean by demand? Do you mean that government tS
 
under pressure to create additional services and 
cover their costs by new taxes? I understand that. 
Or does one mean chat the citizens directiywant'more 

_andwill _pay.for. add itlotialser-vces-.rhrougliJhlg 
preminums? That I doubt. 

When it comes to prevention in a developed society, 
I wonder where the shortfall lies--not with society, 
I believe, but with the individual. One cannot get 
the average citizen to reduce IIIs, intake of alcohol. 
One cannot get him to reduce hisi ntake of fatty 
foods. One cannot get him to drive carefully. These 
are the critical frontiers as regards prevention in 
an advanced country, and they are difficult to mister. 

One of the great troubles both in the developing 
and Lite developed world is that we know so little 
about how to inte-vene with tile human being to care 
better for his own health. This is not a minor matter 
but a major hurdle. That is why I pNuLtsCh Importance 
on Dr. Spock's book on baby care. IL really got
 
through to mothers. 

One can develop a health care system to a point 
where there is one physician to one perhon, as is the 
case in the United States with the President. Short 
of that, I do not know where the system will stop 
expanding. Perhaps It will finally do so when more 
people come to realize that access to medical services 
can be dysfunctional. I advise all of my friends not
 
to go into a hospital unless it is urgent, because
 
such an encounter may be negative, not positive. When 
the public begins to understand that and acts on it, 
we may begin to reach a ceiling. 

FRA K GAULDFELDT: I am from the Office of Internatlonal 
Health at HEW. I would Like to address my question 
to Dr. Caper. 

As I understand it, you have become convinced that 
where development takes place and health is improved 
is at the local level. Speaking in terms of the 
United States' inoelvement in bilateral health, for' 
instance, it is a government-to-government relation
ship. We are assuming, or we hope, that eventuallyit 
will filter from the top dow n. But, we all know LilIt 
going from the bottom up would speed up the process. 
Do you have any ideas on [ow, officially, we might. 
reconcile these two points of view? Thank you. 
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PHILIP CAPER: 'el yes, I do. That is one of the 
problems of bilateral assistance. It tends to be 
caught up in intergovern.ment a! politics I think it 
is important to increase our governments contri
but ion to multti lateral organizat ions and to voluntary 
agetic ies. 

No.., a good deal of verY good work.- being done al: 
the local level, is you k:n'o, b v oluntarv agencies 
and by private fotindations. That, I believe, int one of 
the reasons wh Senatjr Kennedy has for many years 
been trying to increase th1e '.5. emphlasis on multi
lateral versus bilateral assistance There,. will 
always be the need for bilaterai! assistance, and 
justifiably so. But I tiink that one of the problems 
withI suc: assistance is exactlv the one vou iave 
pointed ouL, that it has to become involved in 
p clt."t . Assistance to Bang!1adesn has to be linked 
to Middle East politics in some.L wa,., sJ IC,;g as it is 
a government-to-government relItionsilip 

The problems titat WlH) is having, t itt I hope will 
be temporary in nature, in obtaining their assessed 
contribution from the United States is directly 
relate ! to lcs to with Asia.politi hlVinl do Southeast 

Nonethmless, this is a problem. h;.ch is even 
present in multilateral assistance. It is particu-
Iarlv acute in the case of bilateral assisance. 

RICHARI) CtIFPEDGi.: I am from Maagement Sciences for 
Health. I would likc ! issue a ofto .ke with couple 
statements briefl%. :t. ,;in:!beri;'s -;t-tement that so 
long as the services and facilitit..; are there, they 
will be used.
 

I think that in some countries t:;is is not true. 
Wlhen you see iospital occupanc" of 30 percent on the 
average, there is something wrong Witit the service or 
there is something wrong ,;iti tilt interface between 
that instittition and the communitv. And, there are 
Jut-patient facilities equal ly underutilized. 

So far as working from the hottom up, I do not 
think that this will necessarily go faster, unless you 
start simultaneously from the top, or unless, oil the 
other hand, there is a revolution, which may or may 
not be successfu'.
 

I think tie apl.roacih needs tO be multilevel in a 
country. I certainly agree wioleieartedlv w.'ith 
Newell and others that successful ilealitl efforts must 
be community based and interdisciplinary. There is a 
kind of activity called informal education, which is 
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-based on community activities. The people, who try to 
eCocate individuals in a comunity in this approach, 
-docthis -by bringing common-,problemsto- an-individua I.. 
consciousness. They organize to meet these problems, 
which are social or economic, and this facilitates 
communication. 

This approach, I should think, might be quite 
useful to the community health worker, if he can learn 
the methods of interesting communities in their own 
problems, most notably health problems. Then, he 
might be much more successful In motivating individ
uals in their problems and helping them to help each 
other in solving these problems. 

I should think that with respect to training 
health workers, one of our major deficiencies has not
 
been in the technology of medicine, but in the tech
nology of meeting and organizing communities. We
 
could learn from other people in this matter.
 

Finally, in assessing success of health programs,
 
we have looked at health status as measured by many
 

numbers of indices. But have we looked concurrently
 
at the success of other programs In the same community,
 
the educational program, the agricultural program?
 
Has there been a coordinated assessment of the commu
nity development as a whole, and the element which
 
health plays in this total community deveiup=11L? 

CAPER: Just one quick response to that. I think it Is 
important to recognize one fact of ife in the United 
States and other developed countries. The health care 
industry exists to promote health largely as a 
secondary matter. It is best, I think, at pro0!ucing 
large amounts of cash flow, which amount to $120 billion 
a year in this country.
 

Earlier, I alluoed to the political interests that
 
keep the system in this country from chnnging.
 
Obviously, a lot of peoplc have a great pecuniary
 
interest in keeping things just as they are, the 
insurance nl=ustry, the pharmaceutical manufacturers,
 
medical device manufacturers and the hospital industry.
 

In a country such as this, we can afford to do that.
 
We are fortunate. We can choose between an extra 
visit to the doctor or an extra few days in the 
hospital or another color television set. In a 
country where the per capita income is $200 or $250 a 
year, they do not have that luxury. I think it is 
extremely important when talking about exporting 
Western technology Lo, other countries to recognize 
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that very simple fact. I do not agree with Dr.
 
.... .	 Ginzberg:that- there-is no 'way tocontrol-the-utiliza-

tion of health services, other than payment at the time 
of the doctor/patient encounter. I think Great Britain,
 
among all of the Western countries, has shown the
 
greatest success in restraining increases in their
 
total national expenditures for heatith care. Yet there
 
is 	no payment at the time of services delivered.
 

Maybe a continuation of the situatton leading to the
 
story in the Washington Post this morning, which re
ported that there will.be a 48 percent increase in 
health in:urance premiums for 200,000 people in Wash
ington fore'the third successive premium increase, will 
lead us into an on-the-budget approach as the way to 
contain increased expenditures.
 

HECTOR ACUNA: Thank you, Dr. Caper. Well, you have heard
 
Dr. Ginzberg and Dr. Caper, and a few commentators from
 
the floor on this very interesting subject. Perhaps the 
important thing to bring up In closing Is that of policy 
planning. I do not feel quite qualified to say that I 
repreient that particular area. However, let me Jtst 
give you an outline very briefly. 

I am an elected Director of the Pan American ifealth 
Organization, the 27 member governments of this organi
zation and three associate members. Now, I am supposed 
to speak on behalf of tho.e governments in the health 
sector. Believe me that one of-the things that these 
people are interested In is knowing how to deal with 
their own problems. 

My concern is, then, in listening to you and seeing
 
what you have to offer to the health ministries of the
 
Latin Anerican and Caribbean governments. I am afraid
 
that I have not listened to anything extraordinary. I
 
have not listened to anything that is new or Innovative,
 
or at least economically feasible. I have been listen
ing to things, or schemes, or ideas that cannot be 
adopted by Latin American and Caribbean countries. 

However, this is the planning process to which we
 
were referring before as being the keynote of this
 
particular panel. I hope that in the other panels we
 
will find answers to these particular dilemmas that the
 
countries of the developing world are facing. Not only
 
are answers required to meet their own needs, but per
haps answers are forthcoming also from the academic
 
community and the medical,and health professions of
 
the United States as to their role in meeting these
 
needs.
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DAVID M. FRENCH 

I am going to try to draw upon experiences that I 
have had in the last several years as an observer, both 
in Southeast Asia and in Central Africa, to indicate what 
might be done in the future to try to meet some of the 
health care needs of developing countrits. The African 
and Asian areas were formerly under colonial rule for 5() 
tz 100 years, but all had been subject to European 
influence for a much longer period. Both areas are 
tropical, though Africa has more .'iri,ibilitv relative to 
rainfall, ranging from desert to tropicil rain forests. 
Until recently, neither has been subject to severe popu
lation growth pressures. In both areas, indigenous 
societal organizations have been able to maintain stability 
within the surrounding environment. 

There are differences in the concept of nationhood 
and land ownership in the two areas extant at the time of 
independence. Nationhood in Southeast Asia seems to have 
much in common with European concepts in the past. 
European colonialism readily asserted itsel', an] land 
control rapidly followed. In Africa, tribal concepts of 
land owrnership were far different from Furope; in addition, 
geographical topography in many ways precluded subdivision 
of land. Consequently, we see todav a vast mismatch of 
national boundaries as a result of European influence 
that has no relationship to tribal areas and little 
domination of the land in many areas in terms of strict 
individual ownership. 

The ever increasing impact of Western society, with 
its need for cheaply produced raw materials and cheap 
labor, has dealt with both of these areas rather poorly. 
Indigenous traditional survival mechanismi were unable to
 
cope with new technological demands. Technology created
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severe stresses through reorganization or modification of
r: '":societal -tructrure._ :New,disease..was-.in troduced --and-te 

incidence of indigenous diseases Increased. In response'' 
to the mounting threat of rampant disease, the colonial 
subjugators created a medical care system to protect 
themselves and care for that part of the native population 
essential to the economy. Alas, the medical care system 
was modeled after those in the modern Western ccuntries . 
The engrafted medical care system from the Western world 
could not meet the health needs of these d i/eloping 
country areas. 

For several years now we have heard about medical 
care delivery changes In China, Cuba and Tanzania, for,,,," 
example, that have resulted in the eradication of socil. 
diseases and improvement of maternal and child health 
care by using unusual deliverers of health care, su'.'h as 
barefoot doctors. Although the information is incomplete, 
there seems to be little doubt that a vast reorganization 
of the Chinese and other medical care systems has indeed 
occurred. At least two things stand out relative to 
these changes: (1) Improvement in health status was
 
related to new uses of manpower, whose major thrust has
 
been in prevention, and (2) these health system changes
 
went hand in hand with changes in the political,system.
 

I with several others have had the opportunity in 
North Vietnam to examine such changes in a medical care 
system. North Vietnam has totally revamped its system of 
medical care delivery. Simultaqeously, South Vietnam was 
undergoing development, primarily under the influence and
 
financing of the United States. The nature of system
 
development and the outcome in North and South Vietnam
 
was far different. It Is interesting to make some obser
vations about them.
 

In North Vietnam, at the end of colonial rule In 
1954, there were 100 physicians and 200 assistant physi
cians, with perhaps 4,000 hospital beds available. The 
population was 15 to 16 million. During the ensuring ten 
years, prior to the resumption of warfare, the reorgani
zation of the medical care system occurred along with the 
development of new health policy. With lack of funds and 
health professionals, they did th,:t which they could afford 
to do, and proceeded to maximize their approach as best 
they could. 

First, they focused their efforts on prevention.
 
This effort required a minimum of technical know-how and
 
skill to deliver. It is not as cosry in terms of unavail
able medications, and the facilities necessary for the
 
whole process were also minimal and rather simplistic in
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design. Second, the building of the health care system
 

began at the bottom of the pyramid, that is, at the 
village level. Third, the necessary manpower would be 
developed as rapidly as possible to get the system 
moving, even at the expense of treatment capabilities of 
that manpower. Trainees initially were turned out as 
rapidly as possible; refresher systems provided continuing 
education to i:,crease their capability as time went by. 

A few comtients are In order about the rationality of 
these policy 'cisions and what they meant in functional 
terms. Preve tion, iN one observes what went on, was 
defined not 1 complex terms, but functionally. Preven
tion efforts focused on Immunization of the population at 
risk against certain infectious diseases and public health 
methods to disrupt the chain of infection. Structuring 
of the health care system at the village level was dictated 
b y functional realities. It was a time of national emer
g ncy, with an emerging political system that required 
maximum individual commitment in every village in the land. 
Rapid production of manpower was perhaps the only one
 
possible alternative under the circumstances. It required, 
however, a high degree of commitment and ability on the
 
part of those in responsible positions. They needed to
 
train new deliverers of health care to provide effective
 
care and at the same time sustain the commitment and
 
enthusiasm of these new paraprofessionals.
 

It Is not the purpose of this paper to deal with the
 
statistics such as they are, because they certainly are
 

* 	 not extensive or particularly exact. But, there is little
 
doubt that massive inroads have been made in controlling
 
the major disease killers and cripplers within the North
 

* 	 Vietnamese population. Traditional infectious diseases
 
such as gastroenteritis, malaria, venereal diseases and
 
the traditional killers associated with the birth process
 
and the neonatal period were all markedly reduced.
 

In South Vietnam the medical care system was under
going great change by, responding to a massive influx of 
Western curative medicine and technology. The increasin.g 
presence of European and American personnel required a 
large medical care delivery system. Western medical 
presence on the field'of battle was a military necessity,
 
of course, and was exceedingly effective in dealing with
 
war casualties. The United States, as part of its 
development program, also tried to bolster the various
 
structural components of the Vietnamese health services. 
We began at the top, with the Health Ministry, and pro
ceeded to the provincial medical structure. A number of
 
changes occurred in the national hospitals, particularly
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In Saigon, the provincial hospitals, and the medical 
education syree-m, However--only -toward theuend-of 
American presence was a system of maternal and child
 
health care developed and a school of public health
 
created with a practical dedication to change at the 
village level.
 

True comparisons between the health services of North
 
and South Vietnam are not possible for a number of reasons.
 
The location of most of the warfare was in the south. The
 
North Vietnamese admit that their successes were made
 
possible by the nine years of peace between wars.
 
Although the cost was vastly greater in the south, the
 
funds were available. If funding had been allowed to
 
continue, it is hard to say what would hve ultimately
 
happened at the village level relative to health care.
 
But, comparisons have little meaning in the context of
 
what might be learned for developing countries elsewhere.
 
There is little doubt that the approach of the North
 
Vietnamese was effective and affordable and extremely
 
successful in terms of meeting their health care needs
 
at the time.
 

The challenge in Africa is that we now stand in a
 
position to be most responsive and helpful. We are at a
 
time when African national and regional development can
 
be fostered through mutual collaboration. Not only have
 
contributors such as the United States learned from
 
collaborative experiences, but, more importantly, the
 
multinational resources of the U.N. are being mobilized.
 
The report of the UNICF-WHO joint committee on health
 
policy recently issued outlines alternative approaches to
 
meeting health needs of populations in developing countries.
 
It is well worth reading. I quote briefly from the Intro
duction:
 

"To meet effectively the main health needs of under
privileged populations, which represent about 80 percent 
of the people in less developed countries, health services 
should actively seek out the persons, learn their needs and 
desiderata, and protect, treat and educate them. Unfor
tunately, the strategy so far adopted by many detqlop'ng 
countries of modeling their health services on th ise4f 
developed countries has not been conducive to ser' 
needs as described above, and has therefore faile, 

Drawing upon other successes, we must promot
 
expanded health care approaches through indigenou, per
sonnel who are already firmly inserted in the social
 
structure of the villages, much as the North Vietnamese
 



did. The utilization of indigenous village personnel is 
proceeding on a large scale in l'an.ania at the prtsent 
time. Other successful exampit-s have been seen in Vpper 
Volta, Mali and Niger. In Upper V'ol ta and Niger, these 
exist as isolated but highly succe;sful models. In Mali, 
an entire system of rural lispensaries with maternal and 
child health units exist dispersed throughout the land. 
They are almost ccmpl-etely manned by paraprofessional 
personnel. The functional capability of the system, 
however, is quite small, but it is firmly a part of the 
government's national plan for improved Iealth service!. 
Somalia and Zaire represent two additional states wherein 
national commitment to planning and development of primary 
care is firmly established. 

In surm.ary, there are places in the developing world 
where things are being done. [hey are being done in ways 
different from the w,'estern model. The primary care 
approach as a model is much cheaper and much more elifec
tive in terms of meeting the health cart- needs of these 
developing lands. lie three principal features of this 
model are,applying the principles of prevention, creating 
new manpower resources, and dev-lopin , programs with 
community involvement. The success of these prograris 
rests in their being part of the fabric cf the social 
structure of the communities which they serve. I think 
this is where the future for the health care delivery
 
systems lies.
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An essential prerequisite to delineation of the 
training, utilization and distribution of manpower to
 
meet emerging health care needs in the world is a clear 
definition of the desired end product of our educational 
efforts. To arrive at this definition requires several 
important str-ps., First, a clear statement of the 
desired henlth delivery system's objectives, Its policies, 
its priorities, short-term as well as long-term goals, 
and its organization Is necessary. Each nation must 
develop such a statement in accordance with its own 
resources, its own stage of development and objectives. 
Second, having made such a statement, Lhen one must 
determine the duties, the roles, and the behavior of 
personnel who will participate in delivery of the 
described health care program.\ The third necessity is 
development of training prograiis, including medical 
curricula, to prepare indlvid,als who will possess the 
variety of skills, behavior, and~nommitment necessary to 
participate in the desired pro,gram. While this paper
will focus on the training of the physician, I believe 
the same principles hold for the paraprofessionals as 
well as indigenous health forces.
 

Why is this particular sequence necessary? The
 
tendency is to think of medical education as an isolate,
 
with little regard for outcome. We often seem pre
occupied with the educational process, rather than 
achievement of that combination of knowledge, attitude, 
and skill which is essential In the finished product in 
order to make maximum contribution to the anticipated
 
health care system. It must be the end product that is
 
in the forefront of our concern in medical education.
 

Certainly, it Is true that in the United States 
medical schools have been seeking change. But they have 
concentrated on process. For example, we have changed 

4 the sequence of courses, or emphasized early clinical
 
experience, or changed to organ systems models. But there
 
has been no clear concept of the desired outcome in regard
 
to the work of the future practitioner. Thus, changes
 
consist essentially of new labels, new packages, new
 
titles. All these rearrangements are essentLially pouringi' 

old wine into new bottles. Too often, medical school (\ i
 

curricula are petrified Into traditional approaches; or, , 
when changes are demanded or necessary, the change Is
 
often dictated by fad, whim or caprice.
 
*" It is generally agreed that optimal health care
 
delivery systems provide for comprehensiveness and 
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continuity of responsibility in case narigement. The 

- programAs-adiressed-not--only.-to-the- IndIvldual-but-to 
his family, and ultimatek-must include the community.
Such a system Involving comprehensiveness, continuity
and responsibility is referred to ai a primary health care 
system. Such a system, configured to the needs of a 
particular nation, must be spelled out clearly, since 
the Job description of an individual in the system, such
 
as a primary physician, will shape the training program

and the curriculum. This is necessary in order to
 
insure the proper end-product: a primary physician.


The key word in this is primary, and one must think 
of the various meanings of this word. Primary means 
first In sequence. A primary physician Is the first 
access physician. But there Is an important implication

in being first in sequence, since a primary physician
 
must guarantee continuity of care. Therefore, he must
 
also assume continuity of responsibility. Primary also
 
means first in generality, as illustrated in the phrase

$$primary colors." 
 This implies another important aspect

of the primary physician--that is, comprehensiveness.
 
The primary physician must be skilled in attending to
 
all aspects of the sick or troubled individual--physical, 
psychological and social. Further, tho primary physician
must be ab.e to attend to the specific health needs of 
the Individual, rather than to individual pathology.
 

Lastly, primary means first in authority, as a
 
primary leader. This implies ability to provide leader
ship, to be able to coordinate the various aspects of 
what often is a fragmented, chaotic system. As the 
patient moves through the system, the leadership exer
cised must provide direction, control and attention,

rather than random, incoherent movement. Authority
Implies responsibility; responsibility is verified 
through accountability of the program which the primary 
physician leads. 

It can be seen from this definition that the 
primary physician is in a commanding role and deserves 
the highest regard, status and prestige. The primary
physician should not suffer by invidious comparison
with the specialists. The primary physician in a 
comprehensive health care delivery system must be able to 
address himself to the many nspects of such an organiza
tion. Thus, the primary physician must have the skill 
to evaluate not only that part of the total system in
 
which he participates, but must be able to view the
 
totality of the system, since no part can operatei,:n 
complete isolation. Such a system must have high
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quality and must provide access for all consumers. The 
responsible'physician- must-be-oncerned -about-those-vtow 
do not receive-as well as those who do not seek out

health care. 
,Health care delivery systems are continually beset 

by issues of fiscal support. 'The primary physician must 

understand much more than cost-benefit analysis and 

simple-minded efficiency. Efficiency and productivity
 

of individuals In the system cannot be ignored, of course. 

However, the criteria of efficiency must be integrated 

with equity and effectiveness. Equity is necessary so 

that everyone receives a fair share of services. in 
regard to effectiveness, one must move beyond utilitar-


Ian concepts of the best possible for the most. To be
 

truly effective and have equity and efficiency, one must
 

strive for justice In the health 'delivery system. This 
implies that there is a floor of reasonable quality 
below which no individual's services can drop. 

Thus far, I have described a primary health care 

delivery system and some of the characteristics required 
of the primary physician who participates in such a 

program. These characteristics must include a commitment 
to comprehensiveness, continuity, responsibility, account
ability, leadership, and a broad knowledge of the social 

system of primary health care. 
It is particularly Important to keep these charac

teristics In mind today, because the trend of development 
of modern medicine, which has been without planning in 
regard to the necessity, for effective delivery of ser
vices, tends strongly to produce over-specialization. 
The substance of health care services has been profoundly 
changed in this century because of new science and tech
nology. Sophisticated technology has had tremendous 
effect upon access, quality and financc. Complexity has 
given rise to specialists, who have achieved great
 
status and prestige. However, super-specialists can only
 
practice in sophisticated centers that can support their
 
specialties and this has encouraged maldistribution,
 
which, in turn, restricts access to care.
 

One must remember that in the United States In 190
 
85% of health services were delivered by physlcians-i,,/
 
H.D.s. The health industry then was mostly composed ,el 
doctors who were generalists. Today H.D.s comprise iess 
than 5% of the health industry in the United States. The 
division of labor has grown finer and finer to accom
modate the complexity of the armamentarium of the health 
care profession, particularly in regard to specialization 
and subspecialization, which continue to escalate. 
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Services have become segmented and fragmented, resulting
 
in discontinuity and alienation between consumers and
 
providers. In addition, with the new technology, the
 
expense of providing care has escalated geometrically, if
 
not exponentially, causing grievous concern to those who
 
support the system, whether it be government, insurance
 
companies or individuals. In the face of the insecurity
 
that is felt, various arrangements are demanded in the
 
form of insurance by private or public organizations.
 
This has led to increased pressures of a political nature.
 

We live in an era in which the lack of excellent
 
health care is being redefined as an injustice, rather
 
than a misfortune. Turner has pointed out that when a
 
social deficiency becomes so redefined--from a mis
fortune to an injustice--social change takes place.
 
Thus, the French and American Revolutions occurred when
 
the lack of franchise and denial of freedom of religion
 
became redefined from a misfortune to an injustice.
 
Likewise, many of the profound changes of the 20th
 
Century have taken place because the lack of material
 
necessities became redefined from a misfortune to an
 
injustice. I believe we are now in an era in which the
 
lack of good quality health care has been redefined from
 
a misfortune to an injustice. The enormous pressures
 
which have built up, both through public demand and
 
through the political process, for the creation of a
 
quality health care system force the need for new
 
approaches and new designs for the organization of health
 
care delivery. There is danger, in the face of these
 
pressures, to offer expedient solutions that have broad,
 
long-range consequences whi h may be unanticipated.
 
Simple application of new science and technology may lead
 
to maldistribution and superspecialization. This is true
 
presently in the United States.
 

In the face of these tremendous pressures, it is
 
essential to maintain the goal of training personnel to
 
participate in a primary health care program. This is not
 
to say that specialists and sophisticated centers are
 
unimportant; they are critical and essential. However,
 
they must be part of a total health system and should not
 
dominate and drain off all of our possible resources.
 
One has to decide upon an equitable distribution of
 
resources, parti:ularly manpower, and train accordingly.
 

The trend toward specialization and emphasis on
 
secondary or tertiary care, that is hospital care, can
 
be illustrated by a brief review of the history of
 
medical education in the United States. In the early
 
20th century, there were a large number of medical
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schools r. tihe United States of vryin, quality. Many 
were simply coe,rcial, proprietary, vocational schools, 
while others were of hih quality, and man. fell in 
between. A study by tie American Medical Association, 
followed bv the famous Flexner report which was support
ed by the Carnegie Foundation, laid the groundwork for a 
profound chinge in medical cJ'c~ition in tie United 
States which has been little appreciated. Although the 
motivation of the A.MA. and subsequv'tly of Flexner were 
probably quite different, the results were similar. 
Flexner was exlusively interested in the process of 
medical education. He was convinced that if the model 
of Johns Hopkins and German medical schools was adopted, 
involving heavy emphasis on laboratory training and 
hospital training, with full time faculties affiliated 
with universities, that medicine of the highest quality 
would emerge. Time does not permit a full study of the 
consequences of the Flexner Report so as to weigh both 
its benefits and negative aspects. Fly-by-night schools 
were eliminated, but, on the other hand, Flexner had an 
elitist approach and ;corned trair,ing of minority 
individuals, fir example, Blacks ;,.,d women. Thus, black 
medical .schools were decreased from 7 to 2, and many 
women's medical schools also fell by the wayside. 
Flexner's emphasis was upon hospital pra. ice and exper
ience, as well as sponsoring high technological effi
ciency. Thus, American medicine became increasingly
 
hospital-based and specialized.
 

There were other forces at work, and American 
medical education followed the Flexner Report more 
literaltv than Flexner d:si! d. He even -oimented, in 
1925, about the ri. idit . wih which his recornendat ions 
were foI1,awed, thus des trovi :; flex ibilitv :-d experi
mentation in curriculuM. 

in any event, tihe ro.d toward superspecialization 
and hospital-based practice was developed, with the 
consequent lack of primary health care personnel, mal
distribution, fragmentation of services and other defi
ciencies already noted. We are now trying to turn back 
to primary ialth care in the United States, and sub
stantial e.fort is being made to train primary health 
care phys.'cians. It is a revival of old ways, but under 
new conditions with new levels of integration and new 
technological knowledge which must be applied. However, 
as we look for new possibilities, we must look for 
linkages of the full range of health and other human 
services at all levels of practice--personal, family and 
comunity. The level of practice for the future must 
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certainly be at the l'vel of community, and one must
 
reco end development of a community orientation in tLhe
 
delivery of health services
 

With the goal of community practice of primary 
health care, what are the implications in regard to
 
medicil education? If the previeu-, goal of medical
 
education in the development of hospital practice was 
bedside teaching, then primary care health centers away 
from hospitals must become an important focus of training
 
of primary care physicians. This can be part of a 
general medical education, or one may conceive of the
 
d,velopment of specific tracks as well as development of 

ools of primary health care. 
It would appear that a good way to approach this 

might he in a sequential form, going from courses in 
primary health care to specific tracks, career develop
rent in primary health care, and eventuallV the formation 
of specific schools to train primary health care phy
sicians and other professionals and nonprofessionals. 
ream training will be of importance. An important aspect 
of training and the development of curriculum for the 
primary care physician is the development of attitudes-
positive attitudes toward primary care. Ihis would
 
strive for development of high regard, respcct and esteem
 
for the primary care specialist. Through a study of the
 
primary health care physician functioning in a model
 
delivery .,vstem, one could begin a task analysis of
 
appropriate behavior in the primary physician. On this 
basis, one could develop instructional objective!; as to
 
the attitude, skills and knowledge that are necessary.
 

It is the statement of instructional objectives that
 
---v----. It must be the basis for curriculum 

building. By means of a statement of iostructional 
objectives, students will have information to facilitate 
their learning, and teachers will be sure of presenting 
relevant materials. The:e is often a wide disparity 
between curriculum and practice. Hodgkin present data 
to suggest that, in Great Britain, the amount of time or 
emphasis placed on a particular problem during training 
in medical school and the occurrence of that disease in 
general practice are inversely related. This is probably 
true in many other places. The educational process should 
fit the instructional objectives. Too often the reverse
 
is true, and the educational process produces an end
 
product discordant with the practice needs.
 

ro repeat, three major objectives that one wishes
 
to see as end results are: acquisition of appcopriate
 
knowledge; acquisition of appropriate skills, and
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acquisition of appropriate attitudes. Last, the conse

quences of such a curriculum must be evaluated in out
come studies of subsequent practice. Will the graduate
 

of such a program remain a primary care physician, or 

will he follow the general trend toward specialization? 
Will he retain a commitment to serve the unserved? Will
 
he remember the citizens for whom the health delivery 
system, the primary health care system, has been devised, 
and commit himself to the priorities so that this care 
can be delivered? Only through evaluation will we know 
whether the appropriate remedy is actually to begin at 
the end and work backwards. Thus, by beginning at the
 
end, we may determine the future.
 



PAUL ZUKIN
 

In discussing the "modera health i-stablislment," I 
will begin by first defining tile term or the concept and 
then will consider what this means operationallv as 
applied to tile less developed couatries. I would define 
a modern organization or establi!-hment a-s one that is 
based on current thinking, curreit values, current ways 
of doing things, current approacies, current techniques 
and technology, etc. One of it , chara.cteIistics is that 
it is adaptive vui responsive and capabile of changing b th 
its values and its ways of .oring lbout goal achievement. 
The theme of this conference- emphasizes changing 
approaches to health care and, in fact, what we are 
witnessing is that some of tile techn iquc; used in tile 
less developed world are bein i hailed Is ,smodern 
approach in the United States and elewihere, while con
versely, some of tile sophist ic.ated fcaturvs of the health 
establishments in tile developed world aro being emulated 
ill less developed couni jies, often with sorrv results. 
So, at tel outset, it ,s fallacious to talk About the 
modern health establi,,hment, because this implies that a 
single tVpe of health establishment coId be dolineated 
which would be generally applicable, and this is clearly 
not the case. I believe that there can be a variety of 
so-called modern health establishments, depending on the 
needs and the resources of the specific populations to be 
served. In this context, I would chara,-terize a modern 
health establishment as one which will result in (but not 
necessarily providc itself) certain hasic health services 
which are read ily available and accessible for a high 
percuntage of the members of tue population to be served. 

As you know', we used to talk about he.Ith estab
lishments providing services fo r and t o people. We now 
recognize that, for the foreseeable future, at least in 
tile less developed world, tile formal health establishment 
cannot provide all of tile needed services and that, to a 
large extent, these services must be produced by and with 
the people.
 

To pursue the definition of a modern health estab
lishment, I would like to discuss what such an establish
ment does and what, its components are--not in tile sense 
of spcific services, but rather in terms of functions. 
And tile functions and components that I will designate 
are basically those which are found in any modern organ
ization which produces a service or a product for people. 
Thus, the modern health establishment involves four 
primary components or functions.
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First, it assesse i the health problems and health 
care needs and demands of its population, and it designs 
an appropriate health care system to meet those needs and 

-- demands~ n 	 i,~nmanagementterms this-is -called., the 
"marketing" function and Includes the needs and demands 
to be met, the products or services to be provided, i.e., 
to meet the market, the delivery system to be used, ways 
to promote services, and it considers the effect of price 
or inconvenience on utilization of the services or
 
products by the users.
 

Second, it produces facilities and services, and, 
in so doing, makes use of transportation, comunication 
and other infrastructure, all of which must be satis
factorily coordinated. Ifere again, appropriateness of 
the production function is of paramount importance. In 
the modern health establishment, facilities are appro
priate to the system and services are produced in an 
efficient and integrated manner. This points up the
 
notion that by building medical palaces, a less developed
 
country can suddenly achieve a modern health establish
ment, something we all know is sheer nonsense. More
 
often than not, these palaces turn out to be difficult
 
to maintain and staff and are seriously underutilized,
 
resultling in waste of scarce resources while failing to
 
meet 	priority health needs. 

third, a modern health establishment makes effective 
and efficient use of finances; here we are concerned
 
about the sources of capital and operating funds and
 
their interrelationship, and the uses and control of
 

*i these funds.
 
Finally, there is the matter of human resources. 

The modern health establishment appropriately trains, 
staffs, rewards and uses its health manpnwer.
 

Now it is obvious that not all needs/demands can be 
met by the .. d=.. capability of a given health care 
system with its limited human and financial resources, 
and that a series of trade-offs, compromises, accom
modations and adjustments must take place. Goals pre
viously set may have to be changed as production
capacity fluctuates, depending on the availability of 
financial, human and other resources. I would therefore 
characterize a modern health establishment as one that 
innovates and adapts, that is willing to develop new 
methods and techniques in producing services, in 
financing services, in using manpower, etc., so that the 
goal of broad coverage of agreed upon health services Is 
achieved.
 

Assuming that a population i., served by a modern 
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health establishment, does that mean that that popula
tion's health needs will be met? Unfortunately, the 
answer is no. If the establishment fails to properly 
identify its mission, it will fail to meet health needs, 
and this is what l)r. Newell and the other speakers this 
morning have called to our attention. Mhe role of the 
health establishment in achieving health has not been 
particulatly effective in most cases. This gets to the 
core of the problem,namely, that health is ,a complex 
matter in which so-called health initerventions are only 
one of a number of significant f.ictors. So long as 
health establishme-nts restrict their activiti,,s to pro
viding primirily curative s .rvices, health needs are not 
going to be met. 6hat is needed then is for a redefini
tion of the mission of t:ie health establishment--a 
mission which in its delineation pays more tnan lip 
service to the ill important linkages--to nutrition, 
education ind comMun itV mobilization for health, and 
others. The broadening of the mission of health estab
lishments to include these critical elements is 
gradually occurring in many countries, and I believe that 
we will see the development of increasing numbers of
 
truly modern health establishments as those of us who
 
participate in conferences such as this, make our
 
influence felt.
 

INQUIRY AND CO EL'NTARY 

HENRY FEFFER: Dr. Freedman, with your permission, I wonder 
if you could put on your other hat as a behavioral 
scientist. We have listened to descriptions of the 
modern health establishment under various conditions 
throughout the world. This morning we heard what the 
ideal should be, the direction we would like to go. 
You suggested during your talk that occasionally It 
takes a revolution. Dr. Ginzburg this morning 
suggested that it probably has to be evolutionary, but 
I do not tnink a lot of people will wait for that. 
Speak like a friendly psychiatrist and tell us what 
your opinion is.
 

ALFRED FREEDMAN: I am not advocating revolution. 
 I
 
think, if there is one thing that is true, every 
nation will follow its own course and its own destiny.
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Their are several aspects. Tile demand for excellence 
of health care has been redefined from a misfortune to 
an injustice. In other words, an individual whoi may 

have shrugged his shoulders and said it is God's will, 

or that is tile way it is, a few decade,±s ago, now 
blames the government, blames tile sv.;tem, and demands 
greater care. This is what I would gather from Dr. 

French's presentation. One would want to know what 
tile factors are that, let us say, make tile difference 
in various systems. 

I think one has to work first from the populat ion 

to make them aware of the possibilities. A massive 
heallth education of the population is necessary, as 
well as the education of all tie individuals involved 
with tile health system. In a sense, what I was trying 
to say in my talk was that those being trained should 
De trained in tie system that you feel they should be 
working at. Haybe it would take, as you see in tile 

American medical schools now, a different generation 
of students. Now, what they will be like after they 

graduate, we do not kno,,'. But if we can develop a 
system of educa:ionI that trains tiem in situ., in the 
compreho,..ive clinics or village clinics, !epending 
en the country, then I think they will continue working 

tiere. If we attach status and prestige and give them 
financial itcentive to work in those places, then we 
may s,,: it go on. 

ihore is also the problem of the education of tile 
profesusion. And there is tile comm it ment on the part 
of the governments themselves to legislate new systems 
and t*1-;,-t tihose in motion. In ot'ier words, I am 

advocat ing a multi-modal approach. 

FEFFER: Of course, the problem, as most of you know, is 
that the government and the medical establishment are 
so closel. identified in most of these places that 
they. are indistinguishable. So, you can train a new 
medical etabiishrment, but then it is an evolutionary 
process.
 

FREEDMN: Yes, well I think an important part is really
 
tile trai.tng of censumegs and citizens. We have found 
thisi importint in development of community programs. 
If tile medical school opens up a storefront anti says 
we, your benefactors, can come in here, then it never 

works. Put, if we tell the community that they can 
set tip the program and we will work with you, and 
provide what we kno-, and you set goal.;, then I think 
that has a chance.
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NORY\AN STERN: I want to Just say that I a'nprcc late 
Freedman's comment thaL What we have to do is to 
encourage the education of the masses of people. But 
we are talking about millions of people who do not 
have too much of an idea of what education is about. 

So, I suspect that we are going to need doctors in 
our world, but it seems that the common denominator 
of good health has always been food, and adequate 

nutrition is what we must address ourselves to. 
I'm sorry te hear that we are not emphasizing that 

as a world health organization: the id.a of increasing 
the people's education, low to take care of their food, 
how to grow more food, how to di.itribtite Ehe food 
better. Physicians seem to be .o:i. crned with tne 
medical aspect of good he.alth, but I ti ii, that we are 
going to be able to promote bet er healtih for tie 
world's people if w.! tea.ch them how to take care of 
their grai., how to store i, :and how to keep rodents 
and -ats out of it, and the insects from eating it. 

RAMiRO DEI.GADO: I am from ltilane University. I want to 
ask Dr. Zukin, who very nicely defined the character
istics of the modern health establi, hment the follow
ing question. If the modern healt h establishment 
must be responsible, and the areas that really deter
mine the characteristics of the establishment are the 
health planning, tie managerial and administrative 
aspects, and the development of human resources, why 
is evaluation not one of the most important ones? If 
you do not evaluate what you are doing, you cannot 
consider that this is a very modern organization. 

ZUKIN: Well, I was really not trying to give a very 
complete dissertation on health planning and all the 
components. I was looking at this, more or less, from 
the standpoint of management. That Is, how does an 
organization function, an' so on? ',%hat are the major 
components? I would agree that you would have to know 
where you are going. We did not talk about an infor
mation system. But, all of this is really part of it. 
I do not know whether that answers you correctly, or 
not.
 

DELGADO: I was concerned that evaluation was one of the
 
parts.
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ZUKIN: Of course this is part of it.
 
If I may, though, answer Mr. Stern, who just spoke,
 

too. One of the problems in the modern health es,;tab
lishment has to do with what the goals are. How does 
the health establishment see its mission? What is its 
business? How does it see wht it is really charged 
with doing? 

One of the problems that we face is the fact that 
most hCealth establishments are not in the business of 
providing he.ilth. They are in the business of pro
viding medicai care, taking care of sick people. This, 
I think, is one of the fundamental issues that really 
has to be faced. Slowly, there are changes in the 
direction, as we heard today, the posture of the World 
Bank and the various development banks all over the 
world in the last two or three years. rhere have been 
changes. 

I was just at the African I)evelopmen. Bank earlier 
this week. Since 1973 the ADB is beginning to fund 
health programs which they have never done in the past. 
They are beginnin; to look upon health, not as a 
consumption item, but as the support of health 
services in the broadest sense, which is not in terms 
of medical care and not in terms of facilities. I 
think there is real hope. They, too, are very much 
concerned about how the establ ishrent functions, 
and this whole emphasis upon management is beginning 
to he looked at as a more critical aspect, with the 
downgrading of medical care as the chief focus of the 
so-called health establishment.
 

FEFFER: i)r. Delgado, this whole problem of evaluation is 
a very sticky one. There are very few people who arc 
in programs, in this room, who will submit in advance 
to an external evaluation. Self-evaluation is .orth
less. This is a subject that requires much more work 
on it. At the Council office, we get many queries 
about programs as in Niger, for example. How can we 
give help in evaluating the program? It is very 
difficult. 

PER STENSLANI}: I am from New York University. Obviously, 
what we heard this morning and this afternoon will 
have a proftund effect on universities, and not just 
medical colleges, but colleges,for example,of tiursing, 
and colleges of public health. I wonder if you could 
comment on what we now need to do to clarify the new 
role of the university.
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Haybe I should be a little more personal and say that
 
I have been a college professor long enough to ask
 
what we are going to do about the education of the
 
professor and the instructor. Hfere is a big and very

touchy subject, indeed. Professors are probably very
 
very unhappy about evaluation from the outside. Could
 
Drs. Freedman and French please comment coilegeas 
professors on what we are going to do about our
 
colleagues and ourselves?
 

FEFFER: Before they do, I will take the chair's prerog
ative and say that probably the first step would be 
to 
abolish tenure. Then, they ,would improve in their 
teaching. 

FREEINMN: Well, that is enough to increase my pulse rate. 
I think what you have to define clearly, in the
 
training of health personnel, are the instructional
 
objectives. What are you training for? What 
are we
 
educating them for? Wlat do we 
hope to achieve, with
 
the understanding that we will be judged by the
 
outcome? In other words, the individuals we turn out,

the nurses, the doctors, the social workers, the
 
physician's assistants, the health workers will be
 
judged by how they perform. We determine these
 
objectives in terms of the knowledge, the technical
 
knowledge, that they have to learn, and the psycho
motor skil-: that they have to be proficient with, and
 
then lastly the attitudes, an affirmative attitude
 
toward the job concerned. We judge them in that way.


It seems to me that by defining the instructional
 
objectives, it is not only helpful to the curriculum, 
but also it is helpful to the instructional staff, to 
the professors. They have an idea of what they are 
supposed to do with some external reality, instead of
 
what I think we have now, essentially a rather 
precious and internal world, in the sense that we
 
pleasure each other, the professor on the students.
 
This may be most irrelevant to the future task.
 

That is why I quoted lodgkin's study. In essence,
 
he points out that the emphasis in medical school, for
 
example, is usually on the obscure diseases, which get

the big play. Letterer-Siwe Syndrome, which many of
 
you have heard of, may get a whole hour, while some
thing like enuresis or malnutrition gets skipped over.
 
Most of the schools do not have courses in nutrition,
 
or they do not have extensive ones.
 

So, such clear statements to the professors, I think,
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would be helpful to educate them, as well as the
 
students. Lastly, I think there is nothing like the
 
Interaction between professors and students to
 
enhance that, and also professors and the comunity,
 
so that you will get some input from the consumers.
 

DAVID FRENCH: The problem, in terms of what the profes
sors do, is really related to what the university sees 
as its mission. That, in turn, is related to what is 
the mission of a university in society? Precisely, 
what is it there to do? Is it there to create know
ledge in some sort of a vacuum, or does it have a 
societal responsibility in terms of meLting problems 
in a realistic sense of the word? 

If the latter is true, then one can hardly have the
 
university function without involvement of the commu
nity. So, we have to have a three-way relationship 
here. We have to have not only the students and the 
academicians relating, but also some sort of commu
nity involvement. 

We see this now occurring in a nutaber of univer
sities. This occurs not only relative to the national
 
scene, but also in terms of international respon
sibilities, as perceived by universities. So, I think
 
that this perhaps gets at the base. We can start at
 
that point and expand in many different ways. This is 
one of the problems that occurred and was a great 
source of difficulty in the student activism of recent 
times. It was relatively sterile in many ways because 
the activism did not involve that third component, 
namely, the world in which this product is supposed to 
take its place. 

The whole meeting could really revolve around that, 
but I think this is really core to the issue. 
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The panel and audience both are interested in finding 
ways to change our appruach to offering health care to the 
underserved comaunities. inst' ad ot the hospital-based, 
highly technical treatment crvnters th.t heretofore have 
been the basis of help cfferod, we want to consider an 
approach that would serve directly the members of the com
munity to help them handle their most prevalent problems. 
Bridging this gap can be hazardous. 

Substantial numbers of people in the communities we 
are concerned with in both less developed and more devel
oped countries, are the very poor who are excluded from 
the social, economic and cultural structures of those com
munities. When we develop programs with the leadership of 
those communities, to bring new technologies, new resour
ces and new social services to the people of those commu
nities, we often inadvertently strengthen the very social 
structures that exclude the poor. It is difficult Lo move 
through those social and cultural structures to actually 
benefit the )or and deprived. 

Having acknowledged the importance of the relationship 
between poverty and health, that one of the important ways 
of improving health is by ameliorating poverty, consider 
the problem of the people at the international agencies 
who are accustomed to thinking in terms of cost-effective
ness. indeed, their jobs may depend on how effective they 
are in expressing their policies and programs in terms of 
cost-effectiveness. If they want to get at the problem of 
rural poverty, one of their goals must be to increase pro
ductivity, which requires that they connect with those 
farmers who are already effiLient in their production, 
probably to the exclusion of the very poor who are less 
efficient. If, on the other hand, their goal is to lift 
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people out of poverty, they might focus their investiaent 
on those who are least efficient and leact productive; 
their investment, therefore, would be less cost-effective.
 

In considering community participation, how often do 

we simply inform the community what we are going to do, 
calling that community participation? We ask them, for 
example, if they want our style of health center built in 

a location of our choice -- that is community participa

tion. 
Going beyond that approach to sharing making decisions 

or permitting tile people of tie community to make the de
cisions, it raises questions of sharing power %'tiLIL1 p 
who might use tile power differently from the way we would 
wish them to use it. Community initiatives are unpredict
able. Is it professionally acceptable and politically 
feasible to give decision-making power to cormmuvities? 

Another point I would like to make has to do with 
primary care. Dr. Newell and others have described tile 
importance of primary care systems. ''e would like to see 
primary care reach .11 people at the community level. 

We like to think of designing a health care system 
that will reach everyone. We do that by using our re
sources wisely and carefu.'v and pushing at thle periphery 
of the health care system, hoping to reduce costs and im
prove efficiency so that the system reaches everyone. It 
is obvious that tile resources available through the formal 
healtih system are not enough to accomplish this; we may 
reach 10 percent or 25 percent of tile population, but the 
rest of the people would not be reached. 

We must turn to tile community and their resources if 
we are to reach the full .-ommunitv. It is inevitable, 
therefore. that most primary health care must be provided 
by :11ilc * ,.'. '. '-rkers, people of the village wiho are 
given on-t1Ie-job and/or short periods of training, and 
who take their places at the interface between the health
 
care systems and the community.
 

But, are we willing, from a professional point of view,
 
to relinquish that much control over the health tare system,
 
to give to tile community the prerogatives of diagnosing
 
and treating simple problems, to allow the community to con

trol that part of tile system? [low they will use the oppor
tunity is no! entirely predictable, and in that unpredict
ability lies its creative potential.
 

Finally, I call attention to our goals. We have 
talked about interrelationships between health care and 
community development, of using health care as a way of 
fostering community development, or using commtnity devel
opment as a way of fostering improved health. But, to what 
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extent do we actually think about, plan for and evaluate
 
the impact of our health care effort on the broader aspects
 
of community development? A way of sharpening the question
 
is to go directly to the matter of evaluation of health
 
care programs. It should be possible to include criteria
 
for evaluation that have to do with individual, family and
 
community development in addition to the more usual indi
cators that reflect health status, access, efficiency and
 
quality of care. For example, the thesis that health care
 
programs can .ontribute to community development by encour
aging participation, decision making, innovation and
 
resource generation, can be evaluated through the follow
ing questions: what proportion of the population is parti
cipating in organizing and providing services in this
 
health care program? How many decisions are being made by
 
community people? To what extent are community people com
mitted to these programs in terms of their time, money and
 
other resources?
 

These background remarks are intended to call atten
tion to some of the issues that we may not see, as we con
sider promoting health in the community. Now we will pro
ceed with our panel.
 



DANIEL LINDHEIM
 

It is being accepted more and more as conventional
 

wisdom tiat the health of a population is essentially a
 

function o- tie socioeconomic conditions under which that
 

population livs; and that poverty is at the root of
 

health problems in the developing world.
 

Most people in the devc loping world are poor, and
 

most of these poor (with the exception of those in a few 

Latin American countries) live in rural areas. Conse

quently, among the most important interventions to
 

improve the health of people in the developing world is 
to directly attack rural poverty.
 

In the minutes I have, I would like to touch on some 

of the current ideas of the World Bank on health and 
health policies, and then to discuss in somewhat greater 

detail some of the programs now being implemented to attack 

rural poverty and stimulate rural development. 
The World Bank has recently declared its explicit 

interest in the health field with the release of its 
Health Sector Policy Paper. Generally, its findings--in 

agreeirent with those of several recent studies and of 
much of what has been said today--were: that improvements 
in health have been largely associated with economic 
progress, rather than with improvements in medical care; 

that despite substantial international differences in 
levels of health, relating to differences in economic 
levels, the variations within each nation, between rich 
and poor, are even more pronounced; and furthermore, that 
health conditions among the poor throaghout the world are 
basically similar with te great majority of health 
prob!ems ineir,, p:;a of a core pattern of airborne, 
feea 1'y-rL e ---r malnutrition-related diseases. These 

health proble:ns are closely associated with socioeconomic 
conditions and, in fact, may not be resolved without a
 
major change in those conditions. 

Within projects directed specifically at improving 
health, the major thrust should be to provide access to 
safe drinking ,..ater, sanitary waste disposal, decent 
housing, and adequate nutrition. Without these, the more 

traditional and narrowly defined health care services will
 
be largely ineffective. In the best circumstances, such
 

health services might reduce the effects of disease, but 
they can do little to diuminish the incidence of disease.
 

In many countries, health policies are inefficient 
and inequitable. Typically, a large proportion ot public 
expenditures go to providing expensive manpower and 

facilities; these may possibly improve curative care for 
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a few, but they do nothing for the large majority of
 
people who live inareas with severe environmental
 
hazards to health. Furthermore, most resources are con
centrated in urban areas, while most health needs are
 
found in rural areas.
 

~To increase the effectiveness oi those resources 
allocated to health care, and to ensure more equitable 
access to care, there is a need to focus on technology 
which is accessible to most of the population and easily " 

(replicaUe health services. These services should 
it nvironmental and public hrv'l.h, nutrition, andimprove 

basic personal health care. This, not an argument
 
against the need for curative serv'Les (healthy environ
rant Is not going to appear overnight), but rather for
 
a more rational balance between measures which treat
 
disease and measures which attempt to control its
 
incidence.
 

As outlined in the Health Policy Paper, the Bank has
 
decided not te become actively Involved in direct lending
 
for basic health service projects; rather, it will
 
attempt to make more explicit the health consequences of
 
projects which it supports, and to increase opportunities

for improving health within present patterns of lending.
 

Essentially, the Bank health role will be to
 
increase its present activities in three areas:
 

(1) analyzing the various sectoral (and multi
sectoral) projects in its lending program(io minimize
 
adverse side effects and to increase awareness of health
 
concerns on the part of 'both Bank and country development
 
economists;
 

(2) increasing the, number of projects with healLh
 
components--including those with vector control programs
 
in irrigation, drainage, and land settlement projects;
 
those with basic infrastructure investments for water
 
supply and sanitary disposal; those for primary care
 
health facilities In both urban and rural development
 
projects; and those which provide nutrition &nter
ventions, through creating changes In food production
 
and pricing policies, as well as through supplementation
 
programs; and
 

(3) trying to develop and test selected elements of
 
a reformed health promotion system within selected urban
 
and rural development projects.
 

This should not detract from the basic premise that
 
ill health is closely related to poverty and.that effoets
 
to attack poverty itself, rather than only some oi'its
 
manifestations, may be the most effective of all health
 
interventions. The WHO defines health as complete
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physical, mental and social well-being, and not just the 

absence of disease. It is important to retain this 

broader perspective. For many health professional3, 
however, this definition has had little operational 
significance. ost oi whi.it contributes to good health is 

outside tihe "legit iMacV" of tile healhi, professions, such 

as changing tile hasic socioeconomic conditions under 
which most people live, as well as the physical environ
ment in which the; live. Ilir freedom of action generally 
allowed health professionals has unfortunately been 
restricted to zhe tradition.:l1v defined -ealth sector, 

'What is interesting about the World Bank'i increas
ing interest in health is that tile Bank, by being 
involved in so ,i.lnv aspects of the total environment, is 
legs troblea by this le ,itimacv Issue, and perhaps has 
an important role as a health agency (ihealth defined in 
th,' broad .;onse). 

ko' elt ional development st rategies, however, have 
had little effect on tie healti of people living in rural 
areas. iv conventional strategy, I mean that sct of 
policies and programs usuallv formulated by well-trained 
econoists focused on the growth objective, without 
regard to the di-stribution of benefits. The ;trgi sent 
used to be that if growth were achieved, distribution 
would take care of itself. In fact, however, most 
development policies in recert decades have tended to 
concentrate income rather than to redistribuLe it, and in 
man-; ,se- tile poor have become even worse off; and here 
little ;,e:nt'it tO the iealth of these populat ions can be 
clai7~.., .e Bank i- therefore givint increased 
empai.l- '.o development policies which directly ;ttack 
tile 0i;t povert,. old wisdom was "trickle,0: the 

do n," bit programs must he designed to directlv affect
 
the conditions of the poor--aind not wait for tht,
 
"t rickle.' 

It i, in this context tihat tile A'orld Bank ihas 
recentl r-vformilated its strategy for both urban and 
rural de;t lopment and is be,,.'nning project work directly 
attackin; the problems of tile poor. For the rural poor 
these e, rts )cus on inc reasing tie productivity of, 
and remowl::,, :tne ,onstraints on, the poor by providing 
access to .i,':iultural input:,, credit, markets, and 
relevant research and technology for small farmers, as 
well as water supply and health care and education 
services., in addition, emphasis is placed on trying to 
alter pri e policies for hosic agricultural gocas which 
directly affect rural incomes. 

This is, of course, not an easy strategy to pursue, 
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and certainly not one that is effective without a strong 
commitment to rural development policies on the part of
 
government itself. In many countries current policies
 
and institutional structures are so far from favorable to
 
rural development that a policy shift could only follow
 
a major political clhange. This is a key problem in
 
situations demanding exr-nsive land reform; it applies 
even more where the government itself is dominated by
 
special interests unsvmpatit ic to tie objective of
 
rural developient. Even national-level decisions for
 
development and assistance in rural aireas will face
 
problems in that tile socioeconomic system operating in
 
these rural areais is often hostile to tile objectihes of 
rural development, and serves to reinforce tie patterns 
of ,tich poverty. [bus, even well-conceived projects may
 
be frustrated by host-country or local-level opposition. 

File Bank is financing a major rural level,-'pment 
effort in Mexico wiich I would like to discuss to illus
trate several aspects of recent Hank strategy. Before 
doing so, however, I want to emplasize that tile Bank 
-:Likes -no c LI im to having all of tile correct answers, and 
tilt!Bank itself is in the process of feeling its way 
t'-roughi this maze of very complex problems. this said, 
let me mention 3 few things about Mexico. Modern rural 
developmont in Mexico dates to tile early part of the 
century. It began with tile redistribution of land rights, 
but, ,int il the mid-thirties, little support was giren to 

ctredistribtiton illthe form of credit and basic 
agrIcultur. l input needs. The governments of the follow
ing three 1ec.udes, however, pursued a strategy concen
t rat in; on the inudustriali..ttion .avd the development of 
lalrge-s,'e ~.frming uler irrigat ion. fiiis policy 
resulted in ,:ineof te iighest rates of sustained growth 
in agricultural product ion in L.t in America in tile last 

quarter cent:ry. Nonetheless, tile poorer segments of the 
rural population were excluded from this growth, 
especially in the rain-fed agricultural areas of th~e 
countrv.
 

In an attempt to change this situation, the govern
ment has organized a Major nationwide program called 
PIDER (Program for Investments in Rural Development). 
Acting within tile executive offices of the President, 
PIDER was created to initiace, coordinate, and increase 
the activities of government agencies in rural areas. A 
large number o the poorest areas in tile country were 
selected and development plans were made for each of 
these areas, called nicro-regions. The selection 
criteria basically required that the regions be poor, yet 
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have production-potential. The micro-region plans have
 
been designed to address the particular development
 
bottlenecks of each reg., . Sow 75 micro-region 
programs are now in the implementation stage. There will 
be approximate fIve-miIIion-beneficiartes-among -te 
rural poor when all 100 of Lie projected micro-region
 
programs are underway. The basic strategy is to increase
 
and conLcentrate the investments and services of existing
 
agencies within the selected micro-regions, to decen
tralize the planning and execution to state and local
 
levels, and to encourage village level participation in
 
the planning and execution process.
 

The major part of the project is composed of
 
directly productive investments going for the develop
ment of livestock and irrigation and for associated
 
credit. To support these investments the program pro
vides for the development of feeder roads, electri
fication, and--of special importance--for,the organiza
tion and training of the poor farmers. Investment is
 
also provided for water supply and for health and
 
education services and facilities.
 

PIDER is different from other rural development
 
programs in essentially three ways: First, PIDER Is
 
directed to areas which are among the country's most
 
economicilly depressed; It is an attempt to redistribute 
Income and productive capacity to communities bypassed
 
by other programs. Second, coordination in planning and
 
implementation Is possible in that the PIDER office has
 
budgetary control over all program funds--normally each
 
agency is independently funded and operates according 
to its Owi assessment of priorities. Third, PLDER is an 
attempt to decentralize planning and program execution
 
and to provide for greater involvement of the benefici
aries, in the planning process. Fourth, wherever
 
possible, the project beneficiaries offer their labor and
 
materials from the regioa as contributions to the specif
.(c investment projects.
 

The program also has a specific rural health
 
component. Basically this consists of the renovation,
 
construction and equipment of rural health posts, to
 
expand the network of rural health facilities in accord
 
with the new National Health Plan. This presents major
 
shifts in the sector policy, particularly for rural 
areas, and emphasizes the promotion of community partici
pation in health care with the organization of local 
health committees and the training of traditional mid
wives and local volunteers. 

As part of the project, the Bank is financing pilot
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programs in three micro-regions to explore alternatives 
to delivering, and having people receive relevant and 
cost-effective health services, including nutrition, 
health education, water supply and sanitation. The 
project emplasizes com-Munity part.icipat.ion in health 
activities, preparation of community healLh workers, in
service trainin.g for Other staff, and a research and 
evaluat ion cormponelnt. 

Before ending, there are two point; I want to touch 
on: first, tie issue of comunitv part ic ipat ion In such 
rural development programs; and sec)nd, tire issue of 
possible conflicts between sacia Iand development goals. 

Among tire observations made is par. of the super
vision and evaluiation process of tire PIDER project in 
Mexico was thit, wile,, tile program gave ,onsiderable 
attention to Ltue reI.at tioshirp between rich and poor 
regions, insufficient atteltion was given to intra
village distribution issues. In most o! tilt- villages 
talrgeted bv tile program, small groups tend exertto 

strong internal influences (for exampl through aoney 
lending, land control and the like). I'is has direct 
implications for tie outcome of "local part icipation" 
and for tile distribution of the bellefits of productive 
investment S. 

PII)ER investments are often tile first substantiVe 
colit.c t.s villages have had with govern.m..tt, services and 
ilivestmelnts. Most of these villa ges are dominated by 
.;m.ll pow,.r cliques, so that when government or PIl)ER 
olficiall irrive in tile villae ,ind ask "the people" what 
the," eCed , tih)1, ';.h.) speak up are precisely those most in 
cOlltlrol . As such, tilt reco.-mendat ions made by the 
"village" will generally reflect tile views of these 
cliques rather tLh.i the village .is .a whole. 

ihe initial repor, of the PIIDER evallultion group 
argues agaiin-st "local participation" tilt. initial 
sta.ges o! i:lt, rvenlt ion--not because it o|poses local 
particip.ttion--but ratihe r because it fears that what is 
called "local p.irticipation" will in fact represent only 
tile views of smali and relatively affluent groups within 
the villages. It recom.ends avoiding "local partic
ipation" at first, except where tile village is actually 
collectively run or until tihe Agrarian Reform Agency has 
been able to resolve the clique problems in the village. 
Until the dominant power groups are dismantled, they 
argue, local participation cannot become meaningful. 
Meanwhile, they recommend placing priority in investments 
which tend to have more equal benefit distributions such 
as drinking water, healtil clinics, schools, electrification, 
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extension and land-reform services. 
A further issue is that, regardless of whether the 

cliques themselves benefit from project investments, such 
projects can tend to increase inequalities in the 
villages. Except in collective situations, the benefits 
from projects are limited to tile groups directlv involved 
In projects, rather than reaching tile village as a whoie. 
Productive investments such as irrigation or cattle units 
thus selectively benefit certain groups within tile village. 

I place special emphasis on ti:S because, whereas I 
argued before that most macro-development strategies 
oeglect tile poor, even programs directed at the rural 
poor may not reach most of them unless their communities 
are effectively and independently organized. This is 
not ani argument against particilation, rather it argues 
for the necessity of real organization. 

The PIIlER prograi., has both .social and development 
goals: social, beclust tilt, arget groups are those groups 
most marginated from n.ltionali development efforts; and 
development, becautlse tihe project is based on the 
assumption that tie people of these micru,-regions have 
produictive potential and will eventual Iv be able to make 
a significant contribution to t-he a tional1 economy. 

But there are real trade-offs between these rural 
development strategies lild tile need for -ihort-run pro
duction increases. [h. rtiral poor tend to control very 
little of the most productive land. [hey tend to use 
the most inefficient methods for cult ivation, and they 
constitute a larg, number of sr',ll-scale farmers which 
are th.relore hard to service witn inputs, technical 
/as; st an:1, and so o:. li e. iank argues that both social 

nld grow t oa.ls can he pitr t:,ld simult aneo'isly by 

developin.,. the production potential of these poorer 
groups. Hlowe:er, under tilt pressure ot short term 
production needs to meet the food crisis, such develop
ment ef:',rts to attack rural poverty may tend to be 
postponed in favor of investments in the high-productivity 
farmers who control much of tile cuItiVated land. 

[ii,. in both ri spheres of rural economic develop
ment and neal ti development, tile issue of governmental 
commitment to redistrib-tion and equity Is crucial; 
without that co..mitment, it is doubtful that there will 
be much improvement in tile health of rural populations 
in the developing world. 

The views expressed in this paper are those of tile 
author and do not necessarily represent tile views of
 
the World Bank.
 



KATHLEEN E. TOOMEY 

The intertice between 'estern and non-Western healing 
practice-, 'iil beome increasingly important as ,'estern 
ed-cine is made available to areas where indigenous 

therapy has historically predominated. It is important to 
tile discussion of health prormxtion in the community to 
consider the case where estern medicine has had little 
influence in t he development of a health care system. 

As a Fulbright chiolar (1971-l974), I hid the oppor
tunity to study indigenous heal ing prac: ices in jungle a'.nd 
mountain regions of Peru where Western medicine has had 
only limited influence. vie focus of my jungle study 'as 
an agricultural harmlet, a tw,'o-hour journey from the toun 
of Pucallp.i on the Ri'er of the Ama;:on basin.Rivali 
Fhe populitt ion of rozi.,;hly Ph) people wa.s cOM.p)Osed largely 
of transitional liecthu.i Indians and .imp and Shipivo 
tribesmen, providing ,in .imalgar. of ideas and cultural 
h.r i taes . Nominil Cathiolicism was the predominant faith, 
.l though P rote stant miss ionar i es had beei act ive in the 
a rea. 

:11 i teracy was high .ini health general v poor. 
ChroniC M.-alnutrition 'as aggravated b' local notions of 
w.hat c, nstituted a "good diet." Fish, for example, was 
infrequently served as it w-is "full of water" and there
fore not is nourishing as cassava or plantains. 

Pri.:-1ri 1v subsistence slash and burn !,r-rers, 
Si1la~er, wouild occas ional lv sell stirplu. crops to the 
Pi.llpa m market whol,.salers for a small fey, usually the 
onrly swir o of in 'oniv. Man' of the younger men lad left 
the '_1lle in seair ,,')'.)rk w-ith new.ly established oil 
and lumber ,o-pani.s in the region, often leaving a wife 
and se.'eril ilildren to manage on their own. 

1he o sp it al A'mon io , by Europ,..m nursesstaffed 

and phyicians, haid been operating in the irea since 1960. 
Althoul:h on I: an hour away by launch, it was viewed by 
most .ill agers as the place to "go to die," and -was 
utilized o:i1'. as a last resort. Misconceptions and fears 
about the hospital were so-etimes reinforced by staff 
members -whose ability to co-mmunicate in Spanish was far 
frc.,., adequate. 

Pon i'enaro, a Spanish-speaking Quechua "curandero," 
or intd igenous healer, was widely known in the area for 
his successful cures. After much persuasion, and with 
rhe encouragement of illagers, he accepted me as his 
'apprentice hlaler," just as he iad apprenticed to learn 
the healing art with a Campa .....- 'an over 30 years 
before. !)o~a Rosa, his wifoe '. , zold me that a white 
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butterfly had entered the hut before our first meeting, 
f lying around and aroundl in circles. This was a good 
omen, foretelling mv arriv.al to the village and perhaps 
setting the tone for the :tery intimate friendship and 

trust that developed eeen ' -vs,*the villagers.,nd 

Living in the home -,: th'. now retired Campa "maestro" 

and other village lamilvs, !re..in'd in the jungle for 
four months while , nt inui g my formal apprenticeship. 

This rather unique s iL1at i,,n .01 0o.ed me to explore first

hand the dvnamics of in in li-tnouIs health care svsten. 

In examining the M'ajor Ispect. ot heatling in this 

area., these key ideas snold be kept in mind: 
!. lthe concept o! ., muilti- oca l diseas causa ilitV 

and tilt int inat,. relat ionship of disease causality 

to treatment . 
2. 	 ile ecltt ic n.i. 'Ir, ot r".,t(-e t , itcompassing 

element - ,o the. !.a:,ir,,l ld -uipe rnatuiral. 
I. 	 t"healer 'pit i.nt relat ionship and its impor

taltne to st l,*,' -,: tht'rap'. 
S imple ill ne-ie- .r. "t;od- iven" itt art. usual ly of 

short durat ion. Runny not s or intest ina wor s, tor 

VxAMple, are ubi qui it,,'u t ,-onsilere1I "natural" and thus 
not d.in go rois. 

A morte pt*rsist,.nt ,isevtse could originate supernatur-
Al lv. "M!al aires" or, literally, bad airs, , nter the body 

t a chil! , especial i it o:e is not adt. ,.' covered 

when walk ink: at night. 'U,'to" is theilo.- o, the soul 

through .vert, :ti4!-.t, knl mani -ests itel! a rest less

ness, inisomnia, ,liari iit. , inxietv. !lek. soul :,nust he 

recapt ur..a:v.i returned to the body t re-store ;i.Alth. 
"Susito '' :.re li cil t occu'ir wi-n ab rupt Iy aw.s ened . 

in chi :do'J', time.s o= spe ial vuilner ibA ity. PIuils.rio, 

especially seeI liy youn} v. =OMen,iS a sigln o: 'pail in the 

heart" r,-. an unhappy incident or encoun:er. A tirobbing 
can be felt near the navel , with a hardness about the 

abdoMOn and generalI rest lessness and inxierv. 
the ungle itself teems with learsome and sometimes 

harmful spirit,, like the "Itunchis," spirits ot the (lead. 

lhe "Thullac-aki," I mythological figure with a peg leg, 
wanders thrc'ogh the iungle in search ot an unsuspecting 
victim to l'.re to his death, disguising itself as a rela
tile or frionf. 

Certain y the most fascinating ard serious cause of 

illness Is witchcraft. Magi Ind -it,-i,-raft are a tunda.
mental part of the world view of these people, and function 
as an explmnatory system for events affecting people and 
the environment. Just as illness within our medical system 
is explained through scientifically proven principles, so 
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illness and even death are analogously explained by witch
craft or magic. 

','itchcraft is directed through a human agent, the 
"Brujo," or witch, who, in contrast to the curandero, is 
paid large sums of monley to inflict harm, work love magic, 
or in some way manipulate thu lives of others. "ttechizarfa" 
(bewitchment) and "lDafio" (dam.age) may present as any physi
cal infirmity: weakness, weight loss, blindness, or pain, 
but always result from the malice of another, who because 
of envy or jealousy wishes to induce suffering. Such a 
premium is placed on good health t hat in env'iotis person 
may resort to -vitctlcraft to deprive another of this 
unusual state. 

rreatment of ..'h tvpe )! illness will be intimately 
related to the caust, o', dist..ste. It is essential to the 
healiig process to identityiand understand tile source of 
an illness, whether natural or supernatural, before 
treatment can be effective. hit,artificial dichotomy has 
never e" lved separating ".mental" illness from strictly 
"o-itic" illness, and, in fact, the psychotherapeutic 
aspect o tile healing process is of primary concern. 

l)iseases of "natura l" or "';od-given" origin are 
treated ;-ithi herbal medication well kn';-n to people in tile 
comaunitv. G;thered in the jungle or cultivated in special 
medicinal gardens, specific plants are utilized to prevent 
infection, to facilitate wound healing and prevent scarring, 
to induct- abortion, and as contraception. Pharmaceutical 
products are sold over tile counter at the Pucallpa drug 
stores, but ,re quite expensive for the meager incomes of 
most villakers.
 

Should herbal treatment fail to bring a response 
after a pri.A or time, an illness of a more serious 
nature is suciested. A specialist is consulted, the 
curandero, whose diagnosis and treatment traverse both 
the natural and supernatural ,-orlds and embrace Christian 
and pre-European traditions. 

Because an unequivocal diagnosis is crucial to effec
tive treatment, tile healer may employ a hallucinogenic 
vine called "Ayahuasca." The "vine of the souls," Identi
fied as Banisteriopsis caapi,1 is boiled to form the 
"Purga," or purge, the healer's chief diagnostic tool. 
Through the drug, the realer is transported into the 
mystical world of the supernatural so 'nat lie may identify 
the source of his patient's illness nid thus determine the 
proper treatment. 

The ayahiuasca has a "mother spirit" or "Cenlo" direct
ing its action, who appears during the hallucinogenic 
sessions to "teach" the curandero and guide him in the 
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proper treatment. As an apprentice, I was also asked to 
participate in this ceremony, for the genlo must accept 
the novice healer before she will reveal the secrets of 
the art of healing. Likewise, the patient will be-, 

7---enlightened by --the-genio-as he-dr inks -the -purga ,-so-hat-------_ 
in understanding his illness, lhe vll be able to wor4 more 
effectively with the healer. Together the healer and 
patient see figures from the patient's life-friends, 
acquaintances, even relatives, whose appearance may impli
cate them as the reaponsible agent. 

The purga must be taken during the special ceremony 
conducted at the healer's home once a week. The patients 
gather in late evening, seating themselves in a circle 
around the dirt floor of the hut. An air of expectation 
and a tremendous faith bond the patients in their communal 
healing effort. A ceremonial tobacco pipe is circulated 
in preparation for the coming of the genio. This is 
followed by the "Porhongo," a calabash cup containing the 
ayahuasca to be drunk by each patient in turn. As the 
patients begin to fall under the effects of the drug, the 
healer chants soothing "Ikarus," special ceremonial songs 
to guide the patients in their visions. The drug may 
induce violent diarrhea and vomiting, an accepted eonse
quence, in response to which patients will merely step 
temporarily outside the hut. 

The healer is careful to move from person to person 
during the ceremony, giving individual attention, ques
tioning each patient, and trying to guide or Interpret 
the patient's visions. After an interval of several hours, 
the ritual is repeated to intensify the response, until 
finally the patients fall asleep on the floor. 

During consultations held on weekday afternoons, the 
curandero effects treatment indicated by the ayahuasca 
diagnosis and treats those illnesses that do not require 
divination. In contrast to the evening ceremony, the 
weekday "Consultorio" is an informal, individualized 
session. Using the pulse as an ir,dlcatLion of the patient's 
condition, the curandero may ritually cleanse cardinal 
points--head, chest, abdomen, and extremities--with 
tobacco smoke, annointing afflicted areas with scented 
water or camphor. Particularly sore areas may be read 
as the intrusion of a spirit into the body through witch
craft. The healer will suck on the spot in an attempt to 
draw out the spirit, sometimes recoving a "Chonta" or 
thorn from his mouth as the embodiment of the evil presence. 

The healing ceremonies draw strongly upon tribal and 
16th century European traditions. The tribal concept of 
hallucinogenic divination is combined in the use of 

•
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ayahuasca with the classic Spanish doctrine of a purge or
 
cleansing of the body.2 The syncretism between Catholi
cism and traditional beliefs is striking. The ikarus
 
songs combine invocations to the jungle spirits with
 
appeals to Christ and the Virgin. Votive images of
 
Catholic saints, particularly that of St. Cyprian, the
 
patron s3int of healing, are frequently employed during
 
the ceremonies. Catholic ritual is mirrored in the use
 
of the sign of the cross and the sprinkling of water over
 
the patient's body.
 

Above all, however, the relationship between patient 
and healer deserves special attention. The success of the 
healing process depends in large measure on the implicit 
faith in the powers of the healer. Indeed, the healer 
will carefully screen prospective patients, turning aside 
those he feels he cannot effectively cure and thus pre
serving his credibility as a healer. 

At the same time there is an emphasis on the coopera
tion of healer and r.atient. Taking into account the 
expectations on the part of the patient with regard to the 
generation and treatment of his illness, the healer may 
adapt his diagnosis to conform to the patient's concep
tions. The healer perceives the illness in relation to 
the patient's total milieu, reading illness as a function 
of the intimacies and interactions among community members. 
This philosophy renders his therapy more effective than 
the treatment of an isolated series of symptoms. 

The responsibility for successful healing is recipro
cal: the patient is as much responsible for his own cure 
as is the healer. If the balance is upset by either party, 
therapy will be ineffective. The patient must follow a
 
strict diet, avoiding salt, pork and lard, to pay homage
 
to the mother spirit of the ayahuasca. If offended by
 
negligence, the genlo may give an incorrect diagnosis or
 
cause the patient's condition to worsen. A menstruating
 
woman must not approach the healer as she can offend the 
mother spirit, rendering the healer powerless. If the 
curandero overcharges any patient he has treated, the 
mother spirit riy retaliate by incapacitating or even 
killing him. 

Investigators disagree as to the efficacy and
 
possible danger of encouraging non-Western healing tech
niques. Certainly, success or failure o.: a given thera
peutic practice cannot be judged solely in comparison to
 
Western practice, but must be viewed within the context
 
of the specific non-Western disease etiology. My
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experience tended to support the positive aspects of
 
native psychotherapy, although the medicinal value of
 

herbal therapy should not be overlooked and deserves
 
further attention.
 

As rore and more attempts are made to introduce
 
Western medicine into areas predominated by indigenous
 

healing, it will be likely that native healing practices
 

will not disappear, nor am I convinced they should.
 
Western medicine and indigenous medicine can be thought
 

of as two parallel solutions to tile universal problem of
 

illness, ye, a potential exists for a substantial inter

change between the two systems. They are separate but 
not mutually exclusive therapies, one approaching illne'3 
from the supernatural, the other from a scientific
 
perspective.
 

Any real change in the health status of a community, 
such as the one I observed, must come from within the 
community, not from outside. Technology and techniciau-; 
must be accepted by the community as non-threatening to
 

tile mode of existence. Vill,girs were reticent about 
approaching me when I entered th)e village. However, once
 

accepted by the healer, I was accepted by tile village as
 

a whole. Likewise, a possible link between Western
 

diagnostic and preventive medicine and tile community can
 

actually be the native healer.
 
The healer commands great authority in tile village
 

and, indeed, has historically been the sole health care
 

practitioner. The art of healing is not a profession but
 
rather a qacred gift from God. To impose any medical
 

system on the community that will attempt to subvert the
 

healer'- traditional authority will be threatening, not 
only to the healer but also to the great majority of the 
co:nmunity who have faith in the healer's powers. 

Perhaps it is not a question of public health as 
much as public and human relations. The key to the 
acceptance of Western medicine within these communities
 

is cooperation. The healer has already demonstrated that
 
he recognizes his limitations by refe'ring patients to the
 

hospital. If this practice can be encouraged without sub
version of the healer's authority, Western medicine has a
 

better chanc- for integration into the existing health
 
care syste:i ot the community. Systematic edtucation of the 
populace w'ith regard to Western preventive and diagnostic
 

techniques is crucial to their success in the community.
 
The healer could be our !est valuable resource in promot
ing this effort.
 

The following anecdote may "iiustrate my point more
 

clearly. While living in the village, on occasi.'n I
 



distributed vermifuge tablets and was concerned that 
perhaps the healer would take this as an affront to his 
power. I was vety surprised when one . himselfday he 
approached me to obtainsome medication for his grandson. 

Quetiaed~on--th is -pit-he-replied i--' I -do -no t-deal-with --
those kinds ot41inesses. That is not what I treat." 

Later, we diaci-'ed Western medicine, and Don Genaro 
questioned me curiously about our techniques, fascinated 
by the marvels we were able to accomplish. But then he 
asked me, "Can you cure susto?" and I quite honestly told 
him that we would have no notion of how to deal vith it, 
for, the realm of the supernatural is noL ,iccessibleto 
Western therapy. 

What the healer does within his system is as impor
tant to these people as what Western medicine has to offer 
them. indigenous healing has already demonstrated its 
ability to successfully Incorporate diverse concepts into
 
its therapeutic practices. Just as the strength of the 
healer-patient bond is Intensified by the cooperative 
character of their relationship, raLher than by the 
healer's dominant role, so the aim of Western technicians 
introduced into these areas should not be to replace the 
curandero but to assume an equivalent position within the 
total health care system. 
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 from an institution which gaeisfrtloan .forl public])):
 

.i:have continued: withi tethis- type. anof project :.?: 	 .
n	 r eric ' ." i
 a In 1967, the A Development: Bank began 

iii ,a'new line':of operationis to,p'rovide .funds for health ;: ~ .!i:
,deltery systems mainly in-the rural areas rI amgoingi
 

i
I 
:to summarize very briefly rthe policy orientations.in 'the '';",:
 

S Inter-American Development Bank, and then-I will review -,
 

:'some of the limitations,that we have,.: Later, I will
 
i.:refer to the concrete .projects that we were .unable,to r....r
 
'i finance, because of limitations, even.though these were :
 

first-class projects fvom the point of view of community
 
: 	participation, as well as a good solution for the health i :i
 

:
: . problems of some areas-in Mexico. :.': " ::: 

r " :The Inter-American Development Bank emphasizes, the :...:, 
i-mportance of preventive medicine and ,the fifnancing of . ,-i 

i "rural health deltvery systems. It. supports integration :-! 
of health delivery sytmsa.ar.fecnmi.n.sca 

::-,development.-,The Bank also= emphasizes: the need,for train= , .... 
!::ing.of personnel: an~dhealth education in the comunity. 
:,:: :/The Bank is an institution with government representa-:: :: 
Stion on its bo.-rd. There are certain criteria for program:: 
deeopetthtw require. First, there must be a .. 

th e pro je c t
S: 	government priority :for . ."Second,-the !project ,:
 
we finance should; be bankable, and therefore a well- :.:' ::
 

.. developed proj~ect. Sometimes those projects which make /: ;'
 
i sense at the ci .nunity level are not bankable projects. :
 

W.e 	do provide some techlnical assistance, but that: techni-":: i
 
• 	cal assistance Is provided through channels that make: it :i
 

very difficult to reach the commnunity level'. We also have ... :
 
some limitations in terns of what we finance. We finance: ,
 
mainly the capital costs of the project. We do not. .. ;
 

,
fianeth css 	 -.i
s-aledlca of the projects....;

"
 Therefore, -becau'se of-these limitations, we tend .to.
 

finance what I would call the more conventional type of
 

...health projects.
 
, "] r j The Bank operateQ in' the Latin American area, and 
- .there are some limitations related to what !is happening ",.
 

in,the area. Latin: America,is an area or: region that has :
 
what I would -call semi-developed countries.. These
 
countries Phare the disadvantage of,not being fully . ..
 
developed,'n ebcueo some development, they


iiilack assistance many lesser developed countries .....
"1%6?
 
Latin America has, many of the medical and: health
 

trdiin .of the, developed countries bu....enl
 

m 	a 8
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they cannnt provide effective health services for the 
people,using those models of tie developed countries. 
Somehow, those m-odern standards in Latin American countries, 
supported, I would syiv, biy the medical profession,minly, 
are very difficult to use. If ycu want to extend those 
services to th- rural areas, it becomes very difficult 
irom the point ot view .).,financing. so, there is tile 
need in the area for new approaches, and certainly there 
is a tremendois challenge not only for institutions like 
the In.er-American Development Bank but also for people 
interested in health matters witkin these countries. 

! am ' oing to es:;be very brief y a project that 
I have just been evaluatin4. lhis project is one that 
the Inter-Am er ican Bank will obvious lv not be able to 
finance. It is , difficult project to finance even by 
the ou,t rv tself. ,when this project began, it began 
in i non-burea;c rat17 en,:ironment. 'Alien I looked at the 
peopl in.'olvev, in this project and how they began, it 
became quite o-'.'ious to me that such a project is very 
difficult to ie'.elop and even to conceive in a bureau
cratic environment. This projeLt Was not conceived in 
the Minis try of Public le.ivith or in any form of bureau
cratic medicine in that country.

The priect be.n as .n intent ion 0 some people who 

v . i to AL somethin, but they did not have resources. 
They could not exercise pressure on any authorities to 
get financing from the bUdget. They had to find out ways 
to do -hat they wanted to lo without financial resources. 
They .:ere forced to use wha'. I ' -all-oul, expedient means 
to reach the same goals. in this wa.. they developed a 
new wav to provi de healt'. 4vlivery or rural people in 
that country. Ibose expedient means, after six, seven or 
ten years, have bec,-ie institutionalized. A lot has been 
learned from these experiences. A system of very direct 
communication with the people helped create a complex 
system to provide health services to tile rural people. 

How was it done? First of all, the clinics of the 
system were built by the peasants themselves. Second, 
although tile standards in the clinics might not be con
sidered of tihe highest qualiiy, nevertheless, treatment 
was very eflective considerirng the lack of resources. 
Another element was ttuat there was more concern for the 
operat.ng costs of the facilities rather than the cost of 
the initial investment. So, sometimes tile unitary cost 
was rather hign, but tile running costs -'re low. For a 
conventional hospital financed by the Bank, I find that 
the unitary costs tend to be low initially, and sometimes 
the r-unning costs later on can be rather high. This is 

http:operat.ng
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quite the opposite for this project.
 
Also, only two types of doctors were used in the
 

project and only for short periods of time. These were
 
doctors who had just received their degree and retired
 
doctors. Incentives were used to attract those doctors
 
to the rural areas. A new type of auxiliary personnel
 
was developed. They were mainly trainees for a short 
pcriod of time. The project got authorization from a
 
lot of universities to provide degrees for nurses.
 
Peasant girls were recruited for three years in-service 
training in rural and urban areas. At the end of the
 
three years, these nurses were able to diagnose ten
 
basic diseases and became very effective auxiliary
 
personnel.
 

Since costs were held to reasonable levels, peasants

could afford to pay insurance to finance the system. The
 
cost for the peasant to participate in this insurance
 
system was about 60 Mexican pescs per year, plus a very
 
small tee for each consultation. This amounts to five
 
or six dollars per year. The local corunity served as
 
a control element n the program to hold down administra
tive costs.
 

It is difficult for me to describe in full detail all
 
the elements of the system, but somehow it has been suc
:essful. There 
are now about 200 or 300 clinics in Mexico
 
ii.,cry isolated rural areas. In many places it is the
 
only medical assistance provided for the peasant, and it
 
!s financed by the peasant.
 



SOMBOON VACHROTA I 

According to my assignment, I am so pleased to confine 
myself to vhat experience I have had in my own country, 
Thailand, which is also one ot the developing countries, 
and may be in a A itterent situation fron tite others. 

.n behall ol the Health Administrator, I would like 
to say that an attempt to develop the he alth promotion in 
a comr.un it y in [hailand has been reali.ed mort. than 20 
years ago, iut this Iream never camte trui,- due to tour 
rmain obstarles. ilie irst one is due to the policy of 

ttie gove rn..Inn. iring lie past , he I ove rnrTk-n t ' s policy 
was ai -ed at the spec i ali,'ed prog rams, which, of ,curse, 
have resulted in s-inifi can. ach ieve'-Ant , iid ref Iec t the 
governn.ent' s investment. [hey show a degree o2 success
 
for the ,overn..nnt's polWicy. We :e.r have had a clear 
cut poli.sv: towards any health prom-otion in a co =unity,
 

so that it is impossible to imnplenen! im- health promotion
 
in a cormunit\ in terms a! its administrat ion and 

ma n a ge men t. 
Second, it is the problem ol the "Hea lth Manpower 

Producers," that is tihe n-elial universitit.s and schools,
 
tc produce ippropriate health pr.,nnel to suit the 
countrv's needs. .o ,, oI the training program is follow
ing the stftsti ,e'.t loped andl tar, o f mIe worldA, this 
causen a lot ,I probDl-'s at 7nildist rihut ion and unwilling
mess "! t te nealth pt-r cune to servte in a cormmunity, 
espe,'iallv in the rurl areas, where -.. than percent,re H5 
ot the total populatin, live. 

rt i rd , there ire i iletquato n .' r o health person
nel, as well as o: he.tt in rostrt,turev. tv,ilable tnat 
result in poor co':erage o: iiealth ;er-.-Ices. 

.ast, there are p rob le-.s ,due to the health consumers, 
who are mostly living in the rural areas. lihis rural 
population is facing what is calle a vicious cycle, com
prised of ill health, poverty and ignorance. Their felt 
need is only medical care which they are seeking from 
tither the estern medicine or traditional medicine, from 

both pubiic and private sectors. 
Puring 1O)70, the Ministrv of Public Health conducted 

a survuy throughout the country with the assistance of the 
'orli Health (organizition, the lopul-ition lenter ot tie 

(hulailiagke rn I'niversity in Bangkok, anl tbe chool of 
Public Health of the Mahidol 'niversitv in Bl-inkok, to 
find cut, especially in the rur..' area,., whert the people 

go when they get si-k. 

The out:ow is that percent o: then e o to theS1 

drugstore Twenty-two pertent of ther; go to the pi ivate 
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hospitals and private clinics. About 15 percent cf them
 
go to the government hospital and rural health center.
 
About four percent go to tile quacks, or, as some are
 
called, tile injectionists. About four percent go to see
 
the traditional healers. The rest never get any kind ot
 
treatment.
 

Based on tiht., findings, ,and the problem., whiicii I
 
have .mentioned, it is realized by the 1hai health planners 
that they have to try to overcome the problem by trying 
to formulate a health promotion program in the community
 
that is base, o:I the Public Hlealth Administration's 
experience in [halland. [ie Tlai planner thinks that
 
there are three main areas tor involvement. First are 
the objectives. We have to set up a definite objective. 
'What are we going to do about health promotion in tile 
conunity? I will say that it is not quite easy to do 
that, because we have not only to set up tile objectives, 
but we have to plan as well for the evaluation of that 
object ive.
 

The second area is the resources. All rt-sources 
should be rei'.wed. What should be the existing resources 
for the public soctor or the government sector: Are the 
resources enougoh to i.plement the object ives or not ? 
'What are the itidigenous resources o: the so-called com
munitv participation? 

The third area is the most iifficult, because we
 
have the objectives, and we ,.ready have the review of 
our resources. In between the resoarces and tile objec
tives, there is tle method. How to move thle resources 
toward the objective depends large!y on the methodology 
of what are going to plan. 

fle Method should Le based on what I like to call 
tile integrated health service. A-cording to the World 
Healti Organization expert comittee on Public Health 
Administration, it defines tile terms of the integrated 
health service as necessary health protection given in 
an area under one single administration, or maybe several 
organizations provided that the adequa'e coordination 
could be obtained. 

Of course, what I have abseive] is not only tor the 
developing ,.cintrles, but also for the highly developed 
countries. i'ie term coordi-iation exiE-; only in the way 
people aic 'dlKing, or exists only on paper. So, it is 
very difficult to get real coordination in anv activity. 
Therefore, it has been decided by the Ministry that it 
should be based on a single administration, and the areas 
that would be included in tile integrated healtl. services 
would be divide.I into three main areas.
 



First, I am concerned with the administration. How
 
can we have service under one roof? The second area is
 
the personnel development. I myself would like to admit
 
that the success of the plan or project mainly depends on
 
the personnel. It does not depend on the money or the
 
supplies. Even if the country has a lot of money and 
a
 
lot of supplies, but they do not have the proper personnel,
 
I would guarantee that the program or project might be a
 
failure. So, the personnel development towards the
 
private sector or the public sector or the volunteer
 
sector is highly desirable. The third area is the service.
 
How can we obtain a proper methodology for integrated
 
services?
 

I would l~ke to end by saying that the details of
 
this approach will be presented tomorrow in the Panel on
 
Health Problems in Developing Count-ies, in which ! v 1
 
point to some of the innovative approaches that have been
 
carried out in Thailand.
 

INQUIRY AND CO0ENTARY
 

GERTRUDE ISAACS: I would like io ask one question that I
 
did not dare address until I heard the presentations 
of this panel. We have heard a great deal about the 
indigenous worker and the paraprofessior.al, and I 
would really like to ask, when would the medical pro
fewional be ready to join the other health profes
sionals in their efforts to provide health services
 
in the total country? I still feel that many of us
 
are being excluded, and I do not know how we can i'crk
 
as a team until we unite our efforts.
 

JOHN BRYANT: It sounds to me as though yot were telling
 
us, not asking us, which is all right. Are you asking
 
for volunteers? Are thete any other comrents or
 
questions?
 

WILLIAM OLDHIA.M: I would like to ask one question of the
 
economists, of both banks. Wlat type of loans or what
 
type of grant-in-aid do you give? Do either of you
 
pick up recurring costs on a long-term basis, or is it
 
seed money that starts projects, or capital projects
 
investments as such? Do you pick up personnel costs on
 
a long-term recurring basis?
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DANIEL LINDHIEIK; No. Basically, what the, World Bank

does fund, In any case, is basically L capital costs. 
It does fund recurring costs for ohe time of the
project. If there Is a period of' threke or four years
of disbursement for the project, it might include 
recurring costs. If it.was a pilot program of s'm
 
-'o t, 
 -cos'ts -f'or-thio-s'e 'four 7 years, but it would not be for recurring costs over' 
time, 

MALCOLM MERRILL: I cannot resist trying to respond a
little to. the question about when are 
the physicians

going to come aboard. I think we have seen some very

encouraging developments in the last decade or so,

where more and more physicians are coming aboard and
 
becoming really members of health teams in the pro
vision of health services.
 

I recenrly had the experience of looking again at
 
some of the developments in the Los Angeles County

Department of hfealth Services, 
 There the developmentof the team ,ipproach to provision of health services 
is taking place. The concept is developing that the

leader of the team doe3 not necessarily have to be a
 
physician. It can be a nurse. 
 It can be a social {'}

worker. It can be a nutritionist or any member of

the team. I think we are going to see a very interest
ing experiment there and elsewAere, where teams arg
really getting together to treto work out the problems.

I chin: we are seeing within our country a very
marked movement In the direction of rhyHicians delegat

more and more of the respont.ility for primary

health care :o other members of the team. We are

seeing the whole developmen: of the Medex concept, the
 
physician assistant and the nurse practitioner. This
 
is occurring in many of the developing countries of
 
the world. I think the next decade is going to see

almost a revolution in this regard, not only in this 
country but throughout the developing world. 

BRYANT: It is nice to see a man of your years an optimist.
I would like to suggest a correction. You Implied thaL " 
it Is moving fairly well here, and It seems to be
 
beginning to move in some of the developing countries.
 
I am sure that you would acknowledge, for example,
that the use of physician's assistants Is now 60 years

old in Africa, and that we have learned a great deal

from the use of auxiliaries in other countries. 
We
 
are some of the latecomers. Itwill be interesting to 
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observe, as kind of 
a cycle, those less developed
 
countries which, perhaps from using some of our so
called international standards, have been reluctant to
 
use auxiliaries for medical care. 
 As North America
 
begins to change, it may at least change to 
some
 
extent the acceptability of that in some countries.
 

LEE STAUFFER: Dr. Lindheim, I sense in some of your
 
comments in the policy area that growth was 
a policy
 
that was attempting to be achieved by the World Bank.
 
I personally believe that growth is not only not an
 
unmixed blessing, but, in fact, is the doom of us all,
 
ultimately. We certainly cannot look 
to other countries
 
to achieve growth if we measure it in the 
sense of
 
energy consumption and consumer goods. I think that
 
we have t3 
look ahead to reduce growth as a policy.
 
I just wanted to know or I would like some 
indication
 
of how this is being dealt with Jn terms of aid, and
 
what the official policies are ir.regard to growth.
 

LINDHEIM: 
 I did not make myself clear. The first thing
 
is that most traditional developwent policies have
 
focused on growth. Such policies, because they
 
focused on growth, and expected the benefits of that
 
growth to be redistributed, never really focused on
 
distribution policies. As a matter of 
fact, most
 
growth policies in the last few decades have not
 
helped most of the people. Grow:th policies, per se,
 
have not been beneficial to n'ost of the people in most
 
countries.
 

Second, there are certain absolute shortages, so
 
that growth of production among peasants and among

small producers is certainly something that is very
 
necessary. To the extent that you can 
produce or
 
increase the production of those things which you
 
really need, then growth, per se, is not bad. It is
 
only when the sidc-effects of that growth become
 
really noxious that you want to stop focusing on that
 
kind of growth policy.
 

My point in all of this, and I think what the Bank
 
is particularly concerned with, is what 
are the distri
butions of that growth? Increasingly, policy is
 
beginning to focus and 
to really delimit what the
 
distributions of growth policies are, and if 
they are
 
not in accord with what the goals are, then maybe we
 
should not pursue them.
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ROBERI' TIOM, :: 1'ri"ro:', th, ianadia;n Universii' Service 
Overseas. ,7-or'ning indI noti -d tis n this a fternoon 
the genera strt.- in: i, ,- the prtsentat .ons has 
been on community nt ltih and tht :.,ct t i t ht-alth 
services harve to bt. * ,onAl ityv bastd, muI t lisc ipl inary, 
and ii tie end run sell-reliant, I think that most of 
us Would ag7'-e, th~it i .,ilthl !y tti-pt-op le is One. of tile 
things that we hoild be aiming at. W'ould it be 
possible tomorrow to have another workshop set tip 
-hich won ld discuss the expertences of the large 
nurabe.s o people i-ri- who have actual in-the-field 
experience, experiences such as Ms. loomey has had, 
experiences which no doubt man: of tile non-governmental 
organizations and the voluntary associations here have 
had? rhis panel would be tor sharing the experiences 
for those of us who are working in organizations that 
do not )ay,, to worry about bilateral constraints or 
can actually 4et into villages. 

I would find this personally a very useful type of 
workshop, particularly lin that mr4any of the people here 
are beginning to talk about paramedical proiessions 
and paramedical training. W'e are verging on talking 
about health by tEie people, not lor tile people, but 
by the peoplt,. I woid be very much interested in 
seeing if tile conference organizers could perhaps set 
aside another roo-. in] another workshop, whereby those 
who are intereste I in this area could sit down and 
share saoe experience-s.
 

BRY,;Ir: ',I , ','cu .il I iave to put your iads together 
outb ide on that . 

C.W.L. 	JEAIE S: I a.-. al-o from Canada. I would like to 
congratulate Ms. :o_-7ew: on her brilliant txpo.e and 
tile tremendous insight she gave us into tile job that 
shE did. I think t!'ere was a great message behind 
her paper.
 

I would l ilkt t.) ask the panel a question ahout 
7.edical emigr.ition from develcping "ountries, which is 
such an awt il problem. 'ow ! think thailand is one of 
tile .',1intries in Southeast Asia ttL has this problem 
less tLhm -au t of the other neighboring countries. It 
real I i.,i,,artbreaking when people emigrate ,1ho have
 
been trained to do tile job in their country. We have 
experie±nce in i African ,o'nt ry, mentioned in your 
book, Dr. Bryant, where onIly ten pelcent af tile first 
100 medical gradllalts are rtealll, working ou the needs
 
of the country, and tile other 'J0 aro do ing different
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things. Wlat is your attitude toward medical emigra
tion? What can we do about this to stop it?
 

SO.BOO: I am so pleased that you touched this point.
 
It is of some difficulty in tile developing countries.
 
We have about 6,000 doctors throughout the country 
and more than 1,000 working in Bangkok, which has
 
about eight percent of the total population of the
 
country. We have 2,000 doctors working in the rest
 
of the ccuntry, which represents about 92 percent of tile 
population. There are about 2,000 working in the
 
United States.
 

The government of Thailand ha" not decided to stop 
this, but they have tried to find another way to 
enforce this. So, tle policy of the government In 
the past four years is that all of tle graduate 
dcctors must work in the government service for at
 
least two years, and theni they can leave the service 
to go anywhere else as tey like. 

We have the first batch and the second batch of 
the doctors now. It is about 400 per year that 
graduate and are now enrolled in tle services of 
the country. For those who are working in the United 
States, I do not know if they plan to go back or not. 
We need to study what they are planning, but this 
study is still under way by tile Ministry of Health. 

BRYANT- I have some data that might be of interest to
 
you. The United States, tile existing system, has the 
benefit of a net gain of foreign physicians that is
 
betjeen 4,000 and 5,000 per year. If you make a
 
cortservative estimate of the cost of medical education
 
in those countries as being around 550,000 per graduate,
 
that means that our net gain is in the range of
 
$200 million to S300 million per yea,- in terms of their
 
educational cost. As you know, under the current
 
Health Manpower Bill, there is some discussion as to
 
whether there should be a cutting off of that flow,
 
and the primary mechanism would be requiring a
 
licensure to practice that would go beyond the ECFMG.
 
I would like to ask Carl Taylor if he would comment
 
far us on the steps that the National Council for
 
International Health is taking in this re-ard.
 

CARL TAYILOR; The wheels of progress grind v-_,rv slowly on 
a m:,ttr as complex aA the FMG problem. The National 
Cruncil of International Health set this as one of its 
riajor objectives as a task force activity right from 
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the beginning. hi- has culrninatcd in an activity
which some of you at !east know about. A conference 
was htld last spring jointly sponsored by NCIII with 
the CC.1F, rie Coorainating Council on Medical Educa
tCon in the United States. This brought together a 
rang,- oi decision makers here in Washington to look 
at where we can go in practical term-;. We had people
representing some of the action agencies from the 
government, including Immigration, Labor aid the 
Department of Education Weliare.Health, and There
 
was considerable interest from Congress.
 

The recommenk'ations of this conferencv ended by
dealing with fo;.r arc,,_. lhree of them zre to be 
implemented by CCME Jirectly, and the foLrth is to 
be implemented :CIHI. actions thatby The are being
taken by CCME to implement include thing. such as 
changes in the i.rigration policies, vhich have been 
much discussed, but 
are still very hard to do anything 
about. But, at least the.' are being looked at again.

More importantly, they include a look at the range
of activities that relate to the opportunities for 
doctors from overseas, particularly in the residency 
programs. I thin': that is probably where we are going 
to see a major change in the pull factors. Within the 
next year, there is at least the hope that we are going 
to begin to see some major changes in the pull factors.
 

The .NClH was viven responsibility in the area of 
push factors, FMG mLgration. We will have as part of 
our report a set of recomm.,endations and studies that 
will focus on helping the educational process, which 
originally led to the untortunate pattern that we now
 
have. 
 ',e hope to do it in a way thit gets at the real 
solutions. This is a problem that ma.-y people in this 
country have bec.or.;e "-ery acutely concerned with. it 
is a problem that has now reached decision-making 
levels. I think that we are the poirnt where weat 

are beginning to get some changes.
 

RIDGE APIPL(,A1E: I am working in a highly urbanized area 
across .1rem Manhattan. fhe problem in regard to this 
doctor drain is to have an adequate health care system
in this country that distributes our own physicians so 
that all ot our people can have health care. Until 
we are able to do this, we must rely upon the foreign 
trained 7hysician. My service area has not had an
 
American train-d physician come into practice In the
 
past Yive years. W'e have American born physicians who
 
go to It."1v and 
come back, but we are totally dependent
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upon foreign trained physicians for our medical care. 
New Jersey is a state that has not had a medical school 
for a number of years. Although it is now getting one 
going, something on the order of 80 percent of our 
emergency room care is provided by foreign trained 
physicians. So, I would recommend that you try to look 
at some of the inadequacies of our own systam in order 
to cover our needs and not force the lucrative finan
cial situations to draw the foreign physicians into 
our country. 

I would also lIfe to ask a question concerning the 
programs that have been presented here today. The 
focus is on rural health programs, what the problem is 
and what they are going to do. In Latin America, 
something like 80 percent of the population lives 
within 200 miles of the ocean. The majority of your
 
health census problems occur in urban areas. I am
 
less than a mile from Manhattan and have trouble 
getting physicians to practice in our programs from 
Columbia Presbyterian Medical School. The urban 
centers around Latin America htave the same problem. 
What is it about cities that keeps people from coming 
in there to try programs? I would like to have each 
of you from the two banking institutions comment on it. 
I know personally of populations of over 200,000 and
 
300,000 people in Latin American cities that have 
basically no access to medical care. Small programs 
could be very effective there. 

LINDtHEIM: Two points. One, as an urban planner, it was 
very hard for me to start focusing on rural areas. 
Most of my experience before joining the Bank was in 
Latin America, and it is very true that in Latin 
America most of the people who do not have services 
are probably in urban areas, because most of the poor
 
in Latin America are probably in urban areas. This is
 
not true anywhere else in the world. This is just one
 
distinguishing point.
 

The second thing is that the Barik, paralleling its 
development in rural areas, is trying to focus efforts 
on urban developrent. It is trying to provide upgrading 
services to squatter areas. It :s trying to institu
tionalize squatter areas to provnide basic water, 
sewage, light, basic roads, and also trying to provide
 
jobs in squatter areas, as opposed to tearing them 
down, which was the current vogue a few years ago. It 
is trying to provide basic medical care services, basic 
primary care services to most of these squatter areas. 
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It is very true that there are no physicians in those 
areas. It is very true tihat most of the physiciins 
have no desire to work in t!,. squatter areas. lh'ere is 

really nothing that my insttuion can do abou! that. 

What we are trying to d.. in the cao;e at M!exico (ity 
is to change certain premises ot the national health 
system in Mexico, so that there will he p)losicians who 
will provide services in some of the urban -,lvim areas. 
But this is very hard to do. Until there is a commit
ment from that country to do so, even if we were really 
good anti benevolent Institutions, which I will not 
necessarily make the case for, there is really very 
little that we or the Ill) can do to change th,it rhat 
government must have the comnmitment to provi,lt services 
to those urban areas. 

LOUIS RATIN,)FF: First of all, 50 percent of the population 
of Latin Anerica still lives in the urban areas. 
Second, the so-called rural health delivery system is 
not necessari lv located in rural areas. Ihtere ire ways 
to extend the existing system and ideas in the urban 
areas into smaller types of cities. so, the countries 
can be prepared in the future for the tremendous popu
lation growth, so that they can allocate more people in 
smaller towns to provide enough modern services. 

Also, at least from the point of view .,f IDB, we 
have classified the Latin American countries according 
to their health needs, anti we provide in some countries 
loans for urban areas, when that is the need o" the 
country. Most of the countries in which we trv 

Intersted to providie health loans are mai-lAy rural 
countries, which need most of oor funds. 

JO.NA-LYNN KNAUER: After the comments this ,.ternoon, I 
cannot resist saying something. I am a nurse practi
tioner and it is vtrv difficult to find places of 
employment for nurse practitioners in the '!nited 
States, depending on where you are from. I wonder if 
this might not be a very serious consideration for all 
of us in working together, team work, and team approach 
for increased utilization of nurses in extended roles. 

I ha'.e also worked in Africa, and the opportunity 
nf incorporating the medical auxiliary into discussions 
of health care is very often forgotten. Maybe the 
doctor and nurse might get together, but all too often 
we forget the medical auxiliary who is out there 
giving most of the care. 
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BRYANT: Thank you for bringing a nurse practitioner into 
o,,r midst. 

An important challenge ahead for all of us who are 
concerned about extending health care to communities, 
has to do with how we can break from the traditional 
point of view that has the entire health care delivery 
system under the control of central authority, includ
ing planning and funding. We need to consider alterna
tives by which communities may have substantial respon
sibility fcr planning, decision making and funding. At 
the same time, we need to be aware of structures within 
the community that may be oppressive and exclusionary, 
and consider how these effects might be minimized. 
This is part of our frontier. I would hope that insti
tutions, funding agencies and individuals turn their 
initiatives in this direction. 



KEYNOTE ADDRESS
 

On the Responsibility for International
 
Health Cooperation
 

Dmitri Venediktov
 

Allow me, first, to express my gratitude for your
 
invitation to address this Conference of the National
 
Council for International Health. The very fact that
 
such a Conference is convening, as well as its partici
pants, is profoundly symbolic. Though even the World
 
Health Organization has not yet given the definition of

"national health" and "international health," all of us 
realize that international cooperation in protecting and
 
promoting the health of the population in different
 
countries has today become an important area of activity
 
for national agencies, as well as a sphere of inter
national legislative and cooperative efforts aiming at
 
resolving present and future international and global
 
medico-social problems. Although the need for inter
national cooperation in the field of medicine is well
 
known and generally acknowledged, one cannot fully
 
appreciate its significance without looking into the
 
past.
 

Medicine was indeed international since ancient
 
times, when sparks of knowledge about Man and his
 
diseases seemed a mysterious, divine gift that was passed
 
on from one civilization to another. Down through the
 
ages, variovs contacts and ties developed between physi
cians and scientists of various nations, along with the
 
accumulation of medical knowledge, the humanistic and
 
selfless nature of medical practice, and
 
realization of the international danger of epidemic and
 
other mass diseases.
 

The longest was the first period of sporadic contacts
 
between individuals of medical professions, beginning
 
with the "international ties" between physicians of
 
Ancient Egypt, Babylonia, Mesopotamia, Ancient Persia,
 
Greece, Rome, and other countries of the Ancient World,
 
continuing through the Crusades of the Middle Ages and
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the EuropeAn epidemics and "plagues" which led to the
 
first quarantines, up to the great geographic discov
eries, and creation of first universities, scientific
 
societies and medical journals, and right up to the
 
Industrial Revolution at the end of the 18th century,
 
which really put an end to national isolation.
 

The second period of the development of regular
 
international scientific-medical ties and cooperation in
 

the control of epidemics lasted from the begianing of the
 
19th century to tne First World War.
 

During this time, agents and the mechanisms of
 
transmitting many epidemic diseases were discovered. In
 
the course of microbiological investigations and the
 
first medico-geographical expeditions, many physicians
 
and scientists displayed genuine heroism, which promoted
 
public respect toward medicine, as well as further pro
fessional and ethical kinship of the best represeatatives 
u. the medical profession and science, Truly inter
national scientific-medical schools were established in 
the 19th century. The International Red Cross was 
founded by A. Dunan; social-hygienic investigations were
 
begun in England, and then in France, Germany and Russia.
 
!he number of medical books and papers, and regular 
scientific-medical journals 6wiftly increased. The
 
middle of the 19th century began witnessing at first 
national, then international, congresses of doctors and
 
,cientists, and the emergence of international medical 
societies. It became gradually evident that arbitrary 
measures which certain countries took in order to protcct 
their frontiers from dangerous epidemic zones were 
insufficient, illusory, and expensive. This prompted the 
reed to gradually go ov'cr from national efforts to inzer
national measures and to the international sanitary 
conferences and the first sanitary r.!gulations. The
 
"International Bureau of Piblic Hygiene," established 
in Paris in 1907, became the first permanent inter
governmental organization dealing with health and anti
epidemic questions.
 

The third period of development of international
 
medical cooperation between the First and Second World 
'ars was relatively short and was characterize !, on the 
one hand, by continued, though with much less enthusiasm, 
Activity of international societies and congresses, 
further growth of medicil pubiications and so on, while 
on the other hand, by a sharp polarization of medicine in 
relation to social and political problems. New public 
health systems of Soviet Russia emerged on the inter
national arena at that time, and were first met with 



shock and mistrust, but later with deeper and more 
serious interest, since public health measures In the 
Soviet Russia were based on few basic principles1,whch
though they had been thought about by the great &hnkers 
of the past, had never before been put into practice.

At the same time, the 1930's witnessed a degradation
in medical science and practices in Nazi Germany, where 

____many prominent scientists were opprg0§gd o.eirtd 
f~ih coutrywhile the Nazis with a medical degree

tried to Justify a man-hating racist theory, and later 
resorted-to mass "euthansia" of mental patients, and to 
monstrous "edical" rimeS against humanity, which upon
the end of the Second World War were condemned at the 
Nurenrburg International Tribunal.
 

- "AP1nfinally, the fourth contemporary period of
inte& 0_Inal health cooperation is characterized by its
swift and diversified development, reflecting radical 
changes in the world during the postwar period. Even 
though the chilly winds of-che Cold War had a negative
effect upon the international cooperation, confrontation 
of states and poitical systems gradually gave way to a 
dialogue, search' for mutual understanding, and tocooperation between nations. 
Fresh impetus was given
 
to international congresses and conferences. 
Hundreds of
 
International medical societies and associations came
 
into being. 
The trickle of medical and scientific
 
literature turned Into a huge Niagara Falls of infor
mation. The general scientific and technological revo
lution began to embrace bitology and medicine more and 
more. 

If between 1946 and 1948 when the WHO was being
established only 52 countries participated in its work, 
a few years later, the collapse of the colonIal system
led to a rapid growth of its members (145 at" tle present
moment). 
 The enormous health needs of the developing

countries at first "astounded" specialists and statesmen,
and then compelled them to chink more and more about 
these problems and how they could be resolved. Besides 

WHO activities, the recent period has been characterized 
by the signing of inter-governmental agreements on 
cooperation in the field of public health and medical 
science between various countries on a regional basis
 
(Scaninavian, Arab, AfrlcaS4 Latin American, and other 
countries),as well as between countries with different 
social and political structures, We consider the USSR's
 
igreebnnts on cooperation in the field of medicine with 
France (1969), with Italy (1970), with the USA (1972),

with Great Britain (1975) and other countries to be among 
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the most important agreements. 
A significant role in international public health 4, 

cooperation is played also by the Red Cross and Red 
Cresent orga onsas ll as by non.edical orgmni
zatiops, uch as Friendship Societies,-voluntary organ,
zations, private foundations, international banks and 
many others. All this reflects a considerable incriease 
QpubUcJ,.involveuen..inprblems. of-health, and-.medicinei.

_7their, growing social,~political and international signi
ficance. 

All this is due to many important factors, and, in
 
particulr, to more profound understanding of the very
 
concept of "health," as of "life unconfined in its
 
freedom" (K, (arx), or "a state of complete physical,
 
mental and-'soctal well-being, and not merely the absence
 
of disease or infirmity" (WHO ,Consttution). Health is
 
now considered at) an obligatory condition for happiness,
 
full life and dignity of Han; it is one of the greatest
 
social and moral values, as well as one of'the main goals
 
of social and economic progress ,as a whole. And finally,
 
the protection of health as one of the inalienable rights
 
of Han has been fixed in international documents, more
over, not as an,;:bstract right, but a specific one, or as
 
Dr. Philip Lee,;ut it, a "classified" right.
 

lndivil'iiaid publi,. responsibility for heCRth
 
protection ,d promotion has lately become especially
 
obvious, sin 4p health is predeterminedby a whole number
 
of diverse bllogical and social factors, closely dove
tailing with each other. Hany of these factors, and,
 
in fact, the entire way of t.dern life, are changing very
 
swiftly. To illustrate this point, here are only some of
 
the most important changes having a considerable Impact
 
on human health and the activities of public health
 
agencies in many countries. These change'k gnclude;
 

(1) changes in economy, continuing urbanization,
 
education and mass information, growing
 
psychological stress of life;
 

(2) increasing chemical, physical and biological
 
pollution of the environment;
 

(3)rapid growth of the population in many countries
 
and changes in the age structure of the popula
tion;
 
changes in the status of health, morbidity and
 
mortality structure; excess consumption of
 
drugs and chemical products;
 

(5) significant quantitative and qualitative
 
changes have, no doubt, taken place in medicine
 

,+7 i :; ' , : , : ' 4 . ",W ,
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itself, These changes include; 

(a) 	 changes in biomedical science; 
(b) 	 achievements in controlling Lpidemc and 

comnicable diseases in the economicalx 
developed countries, and their high incl } D 

dence in the developing countries;
(c) 	 general increase in the costj of medical 

(d) 	 shortages (in many countries), of medical, 
scientific and auxiliary personnel; uneven 
delivery of care for different social 
groups in many contries, 

And last but not least, a wholo number of medical 
problems, which previously interested only people of the 
medical profession or the governments of certain states, 
have outgrown national frontiers and have turned into 
international and worldwide problem of public
health which, In principle, require the concerted 
efforts of governments and peoples of many countries and 
international organizations if they are to be resolved. 
These problems include, In particular, the International 
coordination of biomedical research; the control of
 
epidemic diseuase; the study and development of methods
 
of preventing and treating widespread cardiovascular, 
cancerous, hereditary, viral and other grave diseases,
 
as well as parasitic disease endemic to tropical coun
tries (onchocerciasis, schistosomiasis, filariases and
 
others); protecting and improving the natural environ
ment; effective control over the quality, safety,

efficacy and side effects of drugs; helping the develop
ing 	countries of the world in building and developing

effective national systems and health services,,and in
 
training national personnel, as well as the study of th 

population dynamics, present and possible future changes

in its age structure, birth rates and mortality, morbid
ity in different countries and regions of the world.
 
This is closely related to the problems of nutrition and 
control of disease caused by undernourishment and hunger.

All 	this has had profound influence on international 
health cooperation, which today involves not only I 
 x 

individual scientists and doctors, scientific societies 
and nongovernmental organizationz, but the governments
of all the countries of the world. As a result, inter
national health cooperation Is nor a pleasure, nor a 
privilege. It: implies, first .id foremost, a great 
responsibility for science, for our nations, for the 

+ 

11 
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whole of mankind and for future generations. And it is
 
?recisely this responsibility that I want to speak about
 
in the time that remains.
 

We consider the Agreements between the governments
 
of the USSR and the USA on cooperation in the field of
 
public health and medical science and on developing an
 
artificial heart, signed in Moscow in 1972 and 1974, as
 
being exclusively important and representing a turning
 
point in the dev.lopment of international health cooper
ation. The rignificance of these Agreements lies not
 
only 1 the fact that we really are able to do more than
 
othe:s in the field of medical science and practice, but
 
in c.hat these Agreements have emerged as a symbol of
 
international detente and cooperation. It is indeed
 
s-mbolic that two of the biggest industrial and political
 
powers of the world decided to pool their efforts in
 
protecting the human life, even though it was by no means
 
easy to come to that idea and find the relevant forms and
 
methods of work, especially at the beginning. We regard
 
this as a manifestation by the governments of the two
 
countries of a profound understanding of their respon
sibility for mankind in this important sphere of life.
 
Yet, no less important was the decision to restrict the
 
cooperation, at the initial stages, to three of the
 
largest and most complicated problems: problems of cardio
vascular diseases, cancer and environmental health. It
 
was agreed to expand the sphere of Soviet-American health
 
cooperation only gradually as more positive experience is
 
accumulated in the initial areas of work.
 

Great attention was given by both sides to the
 
methodology of this cooperation and its specific forms.
 
This was, without a doubt, quite correct, because
 
scientific terminology, research standards and methods,
 
certain types of equipment, diagnostic criteria and
 
methods of evaluating clinical data differ significantly
 
in our countries, just as in many other countries of the
 
world. That is why, before large scale joint research
 
efforts were begun, much preparatory work was performed,
 
and, to a considerable extent, this made it possible to
 
overcome both informational and methodological barriers
 
in science.
 

We consider it important that cooperation between
 
the USSR and the USA is based on direct contacts and
 
exchanges betueen scientists directly engaged in the most
 
important cardiovascular, oncolugical, hygienic and other
 
research. At the same time, the overall control of
 
cooperation is in the hands of the Joint Soviet-American
 
Commission on Health Cooperation, established in
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accordance with the Inter-Governmental Agreement. Now,
 
this Commission is in its 4th session, and we can note
 
with profound satisfaction the definite positive results
 
and the development of Soviet-American medical cooper
ation, as well as the pleasure of working in 3 construc
tive way wiLh your representatives in this Commission:
 
Roger Egeberg, Charles Edwards, Theodore Cooper, Paul
 
Ehrlich and many others.
 

In the past year alone there were significant
 
exchanges of specialists between the USSR and the USA.
 
Important scientific symposiums and conferences have been
 
held. Concrete studies were made of mutually coordinated
 
programs. Joint papers on space biology and medicine,
 
myocardial metabolism, chemotherapy of tumors, cardio
vascular surgery, eh.vironmental hygiene and other
 
important questions have come off the press or are being
 
printed. The periodic exchange visits of tie Health
 
,Minister of the USSR and the HEW Secretary of the USA
 
were of great significance for mutual understanding and
 
tie stimulation of cooperation. During these visits,
 
there were meetings with the top government leaders of 
both countries. We indeed hope that this tradition will
 
be continued in the future.
 

Once again, I would like to emphasize that we 
consider with satisfaction the mutoally advantageous
 
results already attained and the future prospects for
 
Soviet-American :ooperation in the field of public health
 
and medical science. it meets full-; with the vital
 
interests of .lur two states, as well as of all tie other 
natrions in the world. 

;;iit is more, iet-Aerian coop.,,eration is not. 
ta ng place in a "'acuuM. ';e work in the Worldt health 
Crgani:at ion. We h ve c..- itrments with respect to other 
friendly countries, ::icluding the developing countries of 
Africa, Asia and Latin America, where the problems of 
public 'iealth are far from being resolved. 

According to 'WHO data, more than H0?. of the popu
lation in the developing counrrie5 . especially in rural 
areas, in general, have no access whiLatsoever to any kind 
of medical cart. Yet an unsatisfactory health care is 
cilaracteristi not on' of the developing countries, but 
also of ma::v e,.onomicallv rich states. I do not think 
there is ar needt to give examples, but I do hope that 
you will a,;ree that we are not doing bv far everything 
that we could (, in the field of public health and 
medicine. That is why, ".hen looking backward at the past 
and feeling a sense of -atistaction with our contemporary 
bilateral and multilateral medical programs, we must give
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greater thought to the future. Therefore, 1 would like
 
to touch upon a few problems where international cooper
ation may prove especially fruitful, providing we
 
approach it seriously and with due responsibilit,.
 

First of all, it Is cledr that future success in
 
protecting and improving the health of the population in
 
many countries will depend on understanding the essence
 
of public health as a social, dynamic system, as well as
 
on further improving the forms and methods of this
 
system's activities. We are directly responsible to our
 
peoples for making the full use of all that is vaiuable
 
and useful in science and in medical pracLicc In our own
 
countries and abroad, modifyiag it in accordance with
 
national conditions. It is worth noting that the nationa!
 
public health systems even today are developing as cam
ponents of an already crystallizing, although still
 
shaky, international system, and consequently, should
 
have common points of contact, comparison and general
 
approaches to solving the most important medical, scien
tific and practical problems.
 

There has been a lot of discussion lately in many 
countries and iaternational organizations as to the r.st 
and future of public health and medical science, touching
 
upon a wide range of questions: from the role ot private
 
practitioners, the hospital and nursing care, to general
 
problems of national and international health. However,
 
these discussions often fall short of their mark--they 
become lost in details and fail to grasp the main core; 
they do not give an overall concept of public health and 
the basic laws of its development. !'he difficulty is 
aggravated by the absence of a generally acknowledged 
international definition of the concept of "public
 
health" (at least as "heal.th" is defined in the WHO 
Constitution), as well as by the fact that in many count
ries the term "public health" is preceded by unspecified 
epithets, such as "communal," "basic," "primaiy," 
"integrated," "comprehensive," "national," "regional," 
etc. this has been noted in the organizational study of 
the 'WHO Executive Board (1973). 

In our opinion, the way out lies in a systematic 
approach, both to society as a whole, and to public 
health and medical science. The activity of health 
establishments and various -orplexes of measures should 
be regarded in the light of the historical evolution of 
a single functional system which human society has been 
building and implementing a'- various stages of its 
development in any country. We note with satisfaction 
that already the Fifth General WHO Program for 1973-1977 
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notes that in the turbulently forming complex of polit
ical, economic, social, cultural, technical and psycho
logical systems, based on the geophysical structure of
 
the environment, public health occupies an important
position, being represented in each of these systems, and 
influencing tho, whole structure by Its dynamism. It also
 
notes that the public health services are no longer


rarded as a omplex__of,_preymedicaI msures,..but are,
considered an'/imporcant component of the social-economic 
systems, combining all economic, social, political,

preventive, therapeutical and other aeasures, which human'
 
society in any country and at any stage of its develop-


V, ment ties for protecting and steadily Improving the state 
of health of each individual and society as a whole 
(WHiA 24.58). 

We consider it very promising at the present time to 
make a comparative structural-functional analysis of 
medicine and public health, with due consideration for the 
economic and methodological aspects in management of 
public health. Huch has been done in that dir ction in 
recent years, and many attempts to build 'models of public
health" for certain cout.tries, cities, and states have 
been published, as well as many projects and bills of' 
roforms for organizing medical care to the population,
However, the majority of these proposals and models are 
of a restricted or narrow'nature, geared to solving 
specific tasks or building simplified "micro-models" of 
certain units, services or programs of public health. 

Unlike this, we emphasize the significance, first 
and foremost, of building a general conceptual model 
("macro-model") of a national health system--one which'could be used for better understanding of the rgularities 
governing the development of that system and of Its 
management. We have stressed the need for such a general
model of a health system in the sense that one may speak
of'a general modelof an automobile, aircraft?,,rsome 
other,technical system. Such a model should make pro
vision 
 fur z1l the main 'nits and their interrelations.
 
Of coursr., there still remains a tremendous gap between
 
recognizing public health as a functional system and
 
defining the. basic principles of Itz aCLivJty, and its
 
practical organization. This gap might be compared with
 

W-' the distance between an idea of building a home and the
 
real construction of such a otructure. 
Yet, the avail
ability of "macro-models" w" I make it possible to cover 
this distance at a muci faster pace. Such a generalized 
model does not obstruct; on 'the contrary, it promotes the 
development of specific models of public health services 
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for any concrete tasks and conditions.
 
It seems apparent that the two extreme types of
 

public health organizations, between which there may be a
 
multitude of intermediate types, will be, on the one hand,
 
a conglomerate of hospitals, private doctors, scientific
 
laboratories, pharmaceutical firms, pharmacies, charity
 
societies, insurance companies, municipal agencies,
 
universitites and so on, and so forth, which is often 
regarded precisely as a "nonsystem" of public health but 
which, incidentally, was aptly described by W. McNexney 
(1974): "if this is not a system... then try to break it;"
 
while on tle other hand, there may be a more clearly
 
defined public health system with interrelated functions
 
and corresponding types ot establishments.
 

Not only economists, mathematicians or specialists
 
of systemic analysis should participate in resolving
 
these questions, but, first of all, doctors, scientists
 
and other people of the medical profession, who best of
 
all know the weak spots in a pt.blic health system. I 
must agree wit*, Charles Edwards (1975) in tiiat the 
medical profession must play the leading role in mapping 
out the ways for the further development of public health 
as a whole, as well as its specific services and estab
lishments in particular.
 

Systemic analysis and modeling of public health are, 
at present, being actively eliborated in the USSR in close
 
coilaboration with the !ntornational Institute of Applied
 
Systemic Analysis in Vienna, but we believe that this work
 
could be carried out more actively and with t;reater 
success wi ti the participation of the speci.ilists from 
o ther countries, and )f .ourse, witih ;hh)oexperts. 

Yet, a reorganization of management of health 
agencies alone is not sufficient. In order to effective
ly protect and improve the health of the population, it 
is necessary to make use of the available knowledge, all 
the achievements of modera science, and you know just how 
diflicult this is. It was by no means a coincidence that 
the 25th Health Assembly (1972) noted with alarm that 
there was a large gap between scientific achievements in 
biomedical sciences and their practical implementation by 
public health services in order to improve tie health of 
the population in the .ajorit.; of countries (WIIA 25.60). 
More that. that, the present level of science is not yet 
allowed to resolve mainy prac, ical problems in publ .c 
health and demands pooling the efforts of scientists of 
many countries. Hence the need to develop a new, modern 
methodology for the international coord iniation of scien
tif.c research, based mainly on the efforts of the 
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national Institutes of the WHO'member-states, on a
 
totally voluntary basis for their participation in inter
national programs, the repudiation of scientific "arm 
twisting" and dictates, as well-as "brain-draining"
methods. Perhaps the prototype of the new research
 
coordination methodology-vlll be,the International Cancer
 
Reserach Program, now being developed following a
 
decision of the 26th WHA.,1, This program may be based on
 

-- _:: 0coordinating-thee most promising- trends- in-research;- asc 
well as on 'an international unification of research 
approaches and methods and on a flexible informaLtion 
system. This program has been elaborated by the WHO,'
IACR, IUCC and IIASA since 1973, on the initiative of the 
USSR, the USA, Great Britain, the GDR, Czechoslovakia, 
Bulgaria and a number of other countries, precisely
because the problem of cancer is not only a very acute
 
and timely one for many countries, but an extremely

complicated one, which makes its soIuion by the efforts
 
of some single country or the uncoordinated efforts of
 
many countries highly unlikely (nHA Resolution 26.61).
 
We believe that this program can make fuither headway.

Today, however, it is necessary for the responsible
 
national establishments in all the leading states to
 
realize the significance and feasibility of this program,

and undertake concrete efforts for its elaboration and
 
implementation, without introducing into it 
some of their
 
internal discord or contradictions.
 

The further development',of international cooperation

In the field of biomedical science presupposes, of course,
 
greater social and ethical responsibility of scientists,

practicing doctors and public health officers, not only

In speedinglup the practical implementation of the results 
of scientific achievenents, but also In correctly under
standing, the moral and ethical problems of modern science, 
in protecting the human rights in the course of experi
mental and clinical investigations, and for using the
 
achievements of science only for the benefit of Hankind,
 
never to its detriment. All these problems are being
 
widely discussed today in many countries.
 

The third important question: in the previously
 
mentioned worldwide problems, we spoke about the aid to
 
the developing countries In building effective public

health systems and training national personnel. This, 
too, is a great responsibility for'all the countries In 
the world and for the WHO, It is, after all, quite a 
parador that, throughout the 25 years of the WHO's exist
ence, whose past and present activities are viewed very

highly by us and considered to be exclusively useful for
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all countries, there is not ;Psingle actual example of
 
when its aid really enabled a.-V developing country to 
build an efficient national health system and train tile 
necessary number of personnel, profoundly realizing their
 
social and professional duty in protecting and improving
 
the health of their own people. ;4e ar-Ihappy that tile 
WHO Director General, If.Mahler, and his Assistants,
 
T. Lambo, A.S. Pavlov, R. Tehada and others are willing
 
to evaluate the past and to outline new ways for the
 
Organization's work in the future. This should be the
 
target of particular attention in the Sixth H10 Program 
of activity, which is now being drawn up, as well as in 
long range projects and forecasting works of the WHO for 
a longer period of time (|H.Mahler calls this "the mission 
of the WHO"). 

As we see it, the WHO should play an important and
 
leading role in helping tile developing countries to choose
 
priorities, to compile properly balanced and comprehensive
 
plans for developing public health and training national
 
personnel. In this great undertaking, an important role
 
belongs to other specialized agencies of the UN, as well
 
as to the International Reconstruction and Development
 
Bank and other organizations. Yet, I hope they will
 
understand it correctly, if I say that defining the most
 
rational priorities and programs in tile field of public
 
health may be done best of all by the World Health Organ
ization, wl.ose recommendations are considered by govern
ments in a most serious manner. That is why the WHllO must 
not (and I would even say, it does not hav the right to)
 
automatically agree with this or that major initiative
 
that is proposed, though with good intentions, but some
times, without sufficient scientific and methodological 
foundations.
 

Of exclusive importance in this respect is tile 6HO's 
own experience and its successful and unsuccessful pro
grams, of which the most well known are the global small
pox and malaria eradication programs. I would like to 
dwell on them once again, because now it is important not 
simply to recognize the success of tile anti-smallpox 
program and the failure of the anti-malaria compaigns, but 
also to understand the reasons which brought this about. 

It is quite apparent that tile smallpox eradication 
campaign was successful not because of brilliant ideas or 
extremely efficient administration (although both factors 
existed, yet this was not the main tiling), but because of 
a number of important factors: the characteristics of the 
smallpox virus and the absence of its natural reservoirs 
or intermediate hosts in nature, long anti-smallpox 
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immunity, improved especially throughout by the vaccination
campaign methods, and by registering morbidity, and so 
on. And, finally, its success waOs due to the positive

experience in the cooperation of the WHO with many

national organizations, both after the launching of the
 
global smallpox eradication program in 1958, and after
 
its intensification In 1967. That Is why we consider as
 
extremely important the decision of the last World Health 

_Assembly-ons.ng-up-the-results-of--al anti-smllpox--
programs, thereby preserving for Hankind the unique
historical experience in eradicating one of the most 
dangerous diseases as a result of effective international 
cooperation, which undoubtedly will be used in programs

for controlling other infections (WHA 28.52).
 

On',the o'Lher hand, the malari.a eradication program

could not but be.a failure, since it was based on an
 
insufficiently deep study of all 
the aspects concerning

reproduction of the malaria causal agent. I was based
 
on a single method-breaking the cycle if transmission of
 
malaria by massive application of DDT against mosquitoes,

and did not include comprehensive measures upon all the
 
links in the epidemiological cycle, Inc~uding detection
 
and active treatment of malaria patients. It was
 
naively thought that the activity of whole national public

health systems could be substituted by specialized anti
malarial teams and po'on. Incidentally, all this was ()
,well known ]ong before failure of the anti-malaria 
program became obvious. 

Yet, today it Is not a matter of once again level
ing belated rebukes at the initiatorG of the global
 
malaria eradication prograc for errors coMMitted, but 
to
 
take into account these lessons for the future. Malaria
 
still remains one of the most important causes of morbid
ity and mortality in many developing countries, espe- " 
cially 'n Africa, and a re-eximination of the global 
strategy of that program does not mean giving up the 
struggle against this grave disease. Besides malaria, it 
has become' possible to see more clearly the real scope of 
the problem of other parasitic dieseases, endemic in 
tropical countries, first of all, schistosomtasis,
onchocercia"s, filarlases and others. 
The need to
 
intensify the efforts to control these diseases, making
 
use of all the national and International means and
 
methods, is quite apparent. however, planning these
 
programs for almost 20 years ahead, the tragic mistake
 
may be repeated if timely attention is not given to the
 
conclusion of the WHO Consultative Committee on Medical
 
Reserach (1974) that the research of methodology and
 

http:Assembly-ons.ng
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control of these diseases, including questions of 
immunology, diagnostics. prevention, treatment and others, 
is so far quite insufficient. That is why, without 
stopping the practical programs which have already been 
launched, we consider it necessary to step up the 
scientific research of tropical parasitic diseases, with 
broad involvement of relevant institutes and universities 
in the developirg countries themselves, as well as all
 
other national institutes that are ready to actively
 
participate in working on the problem of tropical para
sitology. (Soviet scientists, incidentally, are ready 
for this.) important resolutions on these questions were 
adopted at the 27th and 28th sessions of the World Health 
Assembly, and we consider the pr.ictical realization of
 
these resolutions of paramount importance.
 

And f'nally, a few words must bf said about the 
question which attracts particular attention at this 
Conference, namely, primary care of the population of 
developing countries, especially those living in rural 
areas. This problem has been extensively discussed at 
the WHO Executive Board and Assembly, as well as in the 
UNICEF and other international organizations. Special 
emphasis was placed on the importance of ensuring at 
least elementary medical care for the rural population in 
the developing countries, as well as for the inhabitants 
of slum districts in big cities of r4,nv developing, and, 
in fact, in certain economically developed, countries. 
Quite a number of appeals were made for immediately tack
ling this problem and resolving it in tue shortest 
possible time. Everyone agrees with this. Yet, if we
 
are really willing to solve the problem ot providing 
primary care to the population, we must do so in all 
iarnestness, since verbal .- jires,;ions of sympathy cannot 
do the job. Neither can it be solved by international 
charity campaigns, because the main tihing that is needed 
is determination of the governments of each and every 
country to provide medical care to the entire population, 
and resolutely use all available means, methods and 
efforts to attain this goal. As we see it, the main 
question around which all discussions at international 
forums are concentrated is quite clear--should a system 
of primary care for the rural population be created as an 
integral component of the overall national system of 
public health, or as some kind of substitute of that 
qystem. The majority of delegates to the World Health 
Assembly, in our opinion, quite clearly and categorically 
rejected the second way as unacceptable. That is why the 
Assembly's Resolution (WIIA 28.88) reflected, although not 
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always quite clearly, several important principles. It 
is very important to def"[ "primary care" as the t:one 
of he patient's first crntact 'With the cornprehensive 
national public health system. It io;also important that 
the primary care sihould be provided to those layers of 
the population which are in special need of it, and 
should in: lude health education, vacc iaLt ions, pre

medical care and ,ko on. It is important that provision 
of primarv care should be under the control. of higher public 
health b.odies and specil ized health establ ishments in 
every c ,,tr . It is ilso ifrportint that the primary 
care persone I, having limited medical education, should 
work undcr the guidance of pit'si.'i is (or feldshers, 
nurses, ctI, and, Ohen poss ibI, to be repl.iced bv 
skilled ii gher and paramedical p.rsonnel . Eve rvone 
rendering pr imarv care sihouid be ir,,.i ded with the 
opportinitv tocradual 1 upgrade his 4 ills, coing so 
tar as rece.'in;i a regular medical edmcatiM. 

I.n othler '.'orals, primary care should11v regarded as 
one 'f tile -.ost importtant lntiions 01 1 a I ioila i public 
health svster.:, but not divorced from the svst em. Ihese 
and many ,tiher qutst ions of i rovision of prim.arv health 
care are ,,1mplvx ,and the Hiealtit \YeTmbl'. de, idti to 
convene an intern ational ton feren:ev uinder the aegis of 
the torf exc hanging experience and opin ions on this 

issue - hew forthcoming Executive Committee -e-sion stall 
have to .tc'termine tith time and place for such a conference, 
a," wtll is it- agenda. We believe that such a conference 
con! d ont ribute gre it lv to bet ter nler-t ind ing a number 
of pr','> "inne E et d w it render !rig hei ti ,,a 'e to r he 
ent irt I,.uIlat ion i :..in. nunt ri,., &i t.u orli. 

most t 

national ,ooperation in the field or publ i, health i. 
geared to tt. future. ;4 all have to rec,)gci ze the grow
ing social and inter:at ional importance of public health, 
as well as the differences that exist between the systems 
of protccting andi improving tle health of tlie population, 
and their common interests. The cnminc de.cades will 
w~cne-:s ftarther sigaificant chan.es in the social life of 
many oumtrites, which will have a trem,_ndou; impact on 
the forms ,;:dmethods of health care. A\nd we have to 
foresee tP.,, changes, to increase the efficiency of our 
own wor-, 1,L own national systems of protect ing and 
improving ,,uman healthi. loreover, we have to map out 
principal wavs of resolving global problems of public 
healti. ;,ith in the framework of national and inter
nat 'onal health organinations, it is netessary It) 
gradually and methodically coordinate all our efforts, 

in :conknt 1 i , . imp,,'.itnt :1 ,c--iitt



directing them toward common goals. Every successfully
 
implemented international health program has a great 
impact on the development of national public health and
 
medical science, and also promotes greater respect and 
mutual trust among nations. And, on the other hand, 
every failure of a program causes dissat.isfactIon,_ and 
s i nicantly retards the development of international 
cooperation.
 

Hence, we see the main rG..e and "mission" of the WHO 
as elaborating effective international programs and
 
seeking ways to resolve public health problems. Today v6" 
all h.ve favorable conditions for such work in connection
 
with the successful completion of the International 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. The 
Declaration, signed by the leaders of 35 states, includ
ing USA and USSR, provides for a significant expan3lon
 
and deepening of International cooperation on problems
 
of health and medicine, Including problems of the environ
ment, cardiovascular and cancerous diseases, as well as
 
problems of endemic diseases in tropical countries. The
 
International atmosphere is being significantly changed
 
also by the decision of the UN General Assembly, devoted
 
to the establishment of a new order of economic and other
 
relations between states.
 

In other words, we believe that internaitonal
 
cooperation in the field of public healrh tcjiy has
 
extremely broad prospects and represents a deflnlte
 
"challenge," not to medicalonly th~e world, but to the 
governments of many states. Whether this challenge is 
accepte4,or not depends on us. We are sure that in the 
futureiQ shall see even more fruitful cooperation of
 
many countries in solving the most important medico
social problems. It is our common responsibility and we, 
on our part, are ready to bend every effort in that 
direction.
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RAMIRO DELGADO
 

PRI.OPS* is a demonstration health program operated 
by the Cali Health District and the Universidad del Valle. 
This program delivers comprehensive health services to 
100,000 people living in one of the poorest neighborhoods 
of the city of Call. The average cost of the services
 
provided is $5 per capita per y'ar.
 

The Colombian Ministry of Health intends to replicate 
the PRIMOPS model elsewhere in the country if it proves 
to be successful in Call. This would mean that in Colom
bia approximately 5 million people presently living in 
poor urban communities and 4 million living in rural areas 
eventually could be covered by the PRIMOPS type of health 
services. 

The key innovative aspects of the PRIM )'S model are: 

a) it is the primary care component of a regionalized 
health services system which provides for clinical
 
backup and referral services to highly specialized
 
levels at the University Hospital;
 
b) it delegates to auxiliary nurses and to "promo
toras" (paid health promoters) some function-, which 
had been carried out previously by physicians and/or 
registered nurses; 
c) it includes a health extension service through 
which regular home visits are made by auxiliary nurses 
and proaotoras from health posts who give health edu
cation and health services (including MCHi, family 
planning and nutrition, each with appropriate follow

*Spanish acronym for "Research Program in Models for Deliv

ering Health Services."
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up and referral), and who gath'er health/population
information for the program. 

PRiMOPS Is the natural outgrowth of the pioneer
effort initiated In 1958 by the Universidad del Valle in 
the seml-rural county of Candelaria, near Cali. The
PRLNOPS- approach- follows -roughly- the'same -p-f ihni0Ypl- -T f
the Candelarla experience, but in order to facilitate the
evaluation and replication processes, it vtilizes a greatly 
Improved information'system. 

Tulane University has been involved in health research
in Cali for the last 15 years, through the International 
Center for Hedical Research, an NIH-sponsored program. In ' 
1972, the Family Health Foundation began providing techni
cal assistance to PRIMPS, based on Family Health Founda
tion experiences in health/family planning services in
New Orleans and elsewhere. When the need !'or technical 
assistance outlived the Foundation, Tulane University's
School of Public Health, using faculty members attd staff 
who were already famillar with Call and PRIMOPS, was will-
Ing to continue the needed assistance. The International
 
Program of the Institute for Health Services Research is
 
now provtdir.3 'technical assistance to PRUM3PS, under a 
cost reimbursable contract with USAID. 
The consultants
 
for such activities come from Tulane, other U.S. or Latin 
American universities and health-related organizations.


After contributing to the development of 
the PRINOPS
 
model, Tulane activities currently are centered mainly

around the analysis, simplification and evaluation of the
 
health deliveyr system being Implemented In the Barrio
 
Union de Vivienda Popular (UVP) of the city of Call. 
 These

evaluations are carried onat through the tplementation of
 
the six reetarch studies listed below, and the development

of area profiles for both the target anid control group
 
areas.
 

I. The first study intends to select a control grea

in Call, similar insofar as possible to the demonstration
 
area, and to establish the sampling techn\ques and cross
section samples to be used in making the ccmparison of the
 
two areas. The control area was selected on the basis of 
income, racial composition, population and geographic

characteristics. The samples drawn will be utilized to
obtain data for comparison of the target and the control
 
"Barrios" in 1975 (before), and agaill In 1977 (after).
The community profiles are intended to provide detailed
 
descriptions of the target and control areas, and to iden
tify favorable community conditions worthy of being 

, stressed in the replication phase of the program. The
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background information gathered Ini these studies will,be 
helpful in understanding the reasons for possible unex
pected program results, 
qe2. The second study intends to measure the degree of
 
tecommuunity's acceptance or rejection of the health 

"rvies offered,. and will assess KAP changes. "Felt"
 
mrbidity and -health .service -rilizatlon -are., two.-other 

parameters being surveyed. Overall, the study will attempt 
to measure the degree of consumer snisfaction with the 
health services offered by PRTIMPS or by the traditional
 
system. This will be a crucial element in,deciding the
 
merits of the replication of the PRIJOPS program.
 

3. The third study intends to measure, over time,
 
changes in morbidity, mortality and fertility in the target
 
and control areas. It is believed that this study eventu
ally will serve to validate the assumption that improving
 
the efficiency of the official public health services in
 
poor communities does indeed result in improvod hea',:2h and
 
survival as well as decreased fertility. This is avorth
while effort, since few studies have documented the real
 
impact of health services on health status. Naturally, it
 
will take into account the concurrent improvements in water
 
supply, sanitation and housing conditions Included in the
 
area profiles, which will complete the related environmental
 
conditions necessary to establish cause-effect relationships.
 

4.4. The fourth study is expected to assess the adher
ence of service personnel to PRIMOPS norms and the quality 
of such services which, although heretofore performed by 
physicians and nurses, have been delegated to others under 
PRIHOPS. One of the purposes of this study is to counter 
probable attacks on the quality of delegated health services.
 

5. The fifth study intends to measure or define the
 
roles and role structure established within PRINOPS, the
 
acceptance of PRIMIPS and of their own roles by the person
nel of the project, as well as to analyze the interpersonal
 
relationships within the project. This study will provide
 
uceful information for detecting personnel problems, and
 
will offer the possibility of relatively rapid feedback to.
 
management for corrective modifications. The definition of
 
role structure and of interpersonal relationships will pro
vide important information for possible changes to Improve
 
the efficiency of the PRIOMPS program in its replication
 
elsewhere.
 

6. The last study Is aimed at the establishment of
 
reliable cost-analysis procedures, allowing the measurement
 
of cost-effec;iveness and cost efficiency. Among the re
quirements to be met by PRIMOPS, the provision of low-cost
 
health services is a most important one. Existing cost
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accounting procedures do not allow for the detailed analy
sis oi cost data. It will be necessary to design better 
wall's of allocating costs (simultaneous equations, cost 
centers, etc.), and consequently to be able to deter-mine 
service costs bv subprograms as well as by operational 
and development costs. Otherwise it will be very diffi
cult to establish the feasibility of tile replication phase. 

file i'RIM ' services have been financed entirely by 
tile Colombian Ministry of Health, based on its policy of 
strong support or regionalized services, decentralized 
administration, use of paramedical personnel, priority for
 
maternal and child health, and extension of services to tile 
poor. In the near future, Cali will be officially desig
nated by the Ministry as a health region and tile Cali 
Health D)istrict will be granted authority over the periph
eril hospital, which is presently operating in the target 
area under state level authority. This decision by tile 
Ministry of Health will place PRIMOPS in a key position 
to develop health services and evalu,1,tton methodologies
 
at the national level.
 

Ihe following are the services offered by PRIMOPS to
 
tne target area:
 

a) hor tile mother: prenatal care, care and super
vision at delivery, postpartum care, and detectior of 
cervical cancer. 
b) For tie children under five years of age: growth
 
and development, including nutritional education, i,
mnizations, and detection of morbi.ditv.
 
c) For the couple: education, family planning and
 
responsible parenthood, provision of contraceptive
 
methods, and infertilitv treatment.
 
d) For the family: morbidity detection and care, 
supervision and treatment of certain prevalent
 
diseases (TB), education and advice on nvironmt:ntal
 
sanitat ion. 

these acti.,ities are being carried out in various
 
locales (levels of care), i.e. the family home, the health 
post, the he~alth center, the peripheral hospital and the 
university iozpital.
 

Tile i-:tnnical Assistance Project will provide Tulane
 
with valuanle experience, and an opportunity to test, under
 
controlled conditions, various methodologies pertaining to
 
the delivery of health/family planning programs in develop
ing countries. Conversely, Universidad del Valle and the
 
Colombian Ministry of Health will gain new knowledge as a
 
result of this cooperative endeavnr. But probably the
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mosCtimportant outcome of this effort will be the combined
 
involvement of both the government and the academic corn
iurjty in solving one of the most pressing problems con
fronting today's developing- orld, le. that of delivering
 
health and family planning services to fairly large num
bers of people at costs which are compatible wf!th the lo

.The International Program will soon publish its tech
nical assistance experiences In a book entitled, Methodol
ogies for Organizing and EvaluatLin Il/FP Programs in

Developing Countries.
 

2 r II 



SOMBOON VACHROTAI 

Planning, implenenting, and evaluating an innovative, 
low-cost, integrated system of health care is a complex 
md awesome set of tasks which, in itself, requires con
siderable "integration" and coordination by a broad group
 
of professionals. It is impoitant, therefore, to make 
clear fror. the outset just what is meant by an "integrated 
'elivery system," why it is an improvement on what preceded 
it, how it will function, what It may accomplist,, and by 
which methods Its process and impact will b? tested and 
confirmed. In the following paper, an attempt is made to 
systematicallv and coherently relate the project design 
(with irs underlying concepts and assumptions) to the
 
operational strategies and implementation processes, their
 
linkages to the expected outcomes and impacts, and the
 
plans for evaluation.
 

A brief review of existing problems--both health 
status-related and health system-related--which stimulated
 
the inception of the DEIDS approach will be an instructive
 
background.
 

It has been made clear by the Ministry of Public
 
Health that the present high rate of popul-tion growtn,
 
the morbidity and mortality of preschool children--with
 
particular emphasis on malnutrition--are problems oF the
 
highest priority. If the priority of a health problem is
 
determined by its importance (prevalence, seriousness,
 
groups at risk), community concern about it, and its vul
nerability to effective intervention (available technology
 
and delivery vehicle), it seems clear that the general 
problems on which the DFIDS Project focusei are indeed
 
crucial ones. 

Although the problem areas of family planning, 
maternal and child health, and nutrition,are given "pecial 
emphasis in the DEIDS Project, the-, are not the only health 
problems with which the project deals. The project b.eks 
to modify the present health care system to produce an
 
effective integrated system of health services delivezy;
 
because the base on which integrated delivery will be
 
built is the existing health care system, all services
 
presently delivered by that system will be included in
 
the Integraited approach.
 

A long list, which follows, classified as "health
 
services administration" problems, had been discussed in
 
the original DEIDS proposal:
 

a) No clear-cut national policy and national health
 
plan
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b) Lowgovernment health budget (only 3Z of the 
total yearly budget 
c) Out-of-date public health laws 
d). Poor coordinltion between "producers" (universi
ties) and "users" (Ministry of Public Health) of 
health personnel 

.. ........_e),_Poor. staltis tical -healIth. data,,------
f) Inadequate health services (especially In the 
rural areas) . 
g) Inadequate production and maldistribution of 
health personnel r 

h) Poor coordination between public and private 
health sectors 
i) Lack of comaunication between consumers and 
providers 
J) Lack of community organization and participation
 
in health services planning 
k) Poor administration leading to fragmented health
 
services resulting In duplication of both activities
 
and resources
 

1) Highly centralized health services administration
 
and organization
 
m) Inadequate coverage due to existing health
 
infrastructure.
 

Some of the health system problems are relatively amenable
 
to change; others are imbedded within the social system, 
making change more difficult. Change may be possible only
 
as a result of broader socioeconomic transformations. Of
 
the problems listed above, several are outside the scope
 
of this project, which presently focuses on studying alter
natives for health care delivery at the provincial level.
 

The present mechanisms for gathering data on health
 
status are inadequate, particularly at the local level,
 
and the data available is frequently unreliable. As a
 
result, data crucial to planning and evaluating health
 
services is unavailable or unreliable.
 

Another dimension to the problem of information-one
 
which is more pronounced--is the inadequacy of data relat
ing to the functioning and management of the health deliv
ery system itself. Sufficient information is not routinely
 
gathered concerning the inputs and outputs of official 
health services, depriving the system of feedback data 
important to monitoring performance and adapting to changes 
in the service environment. Moreover, data concerning 
functioning of facilities in the private sector is almost 
nonexistent. 

Reflecting the general nature of Thai bureaucracy,
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the thai health care system is still highly centralized. 
Planning is done from the top down, trid has been only 
minimally responsive to local :.ee~s Program decision
making, budgeting, and promotions hiave been dominated by 
the distant central ninistrv, undermcining local initiative 
and responsibility.
 

iealth ministry data and special reports establish
 
well ite tact tiat the production oi 5fls and other health 
worker categories Is inadequate to meet the need.-, of rural 
health care, as it is -now organized. Moreover, underpro
duction is compounded by maldistribution, as physicians 
gravitate to population centers (particul irlv Bangkok), 
leaving the rural areas with criticallv scant physician 
coverage. Not all rural health centers designed to be
 
sta fred by physicians (tirst c lass health centers) actually 
have them, and less than 50' of tihe districts actuallv have 
su,:h a health center; consequentlV, onlv about 1l0 ol the 
districts have a phvsician-staffed heI th center. Coverage 
o' tar-mbols and villages ')y subcent~r5 -'ith midwives, nures, 
and sanit irians, is even more sparse. 

Coupled %:iththe scant distribnttion o: hti!th centers 
ind personnel is the problem of ,f Li~ertiiizaiinthe 
existin4 rurail facilities. Many attribute this prblem to 
the fa,t that most n:n:-.:'he al th personnel niave nither 
sufticient training nor autnoritv to engage in curative 
treatme.'t desired by -v.llatrs.;ei un.ier 0, o the 
health care provided ':;rural areas cc.es fro:: te o ffi ial 
health care system, and surveys :ave de-onstrated,:learlv 
that private sector facilities and practitioners (provid
ing a Ve rV Unhven standard anA ,.is:ribution of care) are 
utilized - re :t;nt,. I.., oftn ,hn a kovrnment :acility 
is eqth.l.V ,vi: labic. i popul ice vie't." ihtt 
.sk he rI -o r inadeq uat e or i napps o cvern-et rke .a ro
priate, t-tn tinls might be one ,-ponent o: what I, termed 
"perceived" inaccessibility. But as some re.earchers have 
suggested, the perceived inaccessibility (by the rural 
folk) of health services may he due, in part, to such other 
factors as social distance between health worker and 
villager, a lack of empathy and patient-centered care, long 

periods of waiting for care, and other similar factors. 
Only "'tcentlv has the Ministry of Public Health taken 

initial steps towards integration--placing authority and 
responsibility for curative (e.g., hospitals) and health 
(e.g., MCH, sanitation, nutrition, etc.) services under 

one administration. At the provincial level, effective 
integration into a network of coordinated health care 
'erains to be implemented. Consequently, health care ser
vices rermain fragmented and are frequently duplicated, 
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despite the slim resources available. Referrals netween
 

the components of tile system--from the various levels of 

rural centers into the hospital an,! back again--are rare, 

and are an important linkage mechanism vet to he established. 

There are several aspects to this problem: The first 

concerns the limited contact and minimal impact that the 

official (government) health care organization has on the 

private sector components of the total health carv .y.tem. 

There is little effective co-mnunication or coordination 
between the MOPH facilities and the multitude of private 

practitioners--both modern and tratlitional--in any given 

communitv. 
A second aspect is the minimal input that consumers 

have in planning, organizing, and supporting the provision 

of services they consume. one-wa'- communication is the 

practice--from provider to consumer--and services and 
personnel are deployed through central directives, not in 

response to the local need, and demands of the community. 

Tile ultimate goal c: the D.IPS Project is "to improve 
the general t' _i th target group served by a low-cost 

health delivery system." rhe purpose o: the project is to 

provide a low-cost, "integr ated" health dClivery system 

for at least two-thirds jf the women of child'bearing age 
and children under six in Lampang Province. Fhe integrated 

system, incorporating a number of inno.ations, will be at 

a cost the Royal Thai 4 overnment can a::ord, and replicable 
in other areas of the nation. 

Before proceedinv further, it would be useful to 

identiiv several crucial assumptions and Jefinitions inher
ent in the above goals. First of" all, it is tacitly 

assumed that an effective health care system has an impact 

on health status. Health status is obviously related to a 
variety of socioeconomic and environmental conditions, and 

the extent of the contribution that ,ealth care delivery 
can make is a much discussed question. However, it is 
assumed here that effective health care systems do have a 

measureable impact on health status. Moreover, it is 
hypothesized that an integrated delivery system, by the 

very nature of its structure and achievements, will have 

a greater impact on health status indicators with improved
 

cost-effectiveness than a nonintegrated system in a com

parable area, all other signi:lcant variables being equal.
 

The DEIDS Project seeks to study this hypothesis and the 
linkages of the health care system processes to community
 
health status indicators.
 

An integrated health care system refers to the total 
health care system (in this case, of a province) with its 
many components, both private and official. Acting as the 
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"integrating" center, the provincial health organization
 
seeks to: (1) establish intercommunication, :oordination,
 
and cooperation with all sectors of the health care com
munity; (2) introduce innovations and modifications to
augment the health services Infrastructure and to revical
ize and extend the existing health care system; and, (3)
 
develop adequate information feedback mechanisms to pro
vide for' 'continual-moni toring-and.adjustmen As"i is. . 
defined, an integrated system will more effectively and 
efficiently utilize available manpower and resources to 
provide services to the populace at a level appropriate 
to the problem; it will expand coverage, and resolve the 
problems of health personnel maldistribution, underutili
zation of rural health facilities, administrative fragmen
tation, and resource and effort duplication. Although the
 
total cost of services in the province is not expected to 
decrease, integration should increase the quantity and
 
quality of service per unit cost. The cost per unit of 
service is expected to decrease, and this improved cost
effectiveness is ,the accepted definition of the term "low 
cost" for the purposes of this project. Because the key
 
features of this integrated health care delivery system
 
incorporate only modifications of resources presently
 
available, and will improve the quantity and quality of
 
health services more effectively and efficiently (increased
 
output of services at lower cost per unit service), repli
cation throughout the Kingdom of Thailand should be desir
able and justifiable to national planners and of ficial
 
decision makers.
 

The overall project strategy is to establish an inte
grated system in a "representative" demonstration area of
 
sufficient size to permit collection and analysis of valid
 
data. This demonstration area is Lampang Province with a
 
population of approximately 600,000. Once data concerning
 
baseline conditions have been collected, the adaptations
 
and innovations which constitute an integrated delivery 
 if
 

system would be introduced. By continual monitoring
 
through an extensive (and, sometimes, innovative) informa
tion system, and by follow-up community surveys, program
 
progress and impact ow'the key variables is monitored and
 
evaluateJ. The DEIDS Project strategy may thus be categor
ized as a quasi-experimental study which will test the pro
cess and effect of project interventions in the "experimen- .
 
tal" areas as compared/contrasted concomitantly with the
 
"existing" health systems in two control areas control(one 
within the province and one control outside of the province).
 

The pre-DEIDS provincial health care structure was
 
organized so that both the provincial hospital and all
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peripheral health centers were nominally under the respon
sibility of the Provincial.rhief Medical Officer (PCMO),j 
The units normally under the PCMO are: 

1) The Provincial Hospital, in Lampang, a 250-bed 
facility which is frequently overutilized 20-25% beyond 

, .its optimal capacity. Approximately,300 to 400 patients 

2) Medical and Health Centers (formerly called
 
"First Class Health Centers"), located at the district
 
administrative level, normally staffed by an MD, a nurse,
 
midwives, and sanitarians. Service' are proportionately
 
balanced between curative and preventive.
 

3) Health Subcenters (including what were previously
 
called "Second Class Health Centers" at the tambol level),
 
are staffed by a midwife and a sanitacian, and provide
 
primary health care, mostly preventive.
 

4) Midwifery Centers, the lowest level of government 
health facilities, are located at the village level and
 
staffed bya midwife, providing predominantly MCH 'services.
 

A small proportion of hospital services are preventive
 
(about 25%), while the majority are curative. At the 
Medical and Health Center level, preventive and curative 
services are evenly distributed, and at the Health Center 
and Midwifery Center levels, services ire predominantly 
preventive. 

In practice, however, there has been minimal coordi
nation and integration of services between the hospital 
and outlying health units, and the outlying health centars 
have been able to cover only a fraction f the population. 

The following operational strategy is ar attempt to 
reorganize,and integrate the provincial heal th -system: 

I) To focus on .HC, FP and nutrition s.rvices for 
the target group, assure that patients receive care at a 
level appropriate to their needs by establishing an infra
structure, demonstrate effective cooperation and referral 
among the provincial hospital nucleus and the outlying 
health centers (bejinnirg with those in Hang Chat District). 

2) Assure that rurat fa'ACilities provide the appro
priate range of services which are accessible and receptive
 
to T'-,ral patients, by adding new categories of health per
s-,nnel (wechakorn) and by retraininse the present health
 
staff.
 

3) Greatly extend the rural health delivery system,
 
facilitate entry into it, and overcome the gaps in utili
zation by recruiting cadres of volunteers (Health Post
 
Volunteers, Indigenous Midwives, Communicators).
 

4) Establish community advisory groups to help plan,
 
modify, and support services.
 



5) 
Involve the private sector to the greatest extent
 
possible.
 

The strategy of integration becomes more meaningful

through discussion of the details of reorganizing the 
health care infrastructure and introduction-of innovations. 

The first step was to strengthen links between the
provinciaL.hospital and- -, the-network- of-peripheral-health
centers to achieve a proper balance and coordination of 
curative, preventive, and health education activities in
 
and between functional units. 
This was begvn by several
 
planned steps: 

1) Establishing a Department of Community Medicine 
In the provincial hospital..

2) Expanding the OPD in the provincial hospital and 
establishing a direct referral system from the Medical 
and Health Center (Hang Chat District).

3) Orienting the hospital and health center staffs 
to the DEIDS approach to integrated delivery of services. 

4) Rotating hospital HDs through the Medical and 
Health Centers., 

Paraphysicians ("medex," known in Thai as wechakorn)
is one of the major new groups to be introduced into the
 
Lampang health delivey system. 
A total'of 85 paraphysi
cians will be deployed; five of the first group will be

deployed in the hospital outpatient department, and the 
rest in the peripheral health andcenters subcenters, In 
the past, there have been few physicians resident in any
of the facilities outside of the provincial hospital., and 
this is cited as a major reason why villagers bypass health 
centers and go directly to the hospiril or private MD 
clinics In the provincial capital. The one year of 
competency-based medical and health training will prepare

the paraphysicians to deal with the most frequently occur
ring health problems, and to recognize those more complex

problems which require the attention of the more highly
trained and skilled physicians. They will also be trained
 
in preventive medicine and health technology which will be
 
major elements in rural health center preventive/promotive 
work. Consequently, it 
is expected that the paraphysicians


!
will be a key group n providing K1I, FP, nutrition, and
 
other integrated health services.
 

Since paraphysicians are a truly new type of health
 
care professional in the Thai health delivery system,
 
whose work, training, and responsibilities are closely

aligned with those of physicians (under whose supervision
they must function), their selection and 
trail sn must be
 
accomplished with great care. 
 Of the first group uf 15 
paraphysician trainees, all '(both male and female) are 
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experienced and respectednurses, sanitarians, or midwives, 
and this-together with the full endorsement andsupport
of the physicians-should serve to reduce some of the 

P 

normal initial reticence of both patients and professional 
colleagues. 

--The-inroduction of -Communicators adHealth- Post- ---7 
Volunteers (HPV) i~s an Im-Portant thrust of the integration 
strategy designed to reestablish the credibility of..the;-,
official health delivery system, to facilitate ent Lo -
it, and 
areas. 

to greatly expand its covorage to 
These volunteer groups are also a 

all villa 
first-line source 

of simple first-aid care, referrals, and health conditions 
reporting. Because these volunteers (selected through 
communication sociogram studies and village committees) 
are influential members of the local village comunities, 
they are expected, by their empathy and similarity to 
their village peers, to overcome whatever social gap might 
exist between the patient-consumer and the government 
provider. 

Communicators, after their brief training, predomi
nantly act as the first point of contact at the interface 
between the patient target groups and the health delivery 
system. There is one Communicator for every 10-12 house
holds in the project area. 
health problems most common 

Oriented to 
t6! the area 

recognize the 
and the personnel 

and facilities available to de.l with them, they initiate 
the flow of patients into the network of integrated ser
vices, beginning with the Health Post Volunteer. They 
are also available for follow-up after services have been 
received. 

Intermediate between the Communicators and the first 
level of the official health delivery system, Health Post 
Volunteers (HPV) 'are deployed (chosen by the Village Con
sumer Adjunct Committees) about one to each village. 
During a two-week training period, the HPVs learn to recog
nize the common illness found in their area, and to give
first aid and treatment for simple ailments and injuries, 
using the basic nonprescription medicines available in 
health centers. They take care of patients who come to 
them directly, or who are referred Dy Communicators, and 
send patients needing more sophisticated care to the health 
centers. Each HPV is responsible for monitoring activities 
of the approximately ten Communicators in his or her 
village, and in cooperation with local government health 
staff, supports the activities of the Child Nutrition 
Center. HPVs have been designated as the recorders of 
births and deaths in a pilot vital events monitoring 
activity to gather vital statJstics which can be compared 
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with the presently inadequate civil registration system. 
A further Innovation to the delivery system is to
 

train Indigenous midwives in each of the province's

villages in order to upgrade their technical skills and
 
coordinate their activities with government,health ser
ve._Indigenous or_.granny midwife_tra~inIg.js not----
new to Thailand; however, the Impact of past training on..
 
midwife performance seems to have been marginal, probably

because of the midwives' older ages and rigidity, the style

of training, and the lack of vipervisory follow-up by the
 
governm._nt midwives aind nurse. The Consumer Adjunct Com
mittees have been utilized in :he selection of younger and
 
respected indigenous practitioners who may be expected to
 
be more receptive to training. Moreover, the presence of
 
the volunteer communicators and HPVs will add support for
 
integration of the midwives' work into ths-. broader Nholth
 
care system. The integration of the traditional midwfvos
 
is one aspect of the project's aim to inolve private
 
sector health care facilities and practitioners in mean
ingful and feasible ways.
 

To establish a receptive and participatory base in
 
the comunity, orientation meetings have been held in key
 
centers of Influence to explain the DEIDS Project and to
 
request their support. Among these groups were the pro
vincial governor and his staff, the district officer and
 
his staff, the education officer and his staff, and the
 
provincial, district, tambol, and village councils. 
At
 
the same time, project staff assisted in establishing
 
project advisory groups and consumer adjunct committees
 
at each local level by forming new groups or reconstitut
ing existing village committees. Village advisory commit
cees have been set up uniformly to participate in health
 
planning, and personnel selection and management decisions.
 

Ni Tho= -ttees are expected to give continued support and
 
.. 
feedback concerning performance of integrated services.
 

Considering the magnitude of the training, orienta
tion, data collection and resource reallocation, the DEIDS 
approach must be implemented in phases, beginning with Hang
Chat District, extending successively to each of the other 
ten districts and subdistricts, and finally encompassing 
the whole -rovince. The strategy necessitates a division 
of project labor resulting in the formation of four func
tional divisions: (1) Medical and Health Services, respon
sible for Implementing all operational facets of the DEIDS 
health service delivery system; (2) Personnel Development,

responsible for retraining and orienting existing health
 
staff, and for training new ca .!gories of workers; (3)r
 
Information, Evaluation, and Research, charged with
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organi.ing and coordinating the system of data collection 
and analysis by which program progress and impact may be 
measured; and (..' Admi-iistr.tive services, providing 
cruiaal cal uA. lo-istical pport to Al project 
v ! rts, 

f viluition i One L' the most impor:ant components 
the )EI Dt' Project. Tie goals of evaluatim are to 

measure project impact Yt health, evaluate the process of 
,rojet operations, and project replicahility. A pretest, 
?,,t-tt~t ,'ontrol grops experimental design is being used. 
lh, ovvraill dat a collection vste, is co-'j:'a, I of several 
inter:ot-r'nnting parts.; the m.ajor cmpor.ents are: Comunity 
i l-h -mr'.cvs, Vital Events Monitoring System, Clinical 
and Healt. >ervices Record.s .tudy, Nutrition and Dental 
lie.ilt- -urve',, Ad.inistrative Analy;es, Task tknayses, 
andl C' t Analyses. 
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The problem of providing health care to the growing
 
flood of migrants and disadvantaged groups who live on the
 
"1septic fringe" of cities and within their slums 
isa size
able and pressing challenge to any culture. Problems of
 
cost, access, continuity of care, facilities and staffing,
 
while less pressing in urban than in dispersed rural or
 
remote settings, nonetheless provide health planners and
 
providers with organizational, political, and economic
 
questions not easily resolved. In urban settings, high
 
population densities present h--lth risks, but they also
 
make health services potentially more cost-effective. In
 
cities, trained personnel are more numerous, available, and
 
somewhat easier to recruit, even though no less expensive.
 
Basic facilities exist and are in place. and organization
 
and cooperation, though not necessarily funding, are
 
easier to arrange. These factors seem true in most urban
 
cultures.
 

When discussing international health, I tend to think
 
in developing country terms largely because of personal
 
involvement for the past decade. In the strict sense,
 
however, international health is a trans-national matter,
 
and both developed and developing countries and urban and
 
rural settings fall within the terms of reference. Although 
less clearly, health problems of cultural and ethnic minor
ities in many developed countries present some of the sawe 
challenges as are found in developing countries. Having 
spent several years working in a developing country called 
West Virginia, I only later recognized problems of Appala
chian health care organization In many countries in the 
world. 

Today's panelists will concentrate on urban programs 
for ethnic !,dcultural minorities. Although those 
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presented are US-based programs, there are principles and 
lessons that can be generalized to other national milieus. , Since I view the world from a Canadian window, I have 
been reflecting on the health care scene In both the U.S.and Canada recently. Canada is America's most similar comrcial,-.ingutstle -and -cu I tural -neighbor, --- ts smdical-

culture, health institutions and customs have been and ' 
are similar today. The U.S., however, as a result of de
velopments which have taken place over the last 15 years
in Canada, now has the distinction of being the world's 
last industrial nation without either some form of national 
health service or national health insurance. Were financial 

,,barriers removed, some programs we will hear about today
would still be needed, but might not exist. There are in
structive'lessons from the Canadian experience that should
be borne in mind as the groundswell for national health
insurance grows in the United States. I will therefore 
take the unfamiliar step of presenting a few aspects of 
the Canadian experience by way of comparative introduction 
to the larger problem of the need for a reconceptualization 
of the health care enterprise. 

First, however, a little background about Canada. 
Canada, as you know, is a young, developed, but also devel
oping country with a comparatively affluent economic base. 
Although the world's second largest nation in terms of
land mass, nearly 90 percent of its population lives within 

S 

100 miles of the United States Border. Some of Canada'sdemography can be understood in terms of Its climate. Much
of It is under snow for half the year, and the extremes of.termperaturecan be said to be "bracing," or, put kindly, 
challenging. 
'I The population of 22 million is two-thirds urban,
with 65.4 percent of its people living in 2,120 cities, 
towns and villages, often widely separated. Some 15 per
cent of the population lives in cities of over 400,000 per
sons. The provinces of Ontario and Quebec account for 
nearly 14 million of the 22 million, and although these are 
physically the twy largest provinces, they are both over 
80 percent urban. In Canada, because of size, dispersion,
remoteness aid clustering, there are still many pockets of 
poverty and people who have yet to benefit from the general
affluence of the country. Medical care facilities are
widely distributed, but there are many difficulties In 
getting health care to remote, dispersed, and rural areas 
in much of the Canadian North. 

Prior to the advent of federal-provincial hospital andmedical care insurance schemes, hospitals were primarily
supported from community, municipal, or sectarian religious 

. ./,_. . .o r s c a i n r l 
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treasuries, with payment for services at first by individ
uals and later by private hospital insurance plans. A
 
national Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act be
came effective in 1958, however, and was adopted by each
 
province. By January of 1961, mearly 99 percent of all
 

-Canadians-were- covered-by provincially-operated -and -admin
istred programs with cost shariig by the federal govern
ment. Some 11 years earlier, rOe Province of Saskatchewan 
had led the way in 1947 with an entirely provincially sup
ported scheme. Later, in 1962, Saskatchewan demonstrated 
its leadership and social concern once again by enacting
and implementing a medical care insurance scheme six years 
in i 'vance of the federal government. 

In July of 1968, the Federal Medical Care Act became 
effective. By 1971, all provinces had implemented programs
 
for financing medical care. Minimum criteria required for
 
federal cost sharing are as follows:
 

"Comprehensive coverage must be provided for all med
ically required services rendered by a physician or surgeon.

There can be no dollar limit or exclusion except on the
 
ground that the service was not medically required. The
 
federal program includes not only those services that have
 
been traditionally covered as benefits to a greater or
 
lesser extent by the health insurance industry, but also
 
those preventive and curative services that have tradition
ally been covered through the public sector in each prov
ince, such as medical care of patients in mental and tuber
culosis hospitals and services of a preventive nature pro
vided to Individuals by physicians in public health agencies. 

"The plan must be universally available to all eligible
residents on equal terms and conditions, and cover at least 
96 percent of the total eligible provincial population. 
This 'uniform terms and conditions' clause Is Intended to 
ensure that all residents have access to coverage and to 
prevent discrimination in premiums on account of previous 
health, age, nonmembership in a group, or other conditions. 
If a premium system of financing is selected, subsidization 
in whole or in part for low income?groups is permitted. It 
has been left to individual provinces to determine w.:-.-her 
its residents should be insured on a voluntary or compulsory 
basis. Utilization charges at time of servIcc are not pre
cluded if they do not Impede, either by their amount or by
the manr.-r of their application, reasonable access to neces
sary medical care, particularly for low-income groups. The 
plan oust provide portability of benefit coverage when theinsured re.sident who has paid his premiums, if any, is tem

s tm
porarily absent from the province, and when moving residence
fay
to ano her participating province. The provincial medical
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care insurance plan must be administered on a nonprofit

basis by a public authority that is accountable to the
 
provincial government for its financial transactions. it

is permissible for provinces to assl n certain administia
tive functions to private agencies. .! 

"pEachrovince has -considerable- range. ofchoice.on -ad-.
ministrative arrangements and the away in which it will be 
financed. Some provinces finance their plans through sales
 
tax, premiums, general provincial revenues or combina
tions of these methods. In fiscal year 1972-73, federal
 
contributions to the provinces totaled $631 million. 
There
 
are a small number of federal categorical beneficiaries,
 
such as certain native Indian and Inuit (Eskimo) groups.

Although veterans receive federal benefits and services,
 
the Government of Canada has begun turning over veterans
 
hospitals to the provinces. 

As to costs, health care costs about seven cents out
 
of every dollar earned by Canadians. In per capita terms,

roughly $330 per person, per year, or somewhat over $1,320

for a family of four, was expended on personal health care
 
in 1973.3 Regrettably, about 95 cents of every dollar Is
 
spent 	on curative care. More about this later. 

Universal health insurance has removed financial im
pediments to health care on the part of patients, but does
 
not remove psychological impediments to change or innova
tion 	on the part of physicians as providers. The need for 
the type of organization known as the community health 
center, which can place emphasis on the promotion and pro
tection of health, and can be organized to deal with psy
chosocial as well as physical illness, has become apparent
to growing numbers of Canadian health workers, but problems

* 	 of satisfactorily working out mechanisms acceptable to phy
siclans have not yet been resolved. The Province of Quebec 
has enacted a Health Services and Social Services Act (1971)
which is leading towards establishment of a network of 
local community service centers responsible for integrating
primary care services. Although too early to evaluate the 
system, the intent is to providea level of services which 
are eventually to become the main form of entry into the 
health system. Legislation .has been passed to finance
 
capital con.structlon, and priority is being given to under
privileged areas initially In terms of available services. 
Management of these centers is by a nine-member board of 
administrators. Five board members are elected by users


*of the center, two represent different socioeconomic groups
 
in the community, and are nominated by government, one
 
member represents professionals practicing in the center,
and one represents the nonprofessional person.nel. Staffs
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of the centers are multidisciplinary. quebec's experiment

is being watched with interest by other provinces.
 

Several Canadian provinces have begun insurance cover
age for dental prevention and treatment, and for pharma
ceutical benefit7. These programs are restricted to cer
tain age-groups, the dental ptans for-children-and -the 
pharmaceutical plans for those over G5; nonetheless, they 
are universal for all qualifying residents regardless of 
income, education, or social class. These programs may 
well be the forerunners for national denticare or pharma
care programs. 

It is Important to emphasize that there is not one 
hospital and health Insurance plan in Canada. There are 
10 provincial plans with a federal cost-sharing program.
Constitutionally, in Canada, health care is a provincial

Jurisdiction, or "states right." The federal government
 
can encourage, but not command, in this sector.
 

Federal-provincial hospital and health insurance 
schemes have been in operation now for five years at mini
mum. Prior to their implementation In Canada, the train
ing of physicians and nurses, the means of payment, condi
t ions of practice, facilities, standards, and procedures, 
25 -ell as costs, were similar to those of the U.S. If 
Canada's programs and experience are viewed as a large
fieid experiment, a number of suggestive conclusions can 
be reached. 40 In relation to the structure and pattern
of medical care, in retrospect, Canadian national health
 
insurance was not designed to change basic patterns in the
 
provision uf care. It has not made a significant impact

in this regard. It has removed financial obstacles to
 
medical care for virtually all of Canada's people, and has
 
removed the threat of economic disaster experienced by U.S.
 
families when catastrophic illness occurs in a family mem
ber. Equality of access to physician and hospital care
 
has improved greatly, and there Is some evidence that the
 
poor seek medical help earlier and more often. Those of
 
a politically conservative persuasion predicted catastroph
ic consequences for,physicians, hospitals, and the federal
 
treasury. They predict an overwhelming demand for servi
ces and facilities, and thiatpersonnel would be unable to
 
meet the demand. This has V'ot in fact happened. As ex
pected, there have been increased costs and-pressures for
 
new resources. With the inflationary spiral, tha increase
 
in costs has paralleled the U.S. experience in a remarkably
 
Isomorphic way.
 

Increasing equity through removing financial barriers
 
< :has not solved all problems of access for patients. Cul

tural barriers, ethnic beliefs, and a variety of unidenti
fied variables have operated to diminish access, and have
 
probably contained costs somewhat.
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Physicians are no longer restrained from choosing poor 
rural or remote areas in which to practice because of a
 
lack of effective economic demand. 
 Removal of financial
 
barriers has not resulted in a significant change in pre
ferred geographic locations for practice in other countries,
 
however, and in comparative 
terms this is not surprising.

Something of 
interest which has happened, however, is that 
therp has ben a slowing down of the tendency for young 
physicians to elec' specialization, and there is a dis
cernible tendency towards greatEr interest 
in family prac
tice and primary care.
 

Althoug. Canadians are strongly in favor of, and be
lieve in, the necessity ant desirabilitv of national health
 
insurance in 1975, it is obvious that it has not of itself 
changed the structure or the organization of medical and 
health care. ;enerally, the schemes have operated on a
tee-for-service basis, and there has been little incentive 
for hospitals or physicians for either cost containment or 
innovations, such as health mai.,tenance organizations,
community health centers, or improved methods of delivering 
care 
combining purely medical with psychosocial approaches.

There has been little reinfocement of greater attention 
to prevention, promotion, or protection, or greater inter
est on the part of health professionals in environmental
 
or pathogenic life-style modification. Quebec's program
 
is an unevaluated exception.
 

While not belittling gains that 
can be made by remov
ing financial barriers 
to medical and hospital care, it
 
seems clear that 
removal of economic impediments is only
 
a first, though desirable, step. The next challenge is 
 re
thinking the structure and pattern ol' medical care, develop
ing and testing mechanisms for implementation and payment

of 
improved health care organization, and to provide incen
tives for professionals and patient3 alike to accept and
 
utilize improved arrangements. The noderv epidemics of
 
heart disease, hypertension and st:-'.,, ol respiratory

disease, arthritis and mental illness are not likely

to be attenuated through secondary and tertiary medical
 
care, as presently available. Even reorganized primary
 
care, for that matter, without 
a profound reorientation of
 
providers, facilities and priorities, will not affect na
tional heaith status greatly. Alternative approaches and 
a major reconception of the health enterprise are urgently
needed. While true changes in health care organization
 
can yield arithmetic increases 
in health status at geometric

increases in cost, the obvious is slowly becoming evident,

namely, that 
we have been putting large amounts of money 
on the wrong things (in terms of effectiveness) and smaller 
amounts of funds and resources on the right things. With 
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payment for medical care on the insurance principle and
 
a Vrowing recognition that health problems of urban popu
lations are not only the result of the inability of the
 
urban poor to pay for health care, the realization has
 
grown in Canadian government circles that a fresh look is
 
needed at established health policy.
 

Iniieicntyears, -the~ long- Range He'alth Planning~ Branch-- 
of the Department of National Health and Welfare of the 
Government of Canada carried out an analysis in which prin
cipal causes of sickness and death were studied. In exam
ining mortality, morbidity, and other health indices, it 
became evident that a new perspective on health was needed. 
By laying aside jurisdictional, institutional, and human 
resource issues, and taking a fresh view, the Health Field
 
Concept was developed by LaFramboise and his staff6 in
 
1972-73. This approach has since been elaborated by
 
Lalonde 7 and is being used as a basis for further study

and for federal government policy planning. A presenta
tion of the Health Field Concept was made to the World
 
Health Assembly in 1973. Western countries of Europe which
 
have had national health insurance schemes for decades
 
found it of interest, and I have seen copies of this sche
matic in the offices of health researchers in the U.S. in 
recent months.
 

I would like to present the concept to you in abbre
viated form. The Health Field Concept is a conceptual
 
framework composed of four principal elements. The first
 
of these elements is human biology. The human body is
 
complex, and there is much that can go wrong with its com
ponent systems. Human biology as an element embraces all
 
aspects of health related to the body as a function of 
manis basic, intrinsic biological makeup. Internal body 

.system4, such as the skeletal, muscular, genetic, nervous, 
\\ardiovascular, and endocrine, are included, as are pro
\tesses of maturation and aging. 

The second element is the environment. Conditions
 
oside the human body which affect it, and over which the
 
individual has little or no control, are subsumed under
 
t jis element. Individuals have little control over, and 
often can do little to protect themselves'against, or even
 
have knowledge of, unsafe, contaminated or chemically adul
terated foods, cosmetics, or drugs. Tempos and pressures

of modern life are also often beyond the control of the
 
individual. Crowding, high-rise living, lack of privacy

and other facets of modern urban life also form a part of 
the environmental element.
 

A third element of the concept is life-style. Life
style refers to individual and collective decisions taken
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by individuals that affect their~health. These involve
 
matters over which the individual has ,ome degree of con
trol. Self-imposed risks often result from decisions,
 
actions, and habits that have an adverse effect on health. 
Cirrhosis of the liver is a disease of heavy drinkers,
 
lung cancer is a disease of heavy smokers, venereal disease 
-is-often'-relate'dtop'romiscuity'an '-- Inone- sense -- alIl-can':----
be said to be "diseases-of-choice." When self-mposed 
risks are taken by individuals repeatedly, and these be
haviors result in illness, ii. is reasonable to label the 
resultant illness a "disease-of-choice." 

The fourth element In, the Health Field Concept has
 
been conceptualized as health care organization. 14edical
 
care units such as hospitals, nursing, extended care fa
cilitt4,s,,public and community health care services, ambu
lancet&,,,( dental treatment, health personnel and services 
are all included. What has generally been called the 
health care system is included. As mentioned above, this 
element consumes over ninety-five cents out of every dollar 
spent on health in,,Canada. 

When we examine the causes of Illness and death In 
Canada, in the light of the four elements above, a very 
interest,.ng fact emerges. A major part of the illness and 
death in Canada are from events isoclated with human biology, 
environment and life-style factori, wheIreas the bulk of 
resources are currently being spe~it on the health care 
organization element. Hany health problems In Canada are, 
in fact, ",diseases-of-cho ice,"' "dIse ases-of -neglect,"I or 
"diseases-of-affluence," and preventive measures exist 
which could be applied wi thout exce,';sive (IIfficulty. We 
spend more than halt our 'money t reating diseases that might 
have been prevented. It is true the North.,Americatt concept 
&4 freedom includes the notion of choice. Figuratively, 
we~ often invite our colleagues and friends to "'choose their 
own brand of poison," but as it turns out, literally, many 
of us spend considerable time doing just that. 

Changing environment, modifying life-style and improv
ing our knowledge of human biology, on balance, seem more 
promising avenues of health improvement titan endlessly es
calating, the scale of resources which go Into health care 
organization. In agricq'ture, we accept that the optimal 
health of living things is determined largely by measures 
directed to populations rathier than individuals, but we 
seem to resis t this notion for human well-being. To be 
sure, preventive medicine as now conceived Is not going to 
solve our problems. Pills and Injections have limited 
value in keeping us well. McKeown8 puts It simply but 
elegantly: 

http:interest,.ng
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..the requirements for human health can be stated

smply. Those fortunate cnough to be born. freeiofsignt


ficant congenital disease or disability will remain well 
 ..... 

if certain conditions are met. There are three basic
 
needs: they must be adequately fed; they muqt be protected

from a wide range of hazards in the physical environment;
 
and they must not depart radically from the pattern of
 
personal behaviour under which man evolved (for example,
 
by smoking, overeating, or sedentary living)."
 

A further illustration of McKeown's conteptions is
 
given by H1ubbard 9 on the actuarial consequences of obesity,

clearly a "disease-of-choice, affluence, or neglect."
 

"It has been reliably estimated that if obese indi
viduals were reduced to ideal weight, the average life
 
expectancy would increase by seven years or more. 
The
 
significance of thir is illuminated ihen one calculates
 
tKnt if all forms of cancer were to be removed, the aver
alge life expectancy of the people of the United States
 
would increase only by two or three years. It is also
 
assuredly true that there are many more years of life
 
wasted because of obesity than are wasted because of under
nutrition."
 

Those of us who attended the NCIH Conference in 1974
 
heard Denis Burkitt lO'persuasively correlate a number of
 
illnesses with fiber-deficients diets high in refined and
 
processed foods. 
 This diet involves both an environmental
 
element (availabiiity) and a life-style element (choice).

When one examines obesity, fiber-deficient diets, smoking

and a number of other similar variable , as predisposing
 
conditions to illness, the self-mpose|i nature of a number
 
of "diseases-of-choice" as a consequence of life-style
 
become alarmingly evident. J "
 

The Canadian Minister of Health, Hr. Marc Lalonde,

has affirmed that the government must turn greater atten
tion to improving knowledge of human biology, moderating 
environmental influences and encouraging the modification 
of£i.i'tividuai life-styles. After assessing premature
death and disability in Canada, it was his conteition that 
a meaningful measure to employ would be the number of years

of4 potential life lost when death occurs before normal
 
life expectancy has been attained.
 

Using this measure and 1971 Canadian data, early death
 
from heart disease w&i found to have caused loss of 350,000
 
years of potential lift. When predisposing factors were
 
examined, variables such as obesity, lack of exercise,
 
smoking and stress were found to play important roles.
 
Each of these conditions derives from "choices," or life
style elements, in combination with environmental factors.
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Fellowing heart disease, motor vehicle accidents, 
with loss of 250,000 years of potential life, ranked high [-----
o-nthe-list. Human Judgment, driving habits and personal 
attributes were estimated to account for 80% of motor
 
vehicle acz4dents. Such aspects as driving after alcohol
 
consumption,,"failure to use seat belts, aggressive, com
petitive, and suicidal motor vehicle operation were all
 
included. Twenty percent of accidents resulted from
 
environmental factors, however. 
Poor roads, mechanical
 
failures, faulty vehicle design and other factors are
 
mostly beyond the control of the individual. To quote

Lalonde, "....It is hard to know how to categorize the
 
Great God Car, especially here In North America. It'isa
 
dominant factor in both our environment and style of life." 

Third largest cause of death in Canada in 1971 were,

other accidenLS, in the home, at work, and at play. These U
 
cost some 200,000 potential years of life.
 

Lung cancer was another important cause of death
 
among men between 50 and 70,years of age. Approximately

15 percent of all maledeaths after 40 are due to lung
 
cancer and other respiratory diseases. The relationship

between these diseases and smoking are well known to a"
 
group such 
 as this. Dr. Thomas McKeown, Professor of
 
Social Medicine at Birmingham, has written8 that moderate
 
or heavy smokers would live longer by giving up both
 
doctors and smoking than by retaining both.
 

Compared with what can be done by modification of
 
life-style and environment, the health care system with
 
all its hospitals, specialists and facilities is rela-.
 
tively helpless to reduce the number of early deaths from 
the sorts of Illness we have been discussing. Even where
 
secondary care can assist, it can only give care and not
 
cure in most instances. It cannot prevent, but, at bes.'-, 
hopes for partial restoration of function or rehabilitation. 

None of the foregoing is an argument for dismmitling
health care systems or neglecting to improve health care 
organization. There is much to be"eone to rationali-e, 
modify, and improve our health institutions and systams.
A reordering of priorities and ,expenditures, recognition 
that reallocation of health care tasks of health care 
personnel can lead to iower costs per unit of service,, 
without significant loss in safety or increap. in risk,
 
and other needed changes in systems and fintir cing are 
patently obvious to those associated with health care. I 
bhive concentrated, nonetheless, on issues which,,although 
recognizable, tend to be minimized. 

Ultimately we are each responsible for our own health.,
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For this reason primary responsibility for health must
 
iofe taken..utrofhehands,.of the,.professionaL workerand 
given back to the Individual. To the degree tnat we feel 
we may live as1we wish, without concern for consequences, 
and, when health fails, deliver ourselves to profes
sionals, passing to them responsibility, for our care, 
cure, and restoration, we live in a deluskonal state. 

For this scudent of International heAlth, certain
 
regularities have emerged in the historical, tapestry of
 
development. As urbanization and economic davelopment
 
occurs, societies trade infectious and communicable
 
disease mortality for chronic degenerative disease and
 
mental illness, NAverage age of the population and life
 
expectancy increase. Mortality patterns change, and the
 
balance of loss of life shifts from childhood to adults
 
in productive years, with concomitant increases In
 
coronary artery disease, other cardiovascular conditions,
 
and neoplastic and mental illness. Ho'tor vehicle deaths
 
become epidemic, and geriatric conditions increase.
 

Clearly a major effect of improved health status
 
from the point of view of the individual, or the nation,
 
is to "buy time." Regrettably, man's years are numbered 
in any event. To "buy time," therefore, represents a 
real and tangible accomplishment. The challenge to health 
workers, and those concerned with the national quality of 
'life, is facilitating emergence of a milieu in which the 
greatest possible number of chose living are enabled to 
live out their years in the healthiest, most productive, 
and satisfying manner possible. u
 

The view from a Canadian window suggests improved
 
urban health status requires going well beyond health
 
insurance and well beyond problems of health care organ
ization, even though these are needed first steps. It,
 
suggests we must put greater emphasis on programs which
 
affect large numbers, and less on approaches which
 
primarily focus on physical or chemical manipulation of
 
individuals-after the fact for restorative purposes.
 
Somehow, ve must care'more for individuals by giving
 
greater attention to populations and the environment'. We
 
must reexamine present priorities thoughtfully and
 
imaginatively, and begin an evolutionary reallocation of 
funds, personnel, and resources towards programs which 
satisfy the tough, but realistic, criterion of effective
ness. 'The terminal objec ; of greater health and well
being and improved national ,enlthstatus can be brought 
about by a philorophy of "more of the same," but increas
ingly our present mechanisms are becoming not only 
excessively costly, but anachronistic as well. The need 
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is not only for new money, but for a thoughtful question
ing of oar basic assumptions as well. The journey of a
 
thousand miles begins with a single stCp...
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MICtAEl. FUCHS 

The large-scale migration of American Indians to the 
cities is a quite recent phenomenon. For some forty 
years, Navajos have been migrating to the San Franc.si-o 
Bay Area as cheap labor for such organizations as th: 
Santa Fe Railroad Company. Not until World War II 
brought opportunities in war-related industries, however, 
did significant numbers of Indians come to the Bay Area 
(Willard, 1964). Those Indians in the city during the 
torties, however, either were not recorded as such, or 
subsequently r*-turned to the reservation, probably for 
lack of employment opportunities, for they were neither 
union m..,embers nor very skilled. However, between 1952 
and 19bS, about 206,000 of the roughly 600,000 Indians in
 
the country migrated to urban settings (Bahr, et aL, 
1972). Over half moved on their own; the rest came on
 
either of two BIA relocation programs: (1) a direct
 
employment program that relocated 67,522 individuals
 
bewteen 1952 and 1968; (2) an adult vocational training
 
program that relocated 30,047 individuals between 1962
 
and 1965 (there are two relocation centers in the Bay
 
Area: iiiAlameda and San Jose). in 1960 the Indian
 
population was 551,655, 26 percent of it off-reservation
 
urban Indians; in 1970 it was 827,982, 45 percent of it 
off-reservation urban (Sclar, 1972). Census data for 
California show 39,014 Indians in 1960, and 91,018 in
 
1970, with only 6 percent on the reservat~on. A recent 
1975 estimate puts the California Indian population at
 
180,000 (unpublished report to the governor).
 

Ihis dramatic rise in population makes even more
 
pressing the need to get reliable data on the demographic 
and socioeconomic characteristics of the urban Indian
 
population. Neither the BIA (Ablon, 1964), nor the U.S. 
Public Health Service (PHS, 1971) can provide accurate
 
figures on the number of Indians living in the cities. 
The P1TS, which provides health care to reservation 
Indians, has not provided any care to Indians who cannot
 
make it to the reservation, although this policy is
 
challenged by many groups and may change (Sclar, 1972).
 
Official estimates regularly undercount the Indian
 
population, and differ widely among themselves. The 1970
 
census shows a total of 12,636 in the three Bay Area 
counties which we surveyed. Our population frame shows 
about 19,000 in those three counties. There are a number 
of reasons for these discrepancies. The census often 
counts Indians as white, or simply as non-white, unless 
they identify themselves or are readily identifiable as 
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Indians (Steiner, 1968). The Indian population is also
 
very mobile, and thus many of them are missed by the 
census. 
 The BIA relocates Indians in residences through
out the city and does not keep track of their current
addresses; it thus has no accurate figures on how many of 
this very mobile group are still in the city. To plan
effectively for medical services, which this fast grow
ing population needs, we must reverse this official 
tradition of ignoring and undercounting urban Indians. 

One large factor causing the nig.-ation to the cities 
was the BIA attempt, supported by bureaucrats and
 
Congressmen alike, to get Indians off the reservation,
 
give them jobs, and thereby integrate them into the
 
American mainstream. Senator Watkins of Utah: 
.... the 
sooner we 
can get the Indians into the cities, the sooner 
the government outcan get of the Indian business" (Bat.r
 
et al., 197"). However, the BIA program was 
too small or
 
else unacceptable to many Indians, for almost half came
 
on their own, highlighting the second, more 
important,
 
factor: 
the economic conditions on the reservation.
 

The ma_:ri ty of Indians came to t-e cities to
 
attempt to 
inprove their economic position. The biLter
 
truth is that even their current position as urban poor

is quite an improvement over the reservation situation,
 
jot economic conditions on the reservation are, quite

simply, disastroas. The unemployment rate ranges from
 
60 to 75 percent; the median income 
for Indian families
 
is S1,900. Educational facilities, housing, and diet
 
are almost universally substandard, even by local
 
standards. 
 To make matters worse, the reservation
 
population is increasing at a rate twice that for the 
U.S. as a -.hole (Jorgenson, 1971; 1972; Sarkin, 1969;
 
USPHS, 1971).
 

In the U.S., the major centers of political and
 
economic power have increased and concentrated their
 
power, at 
the expense of the outlying areas. Both
 
government policies and technological advances have
 
contributed to this movement 
toward bigness. As the
 
concentration has proceeded, it has become increasingly
 
difficult 
to maintain comparably profitable enterprises

in the outlying areas and rural areas, where 
reservations
 
are, and where they have become relatively depressed,

underdeveloped, and oversupplied with labor. 
 White
 
racism toward Indians has kept them out of even these
 
local economic and political systems, except as 
occa
sional consumers and as 
exploited unskilled laborers.
 

By moving to the city, the Indian can escape to the
 
slightly improved position of poor urban laborer, if he
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can find a jcb. To make tis small gain, however, he 
must sacrifice family and land ties, as well as the few 
advantageous feature,, of his federal wardship status. 

Although Indians do have cultural patterns differ
ent from the general population, the st udv from which 
draw was based on the premise that external political
and economic factors ire more important in det training 
Indians' patterns of behavior when interacting with 
structures in the dominant culture. It was not the 
Indian culture tLhat spurred the Indian movement to urban 
areas, but rather an economic need to survive. 

In moving tie reservation to a city, the Indian 
faces a major chlange in the sort of medical care system1 

with which he must deal. Anglo medical care on the
 
reservation is provided by the 
 Indian Htealth Service, a
 
division of the Public Htealth Service. 
 The care is
 
provided free of charge and Indians are encouraged,
 
indeed, often sought after, to receive 
care. All care
 
is provided a I HS facility on the
from single reservation, 
and Indians meet relatively few bureaucratic obstacles to 
getting care. Tie Indians' cultural background is 
important to consider when planning effective human 
service and health care programs, but the main problems 
Indians face are caused by the external system with which 
they are forced to interact. For instance, whether or 
not employ.ment *-s available determines whether or not 
Indians will have insurance coverage. In turn, the 
amount and type of insurance coverage will determine the 
utilization of health services. In addition, lack of
 
knowledge about urban life-sLyIesand the complexity of
 
institutional arrangements makes 
it more difficult for
 
Indians to get proper care.
 

The data for this paper derive from a sample survey
that was conuucted by the Urban Indian Health Board of 
San Francisco in 1973. That study was aimed at 
investi
gating the problems faced by Native Americans in obtain
ing health services and documenting their unmet needs.*
 
Household interviews were completed with 277 familiec,
 
whose names were systematically selected from a list
 

*The larger study was conducted by the Urban Indian
 
Health Board with funds from DHEW. 
The major findings
 
of that study were reported in a Ph.D. dissertation,
 
"Htealth Care Patterns of Urbanized Native Americans,"
 
completed in 1974 at the University of Michigan by
 
Michael Fuchs, -ho also assumed overall responsibility
 
for supervision of tie entire project.
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containing the names and addresses of 5,000 families who 
reside in the three counties with the largest Native 
American population in the San Frat.-isco Bav Area (Sa,
Francisco, Alameda and Santa tlara.). Substantial efforLs 
had been expended in compiling: t ii. it from various 
sources and by field ciecking. 

The sample is generall , comp.irab e to a sir.ile 
random sample, having one .n. ijor roble::,, nam l., a high 
non-response rate. A large number of the fam.ilies in the 
sample (140) could not be intervieved because they had
moved and left no forwarding address, others because of 
inaccurate addresse,, with nonexistent numbers or 
streets. Several tracking pro,7edures were attempted,
including asking neighbors and miling forms requesting 
new address inforrat ion. Despite allI the:, efforts, this 
group accounted for 33 percent of tit- attempted sa'imple
and 43 percent of the net eligible ;ample. it is certain 
that at least some of the families uiho could not be 
located continue to live within the sturvey area, and, for 
economic or other reasons, prefer riot to le reached,
 
creating at least some, though an indeterminable amount,
 
of bias in the sample. If all those who could not be
 
reached continue to live in the survey area, tile
 
completion rate would be 37 perL.ent; 
if all moved out,
 
the completion rate would be 91 
percent.
 

One major ramification of this loss i. a likely

underreporting of the practice 
of traditional Indian 
medicine. The unreachable segment in' te Indian popu
lation has probably not establi-:)ed significant roots In
 
.he city, and, thus, probably: ma .nt tins stronger ties
 

with the res;ervation and the InJ.lrn crl tural he:itage.
 
ihus, thtc would more likely t, :tilize t,I.ditional
. be 

Indian medicine than those who !developed more .id
 
stronger ties to 
 the larger urban culture, indluding its 
medical system. If thi; conclusion is true, then the 
data reported are particularly significant, since the
 
actual use of traditional medicine -would be 
even more
 
prevalent tha. that reported. Anoth.r likely result of
 
the low response rate is to represent the Indian popu
lation as m,re stable and socially and econonically

successful t an it is. Many of those who disappear do :,
for econt,:. reasons: creditors, evictions, job loss, et 
So that tn::se who are left have been, by and large, more 
successful at fitting into the system, and give a better
 
picture of the social and economic level of the whole
 
population than is accurate.
 

The study showed that the length of time Indians 
have lived in an urban area is correlated positively 
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with having health insurance coverage, and negatively 

with the use of traditional Indian medicine. The longer 

Irdians live in urban areas, the more they tend to 

become integrated into the urban patterns of medical care. 

The explanation is that tile constraints of the medical 

system leave little choice for those seeking security and
 

decent care. Just as for the rest of the American middle 

class, medical insurance is an economic necessity, for 

otherwise expeisive illne;s could wipe out their econom

ic bi-sis. 
Only 28 per cent of tile sample came from California 

tribes; Navajos made up eight percent and Sioux seven 

percent. There were 70 tribes represented. Twenty-six 

percent of the families reported that at least one member 

came to tile Bay Area on a BIA program. This group, as 
well as others, came to the Bay Area after the mid
1950's.
 

As tile dynamics of the transition would indicate, 
the Indians living in the Bay Area tend to be younger and 
better educated than Indians living on tile reservations. 
However, they were also substantially less affluent than
 
tie general urban population living in California.
 
Although Native Americans who leave their reservation do
 

increase their chances for employment, the unemployment
 
rate among Indians in thle Bay Area was 30 percent; 36 per
cent of the families reported they had no working members.
 

Forty-eight percent of tile families reported that at 
least one member had a health problem at tile time of the 
survey. One-third of the pupulation had a self-identi
fied health problem; not all of the people with problems 
saw a physician within the six months prior to the 
survey. Twelve percent reported at least one member had 

difficulty reL iving medical care, zcnd the major diffi
culty was reporte,' to be economic. Tle rate of hospital 
admissions for the .)an Indian was six percent for six 
months, which is close to the national average of five to 

seven percent. Similarly, while 73 percent of a national 
sample visited a physician at least once a year, 74 per

cent of the urban Indian sample reported visiting a 
physician at least once a year. The Indian sample 
differs significantly from the national sample in the 
number of physician visits per person per year: 3.2 per 
individual per year, compared to 5.0 per individual per 

year for the national sample. Thus, Indians tend to 
initiate care at a comparable rate, but do not have as 
many follow-up visits. (National data from U.S. National
 
Health Survey).
 

Language and tribal grouping were also related to a
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family's regular source of care. 
 Families speaking their
native language, or from the Plains group, had the high
est percentage of families without regular ',ource of
 
care, and a high percentage of famil!es who received care
from tile OPD and NUC. Families who had members who spoke
English, as well as iomemembers whho spoke their native
language, or famili. s with a non-Indian member had tile

highest percentage of families who received 
care from
 
private practitioners. Those families more recently

arrived in the city had a larger percentage with no
 
source of care, and more 
families who received care 
from 
the OPD and NHC, than those families who had lived in the 
city for a longer period of time (iable I). Length of
 
stay in the city, however, was not significantly related
 

the number of physician visits.
to If the assumption

that care received from a regular 
source is of better
 
quality than care received from a variety of 
sources is
 
true, then the data indicate a positive relationship

between length of stay in 
tle city and the quality of
 
medical care received.
 

Type of third-party coverage was the strongest pre
dictor tested of the family's regular source of medical
 
care (Table 2). It was also confirmed in thle study that
 
type of third-party coverage was related 
to employment
 
status, education and tribal affiliation; however, family

income was by far the strongest predictor (1.ible 3).

Families who reported income between $4000-b000 ( 15 per
cent of tile sample) had tle 
largest proportion of those

(40 percent) without third-party coverage. For families
 
in the lowest income group, 46 percent had Medi-Cal 
coverage and 16 percent had no coverage. Far.i!lis who

received care from the OPD or 
 ':it: tendted to hiave Medi-Cal 
or no coverage at all. 
 Tile r,ore affluent Intians were

similar to .he American middle 
class. Ninety percent of 
the families with incomes over $6000 had 
some form of
 
private health insurance, one-third having Kaiser Perman
ente. Families who received care 
from private practition
ers tended to have Blue Cross/Blue Shield or commercial
 
insurance coverage. Families with no regular source of
 
care usually had Medi-Cal or no third-party coverage,

and were une:-,ioyed or had a family 
income of $4000-6000.
 

Indiau 1eople living in urban areas, as those on
 
reservations, 
seem to underutilize medical services.
 
Although these and other data revealed that 
Indian people

have more 
illness and have lower life expectancies than
 
the general population, about the 
sare proportion of
 
people (74 perc-nt) as the national average visit 
a
 
physician once a year. However, tile Indian sample
 



Table I
 
REGULAR SOURCE OF MEDICAL CARE BY LENGTH OF STAY IN THE CITY
 

SOURCE OF MEDICAL LENGTH OF STAY 
CARE 

OPD 


Private 


Kaiser 


NIIC 


Mixed 


Mixed-no source 


No source 


Up to I I - 3 3 - 7 OVER 7 TOTAl. OVERALl. CASES 
year years years years 

11 2 8 % 18 % 63 % 100 14 Z 37 

1 10 14 75 100 35 96 

0 15 28 57 100 15 40 

142 23 18 45 100 8 22 

0 0 50 50 100 4 10 

3 22 22 53 100 13 35 

151 9 35 41 100 12 3!, 

Not Ascertained 2 

X . 43.311 p  .0007 N = 277 

'Although this is only 15 percent of those having no 
source, this 15 percent represents 35
 
percent of the families in the first year category (5 
casts out of 14).
 
2Although the first year makes up only 11 percent and 14 percent of 
the OPD and NHC sources
 
respectively, they represent 50 percent of all the first year families (7 
out of 14).
 



Table 2
 
REGULAR SOURCE OF MEDICAL CARE BY KINDS OF THIRD PARTY COVERAGE
 

REGULAR SOURCE OF MEDICAL CARE
Kind of 

Coverage 
OPD PRIVATE KAISER N11C MIXED MIXED-NO 

SOURCE 
NO SOURCE TOTAL OVERALL NO. OF 

CASES 
Kaiser 0 z 4 % 83 Z 0 Z 4 2 2 Z 7 % 100 % 17 % 46 

edi-Cal 22 33 0 19 2 7 17 100 20 54 

Blue Cross/ 

Blue Shield 

7 66 0 7 10 3 7 100 11 29 

Commercial 20 72 0 0 0 4 4 100 17 45 

Mixed 8 28 4 4 12 28 16 100 9 25 

Mixed-no 16 28 2 2 2 39 11 100 16 44 
coverage

No coverage 13 17 0 24 0 13 33 !00 11 30 

Not ascertained 4 

N - 277 

X 318.58 p = 0. 

Kinds of Insurance Source Combined 

Goodman Kruskal Lambda .3105 .2584 .2872 
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reports fewer physician visits per person per year. 
This*
data suggest that urban Indians may no getting as ----uch- medical -care.
 h Indian people are

sicker than most Americans, as 
Indian Health Service data
shows, and yet the population in urban areas 
tends to
'make fewer doctor visits per year. 
Whether Indian

people are "turned off" by the medical care system after
a first contact, or whether the urban Indian is that much
,healthier and doesn't require much follow-up, cannot be
determined by 
 this study. It is felt that urban Indians
 can get access to 
care when needed in the 
Bay Area, but
that whether this is 
a regular source 
comparable to what
most Americans get will depend on income and job more
than any other factor.
 

For Native Americans there are two other possible

sources of care not available to the general public:Indian Health Service on the reservations and traditional

Indian medicine on the reservation or in the city. How
important are 
these as sources of care 
for the urban
 
Indian population?
 

Families from all tribal grourL ranked different
types of traditional medicine in a similar order, but the
magnitude of the use varied greatly. 
 Families from the
Southwest reported the most use of traditional medicine.
Traditional medicine did not replace Anglo but .dicine,was 
considered supplemental to it; 
the presence of a
health problem prompted families to seek out both kinds
of medicine. 
 Indians perceive Anglo medical care as 
a.
means to deal with symptoms of illness, and perceive

traditional medicine 
 as: a way to treat the causes ofillness, based on their religious beliefs. 
 Further, it
was confirmed that success in-the city as 
indicated by
higher education, high income, automobile and home
ownership were not important predictors of the use of
traditional medicine. Indians in both the high and low
income brackets used traditional medicine. 
Certain

cultural factors, such as 
tribal language proficiency

friendship patterns, and length of time in the city, did

relate 
to the use of traditional medicine.
 

It would seem to be important when planning service
for urban populations to take into consideration the use
of traditional medicine, and, where possible, to incorporate these traditional services with the modern or
Western-oriented medical care. 
This is not always an easytask, as each tribe has its special ways, and what isgood for one 
is 

group may not work for the others. The factthat any urban health service dealing with recciaL
migrants from tribal or reservation settings must be
 

7' 
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aware of these tradtionaIl-beliefs and patterns and devel
op medical services compai able with these. 

It was confirmed,, bued on comparison with lBS data, 
that reservation Indianf used more Anglo medical services 
than did urban Indians, as measured.by contacts with a
 
physician during the year. The figures from the Indian
 
Health Service for fiscal year 1973 show that there were
 
1,719,645 outpatient visits, including visits to the
 
Public Health Service Hospitail clinics, Indian Health
 
Centers, satellite field clinics, and visits to contract
 
physicians, or 4.1 visits per person.* This figure is
 
higher than the 3.6 visits per individual per family

reported in this study. The comprehensive medical care
 
available on reservations might be an important incentive
 
for urban Indians to return to their reservations when
 
they are ill. In fact, only 13 percent of the families
 
reported that at least one member returned to thi
 
reservation for medical care. This represented seven per
cent of the individuals in the survey, and half of those
 
individuals had made the return visit within the year
 
prior to the survey. Although this is a small percentage,
 
as many as 14,000 urban Indians might return each year to,
 
reservations for medical careif the trend were true
 
nationally. Since the survey site of this study is 500
 
miles from the closest PHS-IHS facility, the actual
 
number of Indians who return may be underestimated by
 
these data. Most urban Indians live in cities close to
 
a reservation, and many of the less stable families not
 
located in this stvdy, who move between the city and the
 
reservation, would be more likely to use medical care 
services on the reservation. Close physical proximity to 
a reservation was correlated to returns for medical care. 
Families from the Southwest used more Anglo medical 
services and returned to reservations in the Phoenix area 
of the Indian Health Service. Othertribal groups used 
less services, and returning to their reservations in 
other areas required more traveling. 

Length of time off th. reservation was found to be an
 
important determinant ofieturns to the reservation for
 

*These data are from a private communication with Mozart
 
Spector, Director, Office of Program Statistics, U.S.
 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Public
 
Health Service/Indian Health Service. They are for all
 
IHS areas. The rates varied from 2.4 visits per person
 
in the Oklahoma area to 6.3 visits in the Billings
 
area.
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medical care. sixty-two percent of the families who
returned for medical care left the reservation since1960,
 
and this group constitutes only 37 percent of teoa* P7Ppularoi.cl-rhsontay in the city, also relates tothe number womenof who return to the reservation forpregnancy care: 
families who arrived recently in the
city are morejikely to have women who return to thereservation for prenatal care and delivery. The longerIndians reside in the city, the more 
they will utilize
local services and not return 
to the reservation. 
The
implication of this finding for urban Indians and health
planners cannot be overstated. Few'women in the'study
returned to the reservation for prenatal care or fordelivery; only five percent of the women had theirbabies on the reservation. However, even if only three
percent of the mothers return nationally for prenatal
care each year, the Indian Hiealth Service would have to
handle 2,000 women 
from urban areas returning to PHS

facilities for care.
 

In general, data gathered here do not support the
contention that health problems, cost of care or l:surance barriers cause peiple to return to 
the reservation
for medical care. rJstargyI e from the reservation seems to
be a significant dete\rrcnt, and the delivery of healthservices to these Native Americans remains the responsibility of systems in the area where they have relocated.
In conclusion, problems faced by urban American
Indians are similar in many ways to 
those faced by other
urban dwellers in developing areas. 
 The basic reason for
their migration to urban areas is the same--to improvetheir place in life, both economically and socially. 
 In
many cases Its a necessity if 
one 
is to have any chance
of finding work. In,K th the American Indian and other
urban immigrant groups, we find that it is the better
educated, younger segment which is moving into the cities.
In both cases the medical care available is usually provided in 3 more complex setting In urban areas; the 
care
tends to bele~s personal and more difficult to understand; language and other cultural problems can add
barriers to receiving care. 
 Financing care 
may also be
more difficult than in the native rural setting and may
be dependent on wage income; since many employers have
some 
insurance for employees in t6e U.S. and in developing countries, wages provide necessary means to buy careotherwise not available. 
Traditional medicine is alsL not always available'inturban areas and thiscauses people to return home whenill. Although the urban. Indian population did return to 
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the reservation when ill, this was not in the large number 
the author expected, and it is probably more prevalent in 

-- developing-areasi.--
Support--by- the-famiiy--and -culture-when--..--... 
illness strikes is vital, and It should be safe to hypothe
size that illness in traditional cultures causes return by 
individuals to family and familiar surroundings.
 

One of the major differences becween this urban Ameri
can Indian population and most developing urban populations
 
is that in the San Francisco Bay Ar':a, medical care is
 
available in higher quantity and q-,ality than is available
 
in most developing areas; it could not be shown that large
 
segments of the urban Indian population couldn't get enrp
 
when'it was needed. Also, the housing situation for most
 
urban Indians is better than what they left on the reser
vations; this may not be the case in most developing areas
 
where poor sanitation Is a major urban health problem.
 
Recently, the U.S. Federal Government made an attempt to
 
give small grants or contracts to urban Indian groups to
 

('enable them to organize their own programs In order to
 
overcome the barriers men'i;oned above. In most developing
 
counties, money for thuu/type of grant is not available,
 
and, even when the moneyis available, the necessary
 
trained medical personnel cannot be found.
 

It is important, however, to document the problems
 
faced by urban migrants In order for us to understand
 
them. Survey research can be done, although difficult 
among such a mobile population, and should be encouraged 
as a means for collecting information about health needs 
and behavior, and in order to give health planners know
ledge of the extent of migration. 

It is recommended that government specifically pro
vide for this migrant population, services that are sensi
tive and responsive to both their cultures and their health 
needs. This could Include the following: 

(a) Preparing resource or referral books that recent 
migrants can consult when medical care Is needed. This 
book should include descriptions of kinds of insurance 
coverage, eligibility requirements for medical care of 
various facilities, different sources of care available, 
and a listing of organizations in the area serving the 
specific migrant group. 

(b) ,The government should support migrant activities
 
in urban areas so that services can be developed to meet
 
their special needs. The government should provide funds
 
.o encourage the development of outreach, referral and
 
social services that have not been covered by regular
 
m ical care. 
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programs. Funds should encourage the establishment of 
clinics where needed meetto speciail 11tIural and health 
needs. 

(c) The government should ,ncOurae healtih manpower
training in urban areas. Support "or scholarships and
 
stipends should be made 
 avatlab Ie to recent migrants
interested in the fi,,!d.entering healtil Man. voting
migrants are proud of their hvrit .i,, in i would be eager 
to enter a profession to help thieir pep le, both in
 
cities and in rural areas.
 

(d) Also, in tie U.S. , specil icil I.'., there should
be a he.lth i n_-- r.ince proraim thait i.s ro r0 universal a.d 
provides equal cove r,i;t- tO .111 i:1 Ittever state or citv 
the pat ient is I ivin4. II orr-.i, !ndli.in- hid access to 
both Indian Health servie care on re.-wtr,.'.tions and a
 
good health insur.nct, pror.. that .,on Iu buy medical
 
care in the urban arva.s, some of tihe IC t'hs problems

could be solved. It would cert.iinIv encourage a more

regular source 
of medical care, iccording to the data in
 
this study.
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NICHOLAS CUNN INGiAM 

It is likely that .CH services will assume prime 
importance in most basic health care programs in develop

ing areas. There is intense discussion of tile role of 

health professionals in such services; at least equally 

important is the person wiho will have to do most of the 
work, the primarv MCit health worker. Whait are some of 

the issues which willl determine tie effectiveness of this 
worker in rural and urban settings? 

So far as one can generalize, the most important
 
functions of this worker will be to:
 

1. 	 Know tie dimensions of the target population and 
be in touch with it. 

2. 	 1dent fV tie hIeatlth and health-related needs of 
mothers and children. 

3. 	 Support and educate rrmthers so as to increase 

their health mi int.aini,'g capabilities. 
4. 	 Assess need priorities and leclIth resources and 

bring them together intelliiently. 

5. 	 Find high-risk mothers and ciildren and obtain 
and miintain their trust. 

6. 	 Bring these mothers and childr,n into tile health 

care system and lelp the.. sstem respond to their 

needs. 
7. 	 Help other family members as training and time 

permits. 
Several key .. ,sues will be involved in this person's 

ability to do these jobs, these mL he summarized as 
follows:
 

1. 	 For whom does (s)he work! lhe answer will affect 
selection, supervison and reimbursement. 

2. 	 low long will (s)he work! rhis will depend on 
the above, but also on tilt type, length and site 
of training and on how much (,)he enjovs the 
work environment.
 

3. 	 Whither will (s)he go in career terms? This will 
affect selection, train inl, and job cormnitment. 

The resolution of these issues will, however, depend 

largely on the environment in which tie worker will live 
and work. Whlat will be sore,,, o the important discrep
ancies between country and town or city as they affect 

the work of tile primary MCI worker? 
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Factors Affecting MCH
 
Primary Health Worker 


Variability of popul3tions
 
to be served 


Visibility of target popu
lations 


Dimensions and variability
of health care needs 

Corunitv knowledge required 

Technical skills required 

Health Care system knowledge

required 


Visibility of high risk
 
cases 


Family resources usually

available to help 


Acceptance of 
new vorker 


Time needed for attitude
 
changes in population 


Country 


limited 


good 


limited 


extensive 


limited 


limited 


good 


extensive 


slow 


long 


City
 

more extensive
 

often obscure
 

more extensive
 

less extensive
 

more extensive
 

extensive
 

often obscure
 

limited
 

faster
 

shorter
 

Let us now look at 
the three issues previously
 
raised.
 

I. For whom will (s)he work? It seems clear that

the rural worker, to be effective, will have 
to:
 

(a) be a person not only acceptable but
 
respected by the target population and its
 
leaders,
 

(b) have extensive knowledge of 
the local
 
culture,
 

(c) be trainable as 
a health worker.

This strongly implies nomination by the community,
and then selection on 
the basis of trainability (by some


index such as 
the Raven Matrices) and acceptability to
 
the health care system.


Reimbursement, while probably mostly 
from the health care system, should probably include a local 
authority or
community-based contribution. And supervision should include some feedback measure of continuing community support.
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2For the urban or peripheral urbau worker, with the more 
extensive training required, and the more ready accept
ance of qualified worker by the more varied population, 
it-willprobably-be -desirable- for- the- health care -system, 
to nominate the workers, with the selective and super

' 
2 visory contributions of the community varying according 

to the degree of political organization.
 
How supervision is provided is often a complex 

problem, since the worker frequently finds himself 
responding not only to the needs of a heterogeneous 
community, but also to a variety of providers, including 
a doctor, a nurse or health superintendant, or, In the 
case of demonstration projects, to researchers as well. 
Since the worker frequently ends up serving as both a 
patient or community advocate and a health system 
facilitator, (s)he will have to possess or acquire con
siderable skill to satisfy the needs of both consumers
 
and providers. In any case, where the worker is part of
 

2 a team, it is usually advisable to separate medical from
 
administrative supervision. The contribution of the
 
community to salary, and hence tenure, will usually be
 
negotiated, depending on the strength of the community.
 

2. How long will (s)he work? It takes a long time 
to know a rural area and even longer to gain acceptance 
there. Change is slow, and if the worker is to reap any 
harvest, (s)he must understand and enjoy the environment.
 
It seems obvious, then, that (s)he Lhould stay, and more
 
important, want to stay for at least 3 years and prefer

2 . ably 5 or 10. This means that knowledge of, and trust 
2 from, the community is of paramount importance and thatliteracy, or a medical background (such as malaria work), 

while perhaps desirable, is secondary. If this is 
accepted, it seems clear not only that the worker has to 
be from the area, but that (s)he must remain part of it 
throughout any troining process. Training in towns or 
urban areas for more than a few months at a time is pro
bably the most effective way of changing a village worker 
to something else, i.e., untraining him or her for village
 
work. Forcing anyone to do rural work by contract,
 
"hardship" inducements or in the name of qualifications,
 
may provide a body, but rarely a useful one-at least for 
primary care. 

For the urban worker, It is not clear, at least to 
me, what the optimal term of service is likely to be, but 
the rough index of job satisfaction would seem equally
 
useful. Perhaps "outsiders" will not only be more accept
able (from the point of view of factional allegiance and
 
-medical
confidentiality), but more willing to stay and
 

2eia €onf.22den2. ta2 
 -
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work than insiders, who are more susceptible to local
 
pressures. Training again should he 
community based, but
 
since the worker is already urbanized, tile periods of train
ing can be 
longer, as is usually required for more technical
 
content. Ability to work in 
a team, as well as positive

attitudes towards tile 
consumer population, will be neces
sary selection criteria if tile worker is to enjoy the work
 
and last long enough to justify the training provided.


3. The question of whither? This provokes perhaps

the biggest dichotomv between country and city. 
 If the
 
rural comrliity is ta survive, be able
it must to hold on 
to its leaders and providers. most o us see pro'ince 


vision of health as one of the i,1,,wL,,i,-vs of com
munity development, the primary health worker must find 
increasing rewards and prestige locally for each period of 
effective service. 
 This, in fact, tends to happen, but can 
be enhanced by health care system awareness of the benefits 
and appropriate awards, both honorary and monetary. It is 
not, however, enhanced by further extensive training to the
 
point that the worker i-,either overtrained or overpaid for
 
the rural job (except in special cases 
of outstanding
 
leadership or Intellectual drive).


For the urban worker 'e situation is far less clear.
 
There is less likely to be 
tocal prestige attached to long

faithful service, while tile pathway into tile urban care
 
system is usually an obstacle course of professional quali
fications, union rules, civil service 
requirements and
 
local politics. Primary 
care systems are poorly developed
 
and underfunded. Career ladders have rarely been estab
lished. 
 On the other hand, a variety of technical career
 
ladders in the more prestigious secondary and tertiary care
 
facilities 
are often available. Since the community itself
 
may be changing rapidly, ic is perhaps unrealistic to expect

the workers to identify permanently with either that par
ticular community or primary care itself.
 

It is possible that, with the organization of these
 
workers in professional associations, and perhaps with the
 
stabilization and then the dkvelpment of these communities,
 
careers may develop that are built 
on the experiential

skills and community advocacy that 
is so much needed in
 
primary care.
 

In conclusion, it seems desirable that we recognize

the substantially different kinds of primary health care
 
workers needed in rural and urban areas, that 
we lvarn
 
much more about what kinds of persons are likely to enjoy

this kind of work and how to select, train and support

these indispensable primary caretakers 
in both bush and
 
boom town.
 



GERTRUDE ISAACS 

The assumption that urban and rural areas need differ
ent systems of health care i, meani,,less. bkasically, 
their health needs are tile same, e.g., nutritional, physi
ological, psychological, environmental and social needs, 
such as family and com.mu:iit-.'. Uz particular Importance 
is the need for a health carv stem within tii context 

of the community. Each area su: fers similirlv irom inac
cessibilitv to care and inabilit. to pa. .r tile costs 
of such care. ttiese problems i.re more, loselv related 
(1) to economic and politi,-.i i1s. : poverty rather 
than to health issues, arid 2-'i to tie,1Lick o! a.i identified 
system for health care. 'hi ; sit uation i., ig'avated by 
the demands for curat i ycare or t' a f Intent and 
socially sophist icated, wiii.- socic.t. in .enteral cannot 
afford. These issues were well addre vd in tile World 
Bank Health Sector Policy Paper, aid ih-ive been conZirmed 
over and over again in pr.Lictice. 

Solutions to these problems, however, rein'in elusive. 
Traditional health care servi -t; il,lv bee:: designed to 
provide curative care in u rin arid rur.il areas alike. 
Preventive care has been pro,vided ,eparatelv or not at all. 
Tile mutual needs of both ,,rotq)-, for preventive care has 
been ignored for tile most part. 0r:.i.ed medicine, organ
ized nursing and governmentl it1enciL s nave been slow to 
accept a primary health care sste- ., -i. 1. combines pre
ventive and curative care .it a very .isic level. This has 
created a major I i lemma fo r unt':vati e pri7m7iry health care 
models in Wester:. societies. 

Fiftv ye;,rs ago, the Frontier Nursin: Service (FNS) 
established a district healti car-..;:stem. It later added 
a primary care Lraining proigram to dt.:::istrate methods for 
overcoming healti care problem; in r'tr.il .Ar.e rica. A ihighly 
inaccessible poverty-striken rural ire.i with no physicians 
was selected, under the asstmp ion t.' it Lne methods were 

Preparation of this paper wa. ass ited by a PRIMEX (;rant 
No. 5-RIB-H50085 by the NatiO1nal Cetitcr for Health Service 
Research and Development, USPHS, HIf, ilt imore, Maryland; 
and through a grant from I'e Robert ;:'.,d ohison Founda
tion, Princeton, New .ersev. Ule ndUtiior 'w'isihs to acknow
ledge tile research assistance of Alice 'e-tover. 
Tile opinions, conclusions and :proposals are those of tile 
author, and do not necessarily represent ihe National 
Center for Health Service Research and Development or The 
Robert Wood .Johnson Fou:idition. 
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demonstrated to successful suchbe in all area, they mightbe chosen to be used in other areas also. Because of limited availability of medical services, heavy emphasis was
placed ,n preventive-oriented primary health care, withthe foc-s on mother and ciild care. A workable system of
family care evolved, and has been maintained continuously
at relatively low cost. 
 the .source or payment, which islargely all economic and a policy issue, re,.Lains a problem.

The system consists of a centrally located hospital
and health facility encir,'led by eight nursing, districts
located in the com.%nitv servi,ed. Ihrough this system,until 1075, rou.10LyV percent o thie %arewas given inthe hr J, v[ - Lit,the nursing district clinics, and
40 percent il tile hospita1l and healtii !.icilit ies. Medical
backup and other curative services .11C ,upplied through
tile hospital healthand center. Speci-iltv ctare is pro
vided through linkages with state and regional 
 medical 
centers and institutions. All art, .ministered within oneorganizatio:al structure, which i:il,'ldes research activi
ties and healti m..Power train ing. 

Experience at F';S, iad tile dat. th.t follows, both
illustrate 1I) tile importance of preventive care in tileinterest of reducin4 costs, and (2) tlic constraining influ
ence o governmental recu litions itsand policy for reimbursement of the provision of hel til care. Re imbursement 

medical ol1V.is made for caLe FNS iaS demorIstrated unequivocally that primar'v care services delivered by family

nurse-midwives (primary nurses)care lhroimi a district 
system markedly reduce healtih costs.care The lives of
 
many mothers and children 
 are saved, and tile hospitaliza
tion of all age-.rops, particular-. the chronicaliy ill
and tile 6 5-and-over 
 age-group, is lessened significantly.
Yet the government offers no reir.Ibursement for preventive
 
care.
 

r.The
system of health care 
is based 0:1 tuie premise
(1) that primary care a wellrequires trained, but riot
necessarily a highilv trained, individual; that(2) healthteaching and counselling, witih supportive care, plays aninfluential role in helping- families to estabiish sound
health practices and to cope witih d.'-to-da', health prob
lems, thus letssening the need for ,,'I.. curative care,
and (3) that health care hgins with the family illthe home.Health ':are centers are importiant id incts, but they cannot
satisfactorily replace home care. Some Will argue that home 
care is too expensive and time consumi:ni, before givingadequate consideration to tie potential roie tileof primary
care nurse or tile homemaker in providini: home health services. Consideration should be given to tile import.ace of 
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the personal touch provided through this system. Health 
care is seen primarily as highly skilled medical services 
which focus on diagnosis and treatment of illness, with 
minimal attention to health care management and managetnt 
ofLillness.,. Lwas-amnzed.-withh efalure.of-he-writers._. 
of the World Bank llealth Sector Policy Report to mention
 
as vital health issues (1) the midwife, and (2) the Impor

~ tance of the preservation of food. Is this omission due to 
the lack of the woman's touch In health planning? Or Is 
iQ becat she has never been fully accepted in the Ameri
can culture? In 1972, 2,000 mldwiv 'At the international 
Midwifery Conference in Washington; .C., represented 100 
countries. The omission from such a-report of midwives as 
a vital cadIre of readily available, trained health man
power, was shocking. 

A%study undertaken by the %etropolitan Life Insurance 
Company points out the importanne of the service provided 
by nurse-midwives. Mletropolitan Lire, in 1932, offered 
this report on the first thousand babies delivered by the 
Frontier Nurses: "That study shows conclusively what has 
in fact been demonstrated before, that the type of service 
rendered by the Frontier Surse safeguards the life of moth
er and babe. If such service were available to the country 
g4nerally, there would be a saving of [0,000 mother's lives 
a year in the United States, there would be 30,000 less
 
stillbirths and 30,000 more children alive at the endof
 
the first month of life." 

In 1954, they reported on the first 10,000 babies 
delivered by FN&S. The majority of these babies were de
livered in the home. During this period, FNS lost II moth
ers. National averages during this period were reduced 
from 64.7 to 7.5 per 10,000 live births. At midpoint In 
1937, the national average was 48.9 maternal deaths per
10,000 deliveries. Two nNS deaths were due to non-puerperal 
causes (pneumonia), two due to joint causes (cardiac and 
pregnancy), and seven due to puerperal causes. Only three 
mothers died in their homes. All three were due to post
partum hemorrhage, and they occurred during the days when
 
the nurse-midwives rode horseback and had no telephone or 
radio communication with hospital facilities. Ninety-three 
percent of all mothers were delivered by nurse-midwives. 
A physician was available for the management of abnormali
ties. No maternal death has occurred in over 8,000 deliv
eries since 1951. This is substantially below the national 
average, which has been reduced from 7.5 to 2.5 maternal 
dea'hs per 10,000 births. 

From 1965 to 197f, the FNS neonatal mortality rate 
was/13.8 and the stillbirth rate was 10.1 per 1,000 dieliv
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ories. Between February 1973 and July 1975, an intensive 
study of inpatient and outpatient statistical data was 
conducted at FNS, showing that only two neonatal deaths
and four stillbirths had ocrurred in 495 deliyeries, a .. neonatal death- rate- of-Cl- and stilbirtrh -rare"f-8.l-per 
1,000 live births. In 1973, the neonatal death rate was
12.3 and the stillbirth rate was 13.3 per 1,000 live births 
in Kentucky.


The continued reduction in neonatal and maternal 
deaths can be attributed, no doubt, to the imunological
 
programs and the family planning program, both preventive
 
programs conducted by family nurse-midwives. Ninety per
cent of parents now limit their family size to three chil
dren or less. No rubella or rubeola epidemic occurred 
during this period. Better nutrition, in which nurse
midwives play a counselling role, is an important factor,

also. Still the nurse-midwife/physician team Is only

marginally accepted in this country, and the ENS midwifery 
program is Just one of several similarly successful pro
grams in this country and abroad.
 

The full impact of such care Js felt throughout the

life cycle  first In the life of the child, then Ln the
 
life of the family, and in the life of the grandparents.

A mother who learns take a childto care of learns to take 
care of the family. In a recent study repo ted by Dr.
Thomas Nuzum, et al., from the University of Kentucky Medi
cal Center, it was found that children delivered by FNS 
compared favorably nutritionally, developmentally and in
 
health status with a comparable group of children from the

Boston, Massachusetts, middle income group. 
Sixty-nine

percent of the population served by FNS was below the pov
erty level when the study was undertaken. 

Why have such findings been ignored for so long by

organized medicine, organized nursing and governmental

agencies? Why have the people failed to rebel? These are 
crucial questions which need to be answered with care. The
 
answers will In large measure determine what efforts will 
be made to move toward a primary health care system.


Health care costs at FNS are substantially below
 
national levels. 
Until FNS completed its new hospital
facilities in February 1975, primary care servA'es were
delivered at 'approximately $100 per individual per annum. 
This included ,he costs of the primary care nurse training
 
program and health research. It did not include the costs or patients referred for specialty care services. Aporoxi
mately 2 percent of the outpatients and hospital inpatients

are referred for specialty care. With the building of the
 
new hospital, primary care costs have risen per individual
 
by $70 per annum.
 

-4, 1 
,
 



1975, can be attributed .... 
' stat~e aind federal gove rnm~ents. With; theifnt roductio of;i: 

I werelMcfee incr ease t ! to operateino rate anpowe 
c e rh s , Se rathev been inceased from 98 to 215 yndivduals, 

without essential increase In the population served.. Nei
ther, the number of patients seen In ambulatory care clin
ics nor the number of hospital days substantially changed 
during this period&
 

lome deliveries, which are less costly, were gener
ally discontinued in favor of hospital deliveries, with
otzt comparable decreases in infant and maternal mortality 
rates. In addition, FNS was obligated to build costly 
new hospital facilities to meet governmental regulations, 
and is required to meet unrealistic health manpowr de
mands. Rural areas have an unduly difficult time recruit-
Ing fully qualified lab and x-ray technologists and other 
medical sp6cialists, which again are more costly. While 
the more highly trained specialists are desirable for con
sultation when problems arise, they are not necessary to 
provide cuality day-to-day care. Regulations have been 

A established to meet Harvard, Yale and Hopkins standards, 
which are suited Zo highly developed specialty' services, 
but are not practical for day-to-day primary ihealth care 
i n rur:l areas. The cost benefits derived through Medicaid-
Medicare reimbursements, and adherence to established gov
ernmental standards, while essential to maintain services 
in this country, are highly debatable in terms of the 
outcome of the service provided. 

This policy has caused a major shift at FNIS from 
preventive-oriented health care to curative care. Neither 
.the federal nor state systems reimburse for preventive 
care.! Studies illustrate major shifts in the distribution 
of care since 1965, with the greatest shift occurring after 
the opening of the new hospital in February, 1975. For a 
community the size of Leslie County, FNS was obligated to 
build a 40-bed hospital to meet bed requirements stipulated
by governmental agencies. This was dore with the expecta-, 
tion that it would be 70 percent occupied within six months, 
calculated on the basis of, the, experience In surrounding 
areas. After eight months, the occupancy remains at 47 
percent. On the other hand, outpatient services have
 
shifted from the district health centers to hospital-based 
facilities. This can be attributed largely to the Increase 
made in charges for health care services in order to meet 
Increased costs incurred by the development of more costly 
curative services. 
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A recent study of. costs, charges and fees collected
since the opening of the ne, o 1975, 

a marked change in patterns of 


'- spital In indicated 
health service utilization.

It indicated also that the people of the comunity will pay
f preventiveiriefij idf41j6


through the district centers. instead, people will 
vie

delay
seeking care until they have 
 become sufficiently Ill to 'AJustify a trip to the hospital, where a higher sum is paid'for curative care. People rarely will travel farther than
the established five-mile distance to the district centers
for preventive care, factor wasa that aduressed by the

World Bank. Preventive care be
rust readily available 
and must be accompanied by an active and continuing educa
tional program, to be a viable component of a health agency.
Like education, it does not sell well in the competitive
 
market.
 

In the districts FNS covers in Kentucky, the major

recent shifts in patterns of health service'utllizatlon
 
have been noticeably from child care, which is largely
htealtht-oriented, to the care of the 65-and-over age-group,

which Is largely Illness-oriented, with~ an overall 
reduc-Lion in ambulatory care encounters. At the same time,

hospitalization 
of this age-group had increased; this 
shift would be difficult to reverse.
 

The increase In hospitalization was primarily in the
65-and-over age-group. 
 From 1971 to 1974, the admission 
rate for this group remained relatively stable, fluctuating

between 9 and 15 percent of the admissions per month, with
 an overall average of 11 percent per annum. This group

forms approximately 
 8.2 percent of the population served

in this county. The average hospital stay is 7.1 days

for this group, compared with 15 days' average stay in

other comunity hospitals in The
this county. 65-and-over age-group uses percent hospital18 of days at FNS, compared

with 38 to 42 percent in twD neighboring counties having

similar conditions, 
 and no nursing homes. The national 
average hospital days used by the group Is 32 percent.
During the first six-month period folloWing the opening of
the new hospital, the occupancy rate of this group in
creased to 27 percent.


The increase in charges, and the simultaneous pressure
to 
reduce costs and collect fees, Inadvertently led to a

reduction in preventive care. At the same time, visits

for acute and chronic health problems Increased, with the.greatest increase occurring in chronic flare-ups. Preven
tive health care had been promoted traditionally through
an active home visiting program. A drop in home visits 
was accompanied shortly by a noticeable decline in nursing 
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clinic visits. This was evident particularly in districts 
where there was a change in nursing personnel., This de
cine was not visible in districts where the new nurse 

-----
keptup her home visits. Home visits are a vital link beteen-the--family--and- .the-heal th system i At  s -in -the.-home, := 
that the most effective teaching, consultative and support
ive care occurs, and where the family can learn best to 
assume self-care. It is in this area of care that the 
family nurse and the nurse-midwife excel. The teaching 
process seems most effective when the family involved 
observes the nurse actually providing the care, whenthe . > 
family is encouraged to assume the responsibility. VA: 

This report has been made possible through continuous 
collection of statistical data since the inception of the 
Service. A realistic, though comprehensive and workable 
system, for collecting data was initiated in 1925, when 
the Service was begun. Gradually, this system evolved 
Into Its present form, which provides an encounter form 
for the recording of comprehensive information of the 
services provided, together With the charges made for the 
services rendered. The data collection system was devel
oped through a HEW grant from the National Center for 
Health Service Research and Development. The encounter 
data, together with hospitalizatlon data (PAS/IP), are 
computerized, utilizing the same identification numbers. 
A Robert Wood Johnson grant is being used to help promote 
the development of primary health care services and educo
tion. 

The data proiuced provides a 
shifts In patterns of health care 

ready means 
utilization, 

for studying 
services 

provided, cost benefits, and the impact of new policies 
on health services. 
planning health care 

These provide a sound foundation for 
management. Continuing refinement 

and more definitive studies are needed to resolve more 
specific problems. 

This report focuses primarily on the benefits derived 
from (I) a decentralized system for providing coordinated 
preventive and curative care, and (2) the utilization of 
the prima.ry care nurse, whose training focuses more on 
health care, and is considerably less.costly than medical 
training. It has demonstrated the effectiveness of 
preventive-oriented health care in saving the lives of 
mothers and babies and in reducing costly hospital care 
and other curative services. It speaks to the difficulties 
encountered in selling preventive care to the people, as 
well as to governmental agencies, and the need for 
comunity-based home care services to maintain an active 
preventive-orientedhealth program. It does not detract 
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from medical care of the ill, but adds a broader dimension 
to it. 

It demonstrates the impact of governmental reimburse
ments and policies on a traditional lv prevent ive-oriented 
primary health care program, which has resulted in a markedshift to curat iVe care and increased costs, without meastr
able comparable benefits. It encourae,. neglect of a pa
tient until he becomes ill. le care o the ill requires
more highly trained health manpower, morv costly facilities,
amd is More time consum'.ing. 1his shift leads to a greater
centralization of services. It neeales the delivery of
ef f2ct iVe preventive care services, wiich ,ire des iitned to
eWcICUrage self-care, and loctis in Qoo,! iltea h in contrast 
to iWllCe: s e have not evenl be 'glun t,, exat Inlt le psycho
logical and social impact ot comminity-ba ;ed tam ily-centered 
care in 'ontrast to techinoloical lv.-o,,,..*! hospit.Il
centered care.
 

Such shifts toward curit ive cart, 
gi'.'v caust for concern
in terms o, tie eventuail impact on the heilith status of this
nlat ion and that of the developitl. n.tions: (1) the grow
ing costs of health care, and (2) ti welli-being: of tile
peol)le. 'he program, as originall.- develope,i and desiiled
by FNS, shows great promise for a iniv',ersil model wihich may
reverse the current trend tow,.ird ctrat iv-e care, f tie pro
gram is supported through 'overnent.il :t,)Iic.


Recent health legislation, tee tiic heiltii plannitig
 
Act 93-641, supports the prin.irv 
 ,.irc nturse. ;'ntuckv is
 
now in the process of developing reguhtions br pririary

health care centers which 
 include the pri..arv care nurse.
 
(hese 
 are based on the model developed bv FS.) In addition, health legislation is needed whicil Will permit licen
sure of the family nurse and lie nurse-midw ife in each 
state. "his itist then be .icco.,plnied by ,ppropriat ions
which will -. ake tie system work.i, l . at st.tc. and national 
levels. 

It is in ideologic.il approich to he.it h care. I-he
full soci.l and cost benefits -will not be felt for a long
time, nor can the full impact be mzwastired b'yscientific 
methods. !z is a practica l approach that makes sense, and 
meets current day-to-day needs. 
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GERALD W. GRAWEY
 

On behalf of Caterpillar Tractor Company, F am 
pleased to participate in this international conference 
on health affairs, and hope that our experiences and 
methods of caring for the health needs of our employees 
will be of value to you. 

I have been asked to address my remarks to Cater
pillar's role in health affairs, in Latin America. But 
before I do that, perhaps a few words about my company 
are in order.
 

Caterpillar is a multinational manufacturer of 
earthmoving and materials handling machinery. We employ 
over 83,000 people. Even though most of these people are 
concentrated In our manufacturing rfacilities located in 
14 different countries, we literally have people all over 
the globe--doing such. things as servicing our dealers, 
monitoring the progress of major earthmoving projects, 
and so on. 

Because of this global exposure, we are vitally
 
interested in the state of our planet's health affairs,
 
and in what is being done to attack problem areas, whether
 
it's the eradication of smallpox and malaria, or facing
 
the issues of alcoholism and drug addiction.
 

We believe the trend of the past thirty years
 
towards greater world economic interdependence is a
 
positive force in health affairs also.
 

As a multinational company--along with other 
companies--we have a better grasp of health needs and 
problem areas, and a greater ability to obtain and 
exchange informac ion on a worldwide basis. 

You have r!- bably heard or read some of the critical
 
things being written about global business these days.
 
In our opinioit, these critical comments concentrate on
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isolated examples and do not emphasize the positive

things we are doing, such as 
in the area of health
 
affairs.
 

As a first step in discussing our role in health

Sins.nLatinAmerica,.-:.lbelieve-we-must-agree on-a
 

concept or sense of perspective. For example, the health

needs of the bush In remote Jungle and forest areas along

the far reaches of the Amazon, which involve the most
 
basic of health services and medical attention, differ

significantly from providing services to people at our

manufacturing facilities in urban centers like Sao Paulo,

Brazil, or Honterrey, Mexico. 
Since we are a manufactur
er of heavy machinery, I will speak mainly to the health
 
affairs of the urban area where our facilities are
 
located.
 

A second necessary step in discussing our philosophy
of health services is to give you an indication of that 
policy. Caterpillar has a philosophy on employee health
and safety that is based on a single worldwide standard,
namely, that every employee is entitled to good,

sufficient medical care. 
 In countries where this
 
standard is not met when we make our 
initial investment,
 
we work for the upgrading of local health care or making

the health services more available.
 

At the heart of our belief, of course, is people.

In 1974, Caterpillar published, "A Code of Worldwide
 
Business Conduct," 
to state its overall beliefs on inter
national business conduct. An important part of this code

discusses relationships with employees, and states that
"Caterpillar intends to protect the health and lives of

employees by creating a clean, safe work environment."
 
My responsibility as Medical Director is to see 
that this
 
mandate is carried out on a quality basis, be it Peoria,

Illinois, Sao Paulo, Brazil, or Monterrey, Mexico, for

example. 
A majority of our 25 plants has a full-time
 
medical director and staff of nurses who care for the

health needs of our employees and assist me in seeing

that our overall goal is achieved.
 

When discussing health affairs in 
an area of Latin

America like Sao Paulo, Brazil, we are speaking of a

sophisticated medical community, operating within a

government-administered social security system that
 
includes the provision of hea'L,1, services. Because of
the nature of the social security system, which resulted
 
in backlogs of cases, in delays in medical treatment,

Caterpillar arranged for a so-called social medical
 
company to attend to the health needs of our people. 
 But

I'm getting a little ahead of myself. Let's back up just
 
a minute.
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The nature of our business--manufacturilng--requires 
that a man or woman be, on the Job on a dependable basis. 
If the nature of health affairs In a area is not con
ducive to this fact, we have increased health absenteeism. 
So we found ourselves in Sao Paulo In a situation that, 

- if-wed id'-dnt oridi-tlh Iitilthcr& fuiiornioyees-or--- ---
if we did not arrange for It to be provided, we would face 
considerable absenteeism. For this reason we provide more 
medicine In our occupational dispensary in Brazil than In 
other locations, in order to encourage the man or woman 
to stay on the job. 

The actual number of our employees and relatives 
incglOed, under our medical 'plan in Sao Paulo is 11,400! 
Our rogram in Brazil recognizes three distinct areas of 
company invalvement In health affairs.
 

The first area is occupational medicine, including 
control of occupational diseases and working environment 
conditions: provision of occupational and nonoccupational 
first aid; actual assistance to work-related Injuries, 
along with follow-up treatment and back-to-work orlenta-
Lion and readaptation. This health care takes place at 
the factory level and Includes pre-admission exams, 
periodic exams and counseling on special problems like 
alcoholism. As I mentioned a few moments ago, we provide 
more preventive and emergency medicine In Brazil than in 
other locations because of the nature of medical care In 

S.... Brazil,and to aid people suffering from minor illnesses. 
The second area Is .onoccupatlonal medicine. We 

provide for a social medicine company to supply complete 
medical diagnosis and ticatment to employees and their 
relatives. This Is, in fact, a medical corporation with 
complete outpatient services. Caterpillar pays the full 
cost. We found It necessary to arrange for these medical 
services and care because of the problems of availability 
and backlog in health care through the government's social 
security system. This also helps to.reduce absenteeism at 
the factory level. Besides overseeing the care provided 
by the social medicine company, we require a medical report 
on every attendance made outside Caterpillar's medical 
service, and check on the medical care provided to the 
employee's family. Our decision to go the social medicine 
company route in the nonoccupational area has proven to be 
a good one. Not only does it make service available on a 
timely basis to our employees and their families, it takes 
a little pressure off the public health system and 
decreases absenteeism. 

.. Our third major involvement is in co=munitv medicine 
by helping to control endemic and epidemic diseases 
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through participation in vaccination programs, preventive
medicine and general medical guidance on family problems.
Community medicine is very important, as 
Latin America,like other developing areas, Is going through a period ofrapid urbanization, or, put._another way,_deruraizatIon
'--Mher a-re healrthproblems In this process

urbanization, many of which ore tied to 
of 

the problems ofpoverty, Illiteracy, etc., but we have these In 
some parts
of the States, so 
I don't believe It's a matter oF lack
of attention to health needs in Latin America, rather It
is a matter -F gradual social adjustaent to new patterns
of living. 
For our part, we believe that providing decent
employment is the best way to attack the community healt'.

problem at 
Its base.
 

One final comment in the commr'nity medicine area.
Last year when there was a serious outbreak of meningitir
in Sao Paulo, we found ourselves scraping for serum
wherever we could find 
it, and informing the folks back
home that everything was being done to stem the epidemic.
In this case we made sure our people in Brazil had the
necessary medical tools to meet the problem head-on.
In conclusion, our experience and obligations In
health affairs in Latin America is quite extensive,
considering the- fact that we assume the cost of care 
for
11,400 people, and participate broadly)In occupational,
nonoccupational 
and community areas. I believe these
11,000 people are receiving a level of health care greater
than what it was before we were In Brazil, and everyone
benefits from this process. 
 The lesson, I believe, is
that a multinational firm must be 
flexible to adapt its
health programs to the needs of the area, and to fit
 
local practices.


While we have one standard or goal, we have numerous
ways of reaching that goal. 
 The social medicine company
in Brazil is 
one way. 
 We believe we have an obligation
to employees 
to make the necessary care available--it's
good for business and it's good for people.
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The multinational company with which I am associated
 
as Medical Director employs about 400,000 people in 
some
 
80.countries.-Thefolowingremarks,-however, -arecon ..
 
cerned primarily with the approximately 200,000 who work
 
in 12 countries of Western Europe. 
They are engaged

chiefly in the manufacture of telecommunication and
 
electronic equipment and are employed by various sub
sidiary companies. It should be mentioned that while 
all
 
subsidiarLes are subject to policies and actions deter
mined by management of the parent company, each is 
managed and operated almost entirely by citizens of the 
country in which it operates and Is expected to abide by

the 	health code and laws of that country. 

Under our system, each major subsidiary has its own 
Medical Department, headed by a Chief Medical Officer,
charged with attending to the health of all employees. 
its goal is to contiruously assess and maintain the
 
health of each individual through preventive medicine and
 
hygiene. It seeks to accomplish this by means of an
 
occupational medical prograd. comprised of these basic
 
elements:
 

1. 	Medical examination at time of employment in 
order to assist In placing the person safely and 
within his physiologic capacities, toand estab
lish a baseline of.his health assets and 
deficiencies. It Is against this baseline that
 
subsequent medical studies can be measured.
 

2. 	Periodic medical examinations to determine the
 
individual's health inventory as compared to his
 
entrance examination. This study is especially
 
important in ascertaining health changes if the
 
person's work requires environmental hazards or
 
the use of toxic substances.
 

3. 	Treatment of occupational injuries and illness
 
that may arise out of the work.
 

4. 	Environmental hygiene. The place of work In
 
studied by observations and measurementi of
 
potential hazards. Such findings can be compared
 
and judged against the medical observations made
 
on the worker. Thus they are checks on one
 
another.
 

5. Preventive health includes programs which may
 
arise as a result of the periodic examination
 
and the environmental findings; public health
 
measures as a part of the community health
 
activities; and personal health counseling.
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This thumbnail sketch of an occupational medicine
 
program in a work environment is meant only as a spring
buard; individual units may elaborate on It and pass on
 
their experiences to units elsewhere. 
We learn from Lach
 
other.
 

.............Eaeh of -the-12"European countries where we operate

has its own legal health code, and the manner in which 
these codes are administered varies. Belgium, for
 
example, requires a measure of education and training In
 
occupational medicine for physicians who take on the 
responsibility of a factory, mill, mine or offica. Where 
there Is insufficient personnel work to support such an 
officer, a designated occupational medical group in the 
community must be retained to undertake such health ser
vices. We have yet to come to these measures in the U.S. 

On the other hand, Lhe standards of the U.S. 
Occupational Safety and Iiealth Administration often 
"spill over" into the European locations. For example,
the U.S. vinyl chloride monomer (VCM) standard is much 
stricter titan all European standards, except Sweden. 

,Multinationalcompanies generally strive to be
"community-minded" in their relationships to host coun
tries, if only to offset the built-in resistance most 
people have tO."foreigners." This manifests itself In 
many seemingly minor projects. WMile the caliber of our 
medical facilities is usually better-,than average in the 
community, local programs may allow more latituide in 
trying such socially-inspired projects as the support of 
a shelter workshop to train mentally and physically hand
icapped persons to do productive work In the assembly of 
telecommunication equipment. Ihere is a Belgian city and 
a sm-ill French town where, when a new factory was planned
and erected, the architectural design took into account
 
the needs of the handicapped--soinething which one might 
not expect In most communities. 

Wlle few of these projects are totally new when 
viewed globally, many may be quite innovative in their 
local context. We endeavor to learn from one another by
convening an annual conference of the companies' Chief 
Medical Officers, including their U.S. counterparts. We 
thus enjoy a free exchange of ideas and procedures, as 
well as a conviviality we all cherish, which gives us a 
sense of pursuing a common goal. 



THOMAS J. HeDONAG.. 

Hultiational companies have made a signifitcant
 
r impact over the years on the health conditions of the 
_ countries in which they have operated, both-in an 

indirect and direct manner. 
It has long beenreccgnized that the soclo-economic 

characteristlcs rf a population ha-;e important effects 
on its health, 'The World Bank, Sortor Policy Paper, for 
example, notes that "Secular incrtiases in health stand
ards in Western Europe and North Amrica were brooght 
about much moreiby rising living 3tandards and improving
 
soclo-economic conditions than by medical care per se."l 
Hultinational companies make major contributions to the 
local economy. Jobs ire provided, taxes are paid, local. 
products and services a.re purchased and managerial and 
technological' know-how 'are introduced. In addition, 
many corporations J hilanthropic programspav, that may 
support medical reseArc i Ir individual health programs 
within a ;ihe ills of malnutricountry. socioeconomic 
tion, unsanitary living co)nditions, sub-standard housing 
and overpopulation77factgrs leading to poor health in 
a ,omunity-;re all affected in a positive manner by the 
mulrln"itional "company. 

These are some of the indirect ways in which multi
national corporations play a role in improving local
 

p"' health and living conditions. Directly, the ,impact is 
certainly' iure visible ,.-lthough perhaps involving a 
smaller s'gment. of tJ,.; area's population. 

From-now on I will ,:'specifically speaking about 
Exxon, although obviously much of w1at I will say is 
true of other large companies as well. 

Exxon has long considered its employees its most 
valuable asset. Consequently, it has endeavored to keep 
them healthy and ,fulfilled on the job. We have an exten
sive occupational health program which, Although primarily 
aimed at the employee, also may have significant effects 
on his family and the coJfitinity. The malu thrust of the 
program is prevention--an orientation in line with the 
World Health Organization report, "The Promotion of
 
National Health ServiCes," which recommends a shifting 
emphasis from curative to preventive health measures. 

Our employees are generally examined prior to place
ment in a job and at periodic intervals ctiereafter during 
their career. In some 'countries, these are "the only 
health evaluations they receive, and the company doctor 
is the only physhiian they have access to. Incipient
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health problems or risk factors for disease maybe dis* .covered 
early, vhen possibly they can be prevented or
 
treated more effectively, thereby decreasing long-term

disability. 
More developed conditions can be treated In
a'curative or at least beneficial manner. 
Immunizations
 
are--often. provided -the-worker. and .health- education - ......efforts may help to alter 	favorably both his and his

* 	 family's health habits•, 
, ! In many underdeveloped areas where locai healthfacilities and services were minimw.! to absent, the 

company constructed and staffed clin!c an.4 hospital
facilities. As local conditions,I'lave lmpoved, these

facilities have often been turned over to the community

to operate. 
Where local health facilities are available,


* but substandard, 
the company has frequently contributed
to their 	upgrading. 
In Isoltated locations, the company
has provideC,public health nervices as well, such asimproved sanitary facilities, malarial spraying programs,
water treatment, housing, etc. 

*.In the work place, our occupational health programs
and attention to safe working conditions frequently set
the standard for other local industry. Thus, in the long

run, through the avoidance qf accidents and exposures tohazardous substances on the Job, the local level ofhealth is improved, and the economic drain of the dis
abled worker on the community is decreased.
 

Physicians working in occupational health programs,

along with their supporting staff, often are involved in
the company's efforts to market products that are safe

for human health and to minimize the effects of the

company's operations on the community and environment.!
 
This helps ensure that the loral populace and their 
 o
surroundings are not adversely affected'by the company's

business activities.
 

I have been speaking so far in general terms, but
allow me to'make note of several specific examples with
in Exxon affiliates, mainly, but not entirely, in the
 

*made. Far East, Ahat will demonstrate some of the points I have
"/1
 
m In 	'fePhilippines, In the Bataan area, the local 
towr.4htp/near a refinery in which we had a 	partnership
interest 	and were the operator, had no hospital facilities.

Land for a hospital site was donated by the compaly,
which then took."a leadership role in helping to organize
the construction of a community hospital.


In Sumatra, Indonesia, Exxon is the operating partnerof an oil producing company. There we have two camp 



settlements, eazh with .i iiospital provijing health care 
for our employees and their families. Nnt-employee 
Inhabitants of the surroundin.; co=1unit Les, not infre
quently, seek help there in an emera,.ncv. 

In Pakistan, near ;,ahrk i , a .mall backward town 
north of Karachi. we -aintain a w ll-equipped medical 
clinic at the site of our tvrtilizer i)j1a t. Frip lye-s 
and their families i re provided health servi(--; there. 
The nearest hospital is More thin 50 miles away. Ib is 
area of tile country i., plagued with p;-isonous snakes, 
and our clinic has become widely known as the only 
reliable source of treitment I or snake bites available 
to the populat ion for lany miles around tile town. 
Patients come Iron an lt away a.t J) miles. We Sto)k 
anti-venom and make it f-rcely avail ahle to those. who 
come to us. Ii; 1972, 51 i cases, o: -,i.akt- bite we.re 
.reated; in 19 c ,, C0. e ; I t I, 

Far.i v planning act ie.ti arers undert.iken indirectly 
or directl , de-pending .kn lcl po] i Vic , religious or 

At inospi forcultural conditions. cur l, in KumAtr a, 
example, direct family plinninc -tr'vi1-L'.,, includingl oral 
contraceptives, IL"O's, tuhil ).iat io: tad v. ecto ,, ire 
available to employeves in,! t:,.irtile nJ ei, r 

In Singapore, during a ret..nt e ' iner expaiinsion, we 
.adeveloped a mndel salety. progar.. ii. t nlv decre..-ed 

significartlN tile accident r.itv J. ,rn , t..t constraction 
period, but received a fair djC;rc- o ttntion iad 
praise irom the .:overn-ent .jnd t:IL ra'li, media. For the 
first Lime in Singapore, i-ird ha,, .- hoe., safety 
nets and beits, when workin; it !i. tf>, b,: ,ccamer',i ired 
equipment in hazardous .\: . - , :e ,31:i:is. i , I l It 
6e had a significant impact on the 's A.it',s-,fetv 
consciousness that well cod 1 saVt iit. s :d prevent crip
pling injuries in the future. 

,% make a determined teffnLrL to ipr.ide the proies
sional capabilities and knowiL.,ige ot ,r overseas phys i
cians, who for tile most part are ".ti, il-of th3e couratries 
in which tihey work. E:duc ational n,.,'eri als arer forwarded 
to t he,,n on a regular basis, and 713nVt, liee ';ent to 
hea lth centers in thie more med ic iliv sepit i:,ticdtvd countries 
for training courses. Att:t-dance at medical meet ing, in 
their own countries is encourage' ind is it company 
expense, frequiently even for our part -t i -. piiysic ilns. 
Similar training oppo rtnitic., ar often provided our full
time occupational natrses a , II . hI, rai,;ii tile general 
level of compet,!nce ,f our medic.l profv.,sionals, we are 
helping to contrtbi.e :n a positive w.', to the he-alth 
talent pool of th,. nations in which we ope rate. 
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Leaving more recent times, and Asia in particular,
permit me to c~te two other specific examplesiof cjntrif 14tina made in the past to the health of our employi~e& andfamilies 'and the ,ommuntty as a whole
 

In postwar. Germany, there' was a 
 critical shortage ___-Durig
~~o ~~food -that-priod-, the- pnp~ei -__large S which iasfarm to supply food productsto our employees.he andes-
the.r. w also helped dec raidrain onto
 
the countryls resources.
 

In a South American nation years ago, during 
theestablishment of a new operation and the setting upof health services, it was evident that there was a oevere shortage of,nurses within th~'country. The companyes.ablished a nursing school that became a model of
excellence and whos2 graduates contributed in a major

way to the delivery of healh services In that country.

I will closeLmy remarks here, but summarize bysaying that multinational corporations have an 
Interast In
the health of the local community, This concern not onlyserves community interests, but the company's as well.
 
For ill health imposes economic costs, as the World Bank
report points out,3 by reducing the availability of labor
and impairing the productivity of employed workers and

capital goods. If prlmiry health care is defined as ahealth approach, Integrating, at the community level,
the elements necessary to make an impact on the health

all 

status of the people, then industry has been and willcontinue to be an Important contributcr'-In this area. 
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IRVING R. TABERSIIAW
 

It is obvious that multinational corpor.tions will 
play an increasing cole in Eiet world expansion of 
industry. Hence, it is important to tvxamint, tilie place

of these corporations in international i,.i lth.
 

Sir.ce I am not now, and have 
 never belei employed

by a multinational corporation, it is iitting 
 to ask what 
ay qualifications are to speak .n this subjlect. I have 
attended many internation il conferences and have had 
several 'WHO fellowships to Europe ,and to underideveloaped
countries. I had the opportunity to visit Iran some ten 
years ago to assist in dJveloping i school of puibl t,
 
health in .1-hran. iwo maonths a go I rtvisitt 
 d Iran and
 
observed tile shock of r.ipiti indt,t rii Ii.',at ion on t;iis
 
relatively tinderdev, loped nation. I mi t alist) to',iment
 
that many places in the I nit -d :tatvls have all tile
 
kiiaractturistits of an underdevel oped contrv, and that
 
tilt health impact of at naional corporat ion which settles
 
in such an area is not only reminiscent, but represents
 
in riniature what happens in tihe initerat ion~il 
 scerni. In 
this area of act ivi tv , I have hid Iibundant exptrienc.. 

The observat ion is reptatedlv matde that indust rial
ization leads to better health. lente, a molt iiational
 
company whic!i establishes an .ndtu:;tr in an under
developed area of the world provides better health 
 for
 
tile native population. lher' are a'.'.. defin itions of
 
health. lhe diagnosis of illness is rtlativelv uncertain,
while death is certain and verifiaible. :ortalitv data is, 
the-efore, a surer index af tie hialth 1, tile nation than 
m. rbidity, and (1) life expec tancv (2) dt.Lth rate (I)
infant mortality are the usual inttic.- quoted. Life 
expectancy is probably the bes: indicator, since it inte
grates 
all the factors which .if lec tile well-being and tile 
life of !he individual. liher irv othor me.is-ires fo 
determining health status; for txample, ill industry,
productivity, absenteeism , ind worker r o.rat. mav be used,
but these are so difficult to measurt that for All 
intents and purposes t hev art. not liselul ill tit ev.ilti
atioll of tile effect on ii, alth Ia tht mill t ilnat itoal 
corporation. Iealth statistics demnstrate that induas
trial nations hav a better lift, vxpectan,v, a lower 
crude death rate, and a lower inlant ort.,litv (and
compensating for this longevitv is ,i lower birth rate 
compared to the undt rdt-ve Iaped c.'uniirie~s). 

Thiile t'ie premise is true, that an industri.l society
has better health for iLs population than other areas, the 
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evidence is that this is an Indirect result, becaus, 
industrial izat ion raises tit. stani.:rd o living and with 
It cones better housing, hcttr nutrition, better cloth
ing, better sanitation and le ss crowding. All of these 
lead to a decrease in mortality'. ro 1 tiou.S dist-se. 
The most often muioted evidenc,- i. th,,t tuberculosis Was 
reduced from "0U deaths per 11h.,,,il popia!.ition fron 
1800-9000, when it bcam. .0/10o,"10 without tefeictivt. 
treattment, and tie di sease had hoco::., incrv-,o.inlv It.ss 
frequent in the United State. even betortv tilt, advent o 
chemotherapy. 

It s tioild !;e noted that i -. il tinatio:lal -orpor.!t ,on, 
or for that matter aiy domuti, o,rporait io, is organi.-ed 
to make profit ana that manaerwt is not concerned with 
health (except for its public i.,' , but ratter is 
interested in tni ,.!fIcienvv and productivity, of its work 
force. nhere is --he implicit assumption. that a healthier 
person is r'Arv efbiVl-nt. but the relationship is often :A 
tenuous one, e.g., i L is known ,st so.t, i nd i v id.ia Ist wit h 
static disabilitie.s, if properly plated it work, can be 
as, L;r more, priduct ive thin th., whoi are presumihl 
entirely healthv. Hot'ever, on tilt. assumpI ion th.' hu 
health of t he wocrker is an import ant element in pra,
ductivity, industrial organi.!.ILions are interested in 
health and m.any: iavtv 'ell-deI-oped prog rams. I mi ht 
comment it this p, int t hiat c.,ol leagues hel e represen. 
tile most eulightenvod anod a, v companies in this: 1tvanced 
regard and that they do not necessarilyv repre sent tile 
ordinary multinationa l cor;,oraition. 

I would like to diScU:,s : )w tilt, various aspects of 
public health activites ., . some ot tile constraints 
under which the mult inatio:ial ,orporat ion operates. 

1. The inav.t ri.lcoI por t ion d,,es iaav- an inter-:,t 
in public health .wre endt.ic ,i ts t yureatens tilt- verv 
existence oI t.t Iprmi',antam~ (aa.al ,ould not he 
built unless m.laria 'as ,o:;ro.ld, .,:i.: it ,..as eniiit
ened self-interest oi the oustri:i in ,-:i.p.sna to pr,
vide and establis,: vifec, ivt. , i twa, th mv:tistres tI 
control this en.demic and debilititinl; ,ii ,sv. 

2. >.nagezen! is inqtreste.i in inli.'idnal disability 
from diseases like tuheriilois, ti a,.i. iltio ism, drug 
addiction, et, ., wi:1, dire-cti. if,.I:, th, prouct fvi!v 
of the worker and wi,i, ,,,in .he di.,not,0 lil! t t rol i.,. 
This type of disease, i, ,b,. l : he toc s of i-ittr,.,,t 
on the part of tith ul |:|at i il ' rpr a ion in n u dtndr
deve loped count r i ,. 

J. Emneren," a . , i . i.- e , 'r i. ',,r :,r and 
his family impost, a n-v)r- n i:,; I : aall industri,1a 
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establishmets. ilere the interest of rhe multinational 
company is primrarily in tile technical and maragerial 
staiff, and particularly in tLie expa triates who have 
either volunteered or been assigned to work ,i, tside of 
their country. 'he he alt h carre service r hat tie 'orpor
ation provides for the o-,rker ind hiis far ii lv depends on 
a number of factors, t.i.the lengtiI of st.r." in the 
foreign countryrav be short, iich as in .r -onstrrt ion 
outfit, or rel iative lv 1on ill ,l corpanv that is producing 
a rat. ' the and ofmaterial, fectinc level dtgree health 
care provided. I, :1.'." he, !,)r ,.aplI, easier to provide 
an eme rgencv service, in i or StIft ,neMbers with compli
cate' medical probler.-, t,. he 1 lown blick to ile hom 
country for .- carc. !hi,; approaci doesdefinitive medical 
not necessarilv re. Tt:itrsent - Ishli~ , or :i i ntert-st on 
thi ).irt of tile multinatimal corp,,r.it im, hetause I t is 
wel l- undrst ood that it is alImost ipo,,ssib1e to impost- 1 
health care delivery svste-i from tile outside on a cirrtture 
whose maures, customs, rvl icion, ind educat ional level are 
qu.ite different. Furtner-ore , iln t, fe t fiVe htA ll care 
capacity cannot be introdnccd ,lni-i-i t et' is I heal th 
infrastructure with pro;,:rl': t r .ntd :, a! I, &.quipment, 
and faicilities. health -arc St.-rVi,'- , Ir.. national 
effort, and, hell,, m. iiltionl orporitions, even if 
they wish to provide ex,,,,ndd ht-A!. , are servicts for 
their workers and the othvrs, .1rL L i:-.Itt-l bV tilt' COn
straintS imposed by tile sitiatins i: tile forei n 
cotat ries. 

4. .ul t i national corpor.t ioni, hev't, been accused of 
polluting the environment.. Indiistr-v. c 'rill, up to 
very recent l.y, considered tirat tile ,':;firo:!ent was 
corm,in property tiie itand used air, r, and lanid 
adjacent to i.s facilitcts t, disposet "! its wastes. 
This attitude is gradui.i hlvucinz. .o: , tiaf, lack of 
concern with regard to er,vi r~m "n.l 1 pl lut ior. still 
represtents tile attitude on til.h part . ultinat ional 
corporations. *.; is S t.t.tt e lit .itv b,. '.'i,:,oro slv denied 
and ever, refuted by so.t- of the far-,ifit,-d and exper
ienced milLtinationals,, but as a ,tetrl tatement it 
probablv holds trut. 

5. Another li nitatiion on he-alt!, ire s -ivices pro
vided by a single indu.stry is tilt. mi ratiti of rur.al 
workers to tilt urban tenviro :--nflt, 5.hicih i. apt to over
whelm the resourcvs (,f pvplant , i:i liu IL ml tdi icaJ 

staff, facilities, or qil prenit tt iv: ..- in ,t all. 
Industry it, the U.S., whe tnotwlishi~b, 11e plants, x)st 
often look for a settled cimmunitv',tilr,. ti, amenities 
are available, such is churcIes, r,-;t,iur-nts, .arnusements, 
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etc., rather than buildi', th,:s facilities de novo. The 
burden on private industry is apt to he overwhelming if 
all such facilities have L, be created and i- avoided if 
possible.
 

6. Another constra int on providing health care 
services by any one industry is that the responsibility 
for this typ- o development i Il ti,'rdtveloped country 
is entrusted to government agenc ies Within the nat ion or 
to inlte maltionah organ iz a ontios. Aln," one co.pipny is at a 
disadvantage in trving to provide a svrvice without the 
help of these oiganizations. .An industry is not inclined, 
unless forced to, to ht stib:ervient to these other 
interests.
 

7. There usallv i. 110 hody of in forme(i or trained 
technical workers, and tile healthIlv-;e in most under
develop d countries is in.ade.t!ualte. 'sur.iliv ther, is no 
one to spL.k up for the worker or .or the protection of 
the environment . llence, there is n) p uhlic movement to 
develop envir,,.nent al prot.cti on or hea th care. 

8. lhe a.ttitue of. most multinational corporations, 
and of do.es tic ndkistr'.' .isWt', ll, out of bitter exper
ience, is not to 4et i.lvevd in health care servi,'es for 
these are too dilfuse ald to" expvn, i%!.. If it does, the 
worker and his fa.il v mnay turn on the industrv als too 
paternalistic or tryini; to con trol I vital area in the 
life of tite individual. iXner,illv speaking, therefore, 
multinational corporuttions, ,as Well as other firms, are 
indifferent or gun-sih-. nd Make it i policy to be involved 
in the health care of the nit ive p)pu,l.atioti as little as 
poss .ble, except for the care of the technical and mana
gerial staff of the expatriate and tile native population. 
Nevertheless, the establishment o: , health care center 
for this favored group providt-s I standard and .I tech
nical resource which, if the tanderdeveloped ,,ountrv 
wishes, it can call upon. 

In sum.ary, the MulLt11a:ional corporation brings tO 
the underdeveloped ,;mtr': . lementarv sani t.ation, i.e., 
a safe supply, ,.iasle disposal i'.'stem,controlWater a tie 
of endemic diseases, ind advice ivli go i,lance oil other 
aspects of publi c health. lIhe indtimt rv become s a tech
nical resource fr 'onsul t,ltion ,And OCCAsionallv for 
specific support for tihe control o: pit;hlic heal Lit prohlet-ns. 
Personal health care seric-.s ire istiallv limited ,and 
benefit mostly tile expltii ate and tihe upper soc ioecononlic 
group of the native poptliti,mn. I1 kddition, the mtlti
national corporat ion provides a vehai le fr introdaicing 
health services ind for Leaching, by example, the rise of 
facilities, equipment, drugs, and other paraphernalia of 
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health care services. For the developed country, the 
multinational corporation is just another industry and 
adds to the burden of the health problems in the indus
trializeG nations, namely, degenerative and neoplastic 
diseases. floevever, this is more than compensated for 
by larger benefits of industrialization. 
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ELIZABETi SiHARP 

As we focus on the contribution women can make in 
tile health care field through gainful employment, I 
wish to explore with you the relationship between work 
outside tile home and parenting. Mv fr.tme o! reference 
will be working mothers it tle health fieI l; my 
model will be a Nurse-.idwiferv Servict, which employs 
several nurse-midwives part time. 

Tile verb "to parent" has achieved common usage but 
appears in few, if any, dictionaries. [herefore, I shall 
share with you the definition written by Fitzhugh I)odson 
in 1970: "to use, with Itender loving care, all the 
information science has accumulated about child psychology 
i'-order Lo raise happy and intelI i gent human beings. ''I 
Implicit in this definition is that parent ing is a learned 
role and a time c:onstLeing one. As inexact as the science 
of parenting is today, it cannot be left to chance. In 
our society today, where it is estiMl.ted that almost half 
of the women are working outside the home, the important 
work of parenting faces competition. lronfenbrenner, 
in a recent article on "The Origins of Alienation" stated, 
"Nhen there is no support or recognition from the outside 
world for one's role as a parent and when t im,, spent with 
one's family means frustration oi caireer, ipersonal fuil
fillment and peace of mind, then the development of the 
child is adversely aiffe-ted. "2 Early adverse effects 
are emotional and motivational; antisocial acts and 
thinking disorders occur as later min i fIstaLt ions of 
deficits in parenting. Bronfenbrenner offers explana
tions for the failure to achieve sttcesslul family coni
ditions; lie includes the withdrawal of social supports, 
isolation, breakdown of the extended famil , neighbor
hood, and community.

3
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As we all know, women have not beenl silent in the 
last decade over their roles. Their discontent was 
initially highlighted in 1963 bv the cort roversial best
seller, The Feminine Myst iLtje, by Betty Friedan. [tome,
husband, and children no longer represented all that
 
,,omen wanted or all that It was thouglht they wanted.
 
"Self-realizatior, .
"self-fulfillment," and "identity" 
were considered essential. Work outside the home was 
a means of solving the identity crisis. Having to work 

reasons nofor economic was longer the prevailing reason 
for women Laeking employment. 4 

Despite the ?mphasis on changing roles for women, 
we are still far from ensuring that parenting will occur 
while mothers work. 
 It seems likely that expressions of 
dissatisfaction with the stifling role "at home" are not 
coupled with a chaave in attitudes specific to caring
for children. Data from a 1970 National Fertility Study 
indicated that a majority of respondents (under 45,
married or had been married) felt thte man should achieve 
outside the home and the woman sihould take c:are of the 
home and family. Furthermore, le.; than half of the 
respondents felt that as warm and secure a relationship
could be developed bv working mothers; with their chil
dren as compared to nunworking mothers; and a majority 
felt that preschoolers stiffer if tie mother works. 
Blake, in interpretint these findings, pointed out that 
if it is "so clearly normative for women to give primacy
to their derived status if they marry and have children,
few highly developed societies attempt to offer much 
supplenentary help to married women wtho work."5 There
 
is little question that 
we are in the early stages of 
devising ways to enable mothers to work and still ful
fill parental responsibilities.
 

I.ikewise we are 
in the early stages of research to
 
assess the effects oi maternal employment on the child.
 
Hoffman recently 
 reviewed more than a1 decade of research. 
In her review, Hoffman stresses limi!ations of many of 
the studies and encourages research which would "examine 
effects tinder specific conditions." Nevertheless, ter
 
analysis of findings of numerous studies is interesting,
 
supportive of working mothers tinder 
some condi t ions,
and illustrative of the complexity of studying effects 
of maternal employment on children. 
 Of special relevance 
to examining the relationship between work and parenting 
are the following tentative findings. First, with 
respect to the mother's emotional state: "The working
mother who obtains satisfactions from her work, who has 
adequate arrangements so that her dual rolL does not 
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jinvolve undue strain, and who does not feel so,,guilty

ithat shte overcompensates Is likely to do quite well and,
 
under cerpin conditions, better thian does the nonworking
 
mother.", I considering the effecr~s on tile children,
 
Hoffman sumumarizes data according to infant, preschool
 
and school-age child. Adequacy of the Infant's care
 

~~ijiiido stupon ihe 

tue care. School-age children fare well, but research
 
related to pgeschool children Is too limited for drawing
 
conclusions. 

It is reassuring to know working Is not a consistent
 
deterrent to effective; renting, but Hoffman's review
 
highlights for me the Importance of adapting a work situ
ation to the needs of each particular working mother and
 
her family.
 

So far I have mainly focused on the effects of
 
working on mothers and their children. I believe the
 
contribution of married womet; with children in the work
 
force is essential to replicate the natural composition
 
of society In the work situation. They lend viewpoints,
 
realities, and experiences that enhance a group of work
ers. Given the isolation the Individual family and the
 
i ndividual single person experiences today, working
 
mothers can be a balancing, stabilizing force for their
 
male and female colleagues without families. ,
 

In the health care situation, this balancing and
 
stabilizing are of particular importance. As paramedi
cal orientations such as social work, counseling, and
 
welfare and community agencies become interrelated with 

basic health care providers, a family-centered focus 

A becomes more necessary to successful patient management 
and more expected by the patients. Working mothers have
 
their own daily family experience as an added reference
 
in direct patient contact and in consultation with col
leagues.
 
~je As I now move on to discuss what I have observed in 
employing women with children, I wish to limit my remarks 
to part-time employment. Some parents choose full-time 
employment, but I have found that it frequently works 
poorly until the children are grown or unless special
 
arrangements lire made to alter ichedules to accomodate
 
parenting obligatlo s.
 

Roles in health, I perceived, have some unique char
acteristics which ma'y contribute to Lite difficulty In
 
having part-time workers. Consider nurse-midwifery. It
 
requires twenty- four-hour, seven-day-per-week coverage.
 
In our service at Grady Memorial Hospital, we have imple
mented the concept of primary care for all nonemergency
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types of care, i.e., clinic visits, postpartum rounding; 
unscheduled events, suCh as emergency room visits and 
labor and delivery, are hknJled Iv the nurse-midwife on 
duty. This system clearly limit.-, but provides part-time
work options. Nurse-midwives functionin, in the clinic 
must work frequently .And regularlv enough to see . their pa
tients In the clinic and in the hospit al aftt. r partirition. 

The successful employment of women who are concur
rently fulfilling the parenting role involves the commit
ment, part icipat on, and/or support oI te emplover, 
colleagues, community resources, the empiloVees family,
and the part-time emplo vee he rse 1 . It has become appar
ent to me and my Len11 t'la es iti our Na rse-:.idwiferv Ser
vice that part-time or special -orker-, ,irc import ant, but 
here :ire some of the tliins we'vt l.eIerucd. 

A position must be tailor-madc fo)r t L.e part-time
worker and of llr with tneconsist unctions onTnan t philo
sophy of te healtli cart svstem. !t is helpful it lIlt 
weekly worl. scliedule caIn period icaIy. C.01It raC t or expand 
to meet needs of the wo)rker' s +,i.-.ilv ir the needs; of t he 
healthI care system. 1fie part- t.. worlkvr mu;t be.
accepted by tie full-tim.> emplovee-. Severall prot':;ses 
seem to facilitate this: (1) full-time persoMnel paiti
cipating in identify.ing potential functions of the p.irt
time worker; (2) sharing ,-ith st,if the indications that 
tile potential part-t ime worker hias sat isfactorv subst i
tue care for her children; and ( i identifying tie unique
contributions that Lte part-ti-me " 'orker rinOs theto 
health care system. 'nitially, m. lve.hgues were reluc
tant to employ part-time nurse-midwivcs. 'revious 
experience for some had demonstrited tihItpart-time 
workers were a burden--they worked et-sirabit- hours and 
missed work when the children were ill. .\ny perceived 
preferential treatment is resented. However, we have 
found that a group comMitted to tic protI rences of all 
workers, iull or part-time, and aw:,re of tLie unique 
contributions of all, seems to avt,id tiit' discontent which 
might be engendL-ed by meetinig work needs of some indivi
duals. 

Because of the varied scheailt demands we must meet 
in staffing the clinics, labor and deliver%,, and aI twenty
four hour on-call service, we are able to adjust to the 
preferences of all. Because part-rime workers ease tit 
clinic and labor and delivery load during the day, our 
full-time employees are able to schedule special projects 
that fulfill their own grw:.h needs .I- well as the 
department needs. 

As I implied earlier, it iscrci.ll that the part-time 
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worker clearly identify what she can do within the frame
work of hcr family style and support, within the outside
 
resources available to her, and within the scope of her
 
professional competence.
 

It is obvious thilt the part-time:worker may not have
 
the opportunity to function as fully as she has been pre
pared to or as she would like. This can be offset, however,
 

__by..the -satisfaction. obtained.. through. fu filUng..a -needed 
function within a group of colleagues. Fot example, one 
of our part-time vorkers can work the day shift consis
tently on four weekdays. She has real interest and skill 
in developing an Interconceptional care clinic and is 
doing so. Subsequently, she will orient all nurse-midwives 
to the clinic. 

Although it might seem expensive, it appearS'essen
tial that parr-itme workers partlcipate in staff meetings 
and in-service education. Such activities add to group 
cohesiveness, ensure valuable input from part-time workers, 
and include them in the decision-making process. 

Perhaps I see the employmentiof part-time workers as 
valuable to a health care system nd a step toward their 
full employment fter active par*,Aing is over; the expen
diture of time, e' fort and money c.0'Iiavfng part-time 
workers may be.re ained when they enter the work force 
full time. Coplr x health care disciplines change s? 
rapidly that r.e'try into a profession can require eXten
sive updating./ Why not keep people up to date? ' 

In summa , parenting itself is a contribution to 
health, but evidence exists that work'.ng parents may be 
'happier. I am convinced that parenting and work can be
 
combined in the health care field to the benefit of the
 
patients and co-workers, !.nd without sacrificing or ibdi
cating responsibilities of parenting.
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R1OSEMARY WOOD 

As an American Indian woman, I see the rights of 
Indian women as a part of the ri.ghts of Indian people.
As ap'/Auerican Indian nurse, t see that Indian self
detormination is a right of Indian people, but a right 
wkIch Is presently not a reality.

_T -white population has. many-varied and often-con- 
'tr/flictinit beliefs about Indian people. Some nf the beliefs 

commonly held include thr.- following; the Indian is, 
a proud savage, noble and beautiful; the tndl n is vanish
ing, -,dying out, bea'moing assimilated; the 'Indian doesn't 
pa taxes, ieceives welfare from the federal government, 

<clinga to ;he past. These beliefs and others are a part 
oft !', .hite culture and have been, and still are,.passed 
on trom generation to generation, as is the nature of all 
culturally defined beliefs. 

I y/ill not attempt to deal with the white culturally
 
deflne41 beliefs about Indian people; that is for the
 
holdeis of those beliefs to deal with as they see fit.
 

Indian people have a dual citizenship. That is,
 
Indian people are citizens of the United States, and, as
 
such, have the sama rights and responsibilities as do any
 
other U.S. citizens. In addition, Indian people are mem
bers of various tribal governments. Indian governwents
 
or nations have a special reationship with the federal
 
government which has been established via treaty agree
ment, congressional ruling and tradition. It was via
 
treaty agreement dating back to the 1800's that the U.S.
 
Government incurred the obligation to provide health ser
vices to Indian people. In the early 1800's all relation
ships between the U.S. Government and Indian people were 
conducted via-the Department of War; when health and
 
health care were added to this relationship that, too, 
was conducted by the Department of War. In 1849, the 
Bureaurof Indian Affairs was transferred to the Department 
of Interior, including duties of health care delivery. 
In 1955, the Indian heal h program was transferred to 
the Department of Health, Education, and Weliare-Indian 
Health Service (IllS). Sipce 1955, health services for 
Indian people and the heLIth status of Indian people have
 
progressed,steadily.
 

The American Indian pbpulation as a whole Is young
 
and growing. This is partially due to the increase in
 
birth rate. There also has been a decrease in the infant
 
death rate since 1955; much progress has been made in
 
decreasing deaths due to tuberculosis and gastroenteriis.
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Despite this progress, the health status Of Indians 
remains far below that of the natian as a whole. For ex
ample, although the infant death ra-t s decreased since 
1955, it has done so only withinJiits. While the infant 
death rate for Indians and Alaskan Natives is as low or 
lower than that for all races, th!,ti so only up through 
the first 27 days of life, The infant death rate for 

b e t w e e n : 	 and 11 mnthsi: all!races 28 days 	 oflie 

As previously stated, the Indian population is a 
young population, and this fact can be partially accounted 
for by the number of live births; however, the Indian 
populat on is younglso because the average life expec- . 
tancy is 55 years of age; on reservattons the life expec
tancy is 47 years. Indians have a higher death rate than 
all races at all ages ;p to age 65, whoire they become al
most equal. Between ges 70-85 and< ver, the death rate 
for Indian people is less than the rate for all races. 
This is so simply because there are not many Indians left 
after age 70. Indian death rates due to accidents, uncon
trolled diabet s, homicide and suicide, are much higher 
than the rate for all races. Deaths due to suicide are 

-. 	 3;1 the natL4nal' average. Within the American Indian com
munity, deaths due to suicide peak between the ages 12-24, 
whereas in the white population, they do not begin to peak 
until after age 55. This data documents high health need 
within the Indian com-unity, 

. In c)mjunction with high health need, there Is low 
health manpower within the American Indian community. 
There 	 are 500 registered nrf ses, 80 physicians, 4 dentists, 
4 psychologists, 4 anthropo61gists, no sociologists, and
 

a a 4 physical scientists.
 
,: During my introductory statement, I Tmarked that 

"as an American Indian woman I see the rix s of Indian 
women as part of the rights of Indian people." This panel, 

rhowever, has been titled, "Roles for Womeu," Therefore, I 
Owill discuss the roles for women fron an American Indian 
nurse's viewp-tnt. 

American Indian women have been subject to dual dis
crimination within' the American society. First, the Indian 
O>man ,has been subject to those stereotypes and myths con
cerning Americ n Indians per se. Sec,,ndly, the American 
Indian woman hs been subject to those inequities found In 
the economic and educational systems which involve women 
per se. That the society at large combines these two prej
udices in such a way as to hold the Indian Woman in less 
favor than either Indians in general or women in general 
can be seen in this society's word for the Indian woman, 
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i.e., "Squaw.' The term "Indian Squaw" is a word symbolic
of the concept of a female creature something less thani 
human, possibly something more than anizal, In~u series 
of children's reference books, for example, which has 
been carried recently by grocery store chains, there was
 
a section picturing animals 
and their young; in that 
section was an Indian mother andcbild with the capt 

Health care systems are institutions of a society;
 
health care deliverers are products of a society. 
 Tile
 
society which teaches its :children that Indian women and
 
Indian Infants come under the infrahuman category can be
 
assured that the health care delivery provided by future

generations will be much different for Indian squaws and
 
papooses than it is for white vonten and their children. 
If an Indian woman happens to be also a health provider,
she is an Indian squaw health care provider, and, as such,

is seen less worthy of social status and financial remuner
ation than are white women health care providers.
 

That American Indian women healtit care 
providers are
considered somehow less worthy than their white counterparts,

is seen not only in small rural areas and on Indian reser
vations, but it is obvious in federal Job announcements
 
by government personnel departments and by the U. S. Civil
 
Service Commission. On September 3, 1975, the Indian
 
Health Service announced tle position vacancy for Chief, 
Nursing Services Branch, "The Nursing Branch of Indian 
Health Service is responsible for more health care person
nel than any other branch In IllS. Up to this point in the 
long history of Indian Health Service, the Chief Nurse has 
been a white nurse; In recent history [he Chief of NursingBranch has been a commissioned offlcer at four-stripe rank,

which is equivalent to a GS-14, 15 and 16. 
 This year, due
 
to an increase in the number of qualified Indian nurses,

and due to the enforcement of Indian preference, it is 
almost certain that an American Indian nurse will be 
awarded the position of Chief Nurse. It is at this pre
cise moment in history that the Personnel Department,

working in concert witn'the Civil Service Commission, has
 
chosen to downgrade the position to a GS-13. It is simple 

a 
 to see the difficulty which an Indian woman at GS-.3 will
 
encounter when she attempts to work on an 
equal basis with 
the chiefs of other departments, all, of whom are GS-14 and 
above, and who for the most part are men and white. It Is
also simple to see the difficultv an Indian woman at (S-13
will encounter wfhen site attem'.s to 

a 

provide supervision
and leadership to nurses structurally under her who are 
white and GS-12-14.
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this paper demonstrated tiat tile health needs of 
American Indian people ire greater than are those of the 
society as a whole, and ti,.-t tile "aea t h care resources 
are less than tile societv's as a whole. In vears past, 
both tile federal an. private sector stated that one way 
to improve tile health statLus of Indian people was to re
cruit Indian women in leadership roles within the health 
deliverv svst,,n. itoever, according to tile4 planners of 
Indian he h care, there Were no qualit ied Indian women 
to a'.,tme lealerstiip roles. Yet as Indi in women do he
c me qualified and, indeed, do seek 1--adership positions 
.n tile *Aealth care t tie health carL s,.'steM seems 

reluctant to accept their qualifi,'ations. 
!hercbv, Indian ,.omen are It t w. th tile question: 

wnat is tile r'le for women as ht,.i tn care provliders. 
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RUSSELL E. MRGAN
 

The expectations of all people have risen to the 

point where the demand for a better quality of life 

represents a dominant force throughout the world. 

Resources, always in short supply, are being sorely 
taxed by escalating demands for services that are per

ceived as basic human rights. This is especially 

apparent in the health sector, where rising expectations 
and rapid population growth conspire to impede the 

extension of even minimal health services to the less 
advantaged of the population. In most developing 
countries the people who live in rural areas comprise 

nearly 80 percent of the total population, and in the 

best of circumstances, less than 37 percent of these 

rural dwellers have access to any type of health service. -
The governments who are primary providers of health
 

services in the developing countries are constantly
 

facing difficult choices. Resources presently available
 
for health are not only limited but a large percentage
 

is being used to care for people who are ill. In a
 

recent survey carried out by the World Bank, it was
 

found that 26 percent of the 65 developing countries
 
included in the survey have an annual per capita outlay
 

for health of less than $1. Further, an analysis of
 

government expenditures revealed that "seldom do they

iaxceed 2 percent of GNP" and that "public health services
 
cover only a stall propnrtion of.,the population because
 

heavy emphasis is placeu on high cost, individual cura
tive medical care, as opposed to environmental and
 

preventive measures."
 
Increasingly,healtih Is being viewed by policymakers
 

and planners as an essential and Integral part of the
 
economic and social development process. Certain health
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measures, such as controlthe of communicable and infec
tious diseases, changes in nutritional and reproductive

behavior and In environmental conditions, are viewed as
 
having direct relationshipto dcevlopmental effor s.
In the judgment of economists who are engaged in investi
gating the impact of health on.economic development,

there Is urgent need for health policies and programs
 
that, enhance..thep rod it 
 I -i-apa)i-ty-of-t-Lhlabor-force 
and permit development 



to take place in geographic areas 
 -N
where low standards of health and Iealth related prob
lems are Inhibiting progress. 
 Increased productivity

and access to raw materials are, of course, critical to
 
the expansion of business and industry.
 

Currently, many governments are reassessing their

health priorities and are beginning to emphasize health

improvements f6r all persons 
 rather than quality care
 
for a fe(. This ditift in emphasis has Important conno
tatio-i for development.
 

Some of the most devastating health problems in the

developing countries are those that be
could significantly
reduced through individual and collective action. For

example, diarrheal diseases which are a major cause of
 
infant mortality are prevencable through individual
 
Initiative and health behavloral changes, Personal
 
hygiene, 
 along with potable water, are the necessary
ingredients. 
These types of initiatives are not
 
dependent on a health delivery system and therefore can
 
occur in areas presently not served.
 

U.S. foreign assistance efforts in health, both

governmental and nongovernmental, haVe focused 
 primarily
on developing health manpower, organizing health services,
and eradicating or controlling specific diseases, such
 
as malaria and smallpox. The long hard process of achiev
ing health improvement is by
complicated ever-icreasing 
numbers of people to be served. Goveinment income con
straints 
in the poorer developing countries compel con
sideration of added 
sources of support for health activi
ties. This concern has generated interest on the part

of govenments In developing 'ountries and foreign

assistance groups in find.ng ways of getting individuals
 
and communities to assume 
incre.*spd re~ponsibility for
meeting some of their .own health neLd Drawing on the
experiences of United ardthe States other developed
countries where the priva. , sector has plaied an impor
tant role in influencing -alth activities, Initiating

health services, and 3timulating citizen participation in
health affairs, health experts considered it logical that
similar activities In developing countries would
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accelerate health development. Information, however, was,
 
not available about the extent to which the national
 
(indigenous) voluntary and private sectors in developing
 
countries were involved in health work.
 

An Initial step In exploring such involvement was 
taken by the American Public Health Association through 
a study which was begun in 1969. The study, carried out--.-.--. in ollaboration withtlte -Worild-Federation of-Public--::"' 

Health Associations, addressed the following: 1) the 
prevalence of indigenous voluntary health organizations; 
2) their contrihutions to the achievement of national 
health objectives; and 3) the obstacles they face in 
obtaining citizen participation in the health affairs 
of their countries. The activity was financed initially 
by the Milbank Memorial Fund, and later by the U.S.
 
Agency for International Development. Six major conclu
sions were drawn from the study: 

1. Voluntarism in community health affairs is not
 
a phenomenon unique to the culture of developed countries. 
In fact, national (indigenous) voluntary health agencies 
and Societies of health professionals were found to be 
functioning in the 63 countrie,surveyed. 

2. Wile national voluntary groups lit developing 
countries are contributing in varying degrees to health 
Smprovements, they are not working to their full poten
tial due to lack of expertise and resources. 

3. The Impact of national voluntary health organi
zati ns In developing countries is hampered by the lack 
of mechanisms for fostering joint planning and action 
by the voluntary groups themselves and by thlese groups
 
and their respective governments. 

4. The ministries of health in many of the devel
oping countries value the contributions being made by the 
national voluntary groups and hope that in the future they 
will place increased emphasis on educating the public 
about health and stimulating citizen Participation In
 
health affairs.
 

5. The programs of many of the national voluntary
 
health organizations are in a state of transition. For
 
these organizations, education and Influence fer changes
 
in health behavior are becoming their new priority.
 

6. The potential of the national voluntary health
 
organizations in many developing countries will not be 
realized until the concept of "vountarism" is broadened. 
At present, many of them depend on government or inter
national organizations to finance their operations, and {. 
little is done to seek contributions of money, material 
iad manpower Eton.lndivilOdals and local organizations 
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comprising the private sector. Furthermore, their member
ship is usually small, drawni from tile capital city area 
only, and comprised mainl'v ot individuals from tile middle 
SoCiOeCOnOrm. class of ile societv.
 

Also included as a part oI the APIIA study were
 
successful demonstration projects 
 in Cost a Ri ,z and tile 
Philippines in which eftorts were directed toward
 
strengthening volint arv involvement in health work.
 

;hOn the study findings were shared with representa
tives of vol-intary heallt,. orlani .,ations and governments, 
tile governments considered tile concepts most useful and 
proposed further action be initi, ed .issoon.as possible.
[the representatives at tile Costa Rik .1 ':onference recom
mended and took steps to establish a National o'-m.ittee
 
of Voluntarv ilaliil Organizat ions. 
 P.rt ic ipat ing groups
pledged st.i and ,other support ing services to aid tile
 
Com.ittee in ,h hieving Jegal san't ion 
 ind in prep.iring 
a plan of ,i,tion. In September ki this -.-ear, tile National 
orLm ittet c hit.'.d legal recognition. 

',Ithe Philippines, ill".'hicii representatives from 
1i6 countrits part icipaltCd, it was tile consensts that tile
 
vol untir', aiid 
 pri., t sectors ot developing countries
 
should bt re actielv engaged 
 in helping, to meet tie
 
ieiltil needs 
 of tlii21. :.1t itions. i he o pituon was expressed 
that ,Agood ,means )f .it ieving this goal would be to 
Cs t ib i s linkie s "it:, the voluntarv; and priv/ate sectors 
of levelped count rie- ;iere tile resources and work of
 
nongovc rmenta.1 ;roups 
 have had, ,ad cont inlle to have,
.Isi:ific.ulnt effect ,n ilealth developments. rhe
 
estiblishment 
 of these linka.:es was en-ouraged. Joint 
action ol the privamte sector in dev, lopini, and developed
conntri es ,otild ofter expertise, s:iired experiences and 
added resources for major contribut i,ns for health
 
improVem-ents in developin4 
 countrio,. 

i. Ai'ii,\ has been lsked to expl!,rc the interest of
 
tile . v.-oluntarv and 
 privaLte soct,,rs in participating
 
in t:iv :orm.tion of such liinkit'St rate gv Con., ihl. 
fIerenceo is for tiis purpose. Invita'iti 01 hi.ve been 
extended to a broad sLamplini; of the 1.5. v,,luntarv and 
private sectors, including buisiness, industry, libor, civic 
organi. .,ti,ons, phil~inthropic groups, prtiessional socie
ties, relicon; ,'galli.:itions ind %lolintirv health 

* 	 Copies of t;ei ,vnffereti. e ret, t are ,iv.ti lible bv 
writing to: Mr. Russell I.. Morgan, tr., .\American Public 
Health Association, Division of lItellirnit tioil Health
 
i'ro4rias, 11)15 l8th St. , 
 , 	 ';ashington, Dl.C. 20016. 
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agencies. Approximately 40 participants are expected
 
to attend the Conference to be held or. November 10-11,
 
1975 in Washington, D.C.
 

An initial step was the formation of a Conference 
Planning Cormittee with membership drawi, from various 
elements of the U.S. voluntary and private hectors. 
Participation of the members has been on a voluntary 
basis and supported by their organizations. APIIA, with 
funds from AID, has provided staff and consultant 
services. Other expenses associated with the Conference 
are being bornt, by the volur.tarv and private sector 
organizations and Al). [he key que'stion to be discussed 
by the Conference part icpalnts Will ht , "I'nder what
conditions and in what was might the vo on t arv and 

private sectors in the United Stats work with the
 
voluntary and private sectors in developing; countrics,
 
to encourage and support increased voluntary citizen
 
pirticipation in the health affairs -f developing countries."
 



D)AVID .M.FRENCH 

By tile early ltl ,'s under -;,)HO leadership, an ever
increasing effort wa. being rounted 
 to eradicate smallpox
Irom the earth. !he United St ates, throuagh its Agency
 
tor Internaitional [eve lopment (AID), bec,ame 
 involved in 
; I ijor .vay through tile 'lt \Iri,'l ,1tict, -it Brazzaville, 
beginning in 196h, tj. help in ;n.ll ipox ,rili-ttiqn from
 
the A' ri c an cont i:ent. Recent reports ill tile press are
 
controversial; 't sone cleiilr 
 that, with tile exception of 
Ethiopia, smalllpox hias indeed 'een tradicated in Africa. 

it implications of scces-istulthe .radication of a
 
signi!l,'ant killer inJ of iind
.rippler .-... by preventive
 
i:,Ja:5., :,r .i I inite and r.-asonablv jii sI n'lt ol funds
 
andi pter sonnvl , ire in,.,I mind 
 When compared 
to th. :: i:niit. inv'it-.Mlt in ti.-v :ip.,no .' required for 
tht trheat.,nt of the s-i-v diseise and the dmei orat ion of 
its crippling. ele,cti, .,:it: i ,leI.in th t maximum exten
si.:. o! t,. previ,nt ion model to I :inumber 0! other diseases 
in ilt im.itt-iv the ,.ore it i,i.il approich. Ii was quite 
nat ural , th re:ort-, :or *,',) ind AM t , ,.si rt t, luild on
 

their ,'Cei:, in -c-. ,1' r,adi ".iticn by 'onti nied
 
re: inv-..:t ,' the ., itio:,! ;,';-how which haild been
 
,deve pt., ,': r 'io:iI !'li', , :', i :, ill turn hid been 
o es-ont i t o lth si 1 : -. al 

amp t i . 'Hit" : dlsti, o! ',' '..' ' rt- no 


.. 0o S:. Ipox eradicat ion 
less obvious to 

r it. lthe t o-.l:, '.',:t countries,hr0o 'us and,
 
t .r-z.:,,re, meet ifis 
 2' 1!e-.t' '.',i '.;-.ministries, Wilt), and
 
p ,,i l.,nors, I k. t..
oil so,,n .. . . . sus in early 1971 to 
esta )i ish reaii.,nal ip;r:r a . , :,,,1 h problens; in all, 
2'' t'entr All. :ll st r: i- .cunt " , "'ert involved. 

.;Hi) involvement, i iA1 )osib lv dor.or, camie
 
to :lo.sur,. in,<a 
 me-t i2, it hF'''.u1,ru;arv 21-'2 

i tt ; e , (roducto : " i- . r. vect ;1 pe!r is "uediIb 
i,,,g - i " 1 y,:um,.in s immrv. 

U':i'ic pr, lect .r. 1! . hi! wet! . "(i ) tost rt2::.tlt i .1 :! .",t n': .in~l~de~t',.! , thle1!t 0 i 11 

:.in:i tris c.: le.lti i:: ' , ,ntri: and .,st A* rican 
,O:;I;!t ti inv it .'hi t il ishiv I Ii,,es, v'2t control 

, ( , )p'ro tl .- tt! :'i vl, ,vr(,i't- iditi :,il pr. gl-ams, 
inc 1u,1 t: nt- lth pl1lnnin : in!l t;;t h' i '. 1 p1u1 i (c 
heli th - v--'', is -hvt r- ine . v tc: .v priorit itvs, 
reso irct- t:i ,Ift"IS." 

[h pr, jet p.iptr ",pci it i n.ts two!', b~isic 
,issu.-.t ions: (1) that "ithec !-, ;., the region will 
continue tileir cooptrat i'.'e, rt'lUi .:.'n,i;,. with 'llh, 
L'Organilstion de toor.dinit ion t 1h- ,lopt'rition pour la 
lutte contrt. les (,randles hid.::. , .U ) .and I.'4rganisation 
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de Cooperation pour la lutte contre les Endemies en
 

Afrique Central (OCEAC)," and (2) "...other major donors
 

will retain, as a high priority item, the development of 
basic health servic-es...."
 

Four kinds ot activities were designated as those
 

which would develop effective mechanisms for dealing with
 
the region's health problems, as follows: (1) coordinated
 

planning, (2) manpower training, (3) development of a
 
prototype health deliver% system, and (4) improved demo

graphic and disease collection analysis.
 
Lastly, In the paper's discussion of the goals, it
 

should be noted that it was anticipated that (1) "interest 
will be developed by other international donor organiza
tions that will facilitate closer coordination, planning 
and coopera fve health programs, and (2) funds from 
other sources will be (made) available to assist in the 

development of certain elements of the health delivery 
system such as MCI/child-spacing, demographic and vital 
data collection, nutrition activities, etc." In addition 
to the U.S., other donors identified were France (FAC,* 
ICCG;E and OCEAC), the United Kin .dom, 'N agencies (WHO, 
UNICEF, [ILo, [ND'), etc. ) ani the hrost countries. Al so 
identified in terms o" speci'ic programs were the Euronean 
Economic Community's .European Develop;:ient Fund (FED), 
Canada's Canadian Internat ionail levvI .op..t it Agency (CII)A), 
and Sweden's Sweu ish International !)ev. opment Agency 
(S IDA). 

And, lastlv, certain pei ic programs ot All) in 
existence were pinpointed: tie "aternal inid Child Health 

Extension project, the DAN;F.\ project in ;hania, the 
University Center for Health scien'.e, (t(1-') project in 

the Cameroons and the O)CEA, "b iei ilth Irainin, Project. 
All were identified as eheitial tie-is t,, the proposed 
new 20-country pro jett. 

O! great interest, as '. ,h '.l ,I our proposed 
project in respons, to i , , 1s eoiientilenre n4 .ek)C 
presentation in the project piper in:i .iting the vastness 
of the problem (backed up by statist icil quotat ions) and 
the smallness O t t resour. s in pto sonrwtl and fundl s 
available. The conclusion "'ias thth need Ior reo r i en tat ion 
of health services, ind i quote: "Hit: countries ot central 
and West Africa art, o reali:oin.; tiic nvcssity tor expand

ing the provision of heallth s,.r'.'ic,- . the rural popula
tions emphasiziw public health in! ;rt-vent ion. Ihcv are 

Fonds d'Aide et de Cooperation de la 1w publique
 

Francaise
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also beginning programs for health personnel 
in order to
equip them for 
this new role." It is further pointed out
in an All) Reconnaissance Team Report that "health problems

of 
tie region are dominated by preventable diseases ofmothers and children, who comprise 65' of the population
and are located predominantly in tie rural areas. ... 'thehealth delivery systems of the region are characterized 
by an emphasis on curative medicine In urban areas. 
Thus,
the governments of this 
region are attempting to meet
health challenge posed 

the 
by an overwhelming burden of preventable diseases with r&sources that are basically


inadequate, and a (large) portion of which are beingunwisely invested." Thus, -;' can he seen how the conclusion to reorient health se. vices was arrived at; and toindicate the full extent of this reortantatIon, I furtherquote: "In most of the countries of this region, a healthdelivery system designed 
to 
reach the greater part of
population is going to 
the 

be largely dependent upon healthworkers, other than doctors, at, the pr!mary providers ofhealth care. Thus , training of hea lth personnel tofunction effectivelv as the extension worker in tie
delivery system is a prime necessity."


Following the ',4H!-sponsored 
 Braz aville Conference,a specific project proposal was zenerated and ultimately
funded by All). The three areas to he addressed wereidentifiel as (1) to develop and improve Ilealth Planning
and Man'igement capabilities o" inistries of Health,(2) to further develop and improVe health manpower
training, and (3) to further Jevclop and expand a diseasesurveillance and health informition swt.'m, One shouldnote at this point that these to.-pass three of the fouractivity areas referred to ahove in the ','Fiproject paper,leaving out only the development f:a prototype health 
delivery system.
 

,"he .?-countrv project 
 proposed by All) was to beaccomplished t:'Thove 

areas being accomplisi ed 


in two p ti"ses, three activity 
int Ph ise 1, !urtlier identified 

as a :o:toperative phase in terms o specifiL deliveryprogram act ivity. [he initial phi sew. ;propo;ed to cover i two-year pteriod, encrate! ot ,: in .%frican
based of'ict, which would .raiw1 hea'. i* "apon consultants
who would -ptnd brier periods on th. c..e in Africa. 

act iVitV would in eflectSuch co:ist it'it, thit planning andpreparat ion for aln operative Phse Ir. >pecific objec
tives to be addressed in Phase I "w.oul be:

(I) improving and exten.ing; training programs or 
health officials at tihe regional centers in 
laom6 and l.a cos;
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(2) reviewing and/or redesigniqg existing Nationa,
 
Health Delivery Systems;
 

(3) assisting in formulating and updaling National
 
Health Manpower plans;
 

.4)assisring in further development of the 'regional
 
data center in Abidjan, both as ta intrinsic.
 

. .capabilities .l in-prcgra'in;
as w as to...-its .. and
(5) giving consultation assistance, as well a equip

ment and supply assist-, ce to operIative agencies
 

such as OCEAC, FAC, OCCGE and CDC.
 
In summary, ar project proposal was developed by AID
 

in rtsponse to needs and programmatic approach as"
 
developed In council by the ministries of some 2 Central 
and Rest African countries and 6t-Brazzaville. It was 
proposed by AID that this assistance be done In two 
phases, and that Phase I be carried out by a small Wes-,i 
African based staff, backed up by short-term ansultants,
 
addressing thre., of four identified activity areas
 
terminating in a. Ilan for an operative Phase II. 

The Boston University Medical Center has been keenly 

aware of and responsive to cornunity health care problems 

over the past seven to eight years. Even prior to this
 
most recent accK1 rated interest, community involvement
 
had be2n demonstrated through the Departments of Psychiatry
 
and Comunity Medicine (formerly Department of Public 
Health and Preventive Medicine), and a'4lome Medical 
Service has been extant for approximately 100 years. In 
response to the wave of humanitarian concern whirlh passed 
through the land in the late 1960's, the Boston University
 
School of Medicine developed a Department of Community
 
Medicine (as did many other schools) and, in partnership
 
with an adjacent area of inner city deterioration
 
(Roxbury), developed an OEO neighborhood health center. 
The Project Director of the Neighborhood Health Center 
and the Department of Community Medicine became one and
 
the same person (David M. French), and a tremendous amount
 
of experience was gained in the identification of health
 
problems-to medically unddrserved populations and the,
 
development of health care programts to meet such previously
 
unmet' need*.-,One felt like Christopher Columbus setting 
out in 1492 on a vast tinchart&d sea, with almost nothing 
as a guide except one's gut feelings and the newly stated 
egalitarian principles of OEO. Metropolitan Boston and 
Massachusetts proved, however, to be one area where such 
innovations could prosper, and the playing of a leadership 
role by Boston University, its Medical Center, its 
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Department of Community Medicine,and certain individuals 
within the latter have been invaluable. Not all has been 
positive in terms of what has been learned, but it is safe 
to say that a framework for the assessment of the needs, 
the sett~ng and the population, as well as the analysis 

_: _and.'subsequentdevelopment, of models, have.been established.__ 

In order to carry out the ?0-country project as 
proposed by AID, we plan to use the resources of two 
institutions,.he Division of International,Health 
Programs of the American Public Health Association and 
the Office of Community Health Affairs of the Boston 
University Medical Center. The Division of International 
Health Programs has had a six-year experience around the 
world as a consultative resource, as' well as more recently 
as a developer of low-cost health delivery models (DEIDS 
Project) in developing countries-in Southeast Asia and 
Central and South America. Its 'cnsultative resources 
have been broadly used by AID and others In assessment 
and evaluation of health care needs and programs, 
especially in the less developed countries. Boston
 
University, in addition to a large medical center allied
 
with a large city hospital complex, has a School of 
Nursing, a School of Allied Health Professions and vast 
other resources throughout the university complex. Of 
great importance is a university commitment to education 
and studies of a practical nature In comparative economic 
and social development related to developing countries. 
The African Studies Center is one of the oldest and r -
distinguished in the country, and, in 1972, a new C ,tter 
for Latin American Development Studies was established. 
New direction has been given to the African Studies Center 
wIth the appointment of a new director in June, 1975, and 
the acquisition of a Ford Foundation Grant making it 
possible to embark on a three-pronged program in: 
(I)'Social Structure and Rural Development Policy,
 
(2) Health Policy and Delivery of Health Services, and
 
(3) Population Distribution. Collaborative effort bec-as:
 
the African Studies Center and the University.Medical
 
Center, which will allow broad university participation,
 
cut;ing across usual divisional lines, will provide a
 
most unusual consultative base for this project. We will
 
thus be able to draw upon resources from the Economics
 
Department, the Political Science Department, the Law
 
School, the Department of Anthropology, the Department of
 
Sociology, the Department of Geography and the Health
 
Management Program of the School of Mtanagement. Each of
 

http:institutions,.he
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the foregoing have unusual-or indeed unique resources 
already previously experienced in international ( 
development. 

\piirationally the project Is designed to have am
 
African operational base with a small staff of six. On
 
the one hand, this staff will interface with the Regional


CouAdnc -(-alt- - trsof the
(composed -ofdthe- lmnise -- ----
20 met ;.! countries) and WHO for direction, and, on the 
other hand, 'With the Office of Con munity and International'' 
Health Affairs of the Boston University edical Center 
for consultative backup. Likewise, the African Opera
tional Base will interface with the Division of Interna
tional Health Programs of the American Public Health 
Association for further consultative backup, program 
evaluation and logistical support. A staff coordinating 
body of at least three persons, appointed and agreed upon 
by the American Public Health Association and Boston 
University, shall function in a rekieu capacity to 
facilitate the integration of the ,peration of the two 
organizations., In addition, this program shall fall 
under the purview of a university-wide Committee on 
Development Studies, providing the institutional vehicle 
for collaborative work across disciplinary and regional 
lines. 

As per the Statement of Work developed by AID, three
 
program areas are identified: (1) Public Health Planning
 
and Administration, (2) Training (manpower development),
 
and (3) Data and Disease Surveillance, We have further
 
identified three kinds of act-1vities to be pursued
 
relative to these areas: (a) assessment, (b) design,
 
organization and development, both of which apply to all
 
three above areas, and (c) training program development,
 
which applies only to the Manpower and Data and Disease
 
Surveillance areas. The assessment and the design,
 
organization and development activity inputiwill be
 
backed up by consultants of three categoriCa) types:
 
(i) Health Care (HCH, nutrition and community health), 
(it) Admins'trative (Public Health Admnilstration, Health 
Hanagement,and Fiscal and Economic Management), and 
(iii) Societal (development economists, geographer
planners, socio-anthropologists and legal-political 
specialists). in the area of Data and Disease Surveil
lance, additional consultative input is proposed from 
epidemiologists, demographer-biostatsticlans and data 
systems specialists. 

Based on previous experience in developing countries
 
and the information received relative to needs as articu
lated by the Council and WHO, we have responded by
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designing the foregoing format, Undoubtedly, after the 
program I~s Initiated,L1e need f9y changes will occur, and 
flexibility will be malained throughout in order to 
improve our ability to rpond more effectively to 
expressed needs. Twenty countries to be covered in depth 
In two years by our limited resources''is a veritable : 

- ---- mpossibilit- --This- suggests- #;at-more will-be- done-in
some than In others, and this Is a reasonable expectation, 
since requests for assistance will certainly vary quanti
tatively as well as qualitatively,. 

There is no doubt that our input will be directed 
toward delivery 2rogram development at the village level 
as we plan for Phase I, and this appears to be mandated 

* by the 20-country council. This means that manpower 
development will be directed toward paraprofessional roles 
trained to deliver care, which has prevention as its 
ul timate outcome. 

An the program progresses, consultants will 
undoubtedly discover within their areas of expertise 
programs which they could develop appropriately from 
within the University. Likewise, the American Public 
Health Association's commitment to development of low
cost health deliveiry projects in developing countries 
will be most appropriately situated for realization in . 
Africa. These could well relate to African educational 

i,,nstitutions as well as government. Such would be 
6.ouraged and developed under other ,zidingas approp
riate. Graduate and other students frpm either side of 
the Atlantic no doubt will have much tmadd. The only 
criteria to be met would be project definition, Indicating 
it to be (1) functional for the country(ies) involved 
and (2) related in a general supportive developmental 
sense to the core project's goals. With this in mind, 
the University has indicated a willingness to invest 
some of its on resources initially to help get the ball 
rolling. 

11 

This paper has dealt with the historical background 
behind the consequent development of a regional interna
tional health project getting underway in Central and 
West Africa. This regional project is a multi-donor 
response to the expression of needs of some 20 health 
ministries acting in council with the mediation assistance 
of the Regional Office,,of'VHO in Brazzaville. The pro
posed input by the USA through AID is being contracted
 
to,"a collaborative effort bezween the American Public
 
Health Association and the Boston University. The initial
 



Phase I (two years) will utilize consultants to assess,
 

analyze and propose approac .es to health care development 

in the individual countries in a regional context. An 
operative Phase 11, to follow, will ie developed as a 

natural outgrowth, reflecting previous thought and plan
ning in collaboration with the ministeri, their council, 
WHO, other donors and other programs. A plinned ongoing 
program of evaluation by the American Public Health 

Association should contribute much of value for future 
use in other internationil health .tevelopment projects of 
a similar nature.
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JAMES C. McGILVRAY 

You and I have an impos, ng array of experts available
 
tus this afternoon, who will tell us uovi that very 

necessary Ingredient of financial assistance might most 
appropriately be applied to the <promotf4nn of primary 
health care. Our mandate for this panel requires that 
we examine past experience as well as future roles for 
international organizations. I would hope that we do 
not make too much of past failures, except insofar as 
these have led to new Insights abott our role for the 
futre.
 

W-We are all ,.ware -cPthe
tremendous Imbalance In the
 
--health services o( developing countries, where as much
 
as 80 percent of populations are deprived of access to
 
health care facilities and manpower. The focus of our
 

presentations, therefore, and of.our subsequent dis
cussion should be directe to the question of how 
international assistance might redress this imbalance and 
injustice, and to serve those who are presently deprived. 
As director of the Christian edlcal Commission, 1 think 
it would be appropriate if I began with a text, "What
 
man is there of you, whom if his son asks b-ead, will ie
 
give him a stone? Or if he asks a fish, would he give
 
him a serpent?"
 

We are caught In a terrible dilemma. While, on the
 
"one hand, we recognize the need to develop primary
 

* health care if we are to serve those many millions of 
' our fellows who are presently deprived of health ser

vices; on the other hand, those nations which can afford
 
to extend assistance are the very ones whialh exported 
the existing system and gave it such international
 
prestige that the majority of the less developed
 
nations are vainly trying to copy it. Their slow rate
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of economic growth and growing Populations make the equitable distribution of facilities practically Impossible 
short of the millenium. Unless we are 
first willing to

acknowledge our faults, it is likely we will continue
 
to give stones and serpents Instead of bread and fish.
--.-,-,-JL,-_I,-,aspresen r-atr-the-Exec utive -Board of HO'ado -was------.. 

privileged to participate in the debate when the primary
health care strategy was first introduced in January of
this year, The original paper had laid stress on the

need to promote primary health care In the developed,
 
as well as the less developed countries. But, all
 
reference to the deoeloped countries was later omitted
 
at the insistence of their representatives. Apparently,
 
we are still unwilling to admit that raymillions are
still deprived of adequate health services in 
our own
 
countries. Nevertheless, in spite of thtJs omission,

the policy still contains many explosiv characteristics
 
which we cannot afford to ignore and uhich will hope
fully affect the character of international assistance.
 

It begins with a confession of failure--that most
 
health care systems are designed by professionals largely

for their own satisfaction and are not what the consumers
 
want. The logical outcome of this would be that we no

longer deal with ministries of health in negotiating

assistance, since thes! ministries are hotbeds of
 
professionalism. The policy paper goes on to 
the propo
sition that primary health care should b .designed very


r 
 largely by the conunities to be serveJ and should

reflect their culture and life-styles. It further states
 
that all other echelons of health services must now
 
become supportive of the primary health care priority.
While I fully agree with these propositions, I do not 
see how international assistance, which is most fre
quently on a government-to-government level, can reach
 
to these conaunities, or even begin to change the
 
priorities within the present systems,unless there first

exists a strong national will to do so. 
We have not
 
been very successful in changing our own priorities.

While every medical school now has its department of
 
cummunity health, it is usually 'toused in some temporary

quarters at the back of the main building, which

exemplifies its ranking in the hierarchy of our medical
 
priorities. Attempts have been made to induce people

conditioned by the present system to change the system
itself, but these have also failed.
p 

Dr. Joe Wray of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, who tried it for eight years at 
a medical school in Bangkok, Thailand, admitted to me

recently that it 
was a failure. All the students took
 
recently___hat_-____as______a_____________ 
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the ECFMG examination! He is now convinced that the
 
system itself must undergo radical change. Yet this is
 
unlikely to happen without some radical potit+ical and
 
structural changes in those countries we are anxious to
 
help. Yet the constraints of our oin,n ndates may
 
prohibit us from giving aid to countries"whose political
 

fhaoi i -- iero h radical change if primary 
health care is ever to become a reality.
 

The primary health care strategy relates changes in
 
the present health system to Innovations such as the
 
use of front-line village h.AltI workers and Indigenous
 
practitioners for the promotion of primary care. We have
 
several examples of these in the form of projects, and,
 
by and large, they are successful. Unfortunately, they
 
are carried out as isolated activities, separated from
 
the ongoing hospital-based systems which absorb most of
 
the capital and recurrent budgets. [t would be traic
 
if we simply continue to support only those projects
 
which we can Identify as primary health care strategy
 
at the cost of effecting radical changes in the whole
 
system. The danger is twofold. We might end up with
 
several iblands or models which have effected no change
 
whatsoever In the present national priorities, even
 
though they provide answers to the problems. On the
 
other hand, we might easily create a two-tier system;
 
one for the minority, with access t; a highly sophisti
cared system, and one for the remainder of the population.

'If t.is should happen, a policy which was Justified in
 
the tirst place by the tragedy of the roor and the
 
deprived, ends up by benefitting the rich.
 

During the past eight years, the Commission with
 
which I am associated has been iavolved In sejeral
 
experiments which have attempted to match scarce resources
 
against the need for effective health care for the
 
m:xImum number of peop e, and we have learned many
 
things. Let me list some of those,,which we have shared
 
with the governmental and nongovernmental development
 
agencies which use our services for evaluating their
 
health projects. The first is that, while it is true
 
that approximately 80 percent of developing country
 
populations have no access to health care facilities,
 
the provieion of such facilities would have minimum
 
effect unless these comunities were assured a sanitary
 
environent and adequate nutritious food. It is the lack
 
of this protective substructure in the environment,
 
rather than lack of medical intervention, that makes a
 
great part of the world's population subject to the
 
constant threat of infection. Secondly, no matter how
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imaginative or economically viable the health care pro
ject may be in tha eyes of the designer, it will not 
take root if it is designed for 'eople rather than with 
them. And yet, while community participation in the 
design of, and decision-making about, a health care 
program is Imperative, It Is also very frustrating, 

e the felt 
,needs of the community. We have also learned that the 
closer to a bare subsistence level the community is,
the less Its expectations that assistance such as 
medical intervention will be of any benefit at all. Yet 
even while we know these things, we have seen very little 
indication that any country is willing to apply them or
 
give the necessary priority to the establishment of 
primary health care. The constraint is not economic,
 
nor is At technological; it is pts1iAcal, and it is 
entrenched by a professional elitc-that is unwilling to 
give up the rewards which the present system ensures. 
Let me give you an example of this dilemma. 

The World Bank recently decided to advance Bangladesh 
a loan of 45 million dollars to be spent on health and 
family planning. Much of It will be spedt' on buildings, 
some of whichicould be provided by the rural communities 
themselves"if they could be motivated to do so. ituch of
it will be spent on expensive programes to produce
doctors and graduate nurses who have little idea of their 
own people's needs. Bangladesh, under its present and 
previous political identity, has thus far produced seven 
thousand doctors. Fifteen hundred have gone to the 
developed countries, whose medical needs they hive been 
trained to care for in the first place, because medical 
education in Bangladesh is still modelled on thi British 
pattern of the 1940's. At least 3,000 of these toctors
 
are established in the urban centers like Dacca aid
 
Chittagong. That leaves 2,500 for all the rural a.:eas,
 
or an average of one doctor per 28,000, even if they are
 
evenly distributed, which they are not.
 

Most of the diseases in Bangladesh are due to para
sitic infections, many of which are water-borne, together
with diseases of the skin. There is a high Incidence of 
gastroenteritis and scabies and the like. Yet, in 
Bangladesh, doctors know much more about the oftreatment 
thrombosis and how to use a cardiac monitor. 
In the
 
medical school textbooks, the treatment of scabies 
requires a "bath in the evening" before application of 
the recommended ointments. Yet, Lhe poor in Bangladesh 
have either too much water or none at all, and nobody
 
ever bathes in the evening for fear of catching pneumonia! 
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On the other hand, se Vral pro tctLS in Bangladesh 
have demonstrated that 03 percent : tLhe country's
medical needs c: be adequately m" Sv village' health 
workers with a few months' practi,.al tralining, together 
with continuing; retrainin :. [he people ,do not need 
expensive housing, nor do t hey e xpe t elitis t schools 
*:or their children an,; su;,ermtrke-s !or their < iilv 
needs. 

How then do we resolve this problem! Let me suggest 
some possible solutions as topics for our general debate. 

1. Our first concern should be the creation of a 
national will to develop primary health care for a total 
population as the first pririLt.. .itho"" such a national 
commitment to cii.inge, our moaI. s imp 1. provide answers 
to questions wiliih were not he i : " '1.k d. It may require 

bypassing tie Anistrv of iewal i: to seek the highest 
level o, g.,vernment. 

2. '.;here ;ucil a :it i,, il will :or cianx;e cannot be 

expected, "-we shoula -conctr.it. on .,riculture, housing, 
sanitar'. measures and .: e1uc.it in, which will 
prbal)' contribute -;.'re to ciit h t iw teipgrading 

of hospitals. :his; w,,11,' be rv. .Inder-;tand in), of optioln 

number one propI,ed b'."th,- olId Bin. 
3. We should dec lare .i mor.Ltoriim on tile ftunding 

of sophisticated and hi.:hlv technl,,:ical facilities 
until thnere has been i demon-tr.te, "ill to build up a 
network of primary heAIlth I cilit ie 'hicii will make 
them relevant. 

4. We shtould stop exportin,: our rmodel-s, which are 
usually inappropriate and much too ,ostlI. 

http:on-tr.te
http:conctr.it


HARY 	 R. MEAR 

We have been hearing a great deal about the trends 
in the setting of priorities for health care and in the
delivery of health care to meet these priorities. Now 
we come to consideration of the ways In which inter

____--nationai -assistance-may-facilitate-tthe meeIng-of-these --
same priorities.

There are a number of .asumptions or constraints 
that set, or might set, tie boundaries of aid. I'd
 
like to 
list same of these and then comment on the
 
Implementation of a few of them. 
They are drawn in part
from the principles that formed the basis of discussions 
between the World Health Organization and tle Christian 
NIedical Commission of the ofWorld Council Churches In 
Geneva, Switzerland, and rney have been developed by

both, together and separately, out of their own 	 studies.1 

Assumptions underlying assistance In health care: 
1. Health care should be shaped by the cultural 

.ife-styl~s of the target populations,

2. 	 It should be in line with the philosophy of 

health, healing and Illness of said population. 
3. 	Its delivery should be within the economic 

resources of the area involved, be it nation or 
region.

4. 	 It should fit into the national or official 
structures for health care. 

5. 	It should be coordinated within the private 
Sector with some degree of overalj,,planning.

6. 	It should be provided for, whereer'possible, 
from International or multilateral sources, 
not bilateral backing of one donor in one country 
to one recipient in another. 

7. 	 It needs to be community-oriented, aimed at 
improving the community's health. 

8. 	 It should have consumer input, from those for 
whom 	 the health care is intended. 

should hand9. 	 It go in hand with other non-health 
programs as a multidisciplinary effort to help 
a community meet its needs. 

10. 	Host of the personnel to provide the cate should
be generalists 'in job description and in training,
at whatever level they function. 

Assuming that these principles serve as guidelines
for the private agencies in their policy decisions, what 
are some of dhe implications? 
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Donor agencies should consider seriously the value 
of coordinating.theirseparate health programs In coun 
tries or regions of countries where they are at work. 
There are already 12-18 such coordinating groups in 
various stages in Africa and other regions of the world. 
Since they are difficult to budget for In the beginning, 

--- here -is -a -place-.for Jfunding,;-assisting--E xfstng--agencies--
with personnel and funds until they are on their own, 
or helping fund workshops where agencies do not exist 
so that a climate for forming one can be developed.2 

In this fashion private programs can do some overall 
planning, execute some economies, contribute to the 
national health service and participate In distributing 
health care to the whole population. One might allocate 
further funding for training of locally selected persons 
to head up these agencies. This might include Inter
field visits by these persons. 

Again, workshops might help to develop enthusiasm 
and ability to collect raw data about health, so that 
information becomes available for future planning. The 

' most successful person I know at making a start at raw 
data collection of demographic and vital statistics',
 
sitting waiting for someone to put it all together Is 
Mis. arabelle Taylor, R.N., in the Cameroun. 

Funding might also arrange for seminars of the direc
tors of these coordinating agencies. 3 

Again, if consumer input is Important, and it is 
thought to be vital, it may need to be helped into useful 
existence by workshops, seminars, jr conferences to 
develop consumer participation and responsibility for 
health care decision making. These conferences need to 
be funded. There is also room for pilot projects and 
role models tried out by the private sector In selected 
areas to iron out the kinks.
 

Health care in its narrower sense does not often 
change the health patterns of a community. But when 
combined with agriculture, all-weather roads, safe 
water, food, etc., remarkable'improvements in health 
occur. A well-known example at present of this approach 
is that of the Aroles4 In India. I would put in a 
special plea at the moment for the newly independent 
nations of Africa, namely, .ozambique, Angola and 
Guinea-Bissau, who were previously controlled by Portugal
 
and had little capital to invest in services. When the 
new national governments set up their health scrvices, 
and private and official agencies offer help, I would 
hope that here Is a special opportunity for coordination 
in planning and programs. The central plateau of Angola
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has for years had a multidisciplinary illage program
called the Betterment of the People (u.elhoramento do
Povo) which included village health workers (enfermeir-s),

combined with church leaders, schools, literacy programs,

Irrigation ditches, water supplies, latrines, tiling of

floors and roofs, agricultural programs for soil conser

arts programs. These are self-supporting, except for 
the training of the leaders and some of the supplies.

Such a program should be encouraged and built into the

nationwide system. Hopefully, relief and crisis help

will be planned so as not 
to destroy such far-reaching

self-supporting community programs.
 

Since I am speaking for myself and out of my own

experience, I would like 
to plead for an International
 
or multilateral approach to new projects by the 
private

sector. A bilateral approach, with the donor agency in
the U.S.A. and the receiving community In the Third 
World, for example, cannot escape the taint of the power
ful using power for their own purposes, even If in the
guise of "unselfish" help, and the powerless feel frus
trated and often betrayed. Even to ourselves, we 
Americans are no longer the virtuous givers of gifts

from our plenty, but we are power-hungry and ready to
 
preserve ourselves at the expense of others.
 

Anything we do has 
to lose a share of its effective
ness because of this political reality. So I would ucge
the use of international agencies for sponsoring projects
and administering the funds. leastAt there is a greater
chance that Third World voices will be heard aon more 
equal footing in the decision making, and no one group

can be accused of securing its own ends other than 
ones openly proposed. Again, I make this plea for 

the 

Angola and Mozambique that private American agencies work
through international agencies rather than each for

himself, and that the donor strings be decided not Just
 

' in the donor agency but in some group where recipient

voices are represented. 
Our own good health is partially

built on other's good health, and none of us can

healthy unless all of us on 

he
 
the globe have more equal
 

health.
 
And, finally, there Is a great emphasis on primary


care centers to be staffed by all kinds of workers, called 
by many different names. 
They are to come from the 
com
munity and be trained in different ways, but almost
 never on the long expensive doctor route. 
 These health
workers will need to be generalists for the problems
of their areas, combining prevention with curative work.
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Some of the primary tasks already clearly useful in all
 
parts of the world involve n,'trition education, maternal
child health, midwifery, under-five clinics, family
 
planning, etc. The experts in planning and delivering
 
this kind of care are often not doctors, though they may
 
be, 	but other health professionals: midwives, nurses,
 
nurse practitioners nutritionists, etc. I would pro
pose that it is time that the consultants or professionals
 
appointed by private agencies (also government agencies)
 
to plan, diect, conbult 2nd make decisions be these
 
other professionals with the expertise, and not neces
sarily doctors. 'any are appointed to carry out these
 
tasks who have the special training necessary, but usually 
the 	paid executive who is setting policy is a doctor, a 
man, and even often a surgeon. I would propose that 
agencies appoint executives entrusted with policy
making in health for their expertise in primary health
 
care at the generalist level, Including women and non
doctor health professionals, and then listen to them as
 
executives, and not just as employees, to report and
 
implement programs. 

And I would suggest that primary care personnel be
 
trained in their own countries, with donor iunds used
 
to set up workshops, or translate, or puhlisu textbooks.
 
If 	 the trainee is to be brought to an industrialized 
nation such as ours, then let his training be tot In the 
great university teaching hospitals, with their urban 
technologies, but in rural situations more like their 
own, with personnel in charge like nurse practitioners, 
midwives, et al. I suggest rural programs like SAHA in 
Appalachia, Lend-a-Hland, the Frontier Nursc ., nurse 
practitioners In Minnesota and North Dakota, the Delta 
project in Mississippi, etc.
 

I have tried to make some comments related to imple
menting the guidelines, and I have not exhausted the 
possibilities, nor mentioned that wainyi of these things 
are being tried here and there, and mqny other ways also 
exist for offering Internationa.- a;slitance in health. 
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HOWARI)\ ROHE 

Although the imadiacy of the tangible problems of
 
disease and the corrosive effects ofimalnutrition are 
 I 
stark realities which are difficult to Ignore, there is
abundant evidence tha they. 
 -ron---------ntme
 
sure, effects of what might be called a systems failure. 
It goes withoutrsaying that the healch~care system of
 
any nation is both directly and indirectly dependent
 
upon each of the related and interdependent facets of
 
the educational-political-economic network which fronsti
tutes the social infrartructure of every society. There 
 jis a high correlation between anomi- and 
a ll the stan3)ard Indices of disease. However, f i r the most part, 
this has remained a more or less academic observation,
 
the desperate plight of the visibly sick and 
the pal
pably malnourished blurring needed attenti.n ti the root cause of the mo e tangible problems. Iiealth consequentAv
 
is an ecosystem phenomenon. I cannot be assessed in;a
 
social vacuum.
 

By the same token, what i (constnued to be the mental
 
health state of a society 
has ,o he viewed In the context
of its state of development. Onse, uently, the resources 
and standards that are considered adequate for mental
 
health ser\ices in the developed nations of the world
 
by no means 
 can be taken as criteria for the developing

nations. A laggard recognition of this fact has led to
 
the adoption of innovative practices in the provision

of direct mental health services in rural areas. 
Western medical practice is beginning to learn to share
 
its claim to professional autonomy with native healers, 
indigenous workers who have been recruited to its ranks, 
as well as a growing host of paraprofessionals. 

Specifically, since the end of 1World' War it, the 
practice of psychiatry all over the world has ramilied
 
throughout the communities 
 it seeks to serve. Previously,
its ministrations were confined larely to those prac
ticed in hospitals which had been converted from the 
isolated asylums of the 19th century estern world. 
The developing world's professionals, trained in Europe

in large part, midelled what meager they were ablecare 
to provide on the asylum-hospital model. This resulted 
in a caricature of what was intended by the French 
pioneer alienists' era of the Enlightenment. Mental 
patients were confined in what amounted to warehouses, 
with nothing or very-little in the way'of the "moral 
treatment" which is what ostensibly was being initiated. 
This was the imposition of colonialism at its worst. 
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In partial Justificanion, it must be said that in 
most Instances thio was not purposeful but rather inad
vertent. The mental IInsticution concept was a foreign
el--ent engrafted on developing society; adopted without 
due--regard- for the-ancillary-requl rements--the "pr&"
requisites of a sufficient cadre of trained professionals

and subprofessionals; of community sup~ort based on an 
understanding of what was intended; of financial
 
appropriations; of a legal iystem which appreciated the
 
righ.s of humane treatment; -)f an educational system
 
which would supplant the suie'rstitious notions of mental
 
Illness by modern medical knowledge.
 

It must be said that the developed world, supposedly 
enlightened,',as itself gullcy of the same neglect of 
the mentally ill. The standard of care in public mental 
hospitals especially had fallen to the scandalous state 
.aat was brought to public attention in the 1940's. 
Then too, for the first time the magnitude of the out
of-hospital mental health problem--the walking sick, 
and the occupationally unfit--was delineated in the
 
United States and We.terr. Europe. Post-World War I
 
was a time of accelerated interest in,1-ealth matters
 
generally, and mental health shared In that benefit.
 

Vie strictures of war had led t, innovative jsychi
atric practices in Great Britain, particularly; these
 
were readily adapted in the United States. Group
 
treatment in an outpatient ambulatory status led to the
 
creation of community centers, for it was finally
 
recognized that confinement in large hospitals removed
 
from community contact was counterproductive. In turn,
 

' this programmatic shift permitted the estahlishment of 
psychiatric units in general hospitals, both with attached 
and separate outpatient facilities. 

This model of. expansion of mental health activities 
was stimulated by Increasedpublic support, increased 
public educatloip and increased research budgets. It 
coincided with alworldwide political move of decoloniza
tion and an accompanying resurgence of native cultures. 
This perit!rtted a reassessment of practices of all kinds 
and a move to develop more appropriate models of health 
service. 

The stimulus that came from the synthesis of a new 
class of, psychotropic agents cannot be overestimated. 
It lessened the public fear of the potential "danger" 
of the psychotic being at liberty in the community. 
Moreover, its beneficial effeas are to be perceived In 
the salutary Influence this new and effective treatment 
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had on the professionals as well as the public at large.

It has lessened to some degree the stigma that appends
 
to the mentally ill.
 

In an era In which the diffusion of scientific-medical
 
innoatio links.-1 sectors of the world in a communi
t~Ins-~twr' ~t aiy understcoo-d that--the
developing nations of the world are able to choose those 
advances in the care, treatment and rehabilitation of 
psychiatric patients which are more appropriate to their
 
culture, and within their resources. Furthermore,

international collaboration now is an integral part of
the foreign policy of most nations ai well as civilian 
groups. The World Health Organization with its regional

offices assists in facilitating this arrangement. There

is also a network of lay and professional peopl- who com
pose the World Federation of Hental Health.
 

The World Psychiatric Association was founded In

1961. Through the agency o: its regional symposia, its
 
scientific sessions and its world congresses, it
 
coordinates on a 
worldwide scale the activities of Its 
79 national member societies, representing more than 
75,000 psychiatrists in all parts of the world except

in the Peoples Republic of China. It strives to
 
strengthen relations and facilitate interchange among

psychiatrists who work in the diverse fields that the
 
practice of psychiatry now embodies. The World
 
Psychiatric Association has working relations with the
 
World Health Organization, U4ESCO and other international
 
organizations. 
Thus, it is an International vehicle
 
for the interchange of professional information. 

.Insofar as concerns the intention of the World 
' 

Psychiatric Association in the sphere of International
 
assistance, it attempts to implement an unstated policy

by its efforts of convening many seminars and symposia

yearly at various places in the world. 
 It provides

speakers of international renown to participate with
 
local professionals and paraprofessionals and discuss
 
topics of current interest. Thereby, it stimulates
 
as it cross-fertilizes, communicating those ideas which 
 ' 
are germane to seed themselves in the practice of 
psychiatry generally. 
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Health workers concerned with problems of morbidity
 
and mortality in developing countries have found them
selves in recent years in the uncomfortable position
 
of being critized simultaneously from two opposite sides
 
of 'the same issue: "Can the investment in improved
 
health services in a developing society improve the health
 
and quality of life in that society to an extent 
comen
surate with the Otfficulties and costs of that invest
ment?"
 

From one side, concomLirant with the increasing recog
nition of local, regional, and global ill effects of1
 ,
 
rapid population growth, health workers were, and are,
 
often described as a major "part of the problem"-
adding to increased pressure on scarce resources by
 
reducing mortality in societies thit have not effected
 
the demographic transition from traditionally high
 

1
death and high birth rates to low death and birth rates.

Thus, in the view of many population policy advocates
 
in the 1960's and early 1970's, there has been an "either
or" relationship between family planning and h alth
 
services programs. 

From the other end of the firing line, especially 
as the magnitude of nutritional deprivation in early 
childhood in the developing world becomes more and 
more apparent, there has been increasing concern that 

'Ihealth services per se, particularly clinical health 
services, have little effect on the underlying causes 
of high morbidity and mortality, especially when compared 
to more basic determinants of nutrition and economic 

2 3status. ' Thus, according to these argumeits, invest
'
ment in health services may drain off scarce resources
 

from more fundamental growth and economic development
 
activities.
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Further, despite continuous articulation over the
 
past decade of the position chat health services, especi
ally those for children and mothers, need be integrated
 

- with family planning services, if the latter art _o be
 
accepLabe-anhdn as oita cle ~ there have been those who have argued that the urgencies
of curbing national and global population increases are
such that family planning program (usually taken te mean 
voluntary acceptance of child-spacing or-pregnancy
limiting measures) would prove inadequate, and that 
governments should and "must" embark on programs of
9'" population control 
(usually taken to mean a bypassing

of Individual and family choice in the matter).6
 

In this context of general antipathy between
 
family planning and health services, especially on the
 
part of governmental and private "donor" organizations

in the affluent countries, the past decade has seen a
 
massive funding of family planning programs in the
 
developing countries. 
Without question, this effort
 
has led1to major increased understanding of the behav
ioral, demographic, and technological dimensions of the
 
world population problem, and what might be done about
 
it. What are some of the associated outcomes to date 
of this increased knowledge and its applications?

Hany countries have articulated and adopted official
population policies; 80 percent of the developing world's 
population lives In countries with official Family
Planning Programs, and 90 percent of the population of
 
Asia lives in countries that have a national policy

aimed at decreased fertiliLy 7
 ; similar developments have 
been slower and less pronounced in Africa and North,
Central and South America. In the past decade, 72 
countries have shown a decline in fertility, 17 of them
 
by as much as 10 births/l000 population.8
PP1
 

However, the current annual growth rate of popu
lations in the developing countries is about 2.5 percent,
which means a population doubling-time of approximately
32 years, compared to 83 years in the affluent countries,
where population growth rates are 
less. There is 
growing skepticism that a simple continuation of present
efforts, even with an increase in program resources, 
will significantly decrease the world's rate of popu 
lation growth.

Further, spokesmen for the poor nations argue that 
increases in the number of people do not by any means 
reflect the whole story; that the disproportionate

consumption of wealth and non-renewable resources by.,the 
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inhabitants of the affluent countries more than offset 
their slower rates of population increase. 

Proponents and critics alikeof the push for population control' agree rhat no comer: has been. turned in :the 

__attempt to--achieve- abalance.betwee anns,,fertility . . 
and the resources of our planet. In addition, one can 
cite disturbing recent portents that suggest a worsening 
situation. Among others, these include: 

1. 	 increasing evidence of environmental pollution 
and decay, In rich and poor countries alike; 

2. 	recent actual and near-famine (e.g., the
 
Sahel, Ethopia, India-Bangladesh), and a month
by-month concern.with Lhe adequacy of global
 
and national food supplies and reserves to
 
meet short and long-run nutritional needs;
 

3. 	increasing articulation, in the affluent coun
tries, of "lifeboat," and "triage" ethics,, 
and discussion of the use of food as a strate
gic 	and political weapon;
 

4. 	growing awareness that we have made virtually
 
no progress in understanding or affecting the
 
problems of population migration and distribu
tion, especially problems of rapid slum
 
urbanization and rural human-resource depletion
 
in poor countries.
 

Thus, despite the efforts and advances of the past
 
decade, there remain at least five major generic problems
 
blocking a significant reduction of pressure on the
 
earth's scarce resources by way of a decrease in popu-


L. lation 	growth rates. These are:
 
I. 	Inadequate understanding of the psychological
 

and cultural factors that influence fertility
 
and migration. It is unlikely that family
 
planning programs can reach the masses of the
 
world's families, especially those of poor
 
rural areas, or sustain positive motivations
 
for decreased fertility, without a much more
 

.
detailed understanding of these factors tl n
 
at present exists.
 

,,.- i 2. 	Inadequate infrastructure and "delivery 
systems" by which to make and sustain contact 
with both rural nd urban populations, especially 
those of the 	poorest "Fourth World" countries. 
It is In this problem area that the greatest 
challenge lies to the potential integration of 
family planning and health services in situations
 
of extreme resource scarcity. 

3. Inadequate contraceptive technologies, truly
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mass-applicable in terms of effectiveness, 
safety, cost, and acceptability. The develop
ment of a long acting (reversible) male cu-tra-

S r 	 ceptive meeting these criteria would provide 
-- large -step- forward. 

4. 	Inability of national and international bodies
 
to increase the distribution of wealth and
 
well-being 	 (including health) among high
mortality, high-fertility, impoverished
 
populations.
 

5. Inability to convince and assure Third and
 
Fourth World governments and populations that
 
the family planning assistance of affluent
 
countries is not based on racist, imperialist,
 
or conspiratorial motives.
 

Though the corner has not been turned concerning

the fertility/resource dilemma, another related corner 
has been turned in very recent years, one which requires 
a major reevaluation of the philosophic, as well as the 
strategic and tactical, basis of family planing, health, 
and nutrition programs, and their relationship to national 
and International developnetiL. This "turned corner" 
relates to a powerful new perspective on the distribution, 
control, and uttlization of the earth's resources, both 
within and between nations and population groups. 

To Illustrate this new perspective, one can cite
 
four major and interrelated world dialogues engaged in
 
during the last few years. The U.N. Conference on the
 
Environment, held at Stockhclm in 1972, led to 
the estab
lishment of the U.N. Environmental Agency in Nairobi
 
(the first U.N. Agency to be headqaartered in the Third
 
World), and openeJ a new perspective on the conflicting
 
priorities among, and between, the rich and poor
 
countries' 	views of the trade-offs between Industrial
 
"$progress" and environmental despoliation.
 

The U.N. Population Conference, held at Bucharest
 
in 1974, provided the forum for an articulation of the
 
point of view held by many developing countries that
 
family planning ani population control must be engaged
 
within a context of, and at least partially as a by
product of, socioeconomic development, rather than as a
 
prerequisite.


The World Food Conference, held #..Rome in November
 
1974, emphasized the magnitude ofz1 ' nutrition
 
problems and the need for internatic., collaborative
 
attempts at solution.
 

The developments in the U.N. General Assembly in
 
the autumn of 1975, related to a "call for a new
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economic order," reflect global changes in patterns of 
wealth, political leverage, and a demand by developing 
countries fr what has been termed a "shift from hier
archy to ymt." 

The dynamics 1underlying- theseand,.o ther.developments 
make clear that a quantum shift is taking place In the 
relationships between nations. Beyond the surface 
factors of global politics, control of energy resources, 
and the like, this shift is based on more fundamental and 
long-lasting changes that have crystallized in the past
 
four decades. Foremost among these changes are: the
 
positive and negative effects of man's increasing ability
 
to control and exploit his environmenL; the increasing
 
interdependence and time/space proximity of all human
 
groups and societies; and an increasing recognition that
 
the behaviors and technologies that used to be thought 
of as belonging to different "sectors" are inextricably 
interrelated and, Indeed, cannot be dealt with separately.
 

What does this changing context mean for health
 
workers concerned with the developing countries? Until
 
quite recently, most of the emphasis of prvgrams aimed 
at improving the health status of population in the poor 
countries followed what might be thought of as a "growth" 
strategy, with emphasis on categorical programs of
 
disease control, and attempts to increase the production
 
of traditional health workers (especially physicians)
 
and facilities (especially hospitals and clinics).
 

Very recentty, there is beginning to be a changed
 
emphasis towards distribution, with calls for increased
 
attention to the spread of low-cost basic health ser
vices, especially In rural and impoverished urban areas, 
utilizing larger numbers of less-trained personnel and 
simplified mass-applicable procedures, equipment, and
 
facilities.10 , 11
 

One can draw a clear analogy between this shift in
 
health services' focus from "growth" to "distribution" 
with parallel thinking among development economist A,!2 

Both streams can be traced in a context of recognition
 
of resource scarcity to the three quantum changes 
described above.
 

In general, despite this increasing attention to 
distribution In situations of resource scarcity, health 
workers have not been concerned with overall conmunity 
or national development, except as reflected through 
their own narrow window of health services. Perhaps 
this has been because of a sense of powerlessness to 
effect healti-promoting social change through economic, 

!' political, or environmental means '(this is rather 

http:facilities.10
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puzzling, since it is in the health sector more than any
other that we have evidence that health measures per se 
have historically done far less to decrease morbidity
and mortality than have changes in the other areas 

OneOne..... : ':can c-confidently predict that this parochial view 
of "our sector" must change rapidly in the decade ahead 
if we are going to compete successfully for, the scarce 
resources available for developnent, and to use these 
resources in the most effective and efficient ways to 
prouote and ±.aprove health. Integration of program

* 
 efforts In health services, family planning, and Improved
 
nutrition is only the first of many necessary steps into
 
a much broader arena. Workers concerned with health
 
services in the traditional sense will need to develop
 
new technologies through basic and applied research,
 
explore new modalities of education and training of
 
health personnel and the broade: community itself, and 
design new and quite dlffere-at mechanisms of delivering 
health services. Most of a.ll, we will need to 
find ways
 
in which all of the above caa be justified and Imple
mented within a context of overall development needs.
 
Tils wtill require increasing attention to cost, increas
ing attention to application 4nd distribution, and
 
increasing attention to the broader community context of
 
all that we do (especially with regard tu nutrition
 
and population).
 

We are going to have to learn to communicate with,
 
negotiate with, and persuade, In much more fundamental
 
ways than previously, the local community and the societal
 
policymakers, 
as well as a diverse array of technolo
gists from other disciplines. The common language and 
shared definitions of this language for communication 
are as yet largely nonexistent; the development of this 

•* •common language remains a clalleng.- -o health workers 
that surpasses in imzaincy all of the more familiar 
problems that face us. 
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wI:nteresting !themes fo 

Til theme Primar Health Cae Mdl o
 

:tw'.ii): r cosiderationb'atcpn
 
Te overall is! 

:.::::
within this thieme concerns tie ilntegration of'health,
services with an eye on :: ::''
 family planning and nutritio'.
 
a ths
These general themes '"itoa-rlabyrinth 'tp i 

w:-:ihi! This paper considers only oneh might be followed. 

:-of these 'paths:,that of the involvement of tile voluntary i 
'i
 

agency and mission groups. .. -. . 
S same definition of a voluntary agency, allowme to 

give the definition whic a bommiacepted b y the 

A~merican Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign
 
Service: "a nonprofit organization established by a
group of private citizens for a stated philanthropic . -

agnyad iso gop.
purpose and supported by voluntary contributions by ,• 

Iniinuals concerned w ithe realization of its 
puroses."mse eTo provide necessary background for understand.ig
 

the involvement of voluntary agencies in te healt
 
service field, perhaps it would be helpful to sketch 

purpem nd yvlnaycnrbtosb" an historical upreperspective Of Lthe self-identified rOle:a-eof
voluntary agency and mission program development.
 
gs the earlyi ion i bee t forthem
es into w 
were ti far reaihes of te world, their chargeiwas to
 

"bring religion to the eanhen." This implied a reli
 
grouS Motivation which had many by-products, one o
 
t id the integration of various functional sector
 

components, now de fined as development assilstance.
 
Almost at tile same time, and especially .immediately
 
after World liar It,secular nonprofit institutions with
altruistic motivations became inderesfed n sharing

the vast array qf U.S.resources, much in the same-way
 

giuBoththe United' States Government's [Ilan...as iepiatind Makrshall onerLiewhivade maybyrocs, fowfSomewould argue that in sharing resources, both private
 
componIents, n'poblefiesdvlpmnssitne tleelfidenonprofitsomewhat arrogantentitiesInandidentofyinLthe Public sectorhost not ti.?nlyn's
 
problems, butralso had 


were
 

Lmi audacity to Prescribe the
 
cures Without sensftive consultation With their hosts.
 

Smillions of program dollars In Lthe name of humanitarian 
assistance,-are realizing that
snowh a ar ic idtf yn tetheseasupposedly fully
otiopultin'

lmstt hoes are less dentifiable, highly comprbes2u3as4a h adctplex and entwined in oprsrbthe delicate social, economic,h 
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'What were some of the sociological, cultural, and
 
..-attitudinal-changes which-,took place? Let us begin 

with the mission endeavors. To bring religion to a 
selected population required missionary zeal; however, 
to accomplish this goal there was need of the sending 
group to learn about the targeted culture. A lesson 
learned by the early missionaries has been a salient 
feature of development assistance during the past decade. 
In the case of secular institutions, including both 
private and publ!c, an important motivational factor 
was humanitarian in nature--this is not to say that 
other factors, especially in the public sector, were 
not in operation, such as international political 
considerations,. 

It has taken over 15 years of the development
 
process'to recognize that both the public and private
 
sectors must be more humble in identifying what the
 
net and clres are In a hnqt cnuntry. We now are in
 
the latter half of the soaring seventies, supposedly
 
fully equipped to confront the world's problems. Our
 
tool kit includes computers, logical frameworks, inter
face entities, millions of pages of especially commis
sioned research papers, information/dissemination cen
ters, and thousands ofexperts in almost every sector 
of human, animal, plant, atmosphere, and outer space 
endeavors. With all of this, we are still just approaching 
the threshold of finding the way to solve some of the 
pressing problems of the world. 

'As we struggle with varioti. development assistance 
alternatives, we are becoming more and more aware that
 
the chosen developing population really involves human
 
lives. Another realization also taking place is that
 
our scheme, our plan, will not work without the signi
ficant involvement of the indigenous population. This
 
new-found international maturity demands patience,
 
tolerance and a deep measure of understanding.
 

Against this background, what is the financial
 
involvdment of nonprofit organizations overseas? In
 
the latest annual report of the Advisory Committee on
 
Voluntary Foreign Aid, it is found that the figures
 
given for 94 U.S. nonprofit organizations for the 1974
 
fiscal year amounts to just under one billion dollars
 
($949,174,717). This i.presents a healthy increase of
 
something in the neighborhood of $250,000,000 over the
 
same year in FY 1973.
 

What does a voluntary agency program have to offer? 
I would ask that you might consider the following: 

1. Flexibility. Private nonprofit agencies have 

"V"I 
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tile abilitv to be flexible in tieir arrangements when
negotiati:g 'it h host officials, other voluntary agen
cies. and intermlitional organli.!ations.

2. Ino,.',at ion. For tile most part, voluntary agencies and =iss ion grou.ps hive tihe ability to attempt new pro i-ct desi.:ns and pla.s. One of tie rea.ions this ispossible is due to t}ie :act that in most cases resources
for a new prolect will :)e relativel: sinall1 in relation-
Ship to ,government - to- goe rnmelt ro i s , and, the refore. tie risks are small. Rarely is it possible for avoIlunt arv agency toasi:-.e res;'o':.ibilitv for a program
which mi gnt have disastrous e fects on the host countrv.

3. Fast Action. In most instances, voluntary
a'enc ie- do not nave to find tueir way throulh a vast 
lone'.'comb 5o. burelucrac, to make prokram decisions.
Liiis is one ine reasons tit,. h'ave been of tremendous 
importa:ce i~i internationa disaster r .lie. 

SIVIL t) onst iteuC ie S. A vol untary
.l-encv .-.u a! ,'s be arL :.hat in making poI icy and program decisions, those pa-vin,; or tile program feel 
the.: hav.'e i right to (pit-stion aid criti, ie what ise1ing done bv' tile agers'y; thre ore, nanalgeMellt vo till
tar. igencies is especially ien-iti.,eto constituent
feel ings. This is in contrast to the wav government

programs take shape and form, even tilough we would liketo think that t:e ongress, as it represents tie people,ask tihe necessary questions of United States Government
 
fore ;in assistance programs.
 

3. Humanitarian Purposes. In most cases voluntary
agencit s describe their pragrams as ii,'manitarian innature. ';e would be naive to believe that there may notbe political overtones in some proiram decisions, but we can be relatively assured that no voluntary agency pro
gram is instigated for reasons of political expediency.f). St.iff Practitioners. in tile past, those whoworked in the field overseas were -xpatriates. Rapidly,

after a period of training, 
 United States voluntary
agencies are making .:are and more use of indigenous 
personnel. 

7. Lessons Learned. After .'ears of experience inworking overseas, voluntary a.gen,-ies nave picked upthose attributes which are nowbein, discovered )-y the"avant guard" i.-% development assistance. ihc:5e attri
butes include patience, tenacity, acculturt.ion, diplo
macy, and sensitivit. to local mores.
 

4' new word has entered 
 the development practitioner's
lexicon--the word is "integr.ticn." Tie use of a particular word or phrase, as all of us know, will no, solve 
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the complex problems confronting tL: world any better 
than words and phrases used in tie .),ist, :;uch as "self
help," "people to people," "a ,;enerat ion of rising 
expectations," "development decade," and .2.' others. 
integration ,f health service,, in t': area if family 
planning and nutrition is amothvr . .orating that 
in tile health field, as .n cther :un.'i~mi1 sectors, 
it is time for bothi public and pr vite entities to 
address specific problems with an inderstan.ldIng of what 
is taking place in other sectors a"'eting these speci
.ic problems.
 

Allow me to detail so.me of tih ,
le this activity 
is takin, plac -withinthe ."Iout.r';a -enc " endeavo :s, 
in only one cuntrv, tie Phiiippines. In i survey con
ducted and u l ished bv th, chni'l 1 .\s, i ct.I,:e Infor
..at ion Clc.i,'nig ilouse, 	 ,, -o erning tiledae1d ,.on 
pro;ram:s o: .>. ;,ri VIt nonprofit or..'li,,it ions in 

,hiL . i . .s6 " organizations;..s ,':: i Liait 
..Cr' in,1. ,'aed. ihe total finanu.ial i:o"ol'er'ent of these 
a,'enc ie in the ,hil i in,,s ,o'.'rin, ..i1 :uin,.tional :sec
tor.; of pro moti .-',44 ,2uji .\lphabeti.i .runtu,! to 
c.t 1 . IthI,or.:,mn i tion.-, ; i.,vt ! rmn.-.ed ,ror. tile 
AF-C A,si.-c erican Free i..0 Iutl ttiutt, to tile Yokrg 
Womv ,'s( .. ri.c i~i .\ssociation. .u:'u v--einvolved in 
hath . -es se, parti, ul.,rl. those inerv per family 
planning and nu trition:. nu~bvred oily five. Fht.se five 
optr.1td or supported ,;perat'i o ,i :-.:r;.s :ps fol lows: 

1 	 ha rrio adult educattion:u prr.ims intek rated with 
responsible parent, ,'hild ,.r,, ,i-ricultural 
and nutrition. l Pro,rans. 

2. 	 "aternal/Child ia ilth Centvr., etph.isizing 
nutrit ion, pre-postnatal im.alt ihc.are, and 
family plmnning projects co:.bining fertilitV 
regulat ion informat ion and mul t iple MCIH ser
vices. 

3. 	One a.en,:'ade -onev'; i'ail.,1,, for in MCI 
family planning project .is , ell is providing a 
grant to tile Niational 'Federation of Philippino 
tidwive.- for .i conference on fa.mily planning 
and nutrition. 

4. 	 Another agency ;avt- :unds for an M)CII family 
plann i rig de..onst rat ion pro ject. 

5. 	A fiti, agency Iepo rtcd th.it it provided United 
States AiD witi expert personnel Ito promote 
general nut r i t ion and v p.iiplanning programs. 

Those whu hive worked 'itih voluntar- agencies over 
the years realize that prograras instigated by these agen
cies can only be supplemental and complementary to the 
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work needed to be accomplished by the host government 
and its people. :Iore activity must be directed to 
identifying the 
vast array of entities focusing on 
developmental problems ii a pirticular country. This 
array includes not only the public and private sectors 
but also the multinational coporation and international 
organizat ions.
 

ro be up to date on the various kinds of act-vities 
taking |:lace in any o,.e developing nation requires a 
considerable amount of monitoring and research. 
 As a
 
restilt, this is a continuing concern of voluntary agen
cies. It is hoped that more sensitivity to this develop
mental gestalt approach will begin riot only to move all 
concerned to the threshold of meeting some of the 
populatior./food problems, but will 
place us well within
 
the door of solving some of these problems.
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DAVID E. BAR.ES 

In the early part of this century as the quality of 
dental education increased, and in the third and fourth 
decades as comprehensive public dental health services 
began to develop, dental caries was the unrivaled number 
one enemy which had to be overcome to restore or maintain 
oral health. Justification for more manpower and ser
vices was usually based on statements which claimed that 
dental caries was as prevalent as any disease known to 
man and caused great suffering and hardship to mankind. 
In more recent decades, thost, who felt that dental caries 
had received more than enough emphasis and had taken a 
global look at the prevalence of oral diseases--so far as
 
data allowed--began to point out that periodontal dis
eases were more prevalent than caries, even where preva
leace of the latter was very high, and still seemed to 
be a major oral health problem in populations where caries 
prevalence was low to extremely low. They also pointed 
out that our lack of impact on periodontal diseases con
trol and prevention meant that many resources were 
expended in some populations to save teeth from the rav
ages of caries, so that they could be lost at an early 
age due to periodontal damage.
 

This valid and important message soon gave rise, as 
is so often the case, to a fashion of poiating out that
 
periodontal diseases for many populations were the impor
tant oral health problems upon which we should concen
trate rather than on dental caries.
 

Now it is time to think over this sequencc of action 
and reaction and to react to the reaction. First let us 
look at the global pattern of dental caries which has 
been pieced together from the dental epidemiological 
information program of W1lO, and for which more and more 
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infor.iat Oi contes .iv ailibl, iontnhivthrough use ofstandird d.for -t 
Il 

::1Liiet11k dentill A eid "seP ItM.,i ,. ','
 
1hsts d.it.i how. - thah l. 
 r; to-oiithuree-quarters

i the "-r ' :'piit i, :l.ivt', i .-.. ,- 7;,dera te cAir ies
;rc*vi leri'.V ,e:l thIi' : I IrMAtL i0:1 i- jCup!ed with the
k:i,''e,!; t:i.it tiie rvt i 'pcirs to ,e ;, su,-h viri.ition in

rI!'idon t.al iseAa i ts, -t wo'Ild sUC.7. ttK wte rt.i ilv otught
to -'oncentIrule ,,: periodonLtil healLtit or ';it vast Ma!ority 
o f tie ',orI 's. 0;'opIjat ion.
 

IHo'.?tver, our data fii to show i 
 itrj.' feature 
ot znre.!.,: ,Jental iniaIciries :ho.e popuIait ion-s .h hicI'
on-CL C:1' 0'.'t,,::eti r fr.,eio. : tht. isease. i :ic re i s -i1
i .nii*,.1.ik,,I. t r'nd in reten t ,t. a i Id i,.t in, thait these 
nc-rc.I~ie-¢ , )'h ,in bL* six r twelve-iold ire occurring


wher cir:'in: .,.t i,: aid dietarv 
 .,a'l,*re r1,ippening. It
is niardlv totI.irvadd thiat tho.tchangesire rapid
Ind vast in the -eveloping world. No simil.ir alteration 
in population experiences of perijodoital discase, ire 
inuicited 6v our dat i. 

Nit )revalen1e 'on t'a St , chan4e.; and lack of changes,
provide i ra:ie ,if alor healLti situiat ions which require

certain modifications ipp ro.ch for any spec if
in ic popu-
Iat ion. Hiowever, that rangL- can be simp lif ied for
deliberitions 

our 
to two extrem.e.s. At one extreme there is


the highly developed country with plentiful, if not ade
quate, dental manpower and hi.;h prevalIence 
 of both caries
and periodontal conditions. At the other is the UN list
of least developed countries 
 whert deaal manpower is

extremely scarce, periodontal diseases 
 a:re common and den
tal c-aries prevalence is very low, it:.: increasing. 

!'he highly developed countries, typified by the former 
extr,-e may or may not have comprehensive school services,
but, in general, they have the caries problem fairly well
tinder control. Their efftct on periodontal diseases
 
appears to be minimal and, unless 
 there is widespread
fluoridation of water supplies, their preventive effects
 
on either condition leave much be
to achieved. A W10I)

study of delivery of dental care 
 in five such countries 
shows that two of the prevailing systems have ichieved
virtually total care in respect to dental caries, but no
significant reduction of the disease, -while for the
remaining 
three about half of the caries art. treated, but 
one 
of them has been successful in its preventive program.

In developing countries, the trend to plan a modestnational oral health program is emerging, but increases
in caries prevalence, if unchecked, ar- likely to over
whelm such efforts with needs and demands for which there
could not be a sufficient 
ti.-.ely response in manpower
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production and which wouldrepresent an unbearableextra.. 

I expect that the approach WHO is trying to develop 
has Ibecome very obvious from this description. Para
doxically, combatting dental caries may be a more urgent
problem where its prevalence is extremely low than where 
it is one of the most common disea:es. In the latter 
situation, the large problem is handled moderately to very

well, and emphasis is needed on prevention to reduce the
 
prevalence of caries and to at least control the hitherto
 
neglected periodontal diseases.
 

Where the caries problem is small, but increasing or 
likely to increase, a comprehensive preventive plan and 
program is needed to prevent or greatly retard any increase 
in its prevalence. 
Again, at least control of periodontal

diseases should be included, and manpower production to
 
handle the increasing needs and demands which cannot be
 
prevented should also be a fundamental part of the plan.


Thus, prevention should be the spearhead of our 
approach at either extreme, the differences being in meth
ods chosen and in selecting priorities. In highly devel
oped communities where all parts of the population have a 
high prevalence of dental caries and fluoridation of 
water supplies is accepted, that method Is the one of 
choice, combilned"with community or school programs of 
oral hygiene. Where the fluoridation of water sup
plies is not ai'cepted, a choice must be made from other 
methods of using fluorides, based on acceptability to the 
community and the profession and on cost-effectiveness. 

In developing contries, fluoridation of water sup
plies Is likely to be unavailable as a choice, with the
 
occasional exception of main cities. 
 The selection of a

fluoride method is likely to be critical in these cases 
and the most cost-effective way must be sought, taking
into account the need for the group supervised, self
application approach and the lack of dental manpower. In 
those situations, supervision by school teachers and by

health auxiliaries In health centers is 
a first considera
tion and provides a simultaneous opportunity for programs


* to improve oral hygiene practices. Resources are likely 
to be so scarce that even these programs may need to be
 
introduced selectively in population groups for which
 
there is evidence of caries increases or in which such 
increases might be expected earlier than in others.
 

After prevention as a main thrust,come provision of
 
emergency and demand services, systematic services to 
target groups, manpower production and evaluation. For
 
the two extremes there are the same principles, but 
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massive differences in accent. :mergency and demand 
vice; are 

ser
usuall, well provided -or in developed countries,

whereas they are a prioritv i >uv in developing countries,
where use of health tno-dvnta.l aixixiliaries is probably
the Only solution for providing .i'ese services in an 
organized way. 

Svstematic services for tari-et groups may be comprehensive or minimal in developed 'ountries and operarifig
auxiliirie; myi- or may not he used. :;here such services 
are desired and deficient, firm. plan:, are needed invol
ving tie 
 rat ionine of resources wi'.:i are available 
an, devel opment of t hose wh ic . re not. iHowever, there
 
is not the sense of u rge-
 in , i situ ations as in theother extreme, where we! 1-pl inhtd services, utilizing

operating auxiliaries and in .'enera1 making the most
 
economic use pos sible 
 ,) resources, are essential to

handling the problem 
which exists and to preparing for
future problems. Again, there is need for integration of manpower production with services to be provided for any

population, 
 and that integrat ion should applv as well to
the whole dental healti 
 team and to -ill health manpower.
However, tihat need is another example of the greater
urgency for careful and rational planning in the developing situation, where less than optimal use of manpower 
resources is even more tragic than in situations where
 
those res-nurces 
 are more plentiful.
 

Evaluation of plans, 
 goals and programs provides

the same contrast as for 
manpower production between the
 
two extremes. An integral 
part of plannint; in any situ
ation, it is probably more critical 
 in developing situ
ations because the rate of change is usuallv more rapid.
Admittedly, if a total population with high caries pre
valence introduices fluoridated water supplies, there 
will
be a drarm.tic reduction in treatment needs for school
children in a lO-year period, but even witi. comprehensive
services there can be rechanneling of resources for other
needs. However, in the developing situation, the change
In the other direction, which occurs despite .ill efforts 
to prevent it, needs in earl.- warning s.stem so that a
different approach can be substituted before the situat*on 
gets out of hand, 

rhese contrasts explain the basis for our Wilt) pro
gram to assist member states in the provision of oralhealth care. lo summ-iarize, in terms of WHO efforts, ont 
program area is assistance in planning at the national
level with measurable goals, and integrated both with theoverall health plan and within all aspects of dental ser
vices and manpower production. Whatever the program, be
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it prevention of 
a disease, oral health education to
 
change behavior, provision of services, or production of
 
,manpower, measurable goals are suggested and included in
 
calculatiuns of resources needed. 
Thus, if caries is to
 
be 1 DIF tooth loss 
in five years time, or demand is to
 
be 20 percent higher, resources are planned accordingly.
 

Associated and of equal importance is our preventive
 
program, which is based on a resolution passed at the
 
W;orld Health assembly in Geneva In May of this year.

this program con,;ist.., first, of assisting a certain num
ber of member 
states each year to develop national pre
ventive programs in oral health, particularly by use of
 
fluorides, and of generally promoting prevention as the
 
top priority activity in oral health endeavors. In
 
addition, our preventive program will include a research
 
coordination activity aimted at improving our ability to
 
assist, and it will be supported by an informat ion system.

Our global epidemiology is a vital servicing acti
vity which will improve our basic knowledge of oral dis
ease prevalence and will monitor changes to which oral
 
health programs need to react. 
 rhis activity will Include 
intormation on oral mucosal diseases, as well as the com
mon conditions, and will be integrated with the preven
tive information system.
 

As further support for planning activities, we are 
involved in curriculum development for auxiliaries and 
professionals related not only to each other but to other 
healtih sectors. 

Ie feel that through chese program areas we have 
developed an approach and methodology which is versatile
 
and targeted towards the promotion or maintenance of oral
 
health for all people.
 



ROBERTO GEREDA T.
 

Promotores Rurales En 
Salud Oral
 
De Guatemala
 

El crecimiento explosivo de 
la poblaci'n guatelmalteca,

la elevada proporcitn de li poblaci'n que vive en communi
dades rurales pequeias v aisladas (el 64% de la poblacin
vive en 3,903 comunidades de menos de 2,000 habitantes),
 
un 
ingreso per c~pita extremadamente bajo, en el 
,area

rural (Q80.00 al aflo) v una educacion primaria que cubre
 
unicamente el 
50% de las aldeas guatemaltecas - de las
 
10,000 aldeas que hay en 
la Rep6blica, s6Lo 5,000 tienen
 
escuela v maestro - (10) son factores que influven direc
tamente sobre los probleras de salud v sobre 
los servicios 
de salud en la Replblica de Guatemala. 

En lo referente a servicios de salud oral en inel 

terior del pal's, las cifras actuales, indican que 
se tiene
 
en el interior del pa's, un odontologo por cada 43,114
 
habitantes, en tanto que 
en la ciudad capital existe una
 
satisfactoria relaci6n de 1:3559, 
la cifra anterior con
trasta con el hecho que s6Lode tan en el Departamento de 
Totonicaplin, 
 hay 168,700 habitantes v ning~n odontfdlogo

laborando en forma regular en ese 
Departamento (2, 3, 7, 12).


En 1971, las estadisticas de An6rica Latina y el 
 rea
 
del Caribe seilalaban que solo tres 
palses (Argentina, Chile
 
y Uruguay), ten(an ro5s de 
3.5 odontlogos por 10,000 habl
tantes. .A's de doce paf'ses no alcan; aban 
un promedio de
 
un odontologo por 10,000 habitantes. El promedio del 'area
 
era aproximadamente de 1.9 odont*Ologos por 10,000 habitan
tes (11).
 

Para el a'io de 1975, en Guatemala tenemos 0.8 odonto
logos por 10,000 habitantes. Lo anterior nos 
indica que

estamos entre los doce patses de An6rica l.atina que no
 
alcanza una relaci6n de 1:10,000 habitantes, y que Guate
mala esta por debajo del promedio general del 6rea que es
 
de 1.9:10,000 habitantes (12), 
a estas cifras desconsola
doras hay que agregar el hecho de que la comunidad rural
 
en un alto porcentaje no 
estfi motivada para "demander los

servicios odontol6gicos," 
salvo en casos de emergencia (1).


Se reconoce que Ia escasez de personal de salud de
 
todas las categorias es 
uno de los mavores obsticulos para
el desarrollc y fortalecimiento de los servicios de Salud 
en nuestro medio (13), y en muchos pai'ses es imprescindible

recurrir al empleo de personal adiestrado no profesional,
 
y 6ste cuando estfi adecuadamente supervisado, pue de con
stituir una cortribuci'n valiosa a ia salud (4, 5).


Los recursos humanos 
son los M'is difl'ciles de manejar.

Para producirlos no solo 
se necesita dinero y hombres, sino
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tambien tiempo (13). El efecto de cualquier medida cor
rectiva que se adopte al principto de sta decaua, no em
pezara a sentirse hasta 1980. Esto es lo que constituve
 
el fen~meno latente de los recursos huranos.
 

El problema de la salud oral no es an problema pura
mente odontol6gico, tambign es un problema social (9) y lo
 
que debe buscar la profesirn dental en nuestro medio, es
poner al servicio de la poblaci~n los conocimientos adqul
ridos m's que revisar la parte tecnica y artesanal. La
 
noble 'rase de la Universidad de San Carlos dice: "Id v
 
ensead a todos."
 

Se dice que sAlo el odont'ologo debe intervenir en la
 
cavidad oral, pero de cara a esto, en la actualidad ningun
 
odontologo graduado estS llegando al <trea rural dispersa 
,:uaitema lteca, en ionde vive el 64 etiela 4ente, entonces, 
definitivamente debemos pensar en otra a.ternativa immediat~t. 

En vista que es competencia de 1L. Fa:ultad de Odon
toloi;ia la preparacion de los recursos humnos odontol,1(-
CO.;, , estos de cualiquier nivel, se decid lo en el a~o 
199 iniciar e:n el Departamento de HIueuetenanto, ln pro
,rama piloto de' romotores Ruraies en Salud Oral," medi

ante la Selecc i'n de 18 iideres tndi 'ena:; de 10 municipios 
,o aldeas de aquel Detartamento de la Republica de (;;te
mala. A los candidatos promotores de cadi comunidad, se 
les exig) a cierta educaci'n Wisica (saber leer v escribir), 
v fueron seleccionados en al, tin rado por Ia gente de Las 
comunidades respect ivas. 

Los objetivos iniciales del pro vgrama piloto en el ano
 
1969 fueron los siguientes:
 

1. Evaluar el adestramiento v la utilizaciln de un 
nuevo tipo de personal rural en Odontolo ta ("Los Promo
tores en Salud Oral"). 

2. Qu los promotores sean Las personas de enlace 
entre su comunidad v los centros de salud regionales. 

3. Que los promotores trabajen en "Asistencia Prima
ria," en actividaides preventivats y curativas de las enfer
medades rM1s coMunes de la Cavidad Oral (Caries Dental v 
Enfermedad Periodontal). 

4. Evaluar la utilizac ion de sistemas ie "Trabajo en 
Equipo" de los Promotores. 

5. ,.lue los promotores actein cormo lideres positivos 
v agentes de cambio en el proceso de desarrollo de la 
comunidad (6,3). 

Desde in principi, los promotores han traba jado en un 
piano bivalente, es decir en Salud Oral v en Salud General. 
En el proceso ensetanza-aprendizaje de los promotores, han 
participado profesores v estudiantes del 61ltimo affo de la 
Facultad de Odontologi'a de la Universidad de San Carlos de 
Guatemala. 



En 1971, el adiestrxmitcnt o ;e extendio al ritunicipio
de Barillas, ifuchuetenan,Lo, con tre- pro~t,.res m-is. En 
1973, se extendi3 al -,u:icipio Je ;av.ixcht, el Peten, con 
otros tres promotores. En 197., se amplih al municipio de 
.anuala, Sololi, con uatro i. 

En el presente aYfw el pro ;rama se ha llevado al irea 
selvatica del lxcin, El ., icihe, con cIlk nuevos promotores.

Wn la actualidad laboran kl total de 33 pron.tores 
d ist r ibu idos en las re; i ones ant e ,enc i onadas.
 

El entrenL'aiento d- l o. d':erentes ,.rupos de 
 promo
tores se ha desarrollado en la- propi as comun idades rurales 

trabajan mis.os,en que los nediantu cursillos periodicos
de educa,: i-n cont inuada , (, ene ralmente t res al a-no). El 
procesto de s'lefanza-a)rcndiza aspectose, sIe h aib do en 

prevetuivo- ; d. rei uperac iOn I, i a Salui ra l.
 

:)ebid,, al des-ioua! omien, en el pr,:a, de los
 
Jifernten 'ruos pror:ot ores rup's .:ados
d hay av coivo
 
1os dJ iuchU0tenn.zo, ' l
iue va eetc an re lle nos de aimalgaina
de plata, 1i,,pie.:a de ditentes qp, icaci')! de Il'or para
endurecer el csm.latC (it' los dientes . la cariesprevenir 

dent.l, .edma.s de 
 conocer con sot1vn, ia las fceni-as do
 

ste, ia ' ExodwcIa Dental.
 
Un aspecto si ;ifiivativo en el p ro, cso de ensenaelza

p red I je tic los promotores rurale.- ha sido "El Trabajo
 
en Eqtuip,," el. cual consiste bfsicamente en unificar 
es
fuerzos i los promotores pa.ira lograr mayores coberturas
de srvicos oonto/. .
de servic los odontoIdoicos integrales, cn un tiempo as
 
,corto. eri'dicamente se reUlenl a promotores, estudiantes
 
ieIt i,.o *u~o v profesiona.ls de la Facilt ad de 
 Odontologia
en determinada firea rural, eicttUtaIdo a los escolares del
 
lugar, trabajos dentales en las siiu~entes unidades:
 

a . Examen, i)iagneos Lico :."Plan de 1r.imiento 
b. .ro!il.ixis v Aplicac ir'n ie FIjor. 
c. Preparaci'On de Cavidade.-,. 
d. Rellenos con Am lgama de Plata o Hateriales Inter

ned ios. 
C. Anestesjia Dental. 
f. Extracctcn IDental.
 
De las unidades seifaladas anteriormente la 6 nica que


todavia no realizan los promotores solos es la Preparaci~n 
de Cavidades, la cual es realizada por profesores 6 estu
diantes del 'lti.-o aio de lu Facultad. 

Como s ha dicho el trabajo en equipo bu:;ca basica
mente la produccin de ervicios odontolgicos en serie. 

..a coorditmacion actual del programa de promotores 
rurales en salud oral estA a cargo de la Unidad de Nuevos 
Recursos flumanos y otorgamiento de Servicios Odontolb'gicos, 
de la Facultad de Odontologi u de la Universidad de San Carlos 
de Guatemala. 

http:profesiona.ls
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Coric IuS i ones 

a. 	El prowotor rural en alud Oral constituye en nuestro 
medio un .uevo tipo de Personal dont. ologiCo. 

b. 	 Ha sido in rAntodo de planificaci6n de recursos humanos 
(lue toa.i on cutienta Ias caractcris .icas guatemil tecas. 

C. 	Este prograra.t de promotore.,, es uni intento de transml
tir a 0a colectividmdd parLe do los conocimientos y de 
la respoliS,l tualmotnt Como exclulidad ,w.? tvcons idtrada 

sivos del Odontologo.
 

d. 	 Se ha ori.anizaido en Las :onas rurales servicios mnimos 
d2 pre-.encifn v recuperacion de la salud oral, en que 
las -tnCiones so iian del egado .a Promotores originarios 
Li't 	'.,l' !Oll,
; M7iS,.-215" 


e. 	 Ell t 1 , S icit i Vos It ado,, t i )o 
dr' P 1'.,r.1. d !)t"t'XtLeLndc s t,Co: I "ln I vi ,;10:1 ,auto-cr it ica 

V I -. de. I,1 i 	 este 

.1 ot ras ire,1 i rtrale. h' 

Rcef?_re-n-c ias .!;b:kcLri : 


1. 	.\.:u1i rre 'I., Antonio. rdUoac 'M 0ont )to)loica y Salud
 
:lic*a. ti'nferencii It rodtctoria prsellt~ada ell la
 

.sa ; e~iimda solbre .titlC iOlI Odon to O!'-ica y Salud Iulb-
I ica. XII o,,lreso de la F.. C.A.1'. , San Salvador, (. 
A. Noviembre 1971. 

2. 	Co i, Es tomt 1g ico do Guatemal a. l.ista de C(iruja
nos lDent istas inscrito:. co t:-;te Colegi0 v ini(-OS .tito
rizados legalr:en te pa ra e ercer 1. profe.,i 6 n en el ter
ritorio nacion.,1 l.ubIicac iIn do Prensa, (;Unaem;ala, 17 
de Julio, de 1974. 

3. 	 )ireccic in ;eneraI de Estadistica, .Ministerio de Econo
mia, (;.temalla, C. A. VIII Coenso de Pobl.ciin v III tic 
flabitacit'mi. Seorie II, lomo 1. 20 do rma rzo de 1973. 

4. 	Garza, S. Formcit')n v 'tiliza:cin'n del Personal Auxiliar 
en OIdontologia ell Amcri-a It ina. Auraac ib .idica y 
Salud. ol. 5, No. I (Auilio-ihjciernbre 1971). 

5. 	(;arza, S. Utilizac io v Adiestrz.'i :nto del P'ersoaal :Au
xiliar en cdontologia. i1.i'.S./o.. lDocurerto No. 
A'/Dii/3. 1970. 

6. 	Gereda I'.,Roberto. ACtua izaciin de programas de Pro
motores Rurales en Salud Oral en el dupartamento de 
fluehuetenango, (;uatemala, C.,A. Facultad de )dontolog ia, 
Universidad de Sat Carlos de (;utitamaila. (mimeog.) Marzo 
de 1974. 

7. 	C;ereda T., Roberto. idontolog ia I4.It ea Ilteca y sus 
Recursos lilumanos. Facultad de Odontologi'a, Universidad 
de San Carlos de (;uatemala. (mimeog.) Agosto 1971. 
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8. Gereda T., Roberto. Promotores Rural s Auxiliares 
en Salud Oral, Revista C;uatemalteca de EstomatologiS,
 
Enero-Abril, 1972.
 

9. .LIjid, Rahnema, H. E. Funcion del 
Personal Sanitario
 
de Asistencia Primaria. Cr'nica de l. O.M.S. Vol.
 
29. 	 Enero 1975.
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HEBERTO JI.MNEZ
 

Sistemas de Atenc16n Odontol6gica
 

1. Fundamentos Conceptuales
 

I.i. La d~cada 1.970-1.980 actualiza el concepto del
 
diseio de sistemas integrales de salud incorporados a los
 
planes de desarrollo nacional y regional, con sus corres
por.dientes mecanisnos de planeamiento y de administraci6n
 
de las Instituciones de Salud.
 

1.2. El dise-o y operaci6n de estos Sistemas de Salud
 
ex!i> una conceptualizaci6n nieas analftica de salud y en
causa el anlisls global de las relaclones de salud con
 
Li; ,tras variabls culturalcs v pA!ftic, que intervienen
 
en ol problema ,xiitario.
 

3. Un Siste..a de Salud debe cn-stittirse a partir del
 
sujeto de salud: el individuo v su trupo familiar, en su
 
necusidad especfica de atenc-i6n tn sAlud y en su ptencial
 
par.a participar y pro.over salud en s;u misma corunidad.
 

El pri.er co.ponente del S ist'ma es, por consiguien
te, la situici 6 n de salud de 1., com.nidad: sit perfil de 
.. orb i-norbi idad, sus expectativas de vida demogrfifica v de 
participaci6n, su condicion epidemiolo..-ica, su situaci6n 
ecol )gi ca ;" su estructura econ 6mia :. .ocial. 

Este primer comnente: SITUAC!tO: define la NECI
51:)\A:) y LA DEMW;DA en Salud. 

l segundo componente es el de los servicios de 
Salud con sus dos reas principales: el servicio pttblico 

el servicio privado. 
.st segundo componente - .ervic-io - expresa la 

POI. 1 IIlCA define la OFERTA en Salud. 
El tercer compunente es el de la educacion en 

Salud con sus dos tareas hasicas de investigaci 6 n y apren
dizaje . do- complementari,,s de docum'entacin v asistencia 
t cnica. , ,',f -us dos neLas educacionales: el agente de 
salud (Odont'logo, Personal Auxiliar) y ei sujeto de salud, 
la conunidad misna. 

El tercer componente es una resultante de las exi
gencias de las dos anteriores = Demanda y oferta en Salud., 
y pauta, con su creacibn cienti'fica v la forma.i6n de per
sonal, las Condiciones de esa relaci6n. 

stc tercer comnonentc - E2)UCAC ION - define la 
CAPACI DAD) Y CI.I DAD E; SALI). 

1 .' La )dontologi'a co.o PROFESIO:N debt! ser capaz de 
recoeOCCIr la situaci6n real de salud para producir los 
"Sistemas de Atenci6n Odontol6gica" necesarios para dale 
solucin), a esas necesidades v demandas. 
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Es as. como entendemos que en una Facultad deOdontolog(a lo esencial es establecer un 'Sistema de Educaci6n" para un "Sistema-de-Serviclo"Ldonde-los-objetivosi-,
antes que atender otros intereses, debe hacerlo con",Il medio 	 lossocial, para lo cual la INVESTIGACION debe estar
rnortada al dise3o de modelos de estructura profesional
odonto,;ica, que sean la respuesta adecuada en rocursosde saluc.,a las necesidades sociales, o sea, desarrollar un plan academico, docente-investigativo y de servicio, de
acuerdo 
a las realidades de la Comunidad.


1.5. El Sistema de Educacibn Odontol6gica debe poseer,
en consecuencia, objetivos muy reales en relaci6n a las
necesidades de salud y sabemos que 
sta es un factor del
Sistema Social, y per tanto, constituye a su vez un Sistema
que es una inter-acci6n de la situaci6n de salud, del servicio de salud y de la Educaci6n en salud (investigacin

y aprendizaje), que es necesario reconocer, diagnosticar
0 in..spropiamente "medir" con m~todo cientifico, para enfunci6n de ello procurar con el Sistema Educativo Odonto-
Thgico, los recursos humanos, los tfcnicos y los polfticoadmnistrativos necesarios, para cubrir esas necesidades.
En resumen, LA EDUCACION ODONTOLOGICA, asf entendida, debe
i'	responder a las necesidades y demandas de la comunidad,previamence investigadas con aproplada metodologfa cientCfica para producir los "Sistemas de Atencl'n."
 

2. etodologfa 

2.1. Existen diferentes cond'i'cnes de desarrollo enareas de poblaci6n mus acrasadas \que otras, lo que establece una escala de diferentes "HOMENTOS" de desarrollo de los
"Sistemas de SALUD" en una serie de momentos de desarrollo:
 

a. Area Metropolitana
 
b. Area Urbana
 
c. 
Area Urbana Marginal
 
d. 
Area Rural Concentrada
 
e. 
Area Rural Dispersa
 

La palabra MOMENTO expresa aqui,

t6	 la condicion hisrica, cientffica y tecnol6gica que vive una comunidad respeco a otra y en relac16n con el "espacio-tiempo" contem
poraneo.


2.2. Para cada una de las comunidades seleccionadas se
cumplen las siguientes etapas de prLgramacin: 
- Estudio socio-economica, e -idemiol6gico y clfnico de la comunidad y soluci6n de los problemas de urgencia.
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- Equipos de Salud para saneamiento bisico y sa
neamiento integral de la comunidad. 

- Nuevos diseiTos de sistemas y tecnicas. 
- Aplicaci6n progresiva de lo comprobado en comu

nidades y servicios odontol6gicos del pals.
 
2.3. Se aplica una acclfn integrada de docencia, in

vestigacicn y extensi 6n aprovechando al .nfxirmo los recur
sos humanos, t'cnicos y polftico-administrativos de que se
 
dispongan.
 

3. Sistemas de Atenci6n Odontol6gica
 

3.1. Dc-finici6n: Son el conjunto de recursos humanos
 
en Odontologra (Profesionales y Auxiliares) de 
recursos
 
tecnicos (Equipos, T6cnicas, Materiales e Instrumentos),
 
y de recursos politico-administrativos (normas y procedi
mientos), orientados cientificamente en forma de planes de
 
tratamientos preventivos y curativos de Odontolog~fa Inte
gral, para dar cobertura a las necesidades de salud buco
dental de 
una poblaci6n c ya comunidad ha sido previamente

estudiada y diagnosticada con m~todo cientl'fico en su sis-

Lema actual de salud.
 

3.2. El desarrollo 6e estos Sistemas Odontol6glcos

implica, ademi s de la investigaci6n epidemiol6gica y sus
 
correlacijnes con las variables socio-econ6micas, la puesta
 
en practica de tfcnicas y equipos simplificados a los fines
 
de obtener una tecnolog'a odontol'gica propia que permita

bajar los costos, por una parte, y dar mayor cobertura de
 
salud, por l otra.
 

4. 1'resentaci6n de diapositivas y pelfcula de los Labora
torios Experimentales de la Comvnidad en la Facultad de
 
Odontologea de la Uuiversidad 
 del Zulia, Vene.uela.
 

5. Resumen de Experiencias Obtenidas
 

5.1. Docencia: 

5.1.1. Diseo de objetivos docentes en la Ense?lan
za Oduntolboica Siscematizada, a nivel de pregrado para
Odont61og, : Personal Auxiliar con funciones delegadas.
 

Diseo de conteni!os educativos para el
 
Personal Auxiliar. 

5.1.3. Experiencias en la formaci6n de Odont6lo
gos de Post-Grado en Salud Publica Odontol6gica.
 

5.1.4. Experiencia en entrenamiento de m6dulos de
 
rezrsos huinnos en odontologfa para Sistemas de Atenci6n
 
Odontol6gica a nivel rural.
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5.2. Investigaci6n:
 

5.2.1. I)isefio, comprobacl6 n y aplicacidn de Equi
pos, r6cnicas e Instrumental Odontolbgico.
 

5.2.2. Diseio, com.probacion y aplicaci
6 n de Normas
 

y Procedimientos, metodologlas para analisis de costos,
 
6
productividad, cobertura y concentraci n de actividades.
 

5.2.3. Diseo, comprobaci6n y aplicac16n de Sis

temas de AtenciOn Odontologica: metodologlas en Programas 
a nivel de comunidades, escolares y adultos (Preventivos, 

Curativos v de Rehabilitaci6n). 

5.3. Servicios: 

5.3.1. Diseio y aplicaci 6 n CLnicas Corporadas 
por Sistemas de Atenci6n Odontol6gica en Areas Rural y 
Urbanas. (Ejercicio Privado.) 

5.3.2. Disejo de Planificacitin y I'rogramacion de 
Sistemas de Atenci!Sn Odontol6gica a nivel de Ejercicio 
Pfiblico (Programas Integrados Estado-Universidad-Colegios). 

6. Conclusiones: 

b.l. Existe la retodologfa cientffica comprobada, que 
permite determinar las caracteristicas de los recursos 
humanos en Odontolo'(a de acuerdo a las condiciones socio
econ6micas, cultu'ales y epidemiol6gicas de Venezuela, y 
consecuencialnent.-, factible de aplicar a la Regi6n Andina. 

o.2. Existe la capacidad tfcnica y cientffica para re
alizair tn estudio de recursos humanos en Odontologfa para 

la Regi rn Andina, aplicando la metodologfa de investigaci 6 n 
epideu.iolftgica :' socio-econormica, y los diseios de sistemas 
de atenci6n odontol6gica, determinando el recurso humano,
 
los recursos basicos de equipos, instrumental y materiales,
 

los costos y las metas a complir, para la Regifn Andina. 

7. BO.'iograffa: 

7.1. La Enseianza de la Odontologea de acuerdo a nuevos
 

Conceptos de Salud. Ileberto Jim~nez Navas. Filosoffa y
 
Accion en Odontologfa, Tomo I (Educaci6n). Pig. 122.
 

7.2. L.aboratorios Experimentales de la Comunidad. Fa
cultad de Odontologfa/LUZ. '-Iaracaibo-Venezuela. Escuela
 
de Odontologfa/LUZ. instituto de Investigaciones Odontol6
gicas. Asesorf'a oficina Sanitari. Panamericana/OHS.
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JOHN CUTLER: 
 In opening this final session, it is 
desirable to recall that the theme of the conference was 
the dynamics of change and the quality of health. We
 
have tried to review various aspects of this, including

certain accomplishments ani problems, and to take a look
 
ahea('. 

Out of the discussions, and particularly in looking 
ahead to the forthcoming meetings and the future of our
work, a number of ideas have come forth. Today we will 
have reports from each of the panels, and we expect 
cer
tain recommendations, which we, as 
individuals or insti
tutions or as the organization, may take into account as
 
we proceed.
 

We shall begin with the report of the two panels on
 
the health programs in developing countries. We had the
 
good fortune to be ablc to review in some depth what is
 
going on in terms of the ,rograms and deeds carried out
 
through the Public
American Health Associati.on and Miss
 
Dale Gibbs will report for the group.
 

DALE GIBBS
 

Dr. Hood of APIHA cpened the panel by saying that the

theme of most of our efforts in international health is 
to make health services more relevant to the people and to
 
improve access to health services.
 

Dr. Ken Newell of the World Health Organization
 
described WHO policy made in the 
last year. fie noted the
 
urgency of providing primary health services to under
served populations, but cited, however, the WHO-UNICEF 
board recommendation that assistance had to be selective.
 
He went on to 
the criteria for selection of countries
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that would receive assistance. The criteria include the
 
existence of a national decision 
to provide primary health
 
care services to underserved populations, countries that
 
have a potential for change, and countries having local
 
health endeavors that could lead at a later stage to
 
national change.
 

lie described principles in the reorientation of
 
development of health services 
to achieve extensive pri
mary care and urged that these be adapted to local con
ditions. The theme was 
that 	programs had to be unique
 
to the national sittJation. 

Countries are classified by the kinds of assistance
 
that they need. There are four classifications. 
There
 
"re those countries already taking a unique national path

likely to give a result compatible with wider objectives.

These are the leaders from vhom we lear-n, and whom we can 
help 	but only on their terms.
 

A second classification 
 is those governments where

there is a wide understanding of what could 
 be done, and
 
this has led to a conscious choice to proceed. This
 
group requires information on past successes and failures
 
of others, and suggestions and assistance as 
to how to
 
proceed. .any 
in this group require outside assistance
 
in processing capital 
costs of change. lie characterized
 
Thailand and Colombia as being countries that perhaps

fall 	 in this category.
 

The next category is those who have not faced
yet
the realities of the problem before them and require help
in the steps needed to result in national awareness. They
req!uire exposiure to other situations, training and insti
tution building, and support and encouragement to mount 
some national experiments which may Indicate possibilities
 
for the future.
 

Finally, there are those where steps are being taken

for rural and economic development as a priority, but
 
the health component has not yet bz. understood or fully

appreciated. In such countries health is clearly the
 
junior partner and is a helper or supporter, rather than 
a primary agent of change. 

Dr. Newell stoggested there was likely to be no over
all model in these classifications, but simply a series
 
of unique national solutions, lie discussed the problems

of the donor agencies in bilateral sources of funds for
these coutntries, and the difficulties these countries 
have in approaching these agencies. lie said that it was
unlikely that coordination of these efforts could be 
effectively carried out at anything other than the coun
try level, indicating that the agencies are going to have 
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to work within the countries on these problems.
 
Finally, within the health sector, Dr. Newell
 

indicated that we lacked experience in many of the things
 
we advocate. We have not yet really started experimenting
 
with continuous methods of training and supervision
 
required for new kinds of health workers. We do not know
 
the advantages and disadvantages of the different ways of
 
reaching a village, getting the confidence of the people,
 
and helping them build their own village structures.
 

Finally, the real question is how we can assign

tasks in order that they get done without hurting any of 
our varied persoral, professional or organizational efforts 
and sensibilities. lie said that this seems to be the 
hardest and most difficult question currently before us.
 
I suggest that it is the pirority question which we should
 
be considering on the program next year. 

Following Dr. Newell's talk, Lee Howard of the Agency 
for International Development spoke on AID policies, lie 
urged that we concentrate our efforts in the next ten 
years to respond to the leaders, farmers and laborers in 
the country who face the harsh realities of their physi
cal and social environment, and who are not prepared to 
wait 20 ,'ears for change. 

tie described the conditions in these countries as
 
having a rather dismal outlook, quoting the World Bank's
 
statement that the unprecedented growth rates of the past 
decade have not S',uefited the majority of the poor. Under 
the bes-t application of current family planning programs, 
a c7ondit ion not yet achieved, lower population growth 
would not he of sufficient magnitude by the end of this 
decade to permit an increase in jobs, per capita income 
or food for the majority of people. Advance in these
 
areas cannot be dependent upon population programs or 
health progra.; alone. A multi-sectorial approach is 
necessary. 

Dr. hloward described the necessity for a proper fit 
of all the key technological elements of these programs. 
Ile descrb,:,i three misfits that have probably been applied 
in health provrams that have aftected our success rate. 
.Mistit one ..a.; the unimaginative application of Western 
curative mew ,-ine. We have heard a great do.il about this. 
Second, ii .. ,tions with a recent colonial history, especial
ly in ..."ica, expatriate medical health administrators 
have been required to provide skeletal health coverage in 
countries w-lhere there is often less than one doctor per 
100,000 population. These programs have been dependent 
on publ'ic fiiaa-ncing completely, and the impossibility of 
doing this over widespread areas is obvious, lie said the 
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principle of using less costly, middle-level auxiliary

personnel was butsound, the system created a heavy drain 
on limited public budgets.
 

Misfit three is the proliferation of the vertical

approaches to public health practices. Dr. Howard urged
 
an integrated approach. He suggested that, as opposed to

capital intensive or labor intensive assistance programs,

what we really need are communication intensive or infor
mation intensive programs. Communications technology

should be fully explored in an approach which may be

characterized as information intensive. 
 The value of the

formal and non-formal health system linkage still remains
 
to be demonstrated on any large scale in 
most developing
 
countries.
 

Dr. Howard ended on an optimistic note. An inte
grated approach to health services has picked up much in
the last five years. In 1973 there were approximately

three programs that were receiving some sort of aid

assistance in this effort. 
 In 1974, there were eight,
and in 1975, there were 16. AID expects 22 in 1976, and
24 in 1977. We should be beginning to get resilts from
these programs. This was the theme of the talks by Dr.
Somboon and Dr. Delgado about two programs ongoing, and
 
from 	 whicih results are beginning to appear.


Dr. Somboon, the Director General of Health in
 
Thailand, is also the Director of the DEIDS (Development

and Evaluation of an Integrated Delivery System) program

in Lampong Province in northern Thailand. The program,

as described by Dr. Somboon, was 
designed as an integrated

approach to rectify the problem of having inadequate num
bers of health personnel and, more importantly, the prob
lem of available health services that are not being used.

They reach approximately 15 percent 
 of the people in that
 
area. The DEIDS program is designed to make these 
 ser
vices available and accessible to the population of that
 
area, based on meeting the felt needs for curative medi
cine. It is a spearhead for preventive efforts later on,

and the integration of private sector efforts, securing

the cooperation of the private sector, traditional prac
titioners as well as the physicians, and the druggists.


The program is based on 
the use of a "medic," whose
training is designed specifically to fit into the Thai 
context. It is not the straight medic program designed

in Hawaii, which is used in other areas. 

Dr. Delgado, of Tulane University, described a simi
lar program designed to reach an 
urban population or a

semi-urban population in Latin America. 
This is the
 
Cali, Colombia program, which has gone through its first
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stage and is now being extended to another 100,000 peop!e
 
in the rest of the country. This will happen on the basil
 
of a simplified model that came out from their first pro
gram.
 

Their program has about six main elements. The first
 
one is maintaining contact with households in the com
munity. Each household is visited every three months,
 
and more frequently if there are high risk cases or preg
nant women. This gives attention to the felt needs of
 
the community. Also, to the maximum degree possible,
 
coxunity resources are allocated by involving the com
munity in choosing, for example, the services that they
 
want. Professional personnel are used to the maximum
 
degree possible, but with greater delegation of authority.
 

Both programs of Drs. Somboon and Delgado are empha
sizing cost-effectiveness, and use different methods for
 
evaluation. The means of evaluating success are being
 
emphasized by both AID and APhA.
 

We really did not have an opportunity to discuss
 
the programs. Perhaps next year more of the emphasis
 
could be on the individual programs and their results,
 
and more discussion from the floor.
 



JOHN CUTLER: Next, Dr. George Silver of Yale Univer
sity, and the chairman of the afternoon panel, will report
 
on that panel's discussions.
 

GEORGE SILVER
 

The afternoon panelists concerned themselves with
 
some of the thorny problems that lie behind the ceremonial 
screens of program design and the aims that are usually
 
presented. They were viewing efforts that have emphasis
 
on intiovative program development, in'g4- nrr program
 
activities, and coordination of national and agency
 
efforts, including the voluntary sector, for support of
 
health efforts in the developing countries.
 

In some ways the exposition of health programs in
 
developing countries offered more of a platform for what
 
we might learn than what we might teach. The panel repre
sented a separate but related effort. Dr. Clifford Pease,
 
the Director of the Technical Assistance Division of The
 
Population Council, presented the Council's significant
 
effort in the direction of incorporating family planning
 
projects 
in maternal and child he. Ith activities in the
 
developing contries.
 

Dr. Joe Davis, the soon-to-be Director of the Division
 
of Health Planning at AID, talked on programs aimed at
 
improving the quality of life through innovation in the
 
health sector. lie was assisted by Eileen Crawford, a
 
research associate in the American Public Health Associa
tion, on an active development of a system of information 
exchange. Russ Morgan, a senior health specialist for APHA,
 
talked about programs developing voluntary action in support
 
of the official health services in developing countries.
 
David French, the Director of Community Health Affairs at
 
the Boston University Medical Center, talked about collabo
ration for health services in the developing central west
 
African countries.
 

Taken one by one, Dr. Pease described the aims of a
 
progrqm now operating in four countries to bring some
 
minimal professional care to every pregnant woman before,
 
during and after delivery, to see about promoting maternal
 
and child health services and family planning in a combined
 
program. The World Bank and the United Nations Family
 
Planning Activities supported this program in the countries,
 
Indonesia, the Philippines, Turkey and Nigeria. Women are
 
cared for through the last six months of their pregnancies
 
and 24 months of the infants' lives.
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The programs are a success by the evaluation standards
 

used. They succeed in integrating maternal, child health,
 

and family planning services in a feasible way compatible
 

with the health services of the country, in repicable mode.
 

Dr. Davis described AID efforts to encourage innova

tive health program development and low-cost medical care
 

delivery systems through inexp-nsive and culturally accept

able means. [here is a S16-million budget for 12 countries
 

now, and there will be $28 million by fiscal 1977 for 24
 

countries. The emphasis is particularly in the manpower
 

area, with alternative financing methods and emphasis on
 

paraprofessionals.
 
Eileen Crawford described the APHA effort to create 

an information resource that could be used to help workers 

in the field. What is being done by whom? Who Is in 

charge? What methods are employed? It is to be more than 

a directory. A multiple section data collection instrument 

has been developed, and indicators of innovation will be
 

collected. Those who search this data bank will get more
 

than just directory notices. Data on the possibility of
 

transfer of innovation will be provided, concerning success

ful or failed schemes, so that failures perhaps will not
 

be repeated, as so often has happened in the past.
 

Russ Morgan described an effort to overcome difficul
ties in involving people in official health activities in
 

developing countries, including the private sector, that
 

will parallcl and complement official actions in developing
 

countries. lie pointed out the possibilities of the use of
 
multinational corporations in their social action in these
 

countries, the kinds of needs that were developed, and the
 

ways that the voluntary agencies might help.
 

Dr. French described a very complex program of col

laborative efforts just getting under way, involving 20
 

countries in West Africa, with financial support from the
 
United States, France, United Kingdom, the European Eco

nomic Community, host countries, ,ID, and Canadian and
 

Swedish aid agencies. The task of coordination is admit

tedly enormous, but Boston University, through its Depart
ment of Community Affairs and the resources of the insti

tution, is prepared to undertake this.
 
The first phase will focus on coordinated planning
 

and manpover training, disease and record surveillance.
 
The seco'nd phase will attempt to mount a prototype health
 

delivery system based on the first phase. Altogether,
 
questions were directed and particular attention was paid
 

to the value of this down-to-earth approach, its dangers
 
and difficulties. But, great hope was held out for a
 

future based on these new assumptions and the innovations
 
thereby accor-plished.
 



JOHN CUTLER: Dr. Stephen Joseph, substituting for
 
the chairman, l)r. Donald Ferguson, will report on 
the 
p.ael devoted to health programs in the urban setting. 

STEPHfE.N JISEI'll
 

I didn't know I would have to report and did not
 
take notes in the session. This has a good side and a
 
bad side, for it allows me to say whatever I like. I
 
would 'ke to 
ask any of tile other panelists or observers 
to idd to mv remarks. 

,)-.,of the most interesting things about our panel 
w.s 	 our .it: icultv in defining what we really wanted to 

ocus .,:. I sav that not in a critical sense, but as an 
i:tterestmln. problem, because the title of the panel was 
'Ieal"! .'roirams in the Urban Setting." it became clear 
_.I-t h,. interest not only of the panelists themselves, 
but also o: the people who attended tile session, were 

. v.'on1 In the end, or at tile beginning, we'.I that. 

on looking at the implications of large rural to
 

'irban :i,;z.-tions as they affected health services. The 
pant-I discussed health services actually delivered within 
the urban setting itself, and health services in the 
.ur~il are is that would have some relationship to people 
..ovinc out of those areas, 
as well as to those who would 
st,,., in tise areas. 

.,.1Fuchs of the Indian Health Service des-ribed 
1orus i reseairch study that looked at tile imolications 

Sor the iit Iiz-t ion of heaith care and the f inancing of 
i.ilth care among a group of American Indians living in 

the ;irban area aroun, San Francisco. He described some 
of the pittern shifts both within the culture of that 
,:roup and within the health care system for thom as they 
move trom rural areas far from San Francisco into the 
urb in area. 

Cert ii- aspects of Fuchs' presentation struck me, and 
I tihin "cv are of interest to relate. One is the impor
tance 1: various kinds o! cultural dislocations to indi
viduals, f.t.-:ilies and groups as they move from 
a rural
 

an setting.base atourban However, an interesting point 
in Michael Fuchs' presentation, and _wne which I had not
 
thought ,: much before, is that one has to look into the
 
individual circumstances. He brought out very well that
 
in the group under study tile economic circumstances in
 
tile ,irb;i:- area, in this setting, for this group, 
 were
 
better i: the urban rather than rural 
 areas. Usally, 
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curative, as well as preventive, health workers.
 
I have three summarizing comments in conclusion. 

First is the obvious importance of health programs being
"of the coriunity" and "by the community," to paraphrase
the book edited by Ken Newell, rather than "on the 
cornunity." I will not go into that further. It is
 
discussed 
 again and again at this conference. 

I'he second point, however, has not come up, I think,
this year, but came up last year. The point is well
 
illustrated by the three papers 
 that we heard in our
 
group, because all o: then tried to present, in this
 
very difficult 
 area, analytic rather than descriptive
dat.:. It seems to me J.at much of the time we end up
 
.4escribin,,. ways whicn we would like 
 the world to be, or
which we think the world may be. I think it is terribly
important that we try to anAl'ze the way the world is,
an1 the '.%* the world becomes. All three of the pre
senters in our panel attempted to present specific data 
re lated to i speci: i, situation that can be used analyti
'al ly el l .Iis descriptively. 

we discussed toward the end of our session 
the lit iclties ,and the growing dissatisfaction of con
inui"g to look at model or pilot projucts developed on
 

a 'te lat i .'t-v small com'.unity scale. There is a growing
cissacis.",ction and discomnort at th.! inability of larger

.nits, such as governments, to either learn 
vnouh .,:- h-:ve enough courage and conviction out of what 
is ll.tirne :i, replicate these on a national pattern. The 

:il I .;:v..,i,,.i that I leave with the group is th is: how 
*: one get :ro.-. looking at model and pilot situations 
to lare: kins o! activities that can have some effect 
on a nat inal or large regional population? 



JOHN CUTLER: Dr. James Hughes of the Kaiser Aluminum 
and Chemical Corporation will report on the panel devoted 
to the multinational corporations. I might coment that 
he program committee fel it was very important to pay _ 

corporations In respect to their contribution toward 
health services. We are veey pleased to have this oppor
tunity to hear from this sector. 

JAMES, HllGlEH ; 

The panel on the role of multinational corporations
 
in the development of country health programs consisted
 
of four individuals, Including the medical directors of 
three multinacional companies, Exxon International
 
Telephone and Telegraph and the Cacerpillar Tractor, plus
 
a practitioner of occupational medicine, who speaks pre
dominantly from the vant ige point of academic and consult-

Ing experience.
 

The panelists outlined a spectrum of public health
 
a"d medical care services that are sometimes provided by
 
the corporation, especially on new projects in under
developed areas. Emphasis was placed on the ability and
 
the willingness of at least some companies to assess
 
expei-t ly the health needs of an area where an industrial
 
project is contemplated, and to respond to that need as 
a part of the project planning.
 

'*lIis Is uisually done in consultation with local 
health authorities and in keeping with the aims of a 
national health plan, where one has been defined. In a 
few situations, health services may be provided by the 
company to some neighbors as well as to employees and 

* 	 :their dependents, although this type of outreach is not
 
usually sought by the employer.
 

At some sites, the company-provided health measures 
are virtually the only services available in the area. 
There are instances of broad scale vector control, for 
example, ahfieved by a company to the benefit of an 
indigen I ',,;uiation spread a considerable area.; over 

It i!s .. that-virtually company'.ar, though, every 
is most eager to stay well within the sanitary regula
tions and the health care legislation of the host country,
 
while employing country nationals as health professionals
 
whierever possible. There is a growing tendency now for
 
companies to seek feasible methods to turn over the opera
tion 	of health services, especially the delivery of 
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medical care, to Che local institutions as soon as these
institutions have been developed to accept the responsi
billty. T)ils does not that thenmean the company losesInterest or withdraws ics financial support. It encouraes 

-- n uttr lda-'~pii- t'is-o -'pro'vi-de health
services and to utilize, again, its own country nationals.

7Tere was then a lively exchange on 41 number of thesepoints, as you might expect. In response to a challengethat companies migit do more by of fer ing financial and
material assistance to establish medical care entities in
the areas, such as missionary Institution%, Itwas pointed
out that many project managers develop corrinity interests
of this type, but there are definite constraint- on the
 
managers, even where the corporate philosophy of aid may

be quite generous.


A major constraint Is, of course, the limited funds
that may be available to the local manager for discretion
ary use. One discussant, who by the way was :iot a companyrepresentative, commented on the point that the company's
basic objective is to provide goods or services at a
profit, and that health benefits, while perhaps supportive
of labor efficiency and harmonious community relations,
 
are still"an adjunct of the company's main mission. This
 
concept might, in fact, be reminiscent of the labor union
adage that the enemy of the worker Is the employer who
falls to make a profit, for then very little is possible.

Another important constraint, and also an economic
 
one, pointed out by a discussant, concerns the basic

nature of the financing agreement under which an industrial plant, or a dam or a new mine is established. ' The
capital requirement for one of these projects is often
 enormous, usually involving complex loan arrangements

with the assistance of the World Bank, the Export-Import
Bank, or one of the other major international lending
agencies.


Funding ordinarily covers the cost of construction andof production equipment, and 
if the project is situated
 
in an underdeveloped area, as is
so often che case, it
must cover the cost of establishing community infrastruc
tures a.; well: roads, housing, schools and fire houses.

All too often in the past, funding for health services

either has been left out of the planning altogether, or

has been inadequately provided for'. 
 Usually, this ison
the assumption that the host country will be committed

and come forward, to meet the Increased need for medical
 
care In the project area. Of course, that often is not
possible for an already overburdened Ministry of Health,
 
as we all have seen In a number of areas. 
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It has been seen that if funding for health services
 
is not provided for in the initial loan agreements, in
 
the early planning stages, it just will not happen. Now,
 
happily, as I see it, and others on the panel have com
mented, just within the past few years, the 1W'orld Bank has 
taken some leadership In this neglected area. The Bank
 
is now insisting that loan applicants for industrial and
 
development projects do indeed provide for and forecast
 
capital needs for health services, as well as other
 
infrast ructure measures.
 

It you have not seen the publication of the World Bank
 
with the rather complicated title, "Environmental Health
 
in Hlumatn Ecologic Considerations in Economic Development 
Projects," published by the Bank in May 1974, 1 would
 
recom-end it to you. This publication was contemiplated 
.IS:3 Mn.ual tor the loan applicant, the developing country 
or the organization that is consideriiug the project. In 
this manual is an outline of how to assess health care 
needs. and how to plan to provide them so that the funds 
ire reqUelsLed in the loan arrangement. Hopefi:lly, others 
,,tthe major international lending agencies will take a 
look at that book. 

Another discussant, who recently visited a company
operated health facility in a developing country, appealed 
to us thit companies not establish health services that 
are far in excess of what is available or likely to 
becme available within the decade elsewhere in the 
country, since the contrast may be so unsettling. 

A i,.nelist responded that the expectations of local 
v.7qploy,.te: .amultinational company may be quite high 
:1Ma: ils.:es, including medical care. Further, other 

,1"pects ,! the project, the plant and equipment, is so 
often o: the latest technology that medical services are 
expected to ")e of a high caliber as well. It was pointed

,-lt that a ;ood medical facility often attracts a national 
physician a.nd other health professionals who have trained 
abroad to return to their country and practice where they
otherwis, might not be willing to do so. This helps to 
reverse the briit drain in a sMal way and adds to the 
profess iona resiources of the host country. 

Finallv, a !Iestionwas raised as to experience with 
cost-benv.:i analysis of health services provided on 
industrial de.elopment projects, and I am sorry ro say 
that no one seemed to have any hard data, or any very 
good answers on this subject any more than we have on 
many other aspects in health care. That concludes my 
report.
 

http:v.7qploy,.te
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INQUIRY AND COMM9ENTARY 

CARL TAYLOR: My question is an organizational question

that came to mind in connection with two of the reports
 
that have been made.
 

In connection with David French's project, my

question really is, how did Boston University get

itself into the posture that it is trusted by so many 
different donor agencies, and so many different country
 
situations? I think that 
is a phenomenal achievement,
 
and I would just like to hear how it was done.
 

Let me ask my double-barreled question before the
 
response. How we establish trust 
in relationships is 
at the core of a lot of what we are talking about in 
very general terms. This is particularly acute, I 
think, with the multinational corporations. There is 
an 	increasing climate of distrust, because of 
all sorts
 
of complicated factors, including the disparities
 
between what is done within the company grounds and 
what is done outside. How does Dr. Hughes see this 
very complicated and difficult period that we are in, 
in terms of the industrial relationships with the 
local authorities emerging in the development of mutual 
trust?
 

SrEPHE:. JOSEPH: Since Dr. French is not here, maybe
 
iDr. Cross from All) would like to respond to that
 
personally and directly.
 

ED 	 CROSS: One has to take into perspective that Boston 
University did not go out and contact 20 countries. 
r'his program arose as a result of approximately three 
years of effort with the African Regional Committee
 
of 	 "HO wh1ich consisted of the Ministers of Health of 
each country, working with All) and also other donors, 
and regional organizations, to try to come up with a
 
plan to follow on the measle control and smallpox
 
eradication project that was so successful. This was
 
a collaborative effort 
to see whether or not such a
 
model could be used for the sane countries to strengthen
 
health delivery systems. So, this was a collaborative
 
operation and effort on 
the part of the representatives
 
from the 20 African countries, plus the donors involved
 
and the regional organizations such as 0SEAC and OCCGE
 
in the African region.
West 


After the coordinating committee was set up, and
 
the project was developed, AID agreed that they would
 
supply, as a part of their assistance in this project,
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the project staff. The project staff does not work 
for AID. We, working on behalf of the project, tried 
to Identify a contractor who would be able to provide 
this service, not only in the U.S. but field a 

In-the ortie project. So, 
the contact and selection of Boston University was 
made by AID.
 

One thing that we have not been aware of in the 
past is the fact that the African Regional Comittee 
of the World Health Organization is a built-In 
coordinating mechanism. All of the Ministers of Health 
are members of this regional committee, and even the 
African Regional Office of WHO work's for these"'cuuntries. 
it serves as a Secretariat for these countries, and 
does not itself have any power other than that given
it by the Regional Committee. 

JOHN CUTLER: Thank you, Dr. Cross. Now, may 1e call on 
Dr. Hughes? 

JA.MES HUGHES: Well, in endeavoring to establish some 
trust in company-provided medical services, I think 
it would be obvious to all of us that it goes back toi 
the very beginning of planning. We try to involve the 
host country official agencies and key health profes
sionals in the- coutiry in the planning and get them in 
early enough so that they can have a significant input.

I think a number of othdaN1,points bear mentioning.
Some of them are so obviou?':that I almost hesitate to 
statt them. A very touchy point so ofteri is any
suggestion of discrimination in the provision of ser
vices 	 for expatriates in contrast to the local 
employees. That Is to be avoided.
 

On the positive side, it is helpful to emphasize

the training potential that a well-established medical
 
service may have for the host country nationals in 
upgrading their skills and the utilization of equipment
 
and supplies. The replacement of any expatriate staff
 
'by locals should be done as soon as possible. To do 
that in a reilly aggressive way, I think it Is often 
the experience that sometimes it is the headquarters

* 	 that has to push the field managers to do that. It is 
more comfortable or the manager out there to use his 
own country nationals for some of these highly techni
cal ta3ks, including medical service. 

Also, where possible, if t..'. ' medical school 
within reach in the countrv, C t.,*works out well 
to involve the school and , : in consultative 
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roles and accept their students in clerkships.
 
Now, any of these measures isolated to just the
 

health services alone would not, I think, succeed.
 
It obviously has to be 
a part of the whole general
 
philosophy of community relations and respect for the
 
opinions and sensitivities of the local people.
 



JOHN CUTLER: I think that the two answers we have
 
had open up avenues for much more discussion, but it also
 
leads into the report of the next group, which certainly
 
will touch upon this in philosophy. So, I would like to
 
call upon l)r. James Mc(;ilvray of the Christian Medical
 
Commission to report on the panel devoted to international
 
assistance.
 

JA --S MCG ILVRAY
 

In our panel, which dealt with the difficult question 
of how you apply assistance it.the form of resources or 
advice, and th promotion of primary health care, we had 
.our bri-f presentations. First, Mary Dewar of Adelphi 
University talked about the dilemmas that we face from 
the point of view of the voluntary agencies and the
 
private sector. She stressed the first dilemma, regard
ing whether mult i lateral aid was better than bilateral
 
aid. She seemed to favor the multilateral over the
 
hi late ra l, and I will come back to that in a morent.
 

[hen, Howard Rome, from the Mayo Clinic, but in this 
case wearing the hat of the ,'orld Psychiatric Association, 
!ocused on the specialty of mental health, and looked at 
changing perspectives regarding mental health in some of 
the recipient countries. 

.'il .-,)ldham, from All), spoke as a field director 
imp le-.mnt i:in, All) supported programs, drawing upon his 
xpe.rienc, : r-;t of all in Saigon, and then in Nepal. 

I , riet to look at the dilemmas posed by inter-,.:2 
national a~sistanc,' from a multinational point of view. 

We had a very lively discussion. I think it was 
good that the participants in this group were not 
inhibited by th- members of the panel. It was quite 
obvious that the participants felt that there were a lot 
of gaps in what the panel had described from their own 
limited experience, and they ..ere very anxious to fill in 
those gaps. 

Henry Kaiser started orf by qustioning some of the 
bureaucratic procedures of AlI). lie wanted tr, kno.' what 
was in that "little black box" that gets clanged every 
six -monthsfor 'ontractors, who are anxioas, with AID 
support, to be involved in projects in International 
health. That was not resolved. 

Ken Newell, somewhat to my surprise, favored bilateral
 
aid over multilateral aid. ie does not think that multi
lateral aid works. lie telt that there were chances of
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manipulation and failure to satisfy ,the need of the recipi
ent, while satisfying the requirements of the donors.
 

In talking about the dilemmas, we dove into the
 
question of whether aid in any form really contributes to
 

social change. We did not pursue that one. I think we
 
decided that !f there is money available, let's use it,
 
but let's make sure that it is used in the right way.


One of the most serious dilemmas posed to us was how
 
do we make sure that there is community and recipient

input in the design of projects funded by international
 
assistance? How do you get beyond or around the bureau
cratic structures of a Ministry of Health, for instance?
 
An example was given of the World Bank's $45-million loan
 
to Bangladesh. 
 I do not see what else the World Bank
 
could have done but to deal with the Ministry of Health. 
I do not see how any organization like the World Bank, 
or AID, or any group can really get down to these communi
ties that we are told now must participate in the design

and implementations of projects in primary health care. 

Now, in the case of the World Bank, much of the money

will go into buildings. Much will go into the training of
 
doctors and graduate nurses, who, under the present cur
riculum of the schools In Dakkar and Chittagong, are
 
taught how to deal with the health care needs of developed

countries. The curriculum is used and is modeled on the
 
British patterns of the 1940's. And the training programs

in Bangladesh turn out doctors who know more about throm
busi and cardiac monitors than they know about the treat
ment of scabies or all the parasitic infections that are
 
usually waterborne in Bangladesh.
 

Hflow do you get around this dilemma? How do you
resolve it? How do you get to the people who really want
 
the help? How can you breach the bureaucratic barriers
 
that are there to maintain the status quo, entrenched by
 
a group of professional elites who prefer the rewards of
 
the present system, and do not want anybody to come in
 
and interrupt that system? This was a dilemma which we
 
talked about considerably, but unfortunately, we did not
 
find the answer.
 

We had the same dilemma that was posed a moment ago

by Stephen Joseph about models. flow many models do you

have to build which demons rrke quite clearly the
 
answers to the problems, but apparently do not disturb
 
the present hospital-based system which absorbs all the
 
current and recurrent capital costs?
 

We talked about the whole question of how you change
 
or how you create a national will to change in the
 

to cangein te 
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direction of'primary health care. Dr. Feffer addressed 
the question to me, which reflected on my old age, I think, 
because he wanted to know, in my historical perspective, 
whether I had ever seen a change in national will. Of 

But, this raised a very interesting debate about the 
whole question of communication. flow.do we reach the 
people we most wish to serve? flow do we help to create a 
climate for change in priorities? Because we noticed
 
that today we were supposed to come up with some recom
mendations, we o liged and we want to offer them to you. 

Recognizing that health care is like a consumer
 
product, in that it is as dependent on the acceptance of
 
the consumer as on the services of the providers, and
 
recognizing that acceptance is a function of the con
sumer's culture, value system and felt needs, health care 
delivery systems should include a major instructional
 
co~unication system attuned to the culture of the con
sumer, and designed to encourage acceptance of recommended
 
services and behaviors. There you have it. Thank you. 

)"
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JOHN CUTLER: Hr. Leon Harion, of the American
 
Council for Voluntary Organizations for Foreign Service,
 
will report for Frank Gofflo on the panel devoted tol
 
family planning and nutrition. _____
 

LEON HARION 

We had a F -J panel. Frank Goffio, the Executive 
Director of Care, chaired it, with Dr. Joseph, the 
Director of the Office of International Health Programs 
at Harvard, Willard Boynton, the Deputy Director of the 
Office of Population, AID, and myself, as panelists. 

Mien I Indicated that I might be willing to take the 
rapporteur's job, I said this was the time for me to, 
again, give my presentation to make sure the message got 
across. 

[ cannot say that we came up with any unique charac
teristics of the whole Integration pattern. However, 
comments came out that Integration, again, is only a word. 
We have heard other words in the past about how the 
development process takes place. The use of the term 
integration is not going to produce, by some miracle, the 
kind of changes that we want to take place. There are 
other words that are now entering our vernacular, that 
are pointed to what needs to take place in the developing 
countries. One of them is change agents. These two 
words are being bandied around in those circles that 
discuss the dilemmas of development assistance. 

it would seem that, in the traditional patterns of
 
delivering services, we become very protective of that
 
kind of service that we are able to deliver. We find 
that those who are on a population kick go in that direc
tion with their tunnel vision without looking aside at
 
the family planners. This is a real problem, because it
 
means that here again there must be the kind of communica
tion that has been talked about. How do you look at the
 
total field?
 

As I indicated, there has been a traditional antipathy
 
between family planning and the health services. Their
 
sensitivity to food and population issues is fairly recent,
 
and has been dramatized by such disasters as the one in
 
the Sahil, the Sudan, and others, across the face of the
 
earth. 

Now, we do receive some encouragement at times when
 
we can gather enough statistics and hard facts about what
 
Is taking place. Yesterday, during our luncheon program,
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we heard some of these statistics, w*,hich indicate that,
 
perhaps, at least we are at a turning point in 
 these 
events. Nobodv says that we are around that bend yet.

We find that there is a decreased growth rate in 72 
countries over the last decade. Ninety percent of the 
countries in Asia have instigated a national family plan. 
-M'.s' In itse ilquite an undertaking.


Ilhe predict ions tihat were fa,'ing us ten years ago

about wh.it this 
planet wouId be like included massive 
starvation in India. liat as not quite taken place yet; 
we have ..zont, through the zon-year period. Yes, there is 
malnutrition, and there is starvation; nobody denies that. 
But, the massive disaster that some were predicting has 
not !aken place. 

o)ur ability to gather statistics is becoming more and 
more re: i'ned, and this begins to sharpen our sensitivities 
as to the directions we ougcit take in order toto be the 
change acents that we shoull be for integrated planning.
"te now 4eC statistics about tihe doubling time of vooula
t ions ,. h rouiirt out IV Lie panel, tne developing
 
countries will .touble their populations in 32 years,
 
whereas in the .leveloped -ountries that stat istic is 81
 
yea rs. 

l'her. was an expression within the panel that there is 
concern i% out the impact that we are having on growth.

a:.irent.Ilv substautiv,,But, . no discuss 'ons developed on
 
tht i.pi:: ,f opu lition mig;rations.
 

In -:i. last I-) v:rs, -.:e have been able to reevaluate
 
our tn- l philosophy oi family planning against the
 

,, : t avllabiIitv of the earth's resources.
 
.se deta le, th inds of muzltilateral conferences that
 
have t~ike'n plice, beginning with the LIN nvironmental
 
Confer.nr-e in <tockn*oln, and ho. this has begun to sensi
tize those in the whole development assistance field to
 
what liis ahe'ad.
 

But, .all agree that we are no- at a step in history
where a,t 'antum jump must be taken, and we are still 
listeni:"z to '10ow:tlat quantum jump is going to take place. 
Perhaps this was the most important item brought 
our ;roup. 'nless we find a -way to redesign, to retool, 
to rethink on these types of programns, we are headed for 
disastrous times in the future. 

There is a whole gaggle of individuals who call them
selves futurists. They are having some rather interesting
discussion-, because they are taking various components for 
survival of our planet earth, and are beginning to project
what is going to happen in the year 2000. All of them 
agree that a quantum jump has be in the works theto in 
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next 25 years for us to be able to deal with the problems
that will be upon this earth In the year 2000. 

One panelist stated that contraceptives, now reachingto-,.-to.2Opercent- of--our-tar~get --populations j-need -to-reach 
60 to 70 percent. There was quite a discussion on dispens
ing of devices, and whether this really was getting at the
 
problem that needs to be/addressed in order to solve it,

and also the way by which the dispensing took place.


Wie have already heard that it is almost impossible on
 
a bilateral government assistance program for one govern
ment to send its workers as government employees into the

field of the host country to do the Job. You must lean
 
upon other entities to do this, or ask the host government 
to set in motion a plan to do the Job. 

This brought us into the private sector again. Who is
 
in the field? Who are the entities who are out there in
 
contact with the villagers? This lies within the private

sector, whether it be indigenous people or whether it be
 
expatriates that take their expertise overseas.
 

That led us to some thinking upon the role of voluntary

agencies and mission groups. 
Two of our panelists decided
 
they would give a brief history, one of them the brief
 
history of aid in this whole business, and the other one
 
a brief history of voluntary agencies and missions in this
 
work.
 

[n terms of voluntary agencies and missions, the ques
tion was asked, what do voluntary agency programs have to
 
offer that is different, and what do missions have to
 
offer that Is different? One of the points was 
that these
 
entities have flexibility. They have the ability to
 

>,negotiate with host governments, other voluntary agencies
 
...id missions and other international organizations. They


hav.,the ability also !io be innovative.
 
":,2 Mainly because their programs are not large

enough to wreak havoc with any particular country. They
make small mistakes. But, they have the ability to test, 
to innovate, to use examples and models in order to solve
the phrticular problem. Third, they have the ability to
 
act fast.
 

There was a conment in the meeting on going the multi
lateral route. If you want to go to 
the UN, you had better
 
be prepared to have lots of patience, because by the time

it gets through the United Nation's bureaucracy, the
 
reason 
for yoar instigating the programmight have dis
appeared. 
I think it is not quite that bad. But, in any

event, private agencies have the ability to move fast.
 

Then, there is anothe. aspect. That is that the private

entity has to be sensitive to its constituency. In a
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bilateral program, wha-1Zires? We get the money from the 
public, lie legislate. We get the Act. We discover what 
is in the black box, and off we go running. 

For the private entity, usually somebody is asking the 
question, how are you spending my money? Now, supposedly,to-do - thatowrlvh publilc funds.-- Sometims,-they- ' 

A 

ask the/~right questions; sometimes not. Sometimes we are 
wondering whether they are aski69 any questions. 

But, the private entity is very sensitive to what its 
constituency u'ants, and you' can be sure that if a Hoard of 
Director member Pf a private entity does not agree with a 
policy decsion1 he is going to maL ihis voice heard, 

a 
So, there is z built-in 

built-in checkpoint on 
evaluation system. There is 

private entities through their 
own constituency, In most cases, private entities, volun
tary agencies, and mission groups institute programs for 
humanitarian reasons. I said in most instances. So, do 

(K) :not get me hung up on the fact that there are other rea
sons for the entit~is golag around the world. 

Tarough these many years of involvement overseas, 
.they have been able ,Lo enhance the practitioners. They 
have been able to anhance thelr expertise. If you take 
a large, mltifacectd voluntary agency, you will find 
that at various times they have aircraft mechanics, 
family planning experts, nutrition experts, agricultural 
engineers, ground water experts -- they have all of these 
things that are involved in their program, to alimited 
de ree. And, ,in some cases they have already moved 
toird,-,an integrat d plan because there is Just so much 
money that one particular private entity can use in a 
particular area. 

We went 'on.'to 14scuss various other aspects, again with 
the quantum Jump that needs t(>be taken. Already raised 
during this session was how one moves from a model into a 
continuing prograr., I can assure you, in most instances, 
Sonce you get a voluntary agency or a missionary group out 
into the field, you are not dealingwith models in most 
cases. You are dealing with an actual situation in which 
the personnel, the resources, the financial resources, 
the commodit-es, w"hatever it is, are already on the line. ".. 
You cannot afford to be bouncing back and forth from 
various progra", because that is costly. 

Now, in most instances, as was indicated by one panel
member, health workers have not been. partic., arly inter
ested in the larger development assistance issues, and 
here again we need to have some retraining. Ti s also has 
to be a quantum Jump, but how do you train these new kinds 
of people, the new kind of doctor, the new family health 
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worker? We were not able to solve that problem, but 
tiere was an indication that if we were going to make the 
quantum jump, this becomes a very i-portant question. It 
has to do with training the trainer. 

We had a rather lively group. We raised many issues. 
Unfortunately, we did not come out with too my answers. 
As I recall, no real recommendations were madt.
 



7"-----..-


JOHN CUTLER.-"I' would next like to call upon Robert 
Thomson. As you remember, there was the feeling O'at we 
had not paid sufficient attention to, shall we say, works 
In progress,. We were very fcrtunate to be able to create 
a panel to examine tone experience of the groups working'a"- i -fn -6° - - bi-----e-in tfeld,_-'thle_y~oung tie'" Roe t-h 66 
will report for this panel. 

ROBERT THOHSON
 

I think I had a particularly difficult task in
 
reporting on this, in that ours was an open panel rather 
than presentations by panel members, I apologize to my
 
colleagVues in the session if my comments seem somewhat
 
editorial, but,31 think it was impossible to report
 
completely.
 

The main objective of the forum was an exchange of 
experiences on community participation in health pro
graming, the interface between traditional healers and 
the mode-n Western medical system, and the sociocultural 
constraints that are involved in implementing these types 
of health programs. 

The consensus in the Monday sessions of this confer
ence seemed to be that community-oriented, multidiscipli
nary health programs that stressed local participation
 
and self-reliance are the most successful experiences in
 
parimary health care delivery.
 

We had brought home to us, by Kathleen Toomey in her 
experiences as an apprentice to a Peruvian traditional 
healer, the positive aspects of traditional medical 
system, in the areaof psychotherapy, and the really 
quite phenomenal complexity of the sociocultural factors 
in the Third World s perceived health needs. 

Give: co munity level involvement in external
 
resource delvery, we have to look at what our panel saw
 

' as an ethical ,Oileuna. That is , do we intervene or don't 
we intervene? hterventions inevitably cause cultural 
changes which can cause dislocations and create more 
problems than benefits. We must learn how to carry out 
these interventions with a minimum of damage to the 
culture and vhlue systems of the community that we are 
working in. 

If wo came to any major conclusion, it was that there
 
a-re no quick answers. There are no models. There are no
 
easily transferable experiences. An open inquiring mind
 
is the most important prerequisite to learn from other
 
group's experiences.
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There was a coment that a successful delivery of 
health resources requires an existing economic base in
 
the community. Where the community does not have a suffi1
cient, economic. base.. other-,types -f -intervention will. rhave., 
to be met before health needs are met.
 

We discussed at great length and shared a large

number of experiences on how to work in that community.
 
Given the large number of experiences reported in our
 
panel, I would like to mention several of then as examples 
of the successes and failures that mijht be of help to 

Sothers,t 
I found particularly interesting the description of 

an Indonesian program. A village health team, after 
working a number of years in the village, discovered that 
while they had local acceptance and had a fairly effectiv,e 
out-reach program to surrounding areas, they were still 
only reaching 15 percent of the populationT. 'Following 
this discovery, they asked for village participation in,
 
as opposed to just acceptance of, the program. 'They dis
covered that the village thought their firut felt need
 
was an Irrigation system. 

The health team got involved in tikis, ind the irriga
tion syac I was provided. Another felt need on the part
 
of the villagers was for the training of primary health
 
care workers or cadres. A village prograim was developed,
 
therefore, for the training of health person~el. A year
 
after this experience h.-,d been undertaken, another
 
village decided that they would like to copy-,\,his program1,
 
of training primary health care staff. 

When the health team attempted to move Into the other' 
village to try to train local people, the original cadres 
suggested to the health team that perhaps the original 

,trainees should not be doing the training now. The health 
team fortunatelyaaccepted this and became the resource to 
local programs. I cite this as a model In which external 
resources support local piograms,

Another program described to us wah a community 
hospital, based In the Philippines. As an out-reach
 
program, it,involved the training of body health assistanes
 
and provision of 'abroadly based preventive and curative
 
health system.
 

We had described to us a Putti system in one area of
 
India, that is# hierarchical or structured village
 
organization little known to outsiders. Villagers are.,
 
divided into areas and will literally stop at the dividing
 
line between Puttis, The system is so well developed that
 
e-ret. the dogs In the village respect, this boundary. 
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This system has strong implications for the work of 

health promoters, trained by external agencies., if they 

are not aware of this social organization or cultural 

hierarchy. We might take the village health workers and 
train tlem and discover that they can only be effective 
within their own Putti, and perhaps nut even there because 
of other cultural factors of which we are not aware. 

We briefly touched on how to interface with tradi
tional healers. The general opinion was that we shrjld 
not try to threaten or undermine their power. We should 

try to develop mutual respect and consensus as to the 

areas of relative specialization ot both the modern and 
the traditional svstem.s. We should try to improve upon 
their use of drugs and other aspects of modern Western 
medicine, yet not destroy their effective use of psycho
therapy anti spiritual heali,.g. 

I t!.ink, in conclusion, that the consensus seemed to 
be that there are no models for duplication. The main 
prerequisite in trying to deliver external health resources 
at the comrnunity level is an open and inquiring mind,
patience, and the study of the tvpe.i of constraints that 

other people have experienced. Perhaps with an open mind 
we can analyze the reality of the situation that we find 
ourselves in at the village level, and build our own 

modei that %,iil have to be unique. 



JOll CUTLER: We wiUl now have the report for the 
panel on dental health. ik planning committee felt that 
inadequate attention had been given to the various ques
tions of dental he-ilth and public health. I am really 
delighted to have the report of that panel. 

GEOR;E !. G;.LiES1I: 

'his session considered the existing situation in
 
the area of dental disease and provision of dental service
 
being developed in two countries in l.at:in America.
 

David Bar-.es, Chief of the Dental Unit, 1lO, pre
sented the basic problems as viewed on a global scale
 
relative to dental caries in certain specified age groups.
 
fie illustrated the predominance of dental caries in
 
developed countries and the relative absence of this
 
disease in areas of Africa and Asia. 

He pointed out, nevertheless, that in all populations, 
dental caries appeared to be on the incre;st A review of 
the data becoming available through the 'J10 studies in 
conjunction with the "nited "tates Public i:2alth Service 
has indicated that in certain countries, such as New 
ZealmAd, where almost total -overage for provision of 
s;ervices -o school clildren has been aci.ieved, dental 
cries appear i be ;ncreasiiug. In one country, study 
site o: the Interna'lonal tolaborativ-e study, however, 
it w noted an intensive preventive and curativeIas that 
appr,:ach hid indic; ed su,'cess of t ,,e vstem over dental 
caries increa.;. 

lie also pointed out the need for the development of 
an integrated program planning. taking into consideration 
the need for extensive progr, .s of prevention, and for 
planning to include the increasing dental demand occasioned 
by ef:ects of programs of health education. It was 
pointe. out that ',IfO was currently preparing similar epi-
Jemiolegical data on a global basis relative to periodontal 
!isease, -'hich is undoubted ly the cause of the most exten
sive lo-, of teeth in the world. 

John f;reen, thief Dental iofficer, UI'llS, reviewed 
,-urren aspects of legislation as it related to the dental 
profession and to the particular problems associated with 
provision of dental services in rural areas of the United 
States. lt!idi cated approaches that are being taken to 
encouarage recent *raduates to practice in areas where 
there is a sho'rtage of dpntaii professionals and a system 
established on itstate-wide basis to provide information
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on sites that might be of interest tc gradmutinp students,
 
as in the case of the program in Minnesota.
 

Green also reviewed the possible programs and the
 

implications for the demand for dcenr.al services that would
 

be caused by the inclusion oi dentistry within the national
 

health insurance package in the USA and considered that,
 

with a gradual phasing-in of such a program and the
 

development of established auxiliary personnel with
 

expanded duties, adequate manpower could be made available
 

in time to meet the anticipated Oemand. He identified
 

that S16O million had been spent on dental care undrr 
improved
Medicaid in 1974 anti that the trend was for an 


dentist/population ratio, with an estimated ratio in 10
 

years of one dentist per 1,700 population.
 

The second half of the program related to programs 

currently being implementeO in the countries of Guatemala
 

and Venezuela, in utilizing new approaches for provision
 

of services, particularly to the rural population.
 

Roberto (;ereda, Chief of the Urit of New Human 

Resources, Faculty of Dentistry, University of San Carlos, 

Guatemaia, presented a prograwa which trains rural leaders 

to provide b.,-.c prevention, relief of pain, and extraction 

services to child and adult populations in rural villages 

in Gu:.temala. Such persons have the basic requirement 
to enter the program of being able to read and write in
 

Spanish, and be natives of the community in which they are 

living. They are trained in a series o, sequential one
week courues (approximately four per year) to perform the 

required functions.
 

Tlis program, which was initiated in 1969 with 18 

rural health promoters, now involves some 15 persons and, 
in 1974, provided dental services to 42,000 people in 

areas where dental services and preventive programs were 

previously nonexistent. The promoters also are trained
 

in simple medical functions and provide some first zid
 

and relief services, although major emphasis is on pro

vision of dental preventive programs. This program is
 

integrated with the extramural programs which the facul

ties of Dentistry and Medicine in the University operate
 

in rural areas with larger concentrations of population.
 
leberto Jimenez, Dean, Faculty of Dentistry,
 

University of Zulia, Maracaibo, Venezuela, illustrated
 

the approach being taken by the Faculty of Dentistry in
 

developing systems of dental care for distinct types of
 

communities in the northwestern region of Venezuela. The
 

need for an interrelationship between the development of
 

human resources, the delivery of services,and the politi

cal and administrative systera were stressed.
 

http:dcenr.al
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Four models for the delivery of comprehensive dental
 
services were illustrated, including one for a comprehen
sive preientive program for school children which,involves
 
application of fluoride and sealant materials at an esti
mated cost of IJS$3.50 per child per year. The role and
 
functions of dental auxiliary personnel in relation to
 
dental professionals was illustrated in each case.
 
Examples were shown of equipment developed in Venezuela
 
by the Faculty to support such programs,and work patterns
 
of professional and auxiliaries performing clinical
 
procedures.
 

http:IJS$3.50


JOHN CUTLER 

This leads to the last panel. I will report for Dr. 
Effie Ellis on the panel on women. There was a good deal 
of attention paid to the woman as the one who not only 
carries on the tradition, but the one who can be the in
novator and change agent. Here in this conference, we 
have had this shown to us, actually, by the report of 
Kathleen Toomey, who awakened great interest in the sub
ject. A change was made in the program so that we could 
add an ad hoc panel for the discussion of certain other 
areas.
 

Two reports -ere givn. One by Rosemary Wood, speak
ing in particular abc.,t the American Indian, whose prob
lems, as I believe has been demonstrated, are similar to 
the problems of the developing world. There is much to 
be learned from the experience to date with the Indian 
population. 

The other paper, by Elizabeth Sharp, dealt with the 
role of the w;oman as the nurse-midwife. As you can imag
ine, there was quite a bit of discussion about the fact 
that in this country, as in other parts of the world, in
creasingly, the male is serving in nursing roles. By the 
same token, the distribution of women, and the percentage 
of women in the other healt h professions is widely vari
able for cultural and other reasons. 

There are two further points to be made. One is the 
importance of the woman as mother, in setting the environ
ment for the birth of a healthy child with potential for 
development. Thus, the woman hiazi a unique role to assure 
that the child is born healthy for subsequent education 
and developrient. 

Second, the particular role was discussed of the 
woman in the mothering of the infant, to provide develop
mental stimulus and care. one nember spoke about day 
care centers, as to whether or not they might be as effec
tive for child raising. There was a good d,-al of discus
sion about this. But I think nothing was said, if you 
will, that indicated any substitute for this particular 
role of tie woman. 

I think the conclusion of the panel was 'hat the 
woman has a unique and exceedingly important role in part
nership with the male, ar., that certain roles ire hers. 
Finally, one of the impcr,.ant elements in the dynamics 
and improvement of the quality Of health is the greater 
involvement of tie wornan at every step. What was brought 
out very clearly was the fact that the woman maust be in
volved from the beginning in planning for programs for 
change. 
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We have a few minutes, and I would like to open the
 
floor for questions of the panel and further discussions.
 

INQUIRY AND COMMENTARY
 

WESLEY METZNER: I am a doctor from San Antonio, Texas.
 
I want to address this to Dr. Joseph. In our group we
 
discussed going into the rural areas and seeking out
 
personnel to do the primary health care. We said chat
 
it was importan, to try to bypass the persons %who
 
obviously are in a bureaucratic hierarchy there and
 
who would give all the positions to their friends and
 
cousins who might not conduct it well. Instead, we
 
should try to reach the people and ask them who they
 
would go to for help with their health problems.
 

Second, we said that it would be very important to
 
get the existing hierarchy involved in the planning.
 
But Dr. Joseph spoke of the difference between seeking
 
out people in rural areas and urban areas. That is a
 
very different situation. There are younger people
 
moving from job to Job in the urban areas. I think it
 
is important in these final minutes for Dr. Joseph to
 
talk about the selection of the urban type of personnel
 
to carry out primary care.
 

STEPHEN JOSEPH: I think I understand the question. I
 
think the importance of what Nick Cunningham did in
 
his paper is that he presented us with, in effect, a
 
chart or a road map. On that road map, he put across
 
the top "rural area" and "urban area," as related to
 
the community health worker. On the side of the road
 
map, he noted selection and training, motivation,
 
rewards, administrative mechanisms, and personal
 
characteristics. Now, many might disagree with one or
 
more of the cells in the road map. But the importancc
 
of the work that Nick does is that it gives us some
thing around which we can disagree or agree. It gave
 
us a basis for a dialogue.
 

That is the statement. Now, to answer your question.
 
I think I can say a couple of things. I do not know
 
if Vivian Clark is still here, but she may be able to
 
articulate better than I the answer to your question.
 
For example, in talking about the difference in selec
tion of comunity health workers in rural and urb-n
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areas, Dr. Cunningham mentioned the different charac
teristics of those rural and urban communities. For 
example, the rural community is more homogeneous, with 
many traditional cultural modes that have not frag
mented. The urban communities that he described were 
more fragmented and full of peopl!e who stay for short 
periods of time. These two situations are so different 

that one has to think whether different sorts of persons 
are required to work in each area. l)r. Cunningham 
noted that it is more likely in the rural community to 
seek out an older person with tighter cultural ties to 
that community. While in the urban setting that he 
described, it might be possible or preferable to look 
more for the substantive technologic qualities, if you 
will, that one wanted in the particular person. Because
 
of the great mobility in the urban area, the other char
acteristics might not be so important.
 

JOHN BRYAT: I was not on the panel, but I am interested 
in the subject and would like to call your attention 
to what I considei to be an important reference. There 
is a book that has just been published by Charles 
Elliot, called Patterns of Poverty in the Thlird World. 
It is not focused on ' alth, but it has some health
related issues in :t. 

In connection with the comments that Steve Joseph 
just made, let me call your attention to a concept with 
which Charles Elliot deals. tie is very interested in 
these questions of patterns whereby poor people are
 
excluded from welfare and economic systems. In dealing 
with the urban setting, he points out what Steve indi
cated, namely, that it is a very nonhomogeneous popu
lation. This population can be divided perhaps into 
two general categories. There are those who are a part 
of the formal economic system, by which we might mean 
those who hive jobs and have an employer. This group 
comprises a fairly stable size of the population. The 
growth of that sector of the urban population is very 
slow. It depends upon the ecenomic development of the 
country. 

The other sector of the urban p- pitlation are those 
within the informal economic system. This sector of 
the urban population makes a living on a marginal basis 
through street hawking, car washing, prostitution, and 
the IIke. 'hese tend to be excluded from and are 
.umetimes exploited by those that are in the formal 
system. 
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It would seem to me that, if one is hunting for health
 
workers who would be intimately related to the urban
 
population, one would want to take into account that
 
kind of a dichotomy. It is probably not a dichotomy
 
but a trichotomy: It requires different kinds of
 
persons to Ponnect with those different kinds of
 
populations.
 

CUTLER. To add to what you say, it was rather interesting
 
talking with Dr. Ellis yesterday, who was discussing
 
the health activities of the Black Panther group. She
 
brought up very perceptively the fact that they had 
the trust of the community. It is not who we think is 
qualified that will be accepted by the community. In 
the last analysis, it is the peiception by the com
munity of the qualities of the individual that they 
are looking for. As Dr. Ellis pointed out, we may 
think that we speak for certain people, but there is 
a very real question of acceptance. This is one of 
the critical issues in reaching these groups. 

ED CROSS: I would like to make a couple of comments on
 
that issue because it interests me and concerns me
 
when we talk about hunting for various types and
 
identifying variousq typeE of health manpower. I
 
think that we often forget the fact that the only way
 
you can get into a country, particularly on the
 
African scene, is to be invited there and at the
 
pleasure of the host government. We do not go in
 
there and do anything withiout their approval and
 
their clearance.
 

Also, the success of programs that we dream up and
 
impose on lesser developed countries will depend upon
 
the adoption of them by the leaders of the country.
 
We have to keep this in mind. When I was a Peace
 
Corps physician in Ethiopia, we had an extra staff
 
physician who had some spare time. Ileagreed to give
 
half of his time to do volunteer work at the hospital.
 
The hospital accepted his services and put him to work.
 
About a week later, the provinnial government called
 
up and asked the doctor to leave. The hospital said
 
he did not have official approval to work there. Even
 
though the service was good, needed and free, we could
 
not give the service away until the provincial governor
 
was approached and asked, "Can this man work in your
 
hospital?" We should keep in mind that we do not do
 
anything in a country unless we have the approval of
 
the hierarchy. There is no shortcut around that.
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I would also like to make a couple of comments about
 
the urban health care services and urban-based health
 
institutions and resources. I think we have to admit
 
that we are literally stuck with these facilities and
 
resources. The question is,how can we more effectively
 
use them to meet societal needs and demands?
 

I would like to suggest certain models. I think 
these institutions should be used to reach out to the 
community. They should take the responsibility to 
serve the community, not just for education and 
research, as traditionally (lone, nor to serve as a 
tertiary care referral center, but to be out there 
where the action is and help the community solve its 
problem. 

I have two examples. One involves a project in 
Cameroon, where U.S. AID, with IHriG and other donors, 
have agreed to support the operdtion of a university 
center for health sciences. This center has taken on 
the responsibility to train people to serve out in 
communities, in community medicine and community 

health service.
 
The other example is one that we have in our own 

country, the so-called Area Health Education Centers 
program that is run by the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. I think that this is the 
first example in recent times where a state or urban

based university has taken on the responsibility for 
health manpower training and education, to help com
munities solve their health problems at all levels. 

I would like to propose that universities take on
 
this role in which they have their senior staff people 
become involved and become expert in assisting African 
governments to carry out their health programs. So, 
I am proposing area health education centers that 
involve U.S. institutions along with the African 
countries or African governments. Thank you.
 

CUTLER: Do we have any other questions from the floor?
 

KENNETH BART: I am from the Center for Disease Control. 
Three of the panelists alluded to an issue that I 

thought was quite Important. The comments related to 
the fact that the road to health sector developrment 
was strewn with pilot projects and models. The ques
tion that was left with the group was how many models 
must we develop? 

I would propose an alternative question or an alter
native explanation that in fact these models have not 
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been successful.' They are not replicable. They are 
not desirable. Countries do not accept them and
 
people do' not accept them. These projects have failed.
 
We have not been innovative, and, in fact, we must
 
assume the responsibility. We must accept the proposi
tin'htw aeivse incorrectly' or in a less,_____
 
enlightened way. We have listened too little to the 
people whom we serve or attempted to serve. 
projects or models that we have created, rather than
 
ask why they haven't been accepted, we must accept
 
the prospect that they in fact have failed.
 

MARK RAPOPORT: I ato from the Mount Sinai School of
 
Medicine. I think that the problem of acceptance is
 
not a simple one. The question is,acceptance by whom.
 
Certainly there have been a large number of unsuccess
ful models, but I think there have been a number that 
have been accepted at the locr.1 level by the people 
for lwhom, and often with whom, they have been 'designed. 
to serve. 

V The question that I think our panel got into in the,,
latter stage of our discussion was a question of accept-. 
ance by the central authorities. I think in many cases 
the characteristics of the program that make it accept-. 
able at one level do not make it acceptable at theI 
other. The question becomes one of politics, I think,

and of social theory. It is very difficult to make a 
judgment whether a model project has as one of its 
objectives to be replicable. it'may be that within -' 

those objectives are the seeds of failure. If a pro
gram is successful that develops a, community to have 
a larger social and political will, that might guaran
tee that it will not be able to be replicated, because 
of/,'he nature of the political system within a country. 

I think that was something that was touched on a 
number of times. I think itwas dealt with at some 
length in last year's conference. I think it is a 
question that really has no answer. It may be that 
looking at it again would not be an efficient use of 
time. We continually come to that dead end. Until 
we really look at it and see If that is a dead end or 
not, we may frequently end up at the same place with 
successful models that succeed as projects, but not 
as models to'be replicated. 

CUTLER: We will take one last question or comment. 
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KATHLEEN MONAHA: I would like to go back once more to 
this question of change. I would certainly agree that 
there are many pilot projects chat have been successful. 
,But, how do you get across to people, to all of us, that
 
some programs are good. It comes back to the whole., 
question of behavior.
 

.~ ~ l... U my. point,-JAas) yu t viaize-a._J.ilsrate,.... 
circle. At 12 o'clock in the circle, put down culture.
 
At 3 o'clock, put down values, At 6 o'clock on the
 
circle, put down attitude, and at 9 o'clock, put dowr."
 
behavior. 

.1hen we start with behavior, we want a change in 
behavior. Our behavior is largely determined by our
 
attitude, be it positive or negative. Our attitude,
 
in turn, is largely determined by our value, and by 
our value I mean what is most desirable to us at any 
given time. This is largely determined by our culture. 

In this room, values are dynamic. They are not 
static. Our values have changed many times. A simple
 
example would be that a few years ago the men ,had short 
hair styles. When long sideburns and long hair first 
came into view, the attitudeof many of the gentlemen, 
as well as the women, was certainly negative. But our
 
attitudes changed because of information, because of
 
observation, because of peer communication. So, from
 
a negative attittude we went to a positive attitude that
 

,,was reflected in the behavior of the men. I would say
 
that, in this sense, the value of most of the men here
 
have chan ed insofar that we see a lot of long side
burns. You see longer hair. You can do the same thing
 
with) the women. A few years back the dresses were long. 
Suddenly we saw short dresses. The value went from 
long dresses to short dresses or, the part of some. ,;The 
attitude went from negative to positive, and then it 
was reflected in behavior.
 

AllI am trying to demonstrate is that basicaly it 
comes back to the fa'Ct that behavior changes are based 
on values. We have many pilot programe that show that 
they are effective. How do we get this across to our 
people? We are talking about retraining. If we want 
behavior changes, it is n-t information alone that will 
result in ,this. 

Sn"aipeople will be changed by information. In 
other cases, it is identification with needy groups. 
It is peer relationships. We have to think in terms 
of retraining and reeducating, not just with our people 
at tthe consumer level, but our trained professionals. 
Perhaps one mechanism would be more workshops that 

V//
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involve not only information, but participants to iden
tify with the needy group, My suggestion would be to
 

' have more of this coming into existence. 

CUTLER: Or. that'note, we will bring this sessionto a 
close. 'We have heatd very eloquently and feelingly 

__ pro~tht~irefelt.bylg-fzus.,W &".iare also very wel awarel of, .the complexity of. change, . --

In fact, when.we think about the dynamics in the change 
of the quality of hedIth, it becomes very obvious that 
it isn.'t merely a matter of technology, It is not 
merely'a matter of knowledge of what to do. We are con
cerned with the very basic elements of human and Insti
tutional growth, development and beh;avior. If one can 
come back to the adage from the comic strip, Pogo: "We 
point the finger to ourselves and say the enemy is me."
 
We have very much to do.
 

Rather than closing on a negative note, one cannot 
help looking at the accomplishments, shall we 5'ay, in' 
terms of the conquest of smallpox. One can look, of 
course, upon the results of the work in malaria eradi
cation in many other sectors and say that we have accom
plished something. The reasons f(r this success have 
been well documented, but we always come back to the 
individual and the political and social systems. One
 

,",of the things we had hopud to do in this conference 
Vas to be able to bring together the various groups,,,, 
involved. We ark speaking not only of government organi
zations and voluntary organizations, but of individuals
 
as well.
 

We have much to learn from one another. We have
 
been together and worked towards this, and we are
 
benefitting from the interplay. We now recognize fully 
that no one individual does it all alone. We are com
pletely Interdependent in bringing about changes that 
are needed, if we are to improve the quality of human 
life and dignity. 

We do not have all the answers yet. We do, however, 
have a great many answers, and 1 would like to end on 
this nqti6. Let us build on what we have. We know some 
of the things that we have to do, and I think our res
ponsibIli as individuals and groups is to,see to it 
that .we begin to attempt to use more effectively and 
better the models that we/have. On that note, I would 
like t,) thank you all for your participation and attend
ance at this conference.
 

HENRY FEFFER: I cannot think of ending this meeting 
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without mentioning a person who is probably one of our 
greatest sources of strength in the inception of the 
NCIH. He is here now., Gtorge,,Tolbert. I wonder if 
you could say a few words, because you were so Impor
tant in the development of.. this Council, I know that 
your work obligations have bc.ome Impossible and you 

- have to keep a low profIe In the Council1, but all of 
us would like to hear a few words from you.
 

GEORGE TOLBERT: Thank you very much, Dr. Feffer. I do
 
not have much to say, except that I am very'pleased
 
with what I hear and what I see. Thesedeliberations
 
are so important. We do not have a lot of answers
 
many tlmes. But the effort to secure an answer, the
 
effort that goes into good minds coming together and
 
meeting like this, is the only good thing that leads
 
eventually to some solutions.
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